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ABSTRACT

Meteorologists working for the state government in Ceará, Northeast

Brazil claim that the kinds of forecasts they can currently produce are not

useful for subsistence farmers, who lack resources to act on forecast-based

decisions.  I argue that scientific predictions do have meaning and

consequences in rural communities.  Official forecasts inform policies that

affect farmers; therefore, farmers hold government accountable for

predictions, even if they do not directly influence the farmers' own decision-

making.   

My investigation takes the discussion beyond notions of “usefulness” as

I demonstrate that prediction is more than a projection of the future based on

the past and the present.  In prediction discourse, people create under-

standings of their place in the social world, including their relationship to

government.  While government discourse constructs farmers as “non-users”

and removes its responsibility to them, traditional “rain prophets” motivate

farmers with optimistically-framed predictions and encourage autonomy from

government.  

Prediction is a meaning-making endeavor―not just of ecological and

atmospheric processes, but of who people are and how they live.  Drawing on

linguistic theories of performance and performativity, I analyze strategic

language use within a cultural models framework, taking into account the
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emotions and motivations associated with experiences of living in a particular

environment (both natural and material), and how these are crucial to

understanding the meanings of prediction.  Through prediction, people test

the limits of their knowledge, judgement and faith.  My examination of the

connections between cultural models of ‘prediction’ and ‘lie’ explains how

traditional predictions motivate farmers and build solidarity in opposition to

exclusionary systems of government and science.  

This research furthers our understanding of how locally marginalized

groups engage with government and the knowledge systems it privileges.

After tracing constructions of “rain prophet” and “scientist” in the media, I

show how rain prophets both oppose themselves to and align themselves with

media representations of science, as they establish their authority and

challenge meteorologists' expertise.  Meanwhile, meteorologists work to

authenticate science as the only legitimate authority.  Thus, in prediction

performances, meteorologists and rain prophets position themselves within

local and global discourses about science and traditional knowledge.  
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CHAPTER ONE

LANGUAGE, COGNITION, EMOTION, ENVIRONMENT

Sofre muito o homem do campo.  A
FUNCEME já vem dizer que não
chove.  E eu, pelas minhas experiên-
cias da natureza que Deus me
amostrou, eu animo os agricultores. 

The farmer suffers a lot.  FUNCEME
comes along to say it won't rain.  And
me, with my experiments in nature
that God showed me, I encourage the
farmers.

(Antonio Lima, rain prophet)

Introduction

Understanding how humans interact with nature is one of the

foundational enterprises of anthropology.  This dissertation is an examination

of language use at multiple levels that brings new aspects of this relationship

to light, while furthering our understanding of how language itself works.  The

focus here is an aspect of the human–environment relationship that has

recently gained prominence in anthropology:  the interaction between society

and climate variation and change (Magistro and Roncoli 2001; McIntosh et al.

2000; Nelson and Finan 2000; Vásquez-León et al. 2003).  Rain predictions are

especially important in Ceará, a state in Northeast Brazil, because frequently

recurring droughts have devastating economic and social impacts on the

large rural population, and indirectly affect the rest of the population as well.

My investigation of the role of climate forecasts in rural communities of Ceará

reveals that prediction is much more than a projection of the future based on

the past and the present.  Prediction is a meaning-making endeavor―not just
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of ecological and atmospheric processes, but of who people are and how they

live.

The two main sources of rain predictions in the rural areas of Ceará are

the local 'rain prophets' (profetas da chuva), who make empirical observations

of ecological and astronomical phenomena known to indicate rain or drought,

and Ceará's Agency for Meteorology and Water Resources (Fundação

Cearense de Meteorologia e Recursos Hídricos, hereafter called FUNCEME),

which generates official scientific forecasts based on statistical models of

atmospheric and oceanic conditions.1  Rain prophets are typically older men

who have a lifetime of experience living on the land, synthesizing detailed

observations of relationships in the ecosystem to make predictions.  They are

members of the rural communities who constitute the target audience for

predictions and are regarded by many as credible experts.  In contrast,

FUNCEME meteorologists are young, urban, formally educated scientists who

have little experience in rural areas.  Their forecasts are recognized as

products of government, and they are announced in standardized scientific

terms that are unfamiliar and often incomprehensible to farmers.  This makes

some farmers question the credibility of meteorologists.  I will explore here

1 Meteorologists distinguish between short-term weather forecasts (up to

seven days) and long-term climate forecasts (typically for a season).  In this

text, I refer to FUNCEME's climate forecasts for the 4-month rainy season

except where the weather/climate distinction is the focus of analysis.
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how the rain prophets' indigenous knowledge challenges the meteorologists'

claims to authority within the local cultural and linguistic contexts.  

My main argument is that, in their prediction performances, rain

prophets and meteorologists construct the relationship between farmers and

government in different ways that authenticate their own identities as rain

prediction experts.  According to meteorologists, government is unable to

help subsistence farmers because their lack of education and resources

exclude them as users of predictions generated by government scientists.

Therefore, meteorologists do not attempt to meet local criteria for creating

authority in their prediction performances.  Instead, meteorologists look to the

international scientific community, government and other more “sophisti-

cated” users to authenticate their expert identity.  On the other hand, rain

prophets construct government as either negligent toward farmers or a

hindrance to them.  They encourage farmers to rely on traditional ways and

not to be dependent on government.  Authentication of their expert identity is

based on their traditional methods, their agricultural experience that aligns

them with farmers, and their use of familiar linguistic practices.

The tradition of rain prophecy is not unique to Brazil. There are

accounts of indigenous weather prediction methods and people who serve as

ethnometeorological consultants in the Americas, Europe, Asia and Africa

(Akimichi 1980; Albores and Broda 1997; Anderson 2004; Goloubinoff et al.

1997; Hassan 2000; Ingram et al. 2002; Luseno et al. 2003; Strauss 2003), and

the majority of these indigenous traditions have links to agriculture, as is the
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case in Northeast Brazil.  In short, weather prediction is, to a greater or lesser

degree, a worldwide activity.  Similarly, FUNCEME is Ceará's local version of

the scientific tradition of meteorology practised in nearly every country of the

world.  Thus, there is wider relevance to the issues addressed here related to

co-existing prediction systems.  A question that runs throughout the text is

why the two systems of knowledge and communication never come together

and how people actively work to maintain distinctions between them.

Advancements in climate forecasting models and communications tech-

nology have spurred a great interest among climatologists and agricultural

economists who are exploring the practical applications of climate forecasts in

agricultural decision-making with the ultimate goal of increasing economic

gains (Ingram et al. 2002; Podestá et al. 2002).  This type of applied climatolo-

gy is grounded in a discourse of development in which small farmers are con-

sidered a vulnerable population to whom knowledge can be transferred and

used to improve their economic well-being (Chimeli et al. 2002; Finan and

Nelson 2001).  Thus, climate forecasting must be understood within a broader

context of state-run agricultural extension efforts and the complex interactions

involved in each place (Röth 2001).  But while the technical skill of scientific

forecasts has increased significantly in recent years, potential users, such as

farmers, show a reluctance to base decisions on this information (Jagtap et al.

2002; Patt and Gwata 2002).  For example, over the last thirty years, FUNCEME

has become an internationally recognized research institute; however, locally,

it is often criticized and compared unfavorably to the rain prophets.  Meteorol-
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ogists face this type of problem worldwide and research continues to be done

in order to improve understanding and the level of acceptance of climate fore-

casts (Luseno et al. 2003; Rayner et al. 2005).

In Ceará, the problem of increasing the use of scientific forecasts for

decision-making among small farmers is usually discussed in terms of com-

munication and relevance.  First, the predictions are not well-understood by

the majority of unschooled and illiterate farmers.  Lack of government re-

sources prohibits continuous interaction between meteorologists or extension

agents and farmers, during which the process of making and interpreting

forecasts could be explained and the farmers' needs better addressed.  Ongo-

ing interaction between government agents and farmers would also promote

trust-building.  Without such long-term relationships, issues of misunderstand-

ing and irrelevance of forecasts are difficult to address.  

Second, there is some debate over whether the predictions in their cur-

rent form can be effectively applied at the micro level at which these small

producers are operating.  For instance, FUNCEME staff and government offi-

cials claim that their seasonal climate forecasts are not useful for subsistence

farmers who lack resources to act on forecast-based decisions.  Constructing

farmers as non-users effectively removes government's responsibility to them.

Lemos and colleagues offer an alternative, suggesting that the best potential

for effective application of climate forecasts is at the level of local and regional

planning (Lemos et al. 2002).  In other words, the most appropriate users of
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forecasts produced by government employees are other government employ-

ees.

A third important factor is the existence of indigenous prediction meth-

ods promoted by the rain prophets, introduced above.  Blench (1999), Ingram

(2002) and Luseno (2003) all observe degrees of resistance to scientific fore-

casts among populations where they are perceived as being in competition

with traditional practices.  For example, Luseno and colleagues demonstrate

that, in Ethiopia and Kenya, confidence in indigenous prediction methods

mean there is little motivation to learn how to use new scientific forecasts

(Luseno et al. 2003).  I will show how rain prophets in Ceará encourage auton-

omy from government and its forecasts with their optimistically-framed pre-

dictions.   

Explanation of the distrust, misunderstanding and dismissal of scientific

climate forecasts within rural communities of Ceará requires a close look at

the particular local contexts in which rain predictions are made.  My research

reframes the problem so that instead of only asking why farmers are not using

scientific forecasts or how best to increase the applications of this information,

I am turning my inquiry to the ways that science is being incorporated into lo-

cal discourses and to the impacts that predictions do have on rural communi-

ties.

Analyzing the language used in predictions takes research on climate–

society interactions in a new direction.  It pushes us beyond simplistic knowl-

edge-transfer approaches that assume a receptive target population and
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questions how climate science (particularly as a product of government) fits

into the local cultural context.  The value of a forecast is measured by more

than just its accuracy (Meinke and Stone 2005).  Predictions are linguistic acts

that test the limits of people's knowledge, their judgement and their faith.  By

analyzing the communicative practices of meteorologists and rain prophets,

and tying these to historical, social, environmental, economic and epistemo-

logical contexts, this research innovatively integrates theoretical dimensions

of linguistic and ecological anthropology.  An ethnographic and discourse-

based perspective brings us to the heart of communication issues that emerge

where a global knowledge system like meteorological science intersects with

local cultural knowledge and individual experience.  

My analysis of strategic language use takes into account the emotions

and motivations associated with experiences of living in a particular

environment (both natural and material), and how these are crucial to unders-

tanding the meanings of prediction.  As I will demonstrate,  experiences

related to being poor, uneducated, socially marginal, politically powerless

and vulnerable to drought are associated with strong feelings that are key

influences on the development of cultural models of appropriate and effective

weather prediction.  In making predictions and in talking about predictions,

meteorologists, rain prophets and farmers define relationships among nature

and persons, knowledge and power, and language and truth, while position-

ing themselves within local and global discourses about science and

traditional knowledge.  
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Prediction as Performance

This research pulls together three theories of performance.  Prediction

is treated as a performance of environmental knowledge (Turnbull 1997), as a

linguistic performance of social identity (Bucholtz and Hall 2004) and as a kind

of verbal art (Bauman 1992).  These theories are briefly summarized.  First,

Turnbull describes the performance of knowledge as the local production of

knowledge through interaction and connection with the environment so that

actions can be determined.  The establishment of trust and authority are

essential to the production of knowledge.  The performance of knowledge,

which involves the use of open-ended strategies or practices to cope with

uncertainty, is distinguished from the application of knowledge encoded in

rules, plans or fixed techniques (Turnbull 1997).  In generating predictions,

rain prophets and climatologists connect with the environment through

observations and measurements, and determine what actions to take.  They

decide not only what their forecast will be, but how they should present it in

the current social context and what effect it will have on the hearers. 

Analyzing predictions as performances in this sense enables my comparison

of knowledge traditions in order to “explain their differential power effects

but... not privilege any of them epistemologically” (Turnbull 1997:552).

            Theories of language as performance have gone in several directions

(Bauman and Briggs 1990; Hall 1999; Hymes 2001), and my intention here is to

bring two of those together.  The definition of performance that informs my

analysis of rain predictions is that it is a specially marked way of speaking
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through which the speakers and audience co-construct their own identities in

relation to other social categories.  The first part of this definition comes from

studies of verbal art as performance, heavily influenced by the work of

Richard Bauman (1992) and Charles Briggs (1988). Here, I explore how pre-

diction is a kind of verbal art that is a recognizable performance with an as-

sumption of responsibility to the audience for the speaker’s communicative

skill.  Bauman urges us to consider “the relationship between the hierarchies

of preference that represent the system of cultural values and the hierarchies

of power, authority and status that influence the social distribution of cultural

resources” (Bauman 1992:xiv).  We need to examine the broader historical

and cultural contexts of these hierarchies that give performance its potential to

rearrange the event and the social relations (Bauman 1986:4). This is where

the performer's creativity comes into play. As I will show, rain prophets

“rearrange social relations” by building up authority and prestige among

uneducated, poor farmers while relegating government scientists to a position

of ignorance, error or irrelevance.  Meanwhile, meteorologists try to preserve

the social relations that constitute their power and authority within a hierarchy

of experts, and reproduce this in rural communities.

The second part of my definition comes from more recent develop-

ments in theories of performativity, building on Judith Butler's idea that identi-

ties become real through sustained and repeated social performances; they

are not sets of attributes (Butler 1990).  Taking this approach together with the

original theory of performativity in which language is said to “do things” in
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the socially-created world (Austin 1962; Searle 1969), I am asking who people

are being/becoming and what they are doing when they predict.  Predictions

are occasions for doing/being an expert, while simultaneously constructing a

group of non-experts to whom the predictions are directed.  In the same

sense, it is through the repeated performances of predictions that “scientist”

and “rain prophet” are created.  I draw on Bucholtz and Hall (2004) to exam-

ine this process of authentication more closely, demonstrating how one identi-

ty is authorized and legitimated while the authority and credibility of the other

is challenged.

In addition to performing identities, predictions perform other socially

consequential acts as they affect processes of thought-feeling that motivate

listeners' responses.  Here, I respond to Sawin's call for more emphasis on

emotion.  She asserts that “we cannot know what performance is or does un-

less we appreciate what it feels like” because emotion is a “crucial aspect of

social experience” (Sawin 2002:34).  Sawin's claim that “a successful perfor-

mance moves the audience” (Sawin 2002:42, emphasis in original) seems on

the surface to apply more to performances of verbal art than identity, but a

careful consideration of the emotional aspect of the relationship between per-

former and audience shows it to be relevant in both cases.  Sawin and Bauman

concur that “emergent performance can transform cultural models or social

structures,” (Sawin 2002:48) and it is with this in mind that I am linking the ver-

bal-art-as-performance and performativity theories of language use.
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A central theme of this dissertation is that the meaning of a prediction

goes beyond the statement of expected meteorological events.  A prediction

is a linguistic act: a performance of identity, of ideology, of knowledge, and

also a display of verbal skill that provokes a response in the audience.  But

giving attention only to performance is not enough.  In order to understand

how identities are performed through language use, we need to consider the

interaction among cultural models, language and the “immediate interactional

stance of speakers” (Kiesling 2001:112).  For example, Kiesling analyzes how

White fraternity men index cultural models of race as they “display and

reaffirm their hegemonic position through in-group discourse” (Kiesling

2001:101).  His work exemplifies how cultural models are used as interactional

resources for identity work in that speakers rely on an assumption of shared

meanings for indexical references and inferences.  Cultural models, while

largely implicit and sometimes contradictory or incomplete, organize our

thoughts, emotions and acts (in this case, verbal acts) as we interpret

situations and shape them with our own participation (Quinn and Holland

1987; Shore 1996; Strauss and Quinn 1997).

Language and Cultural Models

Cultural models theory brings the idea that relatively enduring

cognitive structures are one dimension of culture back into discussions of

socially constructed, context-dependent, continually recreated, emergent

meaning currently popular in linguistic anthropology.  Following Judith Butler,
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many scholars have argued that everything, including identity, desire and

even matter, is produced through repetitive discourse in social interaction

(Bucholtz and Hall 2005; Butler 1990; Butler 1993; Cameron and Kulick 2003).

This perspective adds to our understanding of the power of language in

shaping our reality, but the focus on external verbal displays (including

silence) has limitations.  The fact that thinking and feeling cannot directly be

observed by the researcher is not a justification for theoretically ignoring

these fundamentally human processes.  Studies of language offer the best

available evidence of what people think and feel, and how particular ways of

thinking and feeling are developed, but we cannot reduce our entire being,

knowing, feeling and doing to discourse-based interactions.  For linguistic

resources to be available for intersubjective processes, there must be some

mental structures in which complex relational systems like ideology, and even

language and discourse, are organized and made accessible (i.e.

remembered).  Therefore, while I find the idea of performativity helpful for

thinking about language and identity, I combine this perspective with cultural

models theory for a more complete conceptualization of the interrelations

among language, thought, emotion, identity and environment.  In other words,

I am looking for meaning in the interaction of the current environment and

events with mental structures, cognition and emotional responses.

Cultural models connect how people think about the natural and social

world with the feelings and motivations associated with individual and shared

experiences.  Quinn offers this definition: 
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People in a given group share, to a greater or lesser extent, understand-
ings of the world that have been learned and internalized in the course of
their shared experience... Individuals rely heavily on these shared un-
derstandings to comprehend and organize experience, including their
own thoughts, feelings, motivations and actions, and the actions of other
people. [Quinn 2005:3] 

The concept of mental or cultural models has been attacked by

postmodernists and poststructuralists who argue against the idea of fixed,

bounded, coherent structures in some kind of collective mind that allows no

possibility for individual agency (Bucholtz and Hall 2005; Butler 1993; Livia

and Hall 1997). However, the theory of cultural models proposed by Strauss

and Quinn (1997) as well as Shore (1996) makes no such claims, rather it

incorporates cognition into a more general project of explaining how cultural

meanings are transmitted and reproduced, but also resisted and changed.

While acknowledging heterogeneity within groups and inconsistencies within

individuals, Strauss and Quinn remind us that 

some understandings are widely shared among members of a social
group, surprisingly resistant to change in the thinking of individuals,
broadly applicable across different contexts of their lives, powerfully
motivating sources of their actions, and remarkably stable over succeed-
ing generations [Strauss and Quinn 1997:3] 

and they call for an examination of the process of internalization of these

understandings, which they call “schemas”.  They are not suggesting that

culture is a collection of structures passed on whole and unchanged from the

group to an individual. Instead, they are looking at individual experience and

emotion in order to explain how some understandings come to be shared and

are perpetuated while others are not.  They embrace the idea that meaning is

created through the interaction of individuals, but this meaning is in part
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achieved by relating new information to the understandings (both shared and

idiosyncratic) that are already stored and organized in the mind in some kind

of structure (i.e. models and schemas), and emotion is key to this integration

of new and old information. 

To posit a cultural model is not to claim that it is shared by all members

of a community, nor that all members think with the same set of models, nor

even that the shared models will necessarily lead to identical actions and

inferences.  Indeed, it goes without saying that the multiplicity of

“communities” to which every individual belongs precludes such absolutes.

Furthermore, cultural models are not limited to consciously defined groups.

For example, the concept of community of practice revolves around a “joint

enterprise” in which there is mutual accountability and a shared repertoire of

resources (Holmes and Meyerhoff 1999:175).  While the community of

meteorologists engaged in forecasting fits nicely into this theory, I contend

that rain prophets are not a community of practice.  There is no attempt to

build consensus among rain prophets on how predictions should be

generated and in fact, there is much debate about which methods are reliable.

In general, the individuals in Ceará known as rain prophets do not consider

themselves a group and do not act as a group.2  They may share some

elements of a repertoire of resources in that they have similar experiences in

their interactions with the natural environment and in rural society; however,

2  An exception is Quixadá, where the annual Meeting of the Rain Prophets has

recently begun to inspire some group trends. This will be discussed later.
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there is not a system of socialization through which members learn to adopt

linguistic practices of the group.  What they share in terms of language and

knowledge largely comes from their rural and agricultural experience, which

they also share with the rest of the non-rain prophet population in their

communities.  In this case, the cultural model concept is more appropriate

than community of practice because we can talk about a model of prediction

that is shared to a greater or lesser degree by farmers, rain prophets and

meteorologists, instead of having to always focus on distinctions among these

groups.

The value of cultural models for linguistic anthropology is in providing

a way to acknowledge the shared meanings that underlie variations and

contradictions in linguistic practices, and that persist over time and within

groups.  Furthermore, it adds the emotional dimension to the explanation of

what motivates linguistic choices.  Cultural models exist in that they are

recognizable in linguistic practices and reproducible in a range of contexts.

They are used in reasoning and interpreting, despite variations and

incoherence.  Throughout this text, I demonstrate how predictions are judged

according to preferences and understandings encoded in a widely shared

model of prediction.  Analyzing discourse as part of cultural models theory

helps us delineate the underlying models of particular linguistic moments in

order to then explain why some speech is marked or disputed while other

speech is taken as natural and obvious.
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For Strauss and Quinn, claiming that identity and meaning are

constantly being revised and contested requires us to account for what

motivates such innovation or resistance.  Strauss and Quinn (1997) push for an

examination of psychological processes in order to understand how culturally

shared meanings become internalized and accepted (or not) as natural and

legitimate.  They accept Bourdieu's theory that embodied experience and

repetition are important in the internalization of cultural norms (Bourdieu

1977), but they criticize his neglect of the role of emotion and motivation in

determining whether these norms will be reproduced or changed (Strauss

and Quinn 1997).  Strauss explains that emotionally salient life experiences

mediate the internalization of heterogeneous belief systems and inconsistent

social discourses (Strauss 1997).  Feelings are associated with particular

experiences (either personal or observed) which then produce motivations to

act a certain way, whether conforming to or subverting cultural norms. Thus, a

cultural model is not only a cognitive map, but includes an emotional element

and a motivational force.  The challenge is to discover how situations affect the

development of cultural models and how cultural models lead to particular

actions and interpretations in specific contexts.  It is within this framework that

I address the role of emotion in the production of cultural knowledge.  

The place of emotion in the creative processes of language, thought and

identity has not received adequate attention in linguistic anthropology.  While

Abu-Lughod and Lutz (1990) provide insightful analysis of how ideology works

through discourses of emotion, their claim that emotion is only meaningful
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when performed in “the social realm of discourse” is problematic. Chodorow

challenges the idea that emotions are entirely social constructions because it

denies the internal, idiosyncratic aspect of emotion that motivates individuals

to become like or unlike others and initiates the socialization process

(Chodorow 1999).  Following D'Andrade, my analysis will show how

motivation is an important aspect of prediction because it links the experience

of emotion to the intention to act (D'Andrade and Strauss 1992).  

Applying these ideas to the Ceará case, we will see that climate

prediction is a cognitive process, a linguistic performance and a cultural

practice, rooted in human interaction with the environment.  Stated broadly,

the cognitive and emotional experiences of living in a drought-prone climate

motivate the cultural practice of prediction, which involves paying attention to

and linguistically categorizing the natural environment according to its

significance for weather variations, as well as developing strong affective

links to that environment.   Through prediction performance, culturally

mediated knowledge of the environment is articulated and made meaningful

―espeically emotionally meaningful.  

As I will show, the cultural model of prediction is connected to other

cultural models.  These include models of knowledge/truth and decision-

making, which are important in the ways people use the model of prediction

to reason.  Cultural models of time are also related to prediction in the way

they link past experiences to present observations in order to create

expectations about future conditions which, in turn, influence present actions
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and feelings. The verbal interactions that constitute predictions are also

occasions for the reproduction of cultural models of social hierarchy,

including relationships with government and God.

A model of prediction consists of expectations and understandings of

performance, performer, and the relationship with and participation of the

audience.  Variations in prediction performances, and even alternative

prediction models, are influenced by specific interpretations and evaluations

of predictions.  By combining a cultural models approach with theories of

performance in a study of a particular genre of speech, I contribute to our

understanding of the ways in which both identities and cultural models are

individually and socially constructed.  Examining cultural models of

prediction illuminates the links between the performer and the audience, and

between the prediction and its social and material context. 

Anthropology of Prediction

The subject of my research is prediction.  My intent is to come to a more

nuanced and contextualized understanding of what prediction means in Ceará

than the conventional meteorological definition, such as this one from

FUNCEME's glossary (www.funceme.br):

[A] descrição de ocorrências futuras esperadas. A previsão do tempo
inclui o uso de modelos matemáticos baseados em parâmetros
atmosféricos, associados à habilidade e experiência de meteorologistas.
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[A] description of future expected occurrences.  A weather prediction
includes the use of mathematical models based on atmospheric
parameters and the ability and experience of meteorologists.

The definition above focuses on the knowledge behind a prediction, but we

can also study more deeply the dimensions of prediction as essentially a

linguistic act―the telling of events before they happen―as noted in the first

part of FUNCEME's definition.  The language of prediction, more broadly

conceived to include prophecy, has generally been treated in the anthro-

pological literature within the domain of religion and ritual (Araújo 2004;

Csordas 1987; Jules-Rosette 1978; Leavitt 1997; Szuchewycz 1994).  It is only

recently that anthropologists have turned their attention to the communication

of scientific forecasts of the type just described (Magistro and Roncoli 2001;

Orlove and Tosteson 1999; Stern and Easterling 1999) and these studies aim to

improve the transfer of this knowledge to others rather than to explore the

performative, aesthetic or culturally meaningful aspects of the language used.

Thus, anthropologists tend to focus either on the content of scientific

predictions or on the religious and ritual significance of prophetic discourse.

The situation is no different in Brazil, where most treatments of weather

and climate prediction can be categorized either within the domain of science

(e.g. Folland et al. 2001; Kane 1999; Xavier 2005) or in the domain of folklore,

myth, superstition and religion (Galeno 1998; Magalhães 1963). The under-

lying assumption in these works is that meteorology is inherently superior to

or more credible than traditional methods for making predictions. For

example, some authors  remark that certain signs used by rain prophets seem
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to be accurate predictors, but they stop short of expressing belief in the

validity of the methods and do not appear to take them seriously in the same

way writers describing scientific predictions do.  Another line of research in

the social sciences has begun to explore the cultural context of rain

predictions more fully, focusing on the roles rain prophets play in their

communities (Bezerra 2006; Kupermann 2006; Lemos 2000; Teixeira 2006).

Still, all of these authors maintain a sharp distinction between science and

tradition, focusing on either one or the other but never both equally.  

The anthropological approach taken here analyzes how the two interact,

treating both scientific and traditional knowledge systems as cultural

productions.  The present study continues to develop the idea, first presented

in research on Ceará by Finan and colleagues (Finan 1998; Nelson and Finan

2000), and more recently expanded by Taddei (2005) as well as in my earlier

work (Pennesi 2005, 2006), that scientific climate predictions are produced,

interpreted and infused with cultural meaning in local contexts.     

To be clear, my analysis does not assess the skill or accuracy of one

prediction over another.  Instead, my concern is with how the prediction is

linguistically constructed in particular ways, for what purpose, for whom; how

it is communicated, interpreted and evaluated differently by different social

groups; and how the prediction as a performance, an interaction, and an

artifact of knowledge affects people's lives.  In short, I want to understand

what sense people make of predictions in their multiple forms.  This research

differs from previous anthropological treatments in its close attention to
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language.  In addition to analyzing the local cultural meanings of rain

prediction in rural Ceará, I look at linguistic patterns and structures of the

predictions as oral narratives.  I also present a detailed account of how the

identities of rain prophets and meteorologists are co-constructed through

intersubjective linguistic practices embedded in ecological, material and

social conditions. 

Taddei's work (2005, 2006) focuses on how the manipulation of symbols

in ritual peformances, such as the annual Meeting of the Rain Prophets and

FUNCEME's annual climate forecasting workshop, is an integral part of

political manoeuvring and economic decision-making.  My analysis is more

contextually inclusive, considering prediction and prediction discourse not

just in ritual performances, but in everyday conversations and other inter-

actions.  The present work is also more comprehensive because in addition to

examining the discourse and performances of rain prophets and meteorolo-

gists, I also give attention to the discourses of their interlocutors, critics and

peers.  For example, I include the perceptions and opinions of over two

hundred farmers in several municípios3 in Ceará, who are assumed to be the

target audience for both scientific and traditional predictions.  

  This research furthers our understanding of how people draw on

various linguistic and cultural resources to gain, exercise and maintain power.

3 The município is “the smallest autonomous political unit... which includes

an urban center, some smaller centers of population concentration

(districts), and the rural areas around them” (Taddei 2005:85).
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My analysis demonstrates how knowledge becomes power through language

as rain prophets and meteorologists struggle to define themselves as experts.

More generally, subsistence farmers work against their marginal status to

assert their autonomy as decision-makers by promoting traditional know-

ledge over government-sponsored science. 

This study examines how science as a global knowledge system is

produced in local contexts: how science is in competition with traditional

knowledge, how it is integrated into local practices, and how science and

other forms of knowing may exist independently of each other. The interaction

of knowledge systems is especially relevant given the current interest in

“indigenous”, “traditional” and “local” knowledge, particularly as these

contrast with what is known as Western science. Over the last two decades, in

both academic and popular writing, there has been a lot of discussion about

how to bring traditional knowledge into a broader public domain in order to

contribute ideas for solving a range of problems from curing diseases, to

filling a spiritual void, to preventing environmental destruction. From this

point of view, indigenous knowledge is available to be mined for valuable

nuggets that might benefit society, however societal benefits are defined. The

approach I am taking here critiques that perspective and looks at the issue

from the other side, asking how so-called “traditional” or “indigenous”

people are both using the power attributed to science for their own benefit

and challenging the authority of science in certain domains.  
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For example, rain prophets construct themselves and other farmers as

autonomous rather than vulnerable and powerless, which helps them cope

emotionally with their difficult situation.  They demonstrate their indepen-

dence from government and scientific intervention by constructing science as

fallible, irrelevant, or dangerous and opposing it to traditional knowledge.

Meanwhile, meteorologists see themselves in a position of power, providing a

beneficial service to farmers who are constructed as vulnerable and ignorant.

My analysis shows how both groups work to maintain the distinction between

them in a contest of two discourses: the vulnerability of farmers versus the

power of their traditional knowledge. Vulnerability and traditional knowledge

are as much cultural constructs as  analytical ones.

As an analytical term, “traditional” is problematic in the case of the rain

prophets because it implies a wholeness and continuity in a body of know-

ledge that does not acknowledge the ongoing revision of the practice and new

discovery of signs of rain.  Furthermore, the concept of tradition emphasizes

similarities, making it difficult to account for the high degree of individual

difference in the knowledge, practices and performances of rain prophets.

Still, the rain prophets and other members of their community refer to what

they do as being based in 'tradition' (tradição) so I will use that term for its

cultural, rather than theoretical, significance.4  I am using “traditional

knowledge” here in the same sense that Röth defines indigenous knowledge:

4  See Handler and Linnekin (1984), Hobsbawm (1983) and  Mould (2005) for

studies of local strategic uses of “tradition” and a critique of the concept.
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“the cultural knowledge of rural people, promoting understanding and

identity among the members of a farming community, where local technical

knowledge and skills are inextricably linked to nontechnical issues” (Röth

2001:10).  

Organization of the Text

The work is divided into two parts.  The first elucidates the cultural

model of prediction and the contexts of its production by rain prophets and

meteorologists.  Chapter Two starts with a discussion of the methods used to

arrive at the cultural understanding of language use that forms the basis for

my analysis.  In Chapter Three, I give a full reconstruction of the underlying

cultural model of prediction, grounding it in the environmental and socio-eco-

nomic contexts of rural Ceará.  Particular attention is paid to the affective as-

pects of the model within these contexts.  Then, Chapter Four explores in de-

tail the categorical identities of rain prophets and meteorologists, characteriz-

ing both groups and individuals in social and linguistic terms.   In the second

part, Chapters Five and Six analyze how individuals employ these cultural

models of prediction in combination with other models as they engage in in-

tersubjective processes of creating their own identities and those of other

groups.  For example, the cultural models of two forms of speech―prediction

and lie―are connected in that the affective response associated with one influ-

ences how the other is used.  Here, a close analysis of language demonstrates

how strategic variations in individual prediction discourse correspond to em-
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phasis on different aspects of the models.  This work bridges the approaches

to discourse taken in linguistic and cognitive anthropology because it consid-

ers predictions both as a genre of speech and as a cultural practice.  In both

senses, the study of prediction contributes to our understanding of how peo-

ple form and maintain relationships with other people and with the natural

world.  The final chapter locates this analysis in broader theoretical and prac-

tical contexts, considering how knowledge, power and identity intersect in the

social construction of and resistance to experts. 

With the struggle to maintain their voices in mind, I have chosen not to

create pseudonyms for the rain prophets because they all want and deserve

credit for the information they provided and especially for their predictions.

They want their participation to be known and would be indignant to find their

words attributed to someone else or to no one in particular.  They receive

very little, if anything, in exchange for the numerous interviews they grant to

media and researchers like me.  As rain prophets, their only reward is a little

fame and prestige, and they are proud that their names will be known by peo-

ple all over Brazil and in foreign countries.  All I can offer for their patience,

co-operation and trust is proper recognition, and that is all they have request-

ed.  Locally, they are certainly well-known, in large part because of their par-

ticipation in the annual Meeting of the Rain Prophets in Quixadá.  In fact, most

of the rain prophets mentioned in this dissertation have already become pub-

lic figures, having been featured in newspaper articles, television programs,

academic works, and documentaries, so their identities are not secret.  Other
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names have been changed, with the exception of a few other public figures

who have already been repeatedly identified by the media and by other aca-

demics. 
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CHAPTER TWO

METHODOLOGY

I first learned about rain prophets from the research on vulnerability

and climate forecasting in Ceará done by Finan and his colleagues from 1997-

1999 (Finan 2003; Lemos et al. 1999).  Discovering that there was an annual

meeting of rain prophets in the município of Quixadá, I set out to investigate

who the rain prophets were, how they made their predictions, how wide-

spread the phenomenon of rain prophecy was in other regions of the state,

and what people's attitudes were toward rain prophets and FUNCEME.  I also

wanted to see how the predictions were being interpreted and evaluated by

subsistence farmers.  

For five weeks in the summer of 2003, I conducted a pilot study in

Ceará.5  I interviewed rain prophets, FUNCEME meteorologists, farmers and

others involved in the generation and use of climate forecasts.  Quixadá was

an obvious starting point because I already knew there was a large number of

rain prophets there.  I also travelled to the município of Tauá, in western

Ceará.  Tauá was chosen as a field site because its micro-climate differs from

Quixadá and it is considered less modernized and more isolated in compari-

son to Quixadá.  As Table 1 shows, population density is lower with a greater

5 Funding for this phase of the project was provided by Janet Upjohn Stearns,

the Tinker Foundation, and the Department of Anthropology and the Social

and Behavioral Sciences Research Institute at the University of Arizona.
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rural population.  Literacy levels are lower and as are income levels.  I thought

these characteristics might be related to attitudes toward traditional and sci-

entific knowledge.  Tauá is approximately 345 kilometres from Fortaleza (a

five hour drive), while Quixadá is less than 160 kilometres from the capital

and can be reached by car in two hours.  Tauá's rainy season tends to begin

later than in Quixadá and the average seasonal rainfall is only 428 millimetres.

With 648 millimetres, Quixadá receives 50% more rainfall than Tauá, accord-

ing to FUNCEME data.  Quixadá  is “the land of monoliths” with its rocky hills

and low mountains (Figure 1).  It also has two large reservoirs providing water

for people and animals.  Tauá (Figure 2) has more limited water resources and

the landscape is much flatter, lacking the rocky formations that give Quixadá

its distinct character.

Figure 1. Quixadá
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Figure 2. Tauá

From the pilot study, I began to create a profile of rain prophets in

terms of their personal characteristics, their methods and the distinct discur-

sive styles.  Opinions about FUNCEME were mostly negative in the rural ar-

eas.  Rain prophets tended to be either respected or ignored, but they did not

provoke the strong negative attitudes directed toward FUNCEME.  I was in-

trigued by the linguistic and communicative differences between FUNCEME

and rain prophets, and the connections between these and farmers'  interpre-

tations and evaluations of the predictions.

In January 2005, I returned to Ceará for more extensive fieldwork, stay-

ing 13 months until the end of January 2006.6  Three distinct regions were cho-

6 Funding for this phase of the project was provided by the Wenner-Gren

Foundation for Anthropological Research and the Department of

Anthropology at the University of Arizona.
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sen as field sites so that I could see whether generalizations were possible.   I

included both Quixadá and Tauá, and added the Cariri region in the southern

part of the state.  Resource limitations prevented me from adding a fourth site

in a município from the northern region of the state.  Figure 3 shows the mu-

nicípios included in the study.

Table 1. Characteristics of municípios in the study

Quixadá Tauá Crato Juazeiro Barbalha Mis. Vel.

area km2 2,020 4,018 1,009 249 479 651

temps ºC 37/16 35/25 32/22 34/18 35/21 32/27

precip. mm 648/838 428/577 765/1,090 619/925 743/1,153 683/987

water 2 lg. 9 md. & sm. 1 md. 1 md. 1sm. only wells 2 rivers

population 73,863 52,260 111,894 231,920 51,444 34,309

urban pop. 46,888 26,721 83,917 20,227 30,669 12,785

rural pop. 22,766 25,227 20,729 9,906 16,362 19,801

PIB R$ mil. 162,174 87,440 306,203 587,516 129,303 47,751

PIB/cap. R$ 2,196 1,673 2,737 2,533 2,513 1,392

agropast. 22% 24% 3% 1% 7% 18%

industry 16% 18% 38% 38% 46% 24%

service 62% 58% 58% 61% 47% 58%

literacy 71% 64% 79% 77% 63% 65%

Source: Anuário do Ceará (2005)

Precipitation given is seasonal total (Feb. - May) followed by annual total.

“Water” lists available water resources and relative size of reservoirs.

Population data from 2004.

Urban and rural population from 2000.

PIB is the total income produced, given in millions of Reais.

“PIB/cap.” is income produced per capita, given in Reais.

“Agropast.” is agricultural and livestock production.

1 USD = $R2.43 in 2005
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Figure 3.  Map of Ceará municípios with study areas shaded:

Fortaleza, Quixadá, Tauá, Crato, Barbalha, 

Juazeiro do Norte, Missão Velha

  Source: FUNCEME
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Cariri is comprised of several smaller municípios and the four I chose

are:  Crato, Juazeiro do Norte, Missão Velha and Barbalha.  Approximately 500

kilometres from Fortaleza, these four together are a little larger in area than

Quixadá but smaller than Tauá.  The average seasonal precipitation ranges

from 619 millimetres in Juazeiro do Norte to 765 millimetres in Crato.  Typical-

ly, rain comes first to the Cariri region before other regions in Ceará, some-

times starting as early as November or December.  There are hills and moun-

tains which make for somewhat cooler temperatures than in the other two mu-

nicípios (Figure 4).  Cariri has some larger cities and better infrastructure than

either Quixadá or Tauá, and the region is more industrialized and less depen-

dent on agriculture.  Water is available in rivers rather than large reservoirs.  

Figure 4. Crato,Cariri region
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Religious faith and traditions are especially strong in Cariri.  Juazeiro do

Norte is a pilgrimmage site for devotees of Padre Cícero Romão Batista, a

well-loved and politically powerful priest who transformed the region both

economically and spiritually.7  Decades after his death in 1934, hundreds of

thousands of people continue to visit the hilltop retreat and chapel where

Padre Cícero spent his summers, and where a 27 metre high statue of him has

been erected.  He is widely considered to be a saint throughout the Northeast

(although not canonized by the Catholic church) and is believed to have

worked miracles.  Padre Cícero taught his rural followers environmentally

sustainable practices for raising crops and livestock in the mountains and the

dry, rocky soils.  Farmers still quote his teachings today, listed as ten princi-

ples on a large sign near the statue. The important influence of Padre Cícero

on agricultural practices and religious faith cannot be overlooked in a study of

rain prophecy, with its foundations in religious and agricultural traditions.  

In addition to semi-structured interviews, I also made recordings of

public events like the Meeting of the Rain Prophets in Quixadá, television

news broadcasts, focus group discussions, professional and academic presen-

tations, FUNCEME's annual forecasting workshop and press conference, cul-

tural events, and presentations made by meteorologists and rain prophets to

various audiences.  In total, I have 82 recorded interactions representing hun-

dreds of hours and about a hundred different speakers.  Approximately 80

7 For more on the life of Padre Cícero, see Anselmo (1968).
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hours have been transcribed from the entire data set so that I have relevant

material from every interaction. 

To supplement the recorded material, I collected nearly 300 newspaper

and magazine articles relating to rain prophets, FUNCEME and drought.  Ap-

proximately two thirds of these were published in 2005 and 2006, while the

other third is made up of articles spanning the two decades from 1984-2004.

The older articles were obtained from the archives of the O Povo and Diário do

Nordeste newspaper offices in Fortaleza during my 2003 trip.  These articles,

together with the recorded television broadcasts, are the basis for my analysis

of media representations of FUNCEME and the rain prophets in Chapter Five.

The timing of fieldwork was planned so that I would be able to observe

and record both the rain prophets and the meteorologists making their rain

predictions for two seasons:  2005 and 2006.  I followed the generation of the

predictions, their dissemination through print, word-of-mouth and broadcast

media, interpretations and reactions to them among different sectors of the

public, and evaluation of the predictions by both farmers and the forecasters.

Meanwhile, I witnessed how the rainy season unfolded throughout the state,

and how people in my study sites were affected.

Most of my time was divided between Fortaleza and Quixadá.  I had of-

fice space in FUNCEME and had access to the internal communications and

activities of the meteorologists and the other personnel.  I learned how fore-

casts were made and observed the debates surrounding communication of

this information to the public.  I attended the three and four day seasonal cli-
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mate forecast workshops and was allowed to accompany meteorologists mak-

ing presentations and being interviewed by the media.  Living in Fortaleza

also provided opportunities to interact with academics, policy makers, gov-

ernment workers, and newspaper and television reporters.  In Quixadá, peo-

ple knew I was also studying meteorologists and that I had contact with

FUNCEME, but I made a point of not mentioning that I was actually working

there every day.  It was important not to give the impression that I was some-

how affiliated with or employed by FUNCEME.  I always identified myself as a

university student and most people were happy to talk with me.  Given some

of the negative attitudes toward FUNCEME and the government, if people had

thought my research was sponsored by either of them, they may not have co-

operated so readily.

During my first trip to Quixadá in 2003, I met José Ocara, one of the co-

organizers of the Meeting of the Rain Prophets.  He invited me to stay with his

family instead of the mosquito-ridden motel beside the truck wash―unfitting

accommodation for a single, young woman―and I accepted.  José and his wife

have two stores in downtown Quixadá.  I spent many mornings sitting behind

the counter of the clothing store, interviewing farmers and sometimes rain

prophets when they took a break from their shopping and errands.  José, a

well-known man in the community, would call out to people passing by who

he thought I would like to interview or who he thought I should meet (or who

he thought would like to meet me because I was a foreign researcher).  On

days that I did not have anyone to interview, I would talk with José about the
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local economy, politics, and social issues, testing my understanding and de-

veloping ideas.  

José facilitated my initial acceptance into the community since he is re-

spected and well-connected.  I was able to meet with local leaders, including

the mayor, and José introduced me to many people who eventually helped or

informed the project.  Through José, I met Chaves, who was my driver and as-

sistant for most of 2005.  Once people found out I was staying with José's fami-

ly, they would look for me there and on several occasions, rain prophets

showed up at his door, volunteering to be interviewed.  Since José and Chaves

knew nearly all of the rain prophets in Quixadá, I relied on them to help me lo-

cate them and introduce me.  Thus, my original rain prophet contacts were the

same ones normally interviewed by media or other researchers because they

were the most willing to talk and had the closest connections to José.  I spoke

most often with Chico Mariano, Chico Leiteiro, Antonio Lima and Joaquim

(Muqueca) Santiago.  I eventually visited all of them at their homes and both

Chico Leiteiro and Antonio Lima took me out into the fields.  

In general, the rain prophets treated me like any number of reporters

or academics who had preceded me.  I recorded my interviews with them and

sometimes took photos.  It was not convenient for them to host me for long pe-

riods of time because many of them worked and I was always dependent on a

driver.  Therefore, despite my frequent visits and the eventual familiarity that

was established, I was always considered a special guest.  These conditions

meant that I have very few recordings of the rain prophets engaging in casual
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conversation with friends or family members at their homes, during work, or

at their leisure, which is when predictions are typically made.  The rare occa-

sions I did witness or record were very similar to the reported and imagined

conversations that often came up in our interviews.  These recreated conver-

sations are descriptions of the type of interactions in which predictions are

sought and given.  The reportable elements are the dialogues demonstrating

the question―answer structure and the devices used to effect a particular tone

(such as optimism).  Since the performance in a specific context is designed to

achieve another communicative goal in the present situation (such as an inter-

view), the performative aspects of the original interactions cannot be ana-

lyzed.

Chico Leiteiro was my “field guide”, teaching me about the signs he

observes in nature on which he bases his predictions.  As we walked through

the caatinga ('scrub savanna') and over the rocks, he would stop and hack

open a termite's nest to show me the little ones inside, or point out a flowering

cactus and let me taste the fruit, or explain the difference between different

kinds of ants and their rain-predicting behaviors.  Chico Leiteiro told me

about differences among cloud types as he examined the sky, he scraped

bark from the juá tree so I could make shampoo, he cut off pieces of cactus

and removed the spines with his large knife to demonstrate how they feed the

cattle during droughts.  I recorded Chico Leiteiro's words, sometimes his

singing of popular Luiz Gonzaga songs inspired by the topic or lesson of the

moment, and the sounds of the sertão (semi-arid backlands).  He helped me
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identify birds by their calls and I was even fortunate enough to record the

rather strange and agitated gurgling sound that a group of anum preto

('smooth-billed ani') makes announcing the coming of rain.

From these visits and conversations with other rain prophets, I created

a corpus of over a thousand “signs” and “experiments” and their variations.

These were organized into the following categories:  insects, birds, animals,

plants and trees, celestial bodies (moon, sun, stars, planets), winds, clouds,

special dates, and experiments.  Appendix B contains examples from each of

these categories.  I considered taking an ethnomethodological approach to

classify the signs according to the rain prophets' own knowledge system; how-

ever, I soon found that this was impossible because of the variation in number

and types of signs used.  That is, rain prophets each have their individual set

of signs they find most reliable and there is no agreed on system of classifica-

tion, nor even a need for one.  Since my goal was to collect as many signs as

possible to get an idea of the breadth and depth of this environmental knowl-

edge, I compiled my master list from all my data and did not make separate

lists for each individual I interviewed.  The categories I came up with are,

therefore, for my own convenience and do not necessarily reflect any con-

scious divisions by the rain prophets.

As Taddei (2005:140) points out, decontextualization of the indigenous

knowledge used to make rain predictions is arbitrary and an unfamiliar way of

thinking for rain prophets and other farmers.  While it is possible to elicit de-

scriptions or explanations of rain indicators, it is practically impossible to elic-
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it every single sign for every rain prophet. That would entail cataloguing a

lifetime of memories and experiences associated with the vast domain of in-

teractions with the environment, as well as cultural traditions passed on from

previous generations.  Making a prediction involves a synthesis of short,

medium and long term observations.  Not every sign one knows occurs or is

relevant every year.  Answers to my inquiries are thus limited to recall of re-

cent observations and whatever other signs people thought of at that moment,

with my prompting.  Over time, my list has grown, but I cannot suggest in any

way that it is comprehensive in terms of traditional knowledge distributed

among the rural population, nor even for any given individual. 

Eliciting signs of rain sparked revealing discussions about predictions,

the contexts in which the traditional knowledge was acquired, religious be-

liefs, agricultural practices, struggles and achievements of the past, and how

they viewed their own position in the world.  In short, asking the rain prophets

about their knowledge of nature led to talk about the nature of knowledge and

their perspectives on life. 

The Survey

Once I had about a hundred signs, I invited five rain prophets from

Quixadá to participate in a focus group discussion to help me confirm what I

had written down and to explain or clarify particular items that I did not under-

stand.  Even during this process, more signs were added.  I hypothesized that

knowing more signs than other farmers is an important characteristic of rain
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prophets.  This was based on my observation that knowing many signs was an

index of expertise on matters related to nature.  For instance, many times the

person I was interviewing would tell me to talk to someone else in particular

because “he knows a lot about these things”.  In the same vein of Garro's re-

search on traditional healers (Garro 2000), I was interested to find out whether

rain prophets had more or different knowledge from their peers, or whether

they shared cultural knowledge available to others but had different skills in

using that knowledge.  I devised a survey intended to determine how knowl-

edge of traditional rain prediction indicators was distributed among the rural

population and test my hypothesis that rain prophets knew more.

A translation of the survey instrument can be found in Appendix C.  The

survey consisted of two parts.  In Part One, respondents were asked if they

knew a sign for predicting rain involving a particular species of bird, plant, in-

sect, etc. and to describe the sign in their own words.  For those they knew,

they were asked to rate its reliability given the following options: it never

works, it sometimes works, it always works.  There was another option for

when they had heard of the sign and could describe it but had no opinion

about its reliability because they had not observed it personally.  The surveys

were administered orally but not audio recorded.  Standard elicitation pat-

terns are exemplified here:

(1)

Researcher: Do you know any signs for rain with ants?

Respondent: Yes.  When the ants begin to grow wings, it's a good 
sign that it's going to rain.
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Researcher: And does it always happen that way, when the ants 
grow wings, that it rains?

Respondent: Yes, whenever they grow wings, it rains. Always.

(2)

Researcher: Are there any signs for rain in December?

Respondent: They say when it rains on Christmas Day it will be a 
good rainy season.

Researcher: Do you believe that sign?

Respondent: No.  People say that but it's not a sign.  In 1987 it didn't
rain on Christmas day but it was a very good rainy 
season anyway.

The idea was to see how many signs people knew and how many of the ones

they mentioned matched the ones used by the rain prophets I had inter-

viewed.  I wanted to find out whether people believed in the signs, and were

not simply able to talk about them, the way as people can recite superstitions

without actually believing in their power.  In addition to collecting signs, I was

interested to discover which signs were the most well-known and which were

the most trusted.  

At the end of every section in the survey, participants were asked if

they knew any other signs involving that particular category (i.e. plants, birds,

wind, dates) that had not yet been mentioned.  If a respondent described a

new sign not on my master list or a new variant of one, it was written down and

added later.  If someone said they did not know any signs or could not re-

member any, prompts were given.  For example, I might ask whether they

had heard that when ants grow wings, it is going to rain.  Once they had heard
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a few examples and understood the kind of information I was asking about,

they generally were able to give more answers.

With multiple objectives, deciding on an elicitation strategy required

compromise.  A completely open-ended question such as, “Which signs of

rain do you know?” was rejected because of the likelihood that respondents

would provide a few examples and then stop, or that recollection would be

difficult without some prompting.  Considering the uniqueness of each per-

son's repertoire, without at least a core list of signs to inquire about, compari-

son across respondents would have been impossible.  The opposite strategy

of providing a list of all the signs I had collected and asking people to com-

ment on each one was rejected for the obvious reason that it would have taken

an enormous amount of time to go through hundreds of signs with each per-

son, even if their patience was unlimited.  Thus, the decision was made to

combine features of both strategies.  There were a few examples for every

category of the more common signs in my list and participants were guided

by being asked about particular species, but allowed to describe the signs in

their own words.  This way, comparisons could be made relating to how many

of the listed signs people knew.  At the same time, those whose knowledge

extended beyond the core list could be identified because all new signs were

noted.

Most people found this part of the survey interesting and their answers

triggered stories about particular years when the sign had or had not proven

to be accurate.  Often they said where they had learned about the sign, usual-
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ly from relatives or rain prophets in their communities.  They seemed to enjoy

talking about these “old things” and “traditions”, smiling or laughing when

certain signs were mentioned.  This is evidence that while it is possible to talk

about these linguistic representations as discrete pieces of knowledge in a

grammatical “if... then” type of structure, the signs really serve as indices or

triggers for other narratives that contextualize that knowledge.  Many times

people were surprised that an educated foreigner like me would have any in-

terest in, let alone appear to already know about, such things so intimately

tied to life in the rural  environment.  They were amused when I used the folk

terms for insects and when I described the signs in the same colloquial way

that I had heard them told to me so many times, in a rural Cearense Por-

tuguese that obviously did not match my urban North American background.  

These reactions point to the linguistic ideology associated with the con-

text in which such knowledge is acquired and communicated.  There are ex-

pectations about who knows the signs, how they learned them, and what lan-

guage is appropriate to describe them.  When I confessed that even though I

knew the sign about the mutuca (a winged insect), I would not know if one bit

me in the leg, comments were usually made about the difference between

learning and experience.  While I could recite a lot of signs, the farmers were

unquestionably still the experts.  It is noteworthy that I got the same reaction

from my research assistants, all university students from Fortaleza.  Even

though they were aware that I had been doing research in the rural areas for

eight months already, they found it strange when I spoke of the signs in the
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same terms as the old farmers.  They were also intrigued with how formulaic

many of the descriptions were.  Reflecting the tradition of passing down this

knowledge orally, most of the signs conformed to a few syntactic patterns

such as “If the X does Y, then it will be a good/bad rainy season,” or “When X

happens, it will rain soon.”  Unsurprisingly, the answers we heard from re-

spondents often matched verbatim what was written on the survey instrument

because the survey items had been taken from transcribed interviews.  Being

urban youth (all in their twenties), the assistants were quite unfamiliar with the

topic of rain prediction and had as much to learn as I did about many of the

species and turns of phrase used to describe their behavior.

After asking about the traditional signs, the survey next asked respon-

dents whether they had heard of six meteorological terms and what each had

to do with rain:  equinox, cold front, Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone, El

Niño, “east waves”, the pre-season, and a prediction of “rainfall below the av-

erage”.8  All of these terms are used by FUNCEME with some regularity in

their predictions, with the exception of equinox.  The autumn equinox occurs

in mid March and coincides with the feast day of Saint Joseph (March 19).  Tra-

ditionally, Saint Joseph's Day marks the last day of farmers' hope for the rainy

season.  If there has not been significant rainfall by that day, people believe a

8 A cold front is a zone where a cold air mass replaces a warm air mass.  'East

waves' (ondas de leste) comprise an atmospheric pressure system that

moves from west to east (from the Atlantic Ocean toward Ceará) and may

provoke rains from June to August.  (www.funceme.br/demet/)
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drought is certain.  More recently, people have been challenging this reli-

giously framed belief by appealing to science and turning to the concept of

the equinox as a more “scientific” explanation for the seasonal change.  Mete-

orologists explain that the equinox has only a marginal influence on rainfall in

as much as temperatures begin to fall after this date.  They note no correlation

between rainfall on St. Joseph's Day and the conditions for the rest of the rainy

season (Gonçalves 2007).  

One of the least known terms was the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone.

This is significant because, according to meteorologists, its seasonal move-

ment is a crucial factor in determining the probability of rainfall over Ceará.

Basically, the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone describes a low pressure area

near the equator where the Northeast and Southeast trade winds converge,

producing precipitation as the moist air is forced upward and then cools

(www.funceme.br/demet/).  The fact that Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone is

not a familiar term to farmers (or lay people in general), and that the others

were all defined in various ways that seldom matched the scientific usage, has

implications for the interpretation and evaluation of scientific forecasts.  This

will be explored more fully in Chapter Six.

Part Two contained a number of questions about the inverno,9 including

how a good inverno is characterized, its normal time period, their evaluation

of the inverno of 2005, how many times they had planted, and how much they

9 Inverno can be glossed as 'rainy season' but more detailed analysis of this

concept is given later.
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harvested.  Then there were a series of questions about the sources of weather

and climate predictions they pay attention to, how they access this informa-

tion, whether they use it in decision-making, particular predictions for 2005

and judgements of the accuracy of these.  Questions about rain prophets and

FUNCEME were asked separately.  This section informed the analysis of the

concept of inverno and provided insights about how climate predictions relate

to agricultural practices.  By asking about predictions for a specific year, I was

able to trace how the original forecasts were interpreted in multiple ways.   

The second half of Part Two was a list of 46 statements that respondents

were asked whether they agreed or disagreed with.  These statements were

taken from transcripts of interviews and a focus group discussion with farmers

I had recorded during the first eight months of fieldwork.  They were left in

the colloquial style of the original speakers, with minor changes or paraphras-

ing for clarity.  In some cases, I added statements with the opposite meaning

so that I could check for consistency of responses.  The statements expressed

opinions about the credibility of forecasters (FUNCEME, rain prophets, scien-

tists), the power of God, the reliability of science, the role of the government,

the relation between environmental features and rainfall, and the efficacy of

traditional agricultural practices.  Respondents were told that the statements

had been made by other farmers and that I wanted to know whether they

agreed with those other farmers or not.  I made it clear that the statements did

not express my own opinions and I avoided any comments other than clarify-

ing or repeating the statements.  Many of the statements for which there was a
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high frequency of agreement or disagreement appear throughout this text to

represent shared attitudes or beliefs.  Factor analysis did not reveal any un-

derlying patterns in the responses that suggested coherent groupings among

respondents or questions.  Statements for which there was no clear trend in

the responses are considered to be associated with individual opinions rather

than culturally influenced preferences and, therefore, are not used in my de-

scriptions of shared attitudes and practices. 

The survey was administered by me and my three assistants, all under-

graduate students in their final year of the Social Sciences program at Ceará

State University in Fortaleza.  Due to the high rate of illiteracy and the open-

ended nature of the survey items, the questions were all asked orally and re-

sponses recorded by the researcher on paper.  The survey was administered

more as a structured conversation than a typical question-answer format.  This

allowed respondents to talk about the signs they knew as they recalled them

(in Part One) without the researcher constantly interrupting to ask questions in

a particular order.  It also alleviated the tedium of the 46 opinion statements in

Part Two.  Since the researchers were all quite familiar with the statements, if

an opinion of agreement or disagreement with an idea in one of the items was

clearly expressed during the course of the conversation, the researcher

recorded that answer at that time and did not explicitly read the statement lat-

er on.  In hindsight, there were too many agree/disagree statements and

some respondents were visibly less interested by the end.  As much as possi-
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ble, exact words were written and other information not directly related to the

question but relevant to the overall project was included on the form.

Participants were selected from lists of small producers registered for

agricultural extension services in rural communities in Quixadá, Cariri and

Tauá.  The goal was to get 60 participants in each region over the course of

four weeks and the total came close to that, with 68 from Quixadá, 54 from

Tauá, and 66 from Cariri (N=188).  A completely random sample was impossi-

ble due to limited time and resources.  Some of the district areas were very

large and would have taken several hours to reach by motorcycle on dirt

roads.  Most of the time, motorcycles with extension agents as drivers were

made available by the Secretary of Agriculture in the município.  I explained

that I was targeting small producers and emphasized that I did not want them

to take us only to people they thought knew a lot of signs.  In Quixadá, I chose

names randomly from the list and the agents advised when it was too far to

travel.  In that case, I chose another name.  In Cariri, lists were not available

and the agents took us to houses along their usual routes in their service ar-

eas.  In some cases, the agent was travelling in someone else's area and sim-

ply stopped randomly at houses that appeared to have occupants.  In Tauá, ar-

ranging reliable transportation with the extension agents was more difficult

and two motorcycle taxis were hired.  Again, the only instruction was to take

us to farming households.  

For the purposes of this study, this sampling strategy did not introduce

any important biases.  Selection of one household did not affect the potential
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for others to be chosen.  For example, in some communities, almost all house-

holds were approached (with variable rates of participation), while in other

communities, the participants were more sparsely distributed.  Using different

drivers and venturing outside of their familiar territory ensured that selection

was not based on personal relationships.  We did not tell participants who else

we had surveyed or where we planned to go, nor did we base our selection

on suggestions they made.10  I made no attempt to stratify the sample in terms

of sex or age and most respondents turned out to be men over fifty.  Since one

of the objectives was to compare rain prophets to other farmers, this sample is

appropriate given that rain prophets tend to be men over fifty as well.  Eighty

percent of respondents were between 41 and 80 years of age, and 78% were

men.  91% derive some portion of their income from farming and 74% are

classified as “small producers” working less than 10 hectares of land.

The survey took from thirty minutes to two hours to complete, mostly

depending on how many signs the respondent talked about in Part One.  Five

incomplete surveys were discarded.  The written responses were transcribed

so that electronic files could be made and the responses for Part Two were

systematically coded and analyzed using Atlas.ti qualitative analysis software.

I looked for both the range of variation in responses and the ways in which

they could be grouped into common themes, attitudes or opinions.  I found no

evidence of patterns in opinions or attitudes according to region.  Instead, age

10 This kind of “snowball sampling” was only used when I was specifically

looking for rain prophets to interview separately.
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and education were the more relevant variables.  The signs described in Part

One and the reliability ratings were entered into an SPSS database for statisti-

cal analysis.  Thus far, I can only present a ranking of the most frequently cited

and the most reliable indicators.  Future analysis of this database promises to

reveal interesting findings about the distribution of this traditional knowledge

and perhaps relations among the indicators.  The database of indicators offers

a wealth of opportunity for ethnographic analysis as well, but the scope of this

dissertation did not allow exploration of those topics here.  

The bulk of this dissertation is based on analysis of qualitative data from

observations, interviews, the focus group discussions and the open-ended

items in the survey.  Quantitative data, primarily frequencies of responses to

survey items, is provided either to support arguments or to complicate them,

if the results were surprising.  Survey results will be presented where relevant

throughout the remaining chapters.  
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CHAPTER THREE

RAIN AND PREDICTION IN CEARÁ, BRAZIL

Faz parte da nossa cultura a gente
esperar por chuva, sempre
acreditar na chuva, né? 

It's part of our culture that we
wait/hope for rain, always be-
lieve in the rain, you know?

(farmer, Quixadá)

Cultural models are generated and reproduced in socially created

worlds.  We can divide up these worlds into various overlapping contexts (i.e.

political, historical, psychological, social, environmental, etc.) in order to em-

phasize certain structures, processes and patterns, but ultimately we experi-

ence life at the intersection of these theoretically divided domains.  This chap-

ter establishes the contextual foundations of cultural models of prediction in

rural Ceará.  I begin with the environmental context, which is both the subject

and instrument of rain predictions, and link it to the sociopolitical and cultural

contexts that jointly contribute to the material poverty of subsistence farmers

and their utter dependence on rain. I then outline the contexts of linguistic in-

teraction in which rain is made culturally salient and predictions emerge.

With this groundwork laid, I present the cultural model of prediction that is an-

alyzed in the remaining chapters.
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Environmental, Sociopolitical and Material Contexts 

Ceará is one of nine states that comprise the Northeast region of Brazil.

The climate is predominantly semi-arid, characterized by highly variable rain-

fall, most of which falls during a five-month period from January to May.  Tem-

peratures are high year-round, ranging from 25 to 35 degrees Celsius. The ir-

regularity of rainfall is such that there may be short periods of heavy rains

separated by an extended dry spell, which is devastating for agriculture. Spa-

tial variability means that some farms may receive ample rainfall while others

in the same region get none. Indeed, it is the spatial and temporal variability

of the rainfall that is most problematic for farmers (Nelson and Finan 2000:7). 

Even in the driest years, at least some rain falls somewhere in the state.

Drought occurs when the distribution of rainfall hinders agriculture and does

not allow for sufficient water accumulation (Carvalho Filho 1998:87).  Storage

of rainwater in reservoirs is important because, as one study found, 92% of

farming households do not have access to irrigated lands (Lemos et al. 2002).

This is because irrigation technology is restricted to farmers with the capacity

to bear the high installation and maintenance costs.  Therefore, the majority of

the 2.1 million people living in rural areas (28% of Ceará's population) de-

pend on rainfed agriculture for subsistence (IBGE 2000). For the staple crops

of corn and beans cultivated by most smallholder farmers, the best conditions

occur when rain falls with regular frequency so that soils can retain moisture

but are not flooded. Unfortunately for the farmers, irregular rainfall is a defin-

ing characteristic of this semi-arid climate.  Droughts occur every five to sev-
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en  years, exacerbating social inequalities and leading to great economic

hardships.   

Inverno versus Estação Chuvosa

Planting usually begins in January to coincide with the beginning of the

“winter rainy season”, called inverno.  Cearenses, excluding meteorologists,

divide the year into two seasons:  January to June is the inverno and July to De-

cember is the dry season, known as verão ('summer').  The English gloss for

inverno is typically 'winter', which is problematic for several reasons.  First,

technically, winter should come between autumn and spring, which do not

have correlates in Ceará.  Also, winter is associated with relatively cooler

temperatures, whereas inverno begins in the middle of Ceara's hottest period.

Most importantly, I argue that inverno as it is used in Ceará has strong seman-

tic connections to the domain of agriculture and is more than just a climatic

season.  For this reason, I will use inverno throughout this dissertation to des-

ignate the rainy season, following conventional usage in Ceará.  

Understanding the meaning of inverno is essential to my analysis of

prediction.  To “have inverno” (ter inverno) means to have sufficient and

regular rainfall for agricultural production.  When these conditions are not

met, people say there was not an inverno that year.  This does not mean that

there was no rain at all.  It is possible to have some scattered showers and still

not have inverno.  This is known as a 'green drought' (seca verde) because the

plants begin to grow and fields look green, but insufficient or badly timed
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rains prevent them from maturing, resulting in a lost harvest.  Farmers judge

whether it was a good inverno by subjective experience according to how

well or how poorly each person did that year.  But success is not measured

only in terms of yield.  For instance, if a farmer lost a portion of the crop and

received compensation from the government's crop insurance program that

equalled or exceeded the investment, then he could say it was a 'good

inverno.'  In this sense, inverno refers to the agricultural season more

generally. 

Meteorologists at FUNCEME contest the usage of inverno to describe

Ceará's wet season, even blaming schools for perpetuating this “incorrect”

terminology.  They make a deliberate effort to educate the public on the

“proper” term, which they say is 'rainy season' (estação chuvosa).  The

meteorologists' rainy season is shorter than the January to June inverno,

starting when the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone descends in February and

lasting until it moves further north again in May.  The technical reasons for this

distinction will be discussed further in another section.  After repeated

explanations, these efforts have had some influence on local media at least.

For example, one newspaper editor requires journalists to replace inverno

with estação chuvosa, except in direct quotations.  Insisting that January rains

are not part of the rainy season―and instead are part of the pre-season (pré-

estação)―marks the meteorologists' predictions as different from those of the

rain prophets.  While the scientific justification may not be understood by

everyone, there is acknowledgement that FUNCEME does not consider the
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early rains to be inverno.  This causes some people to question FUNCEME's

authority, an issue I address in Chapter Six.

There is a fundamental difference between inverno and 'rainy season'

(estação chuvosa) that goes beyond word choice.  The meteorologists' 'rainy

season' is quantifiable and measurable according to standard parameters,

which is in stark contrast to the inverno of farmers as a lived experience.

Inverno is tied to a time of year, climatic conditions, economic activities,

politics and policies, moral decisions (to work  or to accept handouts) and

emotional states (anxiety, disappointment, hope, triumph, resignation, pride,

etc.).  Inverno is a season in the poetic sense, not just in the climatic sense.

Predicting inverno is taken very seriously because so many aspects of life are

involved.  It is a prediction of a future experience, not just a forecast of rain.

Meteorologists produce climate forecasts for the rainy season and this

information can influence action.  Farmers see predictions of inverno as

setting the tone and creating expectations about their lives.  A prediction of

the future is an invention of it (Kupermann 2006).  It is not so much “useful

information” as powerful language.  This crucial distinction is never

acknowledged within the meteorological perspective.

Agricultural Practices

The study population of small producers supplements rainfed

subsistence agriculture with cash income derived from wage labor (day-work

on other farms, cutting wood, tending cattle, etc.) and government pensions.
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Most households also keep small animals, including goats, chickens and pigs.

The high expense of renting or buying machinery, such as a tractor, means

that much of the labor is done manually, limiting the size of annual fields to

less than ten hectares (Lemos et al. 2002).  According to tradition among

Cearense farmers, they should take advantage of the first rains of the year.

Some say the first rain is blessed, others say the land is full of energy and

when it rains all that energy gets transferred to the seeds.  People begin

preparing the soil at the end of the dry season and the first planting is done

when the rains begin or soon after.  While farmers are aware that the first

rains are irregular and it may be days or weeks before it rains again, most do

not wait to get the seeds in the ground.  A well-known saying sums up the

traditional practice:  “When it rains, we plant.  When weeds grow, we pull

them out.”  (Choveu, plantou. Criou mato, limpou.) Indeed, it is preferable to

lose planted seeds for lack of rain than to waste the rain that falls on unplanted

fields.11  If the crop fails, the fields are replanted over and over until a harvest

is reaped or until they run out of seeds. 

On average, with favorable conditions, beans require 70 days from

planting to harvest, while corn takes 120 days. In drought years, no crop

survives or a household’s resources are exhausted before the season

11  86% of survey respondents agreed with the statement: “It's better to lose

seeds planting two or three times than to miss the rain while waiting to plant

later on [when the rainy season is well established].”  Survey methodology

was discussed in Chapter Two.
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ends.  One estimate is that a household of four or five people plus some small

animals consumes approximately 360 kg of corn and 540 kg of beans per year

(J. H. M. Cordeiro, personal communication).  In years with irregular rainfall, it

is not uncommon for a harvest to be as little as 200-300 kg, meaning that the

household not only has insufficient food for people and animals, but they

cannot sell any surplus for cash to meet other basic needs. One farmer whose

total harvest of beans and corn was only 300 kg in 2005 reported that the

family suffered with so little, but at least it was something. When a household's

well-being depends on a few sacks of beans and corn, even small changes in

yield become significant, so there is a strong motivation to take advantage of

every rainfall.

The Problem of Drought

Academics and officials now agree that the “problem of drought” that

triggers widespread suffering in Ceará is more socio-economic than climatic

or hydrological (Finan and Nelson 2001). A study done by a team from ten

universities in Northeast Brazil concluded that, “The inverno is not the solution,

and neither is the drought the cause of our poverty” (Lobo 1985:22, my

translation).  Efforts of both the Brazilian government and the international de-

velopment community to mitigate the impacts of drought in Ceará have taken

various forms over the past century, including: building dams and increasing

water storage capacity, industrialization, economic development policies, and

investment in scientific research, such as climate forecasting (Finan 2003; Ma-
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galhães and Magee 1994; Mayorga et al. 2001). Still, they have not yet suc-

ceeded in significantly reducing the vulnerability of smallholder farmers (Fi-

nan and Nelson 2001). For example, despite the capacity to store 14 billion cu-

bic metres of water in several large man-made reservoirs and more than

4,500 small reservoirs and lakes (COGERH 2002:17), water shortages occur in

several regions of Ceará nearly every year. High evaporation rates mean that

heavy rains are required to prevent the smaller reservoirs from drying up

each year. Particularly in rural areas, water service does not reach many of

the poorer communities. During times of drought, trucks are sent by the gov-

ernment to deliver water but this distribution is unreliable and inadequate

(“Operação” 2005). People are left to buy water from local vendors who carry

it in barrels by donkey, if they can afford it. Otherwise, they travel long dis-

tances to obtain water for human consumption and oftentimes, the quality is

poor. 

Ceará is one of the poorest states in Brazil. According to a report on

poverty done by the World Bank, 73% of the rural population in Ceará lives

below the poverty line, defined as a monthly income of half the minimum

salary (approximately $62 in 2005) and 42% live below the indigence line, de-

fined as one quarter the minimum monthly salary (The World Bank

2003:15). While only a third of Ceará’s population is rural, they account for

nearly half (46%) of the total indigent population. In terms of income distribu-

tion, the poorest 20% of the population share only 2.3% of the total state in-

come. The World Bank reports that agricultural work in Ceará is related to
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significantly lower incomes than industry and the service sector (The World

Bank 2003:18). Agricultural productivity has been falling and boll weevil infes-

tation has effectively ended the viability of cotton as a cash crop. There is no

real expectation of long term increase in productivity, given the continued

stresses of dense population, deforestation and desertification that contribute

to the ever-worsening environmental conditions of the sertão (The World Bank

2003:89).   

Magalhães and Magee describe the sertão as a semi-arid ecosystem

with “relatively few natural resources, shallow soils, scattered drought-toler-

ant caatinga vegetation and high climatic variability (Magalhães and Magee

1994:61).  The unique caatinga is characterized by spiny cacti and spindly,

small trees growing in rocky soil.  As an ecosystem, sertão is not usually trans-

lated in English.  As a geographical place, it is referred to as “the interior” or

“the backlands” (see da Cunha 1944 [1902]).  People who live in the sertão

are called sertanejos.  Sertão and sertanejo will be used throughout this text to

foreground the connection between culture and ecology. 

Drought, or seca, has far-reaching social and economic impacts on the

vulnerable rural inhabitants of the Northeastern sertão.  The long history of

drought-related devastation and human suffering has embedded a collective

and individual anxiety in sertanejo culture (da Cunha 1944 [1902]; Finan 1998;

Ramos 1938).  This anxiety influences livelihood strategies, social relations

and religious beliefs, and is also reflected in patterns of language use.  Ser-

tanejos in Ceará are described by themselves and others as a 'suffering peo-
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ple' (povo sofrido), indicating that suffering and endurance are at the heart of

sertanejo identity (Finan 2003).  References to misery and suffering are not

only ecologically rooted in talk about drought, but are commonly used in gen-

eral conversation to express how they are exploited, abused, disadvantaged,

neglected or victims of misfortune (Arons 2004).  Underlying these attitudes

and beliefs is a “social drama” (Turner 1957), or conflict between the secular

and the divine.  As Turner observed, the structure of social relations becomes

evident during times of crisis when social dramas occur.  In Ceará, the crisis

of potential drought recurs every year and the social drama is continually

played out in talk about local knowledge versus science, poor sertanejos ver-

sus government, and rain prophets versus meteorologists (Finan 1998). 

Discourses of suffering are intertwined with discourses of survival in

which people “escape” drought or manage to get through it.  In the quote be-

low, a farmer states that farmers are on their own, with no assistance from gov-

ernment or anyone else.  He creates an image of powerless and poor farmers

who survive droughts by their own strength and ability to figure things out, to

“look after” themselves.  

(3) farmer, Quixadá, 2005  

Se vira! A gente se vira. O agricultor é um bicho desprestigiado, ele não
tem prestígio de nada, né? E nós aqui, em Quixadá, principalmente. Não
tem apoio de coisa nenhuma. 

Look after ourselves!  We look after ourselves.  The farmer is an unprivi-
leged animal, he has no prestige whatsoever, does he?  And especially
us here in Quixadá.  There is no kind of support from anyone.
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Poverty is strongly influenced by level of education. Despite recent

government efforts to improve access to basic education, the general quality

of education in Ceará remains low, with poorly trained teachers and a lack of

materials (The World Bank 2003:76). Forty-four percent of the rural population

over 15 years old is illiterate. With little education and few skills, non-farm

jobs are difficult to obtain. Moreover, the industry that exists is centered in ur-

ban areas and tends to offer only low-skill, low-wage jobs, with most being in

micro-enterprises employing fewer than ten people. Education and social

power are related in a vicious circle. Lacking a good education, the majority

of the rural poor are unable to secure higher paying jobs, which also prevents

them from increasing their social capital within the power hierarchy (Nelson

and Finan 2000). On the other hand, those who come from families with money

have access to a good education, which prepares them for high paying

jobs. Additionally, the family’s social networks can be called upon to access

social and political power. In rural areas especially, there is an assumption

that people with higher education are rich and powerful. Statistics support this

belief, given that per capita household income increases by more than 80%

when one of the household members has some post-secondary education (The

World Bank 2003:18). 

One of the main reasons so many of Ceará’s rural inhabitants remain

poor is that they do not own land. Finan (2003) outlines the historical, political

and economic factors that, for generations, have concentrated land and power

in the hands of very few families and left the great majority of farmers without
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ownership of the land they cultivate or else with only very small plots. Owner-

ship of land would free subsistence farmers from paying rents and having to

turn over thirty to fifty percent of their yield to landlords in sharecropping ar-

rangements.  It would also facilitate access to credit because they could use

their land as collateral. Thus, farmers are vulnerable to drought because they

lack education and skills, there is little opportunity for non-farm alternative in-

come, they do not own land, technological adaptations to the drought-prone

climate are limited, and they have no political power to influence the direction

of financial, technical, educational and infrastructural resources that could

change this situation.

Vulnerability and Drought

Cultural models of prediction are built on the idea that Ceará's rural

poor are vulnerable to a variety of problems triggered by drought.  An exami-

nation of this population's vulnerability gives a particular perspective to the

social and political history of the region and the changes that are in progress.

Rather than describe the political history of the state and various government

responses to drought12, I present narratives from Cearense farmers through

which they give experiential meaning to vulnerability, drought and political

power relations.  These narratives connect personal experiences with govern-

12 For more details on the history of politics and drought-related policies in

Ceará, see:  Chimeli et al. (2002), Davis (2001), Finan and Nelson (2001),

Taddei (2005) and Villa (2000).
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ment agents and institutions to the strong emotions related to the physical suf-

fering of hunger, thirst and disease, as well as to the social effects of being ex-

cluded or abandoned.  It is in the telling that events take shape and come to

have meaning, both in the narrated world and in the immediate context of the

narration (Bauman 1986).  Thus, narratives are sites of social commentary as

speakers create ideas about what happened, how it happened and what it

means (Bauman 1986).

A central theme in these narratives is the relationship poor farmers

have with government, and with agents of power and authority more general-

ly.  Climate, environment and geography figure prominently in the narratives

as important elements of the story and the relationships.  Discourses of suffer-

ing are intertwined with discourses of survival in which people “escape”

drought or manage to get through it.  These stories communicate dignity and

hope against a background of humiliation and desperation.

Life and Death during Drought

Older people who grew up in the 1930s, 40s and 50s often talk about the

terrible human suffering during the droughts of the past century.  Chico Mari-

ano of Quixadá relates how his father was part of a government-sponsored

work gang of twenty-five men who spent a month digging graves for people

who died of cholera and other diseases that preyed on the starving population

during the drought of 1932.  He would dig all day beside someone and the

next day, he would throw the body of his workmate in the hole. People died
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from one day to the next, they were so worn down and sick.  “The guy was fine

at four in the afternoon, by seven at night, he had kicked the bucket.”  His fa-

ther used to say:  “Tomorrow I'll be the one they bury” (Martins 2006:51, my

translation). Implicit in this story is the idea that the government aid was woe-

fully insufficient because even those who received payment from digging

graves for the starving were not spared the same fate.  In effect, the govern-

ment only helped the poor to dig their own graves.  Aside from conveying a

sense of the horror of living through drought-related poverty and disease, the

point of the story is that Chico Mariano's father did live through it.  His father's

physical resistance becomes a source of Chico Mariano's own strength as he

talks about his understanding of suffering.

In the narrative below, Joaquim, 77, refers to the same drought as he

tells some school children that when he was their age, his family of ten ate

only a mixture of water, raw cane sugar and manioc flour.  He is impressed

with children today who complain about particular cookies they do not like,

reminding his listeners that if they had been raised in poverty as he had been,

they would even eat stones.  He describes how when there was food, they

were allowed to eat a lot, but in order to escape hunger in the bad times, they

had to reduce consumption and ration what they had over several days.13   

(4) Joaquim, “Hunger in '32”

Eu comecei a trabalhar com a idade de sete ano. Com sete ano

e sofrendo a maior necessidade. 

Não vou dizer aí

13 See Appendix A for transcription conventions.
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não vou falar isso pra vocês ter piedade de mim não. 

É só falando verdade. ...

Nós éramos oito filho: quatro hôme, quatro mulher. 

A merenda o quê que era garoto? 

Sabe o quê que era? 

Era essa garapa de rapadura com

farinha branca, farinha de mandioca.... 

Se você tivesse sido criado que nem eu fui criado 

vocês comia até pedra. 

Pra poder, pra poder escapar.... 

Quando você tem muito comida, de sobra... 

Você deixa ele comer muito pra ele encher a barriga. 

Mas, assim, quando a coisa é mei mudado 

você diz: “Eu vou deixar comer só um pedaço que é pra poder dar pra
manhã e depois.” ...

Assim somos nós. 

Se deu pra ser bastante, é bastante. 

Se não deu, é menor.

                                                                     

I started working at seven years of age.  Seven years old 

and suffering in need.  

I'm not going to say

I'm not going to tell you this so you'll take pity on me.

I'm just telling the truth. ... 

There were eight of us children: four boys and four girls.

The breakfast, what was it boy?  

Do you know what it was?

It was this sugar cane water mixed with white flour, manioc flour... 

If you had been raised the way I was raised

you would even eat stones.

To escape, to be able to escape.... 
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When you have a lot of food, left over ...

You let him eat a lot so he can fill his stomach.

But, like, when things are sort of different

you say:  “I'm only going to let him eat a piece so it will last for tomorrow
and the next day.”...

That's how we are.

If it works out to be enough, it's enough.

If it doesn't work out, it's less.

As Joaquim describes the meagre breakfast of his childhood, he is

teaching the children some principles of survival during drought:  save food

for later, eat less, eat whatever is available, don't complain.  He also suggests

that people should take advantage of the good times and enjoy it for however

long it lasts.  Note the hesitations and awkward circumlocution―'when things

are sort of different' (quando a coisa é mei mudado)―Joaquim uses to avoid di-

rect mention of the lack of food and money that forced people to eat less dur-

ing the most difficult times of drought.  I suggest that this “dysfluency” indi-

cates reluctance to describe a psychologically disturbing situation (Hill 1995).

He is attempting to say the unsayable.  Circumlocutions and euphemisms,

such as these, are common as people work to make long-term deprivation

seem normal or at least survivable.  Drought (seca) is a topic of conversation

that is oriented in the past, when things were bad and people either managed

or they succumbed.  It is avoided as a description of the present or as a vision

of the future.  For example, seca is such a powerful word that rain prophets

and meteorologists alike refrain from using it in their predictions.  This is an

important point that will be elaborated later on.  
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Stories and memories like those of Chico Mariano and Joaquim are re-

peated and passed on, with each generation integrating their own personal

experiences with those they have heard about or observed others living

through.  In this way, feelings and motivations become associated with partic-

ular events, interactions and experiences, through which people live, suffer

and die in the sertão.  The realities of material poverty, embodied in the pain

of hunger, disease and death, are tied to strong emotions such as fear, anger,

desperation, disappointment, abandonment, relief, gratitude and hope.

Government, Power and Escaping Drought

The social role set of patron/client or protector/protected is the domi-

nant cultural model that has oriented social relations in Ceará since Brazil was

colonized by the Portuguese.  There are two roles in each set, with an unequal

distribution of power.  These sets of unequal power relationships are pro-

duced in language and behavior as people use this model of social relations to

interpret and explain various situations and actions.  There is choice in

whether one portrays the stronger element as using power to the benefit or to

the detriment of the weaker element.  Here are some examples of how the

model can be articulated thematically with different role sets and contrasting

evaluations of how power is used.  

Scientists provide technical assistance and knowledge to lay people.  

Scientists are pawns of government, employed to keep rural people
poor.  
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Rich landowners allow poor farmers to work their land.  

Rich landowners exploit the landless poor who are perpetually indebted
to them.  

Local leaders promote and value traditional ways.

Local leaders use traditions to gain recognition for themselves and eco-
nomic benefit for the city.  

Reporters and academics help preserve the traditional culture of the ru-
ral folk by exposing outsiders to it.  

Reporters and academics exploit traditional ways as quaint curiosities. 

God protects his children on earth and provides for them.     

God punishes disobedience with calamities such as droughts and floods. 

The opposition of government and “the people” that has historically

permeated rural discourse fits into this model.  The contrasting themes are

summarized here.

Government is the powerful protector of its citizens.

Government neglects the needy while favoring the rich and powerful.   

Linguistic interactions, such as discourses on prediction, offer opportunities

for poor farmers to redefine these relationships and their own vulnerability.

For example, in the following narratives, Joaquim demonstrates how govern-

ment does not fill its role as protector of its citizens.  In “Digging for rocks in

'42”, he explains how, in the absence of any government aid during a drought,

people would 'escape' starvation by digging up a certain kind of rock and sell

it to merchants.  

(5) Joaquim, “Digging for rocks in '42”

JOAQUIM: Quando foi em '42, veio uma seca. '42. 
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Aí então, naquele tempo não tinha governo

se tinha mas ninguém sabia nem se tinha o nome

aí, nem teve serviço de emergência, nem coisa nenhuma. 

Aí diga aí como que foi que nós escapamo?

Olha, apareceu um recurso mandado por Deus. 

...

Olha, como ela é pesada. Chama de, pedra de aço. 

Aí então, a gente pegava

arrancava pra vender por quilo. 

...

Era hômes e mulher, todo mundo com uma alavanquinha na mão

furando buraco no chão, procurando.

...

TEACHER: E o que é que faziam com essa pedra?

JOAQUIM: Vendia e eles vendiam os comerciantes. Os comerciantes 
levavam pros comércio... E vendia lá, e assim escapou todo mundo. 

TEACHER.: E o quê que se faz com essa pedra?

JOAQUIM: Não sei. Não sei pra onde elas conseguiram não.

... Ninguém nunca foi saber qual a utilidade dela. 

                                                                     

JOAQUIM: When it was [19]42, a drought came.  '42.

So then, at that time there was no government

If there was then nobody even knew what to call it

So there wasn't any emergency work or anything at all.

So tell me then how was it that we escaped?

Look, a resource appeared, sent by God.

... [shows the children some small, dark rocks]

Look, how heavy it is.  It's called, “steel rock”.

So then, we used to get it

We'd pull it out [of the ground] and sell it by the kilo.

...
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It was men and women, everyone with a little crowbar in their hand

digging holes in the ground, searching.

...

TEACHER: And what did they do with this rock?

JOAQUIM: Sold it and they sold it to the merchants.  The merchants 
took it for their business... And sold it there and that's how everyone es-
caped.

TEACHER: And what do you do with this rock?

JOAQUIM: I don't know.  I don't know what they got it for.

... Nobody ever knew what it was used for.

In the next story, Joaquim walks a great distance for water only to find

the reservoir has dried up.  He escapes a potentially violent encounter with a

landowner who does not want to allow him to take a short cut through his land,

suspecting Joaquim might steal some food from the fields.  Finally, once

Joaquim arrives at the government work project, he discovers that there is no

equipment, so he cannot do the work.  When Joaquim says how far he has

come on foot, the foreman stamps his booklet anyway so that he can receive

payment.  

This transcript comes from a visit Joaquim made to a class of grade five

students in Fortaleza.  The students were studying weather and had already

been visited by one of FUNCEME's meteorologists.  Joaquim had been invited

to come from Quixadá to talk about traditional methods of predicting rain as a

comparison to science.  The stories Joaquim relates about his lifetime of strug-

gles during droughts serve as explanations for why he dedicates himself to

predicting rain, a point he arrives at after talking for more than half an hour.

He integrates discourses of suffering and surviving, telling the children how
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he 'escaped' the drought.  Government figures as an absent source of aid in

the narrative “Digging for rocks in '42” and then as an ineffective and unreli-

able employer in “Walking in '58”.  The implicit message in these stories is

that people cannot depend on government and must take responsibility for

their own survival.  This is signalled by the phrase 'that's why' (É por isso que)

which links the preceding stories to Joaquim's statement that he is motivated

to make predictions and to make them public so that others may not have to

suffer as he did.  

(6) Joaquim, “Walking in '58”

De '58 

Quando entrou o mês de janeiro

eu tinha um roçado colocado

aí eu, digo: 

“Papai, esse ano não vai haver inverno.” 

Ele foi e disse: “E quem foi que lhe disse?” 

“Eu que tô falando.” 

“Rapaz, você deixe essas besteira que você vai ser castigado.” 

Eu digo: “Eu, não. Tem um roçado que eu não vou plantar uma cobra de
feijão.” 

Aí certim. 

'58. Aí nesse tempo eu já tinha os serviço do plano do governo 

aí tá certo. 

Eu cansei de trabalhar naquele Pirandi ali

do Quixadá pra cá, 10 légua. 

Um dia vim sair lá de casa às 11 horas da noite de a pés. 

... 

Quando cheguei dentro do Cedro o Cedro tava seco

que é um açude grande que tem em Quixadá. 
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Passei lá, quando passei eu digo: “Eu vou por aqui, por dentro que eu
me poupo mais um bocado de coisa.” Eu passei. 

Quando fui passando dentro de uma vazagem encontrei o dono da vaza-
gem. 

Aí o cara com um facão deste tamanho na mão: 

“Epa meu amigo pra onde é que você vai?” 

Eu digo: “Eu vou aqui pro serviço.” 

“Volte!” 

“Eu, meu patrão, voltar eu não volto não.” 

“Você volta!” 

Eu digo: “Não volto.” 

Aí nós fiquemo nós dois teimando lá dentro. 

Eu digo: “Meu amigo é o seguinte: o senhor pega aqui, no saco aqui,
esse saco que eu vou levando aqui com a minha rede dentro e minhas
roupa. O senhor pode olhar se tiver uma melancia dentro, ou uma batata,
ou uma tomate, o senhor pode me enrolar com o facão.” 

Peguei joguei lá nos pés dele. 

Ele foi pegou disse: “Eu não quero saber de conversa não. É pra voltar.”
Eu digo: “Meu amigo é o seguinte, é o seguinte eu tenho uma proposta
pro senhor. Eu vou passar essa vez aí o senhor vai de pé pra eu não pas-
sar mais outra vez que eu não passo mais.”

Ele disse: “Rapaz não tem, você é mesmo doido.”

Eu passei fui embora. 

O camarada tirar 10 légua, andar bem quatro hora pra o cabra dar o ar-
rudeio lá pro não sei pro onde mais. 

Rapaz mas era engraçado. Eu digo: “Meu amigo vá pegar ladrão. Não
queria pegar eu não que eu não roubo não.”

...

Aí eu vou, tirei 10 légua de a pés pro Pirandi, que é 10 léguas. 

...

Quando eu cheguei, eu trabalhava uns tanque 

pra juntar água, pra juntar água pro povo esse povo que trabalhava esse
pessoal que trabalhava na estrada. 

Aí eu cheguei lá não tinha material. 

Quando eu cheguei lá o apontador lá de (xxx) 
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Eu disse: “Rapaz não tem material não?” 

“Rapaz o que você veio vê? Não tem material não.” 

Eu digo: “Doutor eu tô aqui com os meus pés que eu não agüento.” 

“Cadê suas caderneta?” 

Eu disse: “Aqui.” Tinha duas caderneta. Uma cheia de ponte e outra ain-
da faltava um bocado de dia pra terminar o mês, né? 

“Cadê a sua caderneta?” 

“Tá aqui.” Eu peguei a caderneta, entreguei pra ele, ele foi pegou a
caderneta. Tacou o carimbo. Carimbou todim: 

“Vá s'embora!” 

Voltei pra trás. Fui bater lá em casa. Eu tirei 20 légua de a pés só nos
dois pedaço de noite de a pés. Nunca que peguei uma carona nem daqui
pr'ali pra dizer assim: 

“  Joaquim tá aqui duas passadas pra tu pra diminuir.”  Pra você ver.   

É por isso que eu toda vida eu me preocupei ainda hoje eu me preocupo
já tô com um absurdo de tempo e olha aí minha idade aí, servindo com
bondade 

ainda hoje tô me preocupando. 

Porque se pegar ano mais carente. Eu sei que eu não vou trabalhar mais
de emergência mas me preocupo por causa da nação. 

Eu não vou mas eles vão. 

Ai então, eu me preocupo que essa preocupação minha só vai passar
quando eu tirar pro outro lado. 

Aí enquanto eu tiver vivo que tiver, que não tiver caducando que não tiv-
er com a cabeça louca 

iscariozado 

aí tá certo. Eu ainda tô me preocupando com essa obrigação.

                                                                     

In '58

At the beginning of January

I had prepared a field 

So then I say: 

“Dad, this year there won't be an inverno.”

He went and said: “And who told you that?”
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“I'm saying it.”

“Boy, never mind this nonsense or you're going to get punished.”

I say:  “Not me.  There's a field and I won't plant one even one bean.”

All right then.

'58. So by that time I already had the government work program so it was
all right.

I was always working in that Pirandi over there

10 leagues [60 km] from Quixadá coming this way.

One day I left the house at 11 o'clock at night on foot.

...

When I got to the Cedro, the Cedro was dry

which is a big reservoir in Quixadá.

I was walking there, as I passed I say: “I'm going through here, through
the reservoir so I can save myself a bunch [of time, effort].”  I walked.

When I was passing through a drainage point14 I met up with the owner of
that land.

Then the guy had a huge knife this big in his hand: 

“Hey my friend where are you going?”

I say: “I'm going through here to the work [project]”

“Go back!”

“Me, my boss, go back, I'm not going back.”

“You're going back!”

I say:  “I'm not going back.”

So we just stood in there both of us insisting.

I say: “My friend, here's the thing: you [formal] take my sack here, this
sack that I'm carrying here with my hammock inside and my clothes.
You [formal] can look if there's a watermelon inside, or a potato, or a
tomato, you [formal] can cut me up with the big knife.”

14 Vazagem refers to land at the edge of the reservoir where water flows out.

As the water level decreases, the land retains moisture and is preferred for

cultivation.  In this case, the entire reservoir was dry so Joaquim just walked

across the bottom as a shortcut.
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I took it and threw it at his feet.

He went, took it and said: “I don't want to hear any talk.  Just go back.”

I say:  “My friend here's the thing, here's the thing I have a proposal for
you [formal].  I'm going to pass through here this time then you [formal]
can be assured that I won't pass through again because I won't.”

He said:  “Man there's no― you're really crazy.” 

I passed by and went away.

For a buddy to walk ten leagues, walk a good four hours for the guy to
have to go around I don't know how much further.

Man but it was funny.  I say: “My friend, go catch a thief.  [You] wouldn't
want to get me because I don't steal.”

...

So then I go, I did ten leagues on foot to Pirandi, which is ten leagues.

...

When I got there, I was working on some cisterns

to collect water, to collect water for the people, these people who were
working these people who were working on the highway.

So I got there and there was no equipment.

When I got there, the foreman there from (xxx)

I said:  “Man isn't there any equipment?”

“Man what did you come for?  There's no equipment.”

I say:  “Doctor, I'm here and I can barely stand on my feet.”

“Where's your booklet?”

I said:  “Here.” I had two booklets.  One full of stamps and the other still
had a bunch of days to the end of the month, right.

“Where's you booklet?”

“Here it is.” I took the booklet, handed it over to him, he went and took
the booklet.  Stamped it.  Stamped the whole thing:

“Get out of here!”

I went back.  I knocked on the door at home.  I had done 20 leagues [120
km] on foot just in those two nights on foot.  I never got a ride even from
here to there to say: 

“  Joaquim here's two steps less you have to take.” So you see.  

That's why my whole life I worried about [predicting rain] and still today
I'm worried about it.  
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I've had an absurd amount of time―and just look at my age
there―serving with good will.  

Even today I am worrying.  

Because if, because if we get a year lacking [rain], I know that I won't
work for the emergency [government projects] but I worry because of
the nation. 

I'm not going any more but they will.  

So then, I worry and this worry of mine will only pass when I 

go to the other side [die].  

So while I'm still alive, as long as I'm not going senile and don't have a
crazy

contaminated head, 

then it's all right.  I am still concerned with this obligation. 

In all of these episodes, the government fails both by not offering assis-

tance and through poor administration.  Throughout the narratives, Joaquim

linguistically distinguishes his own social position from that of the men he

meets.  The landowner is portrayed as overly suspicious and unjustifiably self-

ish in not wanting to permit Joaquim simply to walk across his land.  In con-

trast, Joaquim presents himself as honest, clever and strong as he perseveres

through the difficulties of being poor during times of drought and stands up

for himself against the authorities.  Joaquim's resistance to authority and his in-

sistance on being treated as an honest and deserving citizen are the “tellable”

elements of the story.  In these narratives, Joaquim assumes that both his lis-

teners as well as the actors in the story share the cultural model of

powerful/powerless relationship sets described above.  The expectation, ac-

cording to the model, is that Joaquim would do as he is told (by the landowner

and the foreman) and turn around and go back.  The physical hardship and in-
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convenience this would cause him in both cases are of no concern to the au-

thorities, but they are the motivation for Joaquim's resistance. 

While relationships are marked with several linguistic features in these

texts, I analyze only references to person here as an example.  Joaquim's

choices of terms to refer to himself and his interlocutors indicate shifts in the

power relationships during the narrated interaction.  In “Walking in '58”,

Joaquim introduces the landowner as 'the owner' (o dono).  This signals both

the landowner's socio-economic status and his authority in that context,  sug-

gesting that Joaquim was trespassing.  In the next sentence, the landowner is

threatening him with a knife and Joaquim calls him 'the guy' (o cara), a term

that does not imply respect and which is used to refer to unknown persons of

equal or lower status.  By referring to him as 'the guy', Joaquim displays a lack

of fear or intimidation, treating the man as his equal rather than his superior.

Next, in the reported speech of the landowner, Joaquim chooses terms such as

'my friend' and the familiar second person singular 'you' (você) to suggest the

landowner's friendly (condescending?) attitude, while he mentions the large

knife and the question about Joaquim's intentions to indicate the landowner's

suspicions.  When Joaquim explains that he is taking a shortcut and the

landowner replies by ordering him to go back, Joaquim's response conveys

conflicting attitudes.  He calls the landowner 'my boss' (meu patrão) to demon-

strate deference, while the effect of his statement is disobedience of the order

by refusing to go back.  Thus, he creates the expected relationship set in

which the landowner has more power and authority over him, a poor, landless
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trespasser, even as he subverts this hierarchy by refusing to obey.  The two

men both insist and neither backs down.

At this point, Joaquim changes tactics in order to resolve the situation

and pass by.  In the exchange that follows, the landowner continues to address

Joaquim using the familiar 'you' (você) form appropriate for equals or inferi-

ors, but Joaquim alternates between 'my friend' (meu amigo) and the more po-

lite and socially distant 'you' form (o senhor).  The terms meu patrão and o sen-

hor show Joaquim to be properly deferential, acknowledging the landowner's

right to be suspicious and to protect himself against thieves.  With meu amigo,

he attempts to create a more familiar and sympathetic relationship as he tries

to negotiate with the landowner and persuade him that he can be trusted as a

friend not to steal food or to trespass again. The description of the landowner's

reaction, calling Joaquim 'crazy' (doido), emphasizes how unexpected his bold

defiance of authority was.

At the end of the episode, Joaquim explains his insistance on taking the

shortcut and refers to himself as 'buddy' (o camarada, literally, 'comrade').

This indicates a friendly relationship with the listeners who are assumed to be

sympathetic to his having to walk such a long distance only to be ordered to

walk even further, just to avoid passing through the other man's land.  In this

story, we see the tension between the expected action based on the relative

positions of power and Joaquim's motivation to act contrary to expectation.

Joaquim redefines the roles so that instead of his 'boss' ordering him to 'go
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back', Joaquim ends up telling his 'friend' to go elsewhere to catch thieves be-

cause he has made a mistake in suspecting Joaquim.

Further on, Joaquim describes his meeting with 'the foreman' (o aponta-

dor) responsible for stamping the booklets so workers can get paid.  At the

beginning of the story, both he and the foreman address each other as 'man'

(rapaz), a term used in casual speech for both men and women as a discourse

marker to introduce questions and opinions, and as a generic term of address.

Once Joaquim discovers there is no work for him to do, he appeals to the fore-

man's position of power, addressing him as 'doctor' (doutor), and indirectly re-

quests assistance by mentioning his great physical pain and fatigue.  In such

contexts, doutor is a term of respect for an educated or otherwise prestigious

person and does not necessarily mean that the addressee holds a degree.  It is

commonly used by persons of inferior status to emphasize the power differen-

tial.  As with the episode with the landowner, this politeness lessens the im-

pact of his refusal to simply go away.  He had come a long way and would not

leave empty-handed. 

In both narrated interactions with the landowner and the foreman,

Joaquim is successful in getting what he wants from the authorities by using

linguistic strategies that define the relationship to suit his purpose.  He relies

on an assumption of the shared model of role sets, putting himself in the inferi-

or position in linguistic terms within the narrated events, while showing him-

self to be morally and intellectually superior in the way he constructs the nar-

rative for the audience of children.
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The school teacher then asks Joaquim what he thinks the government

should do to solve the problem of drought.  Joaquim's reply, given below, in-

dicates that there is no solution because of government policies that favor only

the rich landowners.  Poor, landless farmers like Joaquim have no way to get

ahead.  His example is how a rich man illegally took possession of some land

and then was compensated by the government when they made a public

reservoir on that land.  Now, the man has the money as well as the water and

land because he refuses to allow public access for cultivation.  Joaquim sug-

gests that if a poor person tried to plant on the land, something bad would

happen to him.  As he begins the story, Joaquim says that he will not mention

any names because he does not want to make trouble for anyone.  Further on,

we see that he also does not want to put himself at risk by telling his story,

when he points out that he could be arbitrarily arrested by the rich and pow-

erful man he is about to denounce.  Finally, he creates a visual image of the

difference between rich and poor, contrasting the thick necks of the rich

“sharks” with his own thin neck.

(7) Joaquim, “The reservoir and the sharks”

Rapaz ele não dá conta não. 

Ele não dá conta não. A senhora quer saber eu vou explicar pra senhora
eu não quero falar de vida não quero tocar 

em nome, de vida de ninguém

mas a senhora tá falando sobre o sentido que, adianta muito. 

O quê que era que devera, ao governo fazer pra abastecer

Uma parte 

era os grande açude, que tem do DNOCS, eles pegasse 
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abrisse assim

uma reunião, pra abastecer o pessoal carente

bastava dar uma vazante pra um, dar uma vazante pra outro, uma
vazante pra outro.

Eu tenho um exemplo. 

Aqui o cabra pode até mandar me prender

porque ele é poderoso e é rico. 

Foi feito um açude, do estado lá no município de Quixeramobim

no Pirabigu. ... 

Então, o dono da propriedade lá 

foi pago até um chiqueiro que tinha no terreiro de uma casa de qualquer
uma casa. 

As casa, terreno

até um chiqueiro que tivesse ao redor de casa, uma casa de galinha foi
indenizada.

Agora, imagine aí

o cabra botar um açude todo cheio de capim

não dá um palmo de vazante pra ninguém que nem é dito que foi de-
sapropriado tudim 

e ele já recebeu o dinheiro 

e ele tá sendo o dono dos benefício todim. 

E o pobre...

Mas pra dizer pra pegar e falar que disse assim, que vai plantar uma
vazante é

Ele vá pra ver uma coisa!

E é por isso que eu tô dizendo. Aí

vá, vá atrás da história pra senhora ver como é que é. É só tubarão. 

Tubarão são aqueles grandão, do pescoço grosso não é assim fino que
nem o meu não.

                                                                     

Man they [the government] can't handle it.

They can't handle it.  You want to know so I'm going to explain to you 
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I don't want to talk about other people's lives, I don't want to mention any
names or anyone else's life 

but you are talking about something that's very important.

What should the government really do to supply [water for people]

One part

would be the big reservoirs, from DNOCS15, if they went and had a
meeting to supply the needy people 

it would be enough to give some land at the edge of the reservoir to each
one.

I have an example.

Here the guy could even have me arrested

because he is powerful and rich.

A reservoir was built by the state there in the município of Quixeramo-
bim

in Pirabigu....

So, the owner of the property there 

was paid even for a pig pen that he had in the yard of a house, some old
house.

The houses, land 

even a pig pen they had around the house, a chicken coop was compen-
sated.

Now, imagine

the guy plants a reservoir all full of hay

won't give an inch of land at the edge to anyone and it's not even men-
tioned that it was all expropriated in the first place, all of it

and he's already received the money

he's the only one getting all the benefit entirely.

And the poor...

But to say, to take it [the land] and say that he said, that he's going to
plant at the edge it's

He's going to see what happens!

And that's why I'm saying.  So

go, go find out about this story so you'll see how it is.  It's all sharks.

15 DNOCS is the National Department for Works against Drought.
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Sharks are those big ones, with the thick necks not thin like this, like
mine.

In this case, Joaquim's resistance to government is in his opinions and in

the fact that he is risking being arrested by revealing an injustice.  The oppo-

sition between government and rich landowners on one hand and rural poor

people on the other is the main theme in all of Joaquim's narratives about  suf-

fering and survival in times of drought.

While Joaquim thinks government does not do enough to help rural

communities, another rain prophet, Antonio Lima believes that government

does too much.  He complains that people have become lazy, dependent and

complacent because government has made things too easy for them with so

many social programs.  Antonio observes that no one wants to work in the

fields any more because it is difficult and not lucrative.  In Chapter Four, we

will see that such opinions are expressed in prediction narratives as rain

prophets urge their listeners to work.  In all of these narratives, the two speak-

ers present themselves as morally strong, self-reliant and hard-working, con-

veying the idea that people do not need to depend on government to be their

protector, even as they acknowledge the expectation that it should be.  Anto-

nio Lima suggests that people create their own drought by not working.  That

is, by giving up and not planting, they will certainly experience the hardship

of drought; but for those who work, there will be inverno.

(8) Antonio Lima, 2005

Agora um daquele tipo, aquele pode acreditar na FUNCEME. Mas vai
morrer de fome.
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... Aquele cabra que tava dizendo que era uma seca medonha. Pra ele é.

... Que ele não plantou.

... Aquele ali, pra ele é uma seca medonha mesma, que ele não plantou
não é?  A pessoa nunca deve dizer as coisa mal palavra não.

... Hoje o povo não querem mais trabalhar, 

é falando em Fome Zero 

é falando em novela 

falando em maconha 

e atrás de enganar. 

... O povo não quer trabalhar, não. O povo quer que o governo dê aquela
mensalidadezinha velha. 

“Não, plantar? O inverno tá tarde,” não sei o que, “Eu não vou plantar
não,” não sei o quê.

E eu tô plantando. Já tem milho deste tamanho

                                                                     

Now someone like that, that one can believe in FUNCEME.  But he'll die
of hunger.

... That guy who was saying that it was a frightful drought.  For him it is.

... Because he didn't plant.

... That one there, for him it really is a big drought because he didn't
plant, isn't it?  A person should never say bad things.

... Today the people don't want to work any more.

they're talking about Zero Hunger16

talking about television shows

talking about marijuana

and trying to trick people.

... The people don't want to work.  The people want the government to
give that little old monthly allowance.

“No, plant?  The inverno is late,” and so on, “I'm not going to plant,” and
such.

And I'm planting.  There's already corn this high.
16 'Zero Hunger' (Fome Zero) is a federal welfare program that provides a

small amount of money to poor families each month.
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Thus, we see evidence that people in rural communities have negative

attitudes toward government.  There is a general belief that policies hinder

farmers in particular and the poor more generally, whether by providing in-

adequate assistance or by creating dependence.  It is against this backdrop

that FUNCEME's forecasts are evaluated as government products.  It is also

within this context that people construct their vulnerability or their sense of in-

dependence and autonomy.

Linguistic Context: Everyday Talk about Rain

Predictions cannot be understood separately from talk about rural life,

traditions, hardships and politics.  In their precarious situation, skill in predict-

ing rain is highly valued among farmers who risk their household’s resources

each year to plant. Starting as early as October, conversations among neigh-

bors and family members inevitably turn to the coming rainy season, and

speculations are made about when the rains will start and how long they will

last. This marks the beginning of the cycle of collective anxiety that underlies

the construction of sertanejo identity as a long-suffering people whose faith in

God and ties to the land are so strong that they are able to endure the hard-

ships of social exclusion, poverty, hunger, and migration made worse by the

frequent recurrence of drought (Arons 2004; da Cunha 1944; Pordeus 2003). 

Rain and drought affect all aspects of social life in rural Ceará, including

economic transactions, health of people and animals, work, psycho-emotional

states, household organization, and engagement in social and political activi-
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ties.  The spontaneous nature of these everyday conversations meant that it

was not always possible to record them, but I took detailed notes immediately

after the encounters I witnessed.  Some excerpts from my fieldnotes are given

below to illustrate the emergence of talk about rain and predictions within

daily interactions.

(9) Fieldnotes, 21 February 2005 

The first thing José said to me when we were driving back from the bus
station was that “all the prophets [who had predicted rain] are messing
up because it hasn't rained” (todos os profetas estão se atrapalhando pois
não tem chovido).  They are getting worried now because it is already 21
Feb. and still no rain here in Quixadá yet.  People are getting anxious
that there might be a drought after all and they are starting to doubt the
rain prophets. 

(10) Fieldnotes, 15 March 2005 

Chaves pointed to the sweat on his forehead and said: “Look at the rain”
(Olha a chuva) and flicked a few drops off.  He was indicating that there
hasn’t been any rain, only sweat.  He said that he was talking to Paulo
Dentista, one of the profetas, earlier and he said that it will rain twice by
the end of this month of 60 mm each.  We'll see.  When José walked into
the store and saw me, he asked “Where's the rain?” (Cadê o inverno?)  I
replied, “I don't know, I came to find out” (Não sei, eu vim saber).  As we
were walking to the house for lunch, Lúcia, José and I, we were talking
about the lack of rain.  They confirmed that it still hasn’t rained in Quix-
adá yet.  José asked me if I had been going to FUNCEME and what they
said.  I said the forecast these days was for “partially cloudy” (parcial-
mente nublado).  They laughed.  I reminded them that FUNCEME’s fore-
cast for the season was for below average and Lúcia said “It's going to
end up that FUNCEME got it right this year” (Vai ver que FUNCEME acer-
tou este ano).  “For the first time, FUNCEME got it right” (Pela primeira
vez, FUNCEME acertou), affirmed José, sarcastically.  They laughed at this
as a joke.  José later said that all the “prophets are getting 

burned, making mistakes” (profetas estão se queimando, errando).  Talk
about the lack of rain is everywhere.

José told Ricardo, his 7 year old grandson, that I was going to talk
to “rain prophets” (profetas da chuva) about their “prophecies” (profe-
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cias).  He asked, “prefect17 or prophet?” (prefeito ou profeta?) and José
explained what a profeta is.  Then Ricardo declared: “Today it's going to
rain.  I know it.  Early in the morning.” (Hoje vai chover. Eu sei.  De
madrugadinha). Everyone laughed.  He rebutted, “You can just wait and
see because it's not a lie.  Don't you know that I'm clairvoyant?” (Vocês
podem esperar para ver porque não é mentira. Não sabem que sou vi-
dente?)  He is a little smart one.  Now I’m curious to see if it will rain!  I
was impressed with the fact that even at that young age and having just
learned what a rain prophet was, he knew just how to make a prediction
in the right style.  It did not rain the next morning as he predicted, but it
did two days later on the morning of St. Joseph's day (dia de S. José).

In the Pretty Baby store18, a vendor came by with a catalogue of
baby clothes.  He asked Lúcia if she would like to look, “with no obliga-
tion” (sem compromisso).  She said no, she didn’t even want to look be-
cause she wasn’t going to buy anything.  José was more diplomatic.  He
took the catalogue and flipped through it as he told the man that even
though he could see that these were beautiful items, of top quality, “it's
not possible to buy now” (não dá para comprar agora) because these
days business isn’t great, it’s not a time for buying.  No one has any mon-
ey especially because there hasn’t been rain.  He said let’s wait until the
rain comes and the situation improves.  In these times, mothers wrap
their babies in cloth sacks if they have to because they can’t afford to buy
clothes.  He can’t be buying things that won’t sell.  One can easily see
how the whole economy is affected by the lack of rain.  Now that vendor
can’t sell his merchandise either and the chain reaction of economic
stagnation begins. 

...We were already in the car when Chico Leiteiro [a rain prophet]
showed up on his bike.  We confirmed our 8 a.m. meeting for tomorrow
and then he said “the inverno is going to be late but there will still be
one” (O inverno vai demorar mas ainda vai ter).  He offers these predic-
tions spontaneously. He must know that is what I/we were expecting.  At
the CDL19, a couple of businessmen came in and José told me to tell them

17 A more literal translation would be 'mayor' rather than 'prefect'; however,

'prefect' preserves the phonological similarity to 'prophet' which was likely

the source of the boy's confusion.

18 José and Lúcia own the store which sells clothing and other items for

babies.

19 CDL is the local Shopowner's Association.
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what Chico Leiteiro had said.  So I repeated it. Then one said, “It has to
come, God willing.” (Tem que vir, se Deus quiser.)

Chico Mariano, a rain prophet from Quixadá, recounts below how farm-

ers would consult rain prophets during the time when he was a child. One

farmer would go to the house of his neighbor or friend and ask whether there

would be inverno because he was ready to plant his fields.  Then the rain

prophet would say yes or no and give as evidence several experiments and

signs that he had observed.

(11) Chico Mariano, 2005

Aquelas pessoa que iniciava dizia: “Para o ano vai ser um bom inverno.” 

Aquele amigo do outro, ia na casa do outro saber: “Fulano eu vou brocar
o meu roçado. Para o ano tem inverno?” 

Ele dizia: “Tem cumpadre eu já fiz a experiência na fogueira de São João.
Eu fiz essa experiência e tal e, vai ter inverno. A aroeira carregou, se-
gurou a carga, tucumaí.” 

Então eles tinha aquela experiência, né, como ainda existe e elas tudo
voga né. A estrela vai governar pra esse lado esse ano. O planeta Venus
que a estrela Dalva é o planeta Vênus, que elas estão aqui todas duas. A
Vênus e o planeta Marte né.... Aí a pessoa, tudo isso eles faz experiência
né, e aí dá certo, né. Toda vida existiu. É cultura antiga.

                                                                     

Those people who would start it by saying:  “For this year, it's going to
be a good inverno.”  

That friend of the other one would go to the other's house to find out:
“So-and-so I'm going to till my field.  For this year will there be inverno?”

He would say:  “Yes there will my friend, I've already done the
experiment with the bonfire of St. Joseph's day.  I've done this
experiment and so on and, there will be inverno. The aroeira [tree] is
loaded [with fruit], held on to the load [the fruits did not fall off too early],
tucumaí [a palm tree].”

So they had that experiment, right, the way they still exist, and they all
work, you know. The star will govern on this side this year. The planet
Venus which is the star of Dalva is the planet Venus, they are both here.
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Venus and the planet Mars.... So the person, all this, they do
experiments, right. And then it works, right. It has always existed.  It's old
culture [knowledge].

These narratives illustrate how predictions are not only the topic of

conversation, but the prediction itself is embedded in the conversational

structure.  That is, the performance of a prediction involves other speakers

than the rain prophet.  Their questions and comments are part of the

prediction event.  In the chapters that follow, I will analyze predictions as

narratives within a performative frame that dramatize this prediction-within-a-

conversation, magnifying the interaction to include a much larger audience

whose participation can only be assumed.  At the other end of the scale, a

minimalist example of prediction as a casual encounter is an interaction

between the rain prophet Chico Leiteiro and a man from the water company.

The man said that he was passing by and saw Chico Leiteiro on a tractor, so he

called out to ask if it was going to rain. Chico Leiteiro responded simply with a

thumbs up gesture.

The Ceará Farmers' Cultural Model of Prediction

In this section, I delineate the cultural model of prediction that I will be

discussing throughout the analysis.  The key ideas that are introduced here

will each be expanded in detail in the chapters that follow.  The model is pre-

sented in this form in order to identify points at which differences in perfor-

mance emerge.  In other words, my explanation of why farmers evaluate

FUNCEME's predictions differently from those of rain prophets is guided by
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an understanding of which aspects of the model are emphasized and which

are less prominent in particular performances, and why these choices are

made.  My reconstruction of the cultural model of prediction shared by rural

Cearenses is derived from analysis of recorded discourse and survey data in

which people talked not only about predicting rain, rain prophets and

FUNCEME, but also about science, agriculture, the inverno, drought and other

related topics mentioned in the contextual descriptions presented thus far.

That is, I analyzed how people used the model, not just their answers to ques-

tions specifically about prediction (D'Andrade 2005).  The list of propositions I

outline for the model below are available at the level of discursive conscious-

ness (Giddens 1979) in that people can reflect on the meaning and impact of

predictions and comment on related behavior.  Thus, the propositions are

paraphrases or summaries of the central ideas expressed in the discourse I

observed.  The underlying propositions that make up the cultural model of

prediction are summarized here: 

1. Predictions inform people about important future events or conditions.

2. Predictions are derived from human experiences and perceptions of
indicators of rain and drought.

3. Predicting requires specialized knowledge that is not available to ev-
eryone.

4. There is a level of uncertainty in every prediction.

5. The goal of predictions is to benefit society.

6. Predictions influence people's motivations and emotions.

7. Predictions made at the right time can influence decisions.

8. Predictions are useful when they are correct; when they are incorrect,
they cause serious problems.
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1. Predictions inform people about important future events or conditions

To avoid unnecessary repetition, I state here that evidence of the impor-

tance of rainfall and the general conditions of the rainy season is found every-

where in Cearense discourse.  The questions people ask to elicit predictions

are phrased in such a way to get information about the coming rainy season.

As the following quote illustrates, this information is always associated with an

affective response, as stated in proposition 6 above.

(12) Chico Leite Filho, 2005

Primeiro vem saber de mim. Pergunta: “Chico Leite, e o inverno, como é
que vai ser? Vai ser pesado, vai ser maneiro, vai ser regular, vai ser ir-
regular, vai ser fraco?”

“Fulano, eu tô observando pela minha intuição que eu tenho observado
vai ser um inverno bom.” 

Aí pronto, fica todo mundo alegre: “O Chico Leite diz que o inverno vai
ser bom, o inverno vai ser bom.” 

“Vai ser fraco.” 

“Ah bom, tá dizendo que vai ser fraco, vai ser fraco mesmo.” 

... Eu procuro sempre, não desenganar totalmente, sempre dar uma
pequena esperança.

... “O inverno esse ano vai ser muito fraco” pra não dizer que é uma
seca.

... Pra não desenganar totalmente o sertanejo. 

                                                                     

First he comes to find out from me.  He asks: “Chico Leite, and the inver-
no, how's it going to be?  Is it going to be heavy, is it going to be light, is
it going to be regular, is it going to be irregular, is it going to be weak?  ”  

“Buddy, I'm observing according to my intuition, what I've observed is
that it's going to be a good inverno.”

All right then, everyone becomes happy:  “Chico Leite says that the
inverno is going to be good, the inverno is going to be good.”

“It's going to be weak.”
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“Oh OK, he's saying that it's going to be weak, it really will be weak.”

... I always try not to cause them to give up completely, always to give a
little hope.                                                   

... “The inverno this year is going to be very weak” to not say that it's a
drought.

... to not cause the sertanejo to completely give up.

2. Predictions are derived from human experiences and perceptions

This proposition applies to the signs and experiments of the rain

prophets as well as to the technologically assisted measurements and obser-

vations of the meteorologists.  It is believed that there is an empirical basis for

predictions and that it is within the capacity of humans to make predictions.

The discussion of prediction methodologies in Chapter Four details this more

fully.

3. Prediction requires specialized knowledge not available to everyone

While everyone has some weather knowledge, rain prophets and mete-

orologists are recognized by various sectors of the population as experts in

prediction. Expertise is a matter of debate and, as I will show in the second

part of the dissertation, the linguistic construction of authority repeatedly

emerges as an important intersubjective process.  In fact, perceptions of the

forecaster as a credible expert have a strong influence on evaluations of the

prediction's accuracy. 
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4. There is a level of uncertainty in every prediction

There are several explanations for why uncertainty exists in predic-

tions.  Among farmers, it is commonly said that we can never fully know God's

will so absolute certainty is impossible.  A related belief is that certainty in a

prediction would be perfection; since only God is perfect, human predictions

are necessarily imperfect.  Some people refer to a passage in the Bible that

warns people not to try to know more than God because as soon as people

think they know something, God will change everything.  

(13) Antônio Lima

Porque quando Deus disse, quando o homem quiser saber mais do que
ele, ele mudará o tempo, né. E ele mudou mesmo, mas não mudou pra
natureza não, porque a natureza amostra nós porque nós vive, prestando
atenção. 

Because when God said, when man wants to know more than him, he will
change the weather, right. And he really did change it, but he didn't
change it for nature, because nature shows us [rain prophets] because
we're always paying attention.

Another explanation is that conditions in nature are always changing and this

affects the reliability of the indicators.  For example, one rain prophet com-

mented that predictions are sometimes wrong “because Mother Nature her-

self gets fooled” (porque a Mãe Natureza mesma se engana).   Many times this

idea was expressed within the topic of environmental degradation in the

sertão and the generally negative impacts humans have had on the environ-

ment worldwide.

Meteorologists concur that predictions always include a level of uncer-

tainty and that is why they are expressed as probabilities rather than categori-
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cal statements.  In this case, the uncertainty comes from the inherent limita-

tions of the data they have available. For instance, rainfall data used in the

mathematical prediction models comes from a network of rain gauges.  But it

is quite possible that rain can fall in an area and not be measured by the

gauges, thus affecting the results of the computed projection.  

Despite the acknowledgement of uncertainty in the underlying model of

prediction, people frequently talk about predictions as if they were statements

of fact about what will or will not occur.  For example, they use the simple fu-

ture or proximate future tenses when reporting predictions, rather than ex-

pressions of probability.

(14)

A FUNCEME disse que vai chover.

FUNCEME said that it is going to rain.

(15)

Ele falou que terá inverno.

He said that there will be inverno.

In reports of predictions, I did not find instances of probabilistic terms such

as: 

(16)

A FUNCEME disse que provavelmente vai chover.

FUNCEME said that it is probably going to rain.

(17)

Ele falou que pode ter inverno.

He said that there might be inverno.
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In contrast to the more definite predictions reported by farmers, the rain

prophets often use qualifiers or hedges to emphasize the uncertainty in their

own predictions and thus provide an escape from responsibility should the

prediction turn out to be inaccurate.

(18) Joaquim, new interview, 2005

Eu tô sabendo que tem. Se Deus quiser tem. Só se haver uma coisa
contrária.

I know there will be [rain].  If God wants it, there will be.  Unless some-
thing happens to the contrary.

FUNCEME employs a similar tactic, advising people to look for daily and

weekly updates to the seasonal forecast on their website because the intrinsic

variability of rain may compromise the prediction's validity.

Devido a alta variabilidade espacial e temporal, característica intrínseca
da chuva no norte do Nordeste, recomenda-se fortemente o acompan-
hamento das previsões diárias de tempo, análises e tendências climáti-
cas semanais. [FUNCEME 2006:3]

Due to the high spatial and temporal variability, an intrinsic characteris-
tic of rain in the north of the Northeast, it is strongly recommended to
check for updates on daily weather predictions, analyses and weekly cli-
matic tendencies.

Thus, the uncertainty is emphasized more by the forecasters during the pre-

diction, while the audience is more likely to focus on the certainty in their re-

ports of predictions.
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5. The goal of predictions is to benefit society

The major justification for research on applications of climate forecast-

ing is the strong belief that predictions can make a difference in people's

lives.  The implication is that people make better decisions when they know

(or are reasonably certain) how the future will be than they do when the future

is unknown.  This belief is what gave rise to FUNCEME as a government insti-

tution.  The idea of societal benefits underlies FUNCEME's discourse of pro-

viding information for different groups of “users”.  A similar discourse about

the rain prophets describes their predictions as helping local community

members and businesses in their planning.  As I will show in upcoming analy-

sis, the main point of variance in the model of prediction shared by farmers

and that of meteorologists is how “benefiting society” is defined and enacted.

Rain prophets attend to the affective response of listeners by actively trying to

produce positive reactions, while meteorologists give more importance to the

information they are providing and attempt only to avoid strong negative re-

actions.  

6. Predictions influence people's motivations and emotions

In talk about predictions, a frequently expressed belief is that they have

the power to influence people's motivations and emotional states.  Specifically,

predictions are expected to have a positive impact on listeners: animar, as

they say in Portuguese.  The most literal gloss of animar is 'to animate' and,

with regard to the importance of predictions to subsistence farmers, it does
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not seem to be an overstatement to say that a prediction can 'give life'.  The

verb animar and the adjective animado/animada are used to describe a gen-

eral excitement in anticipation of something good, or enthusiasm for a particu-

lar activity.  Animar a group of people means to liven things up.  In my earlier

work (Pennesi 2006), I have argued that among small producers in Ceará, an

important element of predictions is that they inspire hope and optimism so

that people can justify risking their meagre resources.  This has also been ob-

served by other researchers studying the cultural role of the rain prophets (Fi-

nan 2003; Kupermann 2006; Martins 2006; Taddei 2005).  For example, the ma-

jority of farmers in my survey agreed that it is more important for the rain

prophets to give people hope than it is for them to make an accurate

forecast.20  

Building on this observation, I present here a more complete model of

prediction, in which emotional or affective response is an essential part.   Pre-

diction has an orienting function in that it produces standardized reactions in

the community:  people become animado when rain is expected and desani-

mado (the opposite of animado, e.g. 'discouraged') when drought is expected.

In this way, the cultural model of prediction is constructed from the perspec-

tive of the hearer.  Discourse about the purpose of predictions, their effects,

and the criteria for their evaluation and interpretation is oriented to the people

who hear them.  Even talk about the methods and indicators that generate the

20  62.4% agreed with the statement.  Survey methodology was described in

Chapter Two.
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prediction are stated explicitly only to persuade the listeners to believe it.

Rain prophets talk about what their predictions mean for others, framing their

own personal satisfaction, responsibility or interest in doing it, in terms of how

they might positively or negatively affect others.

Everyone knows that drought is a possibility every year in the Northeast

and it cannot be controlled.  Collective memory and personal experience are

constant reminders of the suffering that drought brings.  It is easy to become

desanimado.  The Secretary of Agriculture for Tauá, who works with farmers in

one of the most drought-prone areas of the state, summarizes nicely the

discursive links between predictions, motivation, the socio-economic impacts

of drought, and the inadequacy of government assistance.

(19) Secretary of Agriculture, Tauá, 2003

OSVALDO:  Porque se você disser ao trabalhador que já está em dificul-
dade em outubro, que o próximo ano é uma seca, que o próximo ano ele
não vai produzir nada, ele já entra em pânico no mês de outubro.  Se
você disser que teremos inverno razoável, que a quadra chuvosa vai ser
razoável e tal, ele vai aguentar, vai tirar forças no que que seja e vai
aguentar a chuva chegar.  Vai aguentar até março e ele plantar e colher
e sobreviver lá com o trabalho dele. Agora se disser que não vai ter, ele
se desespera.  Isso, o governo é muito ruim porque significa tensão so-
cial, significa mobilização dos sindicatos rurais...

Pensando que vai ser seca, ele se mobiliza dentro do seus sindicatos,
das associações e vão em busca de programa social.  Renda, trabalho,
ou cestões, bolsões, ou coisa assim....

Em vez de plantar.  Se que é seca, ele não se preocupa mais em brocar a
sua roça em cercar a sua roça, quer dizer, em preparar o seu solo para
plantar e pode ter todo esse tempo para ir para a sede do distrito, do
município. Quer dizer, mobilizando dentro das categorias da associação
comunitária em busco de recursos de trabalho, ou programa sociais.

KAREN:  E esses programas sociais só existem na época de seca?

OSVALDO: Programa sociais, normalmente aqueles de atendimento a
família só quando o cidadão já tá realmente morrendo de fome.
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KAREN:  ... Se chover, aí então ele perde duas vezes, né, porque não 
plantou e não recebeu essa assistência.

OSVALDO:  Exatamente.  Infelizmente, os programas sociais, eles não
são uma constante na região.... E só são implantado numa região se
houver mobilização, se houver tensão e mobilização.  Aqui não
aconteceu de se criar um programa social sem que ter saque na BR, sem
que as famílias tem que saquear caminhões em busca de alimentação.
Só após isso aí, as vezes bem após, é que o governo declara estado de
calamidade...  Na verdade as vezes já tão quase sem ter como socorrer,
né, tão mesmo passando fome.    

                                                                     

OSVALDO:  Because if you say to the worker who is already having
difficulty in October that the next year will be a drought, that the next
year he won't produce anything, he already gets in a panic in October.  If
you say that we'll have a reasonable inverno, that the rainy season will be
reasonable and so on, he'll hold on, he'll gather strength from
somewhere and he'll hang on until the rain arrives.  He'll hang on until
March and he'll plant and harvest and survive there with his work.  Now if
you say that there won't be [inverno], he despairs.  This, the government
is very bad because it means social tension, it means mobilization of the
rural workers union...

Thinking that it will be a drought, he mobilizes within his unions, the
associations go looking for social programs.  Revenue, work, or food
baskets, grants, or things like that....

Instead of planting.  If it's going to be drought, he doesn't bother any
more to till his field, to fence off his field, I mean, to prepare his soil for
planting and he can have all this time to go to the seat of the district, of
the município.  I mean, mobilizing within the categories of the community
association in the search for work or social programs.

KAREN:  And these social programs only exist in times of drought?

OSVALDO:  Social programs, normally those ones that assist families,
only when the citizen is already really starving.

KAREN:  ... If it rains, then he loses twice, doesn't he, because he didn't
plant and didn't receive this assistance.

OSVALDO:  Exactly.  Unfortunately, the social programs, they aren't a
constant in the region.... And they are only implemented in a region if
there is mobilization, if there is tension and mobilization.  Here it has
never happened that a social program was created without having
looting [of trucks] on the BR [federal highway], without families having to
loot trucks looking for food.  Only after this, sometimes much later, the
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government declares a state of emergency... In truth sometimes they are
already almost past the point of help, you know, they're really starving.

The scenario Osvaldo described in fact played out in 2005.  As this

newspaper article reports, by March the drought was already well under way,

with food shortages for both humans and animals.  FUNCEME had predicted a

below average year of rainfall, rephrased as “bad inverno” by the journalist,

but the farmers did not want to believe it and remained hopeful.  Even as it

was happening, one farmer said he could not bear to think of the suffering

drought would inevitably bring. 

(20) “Estiagem Compromete Plantações”, (Diário do Nordeste 3 March 2005) 

Os agricultores estão apreensivos com a possibilidade de seca
neste ano. Ligados ao rádio e à TV, eles souberam da recente previsão
da Funceme sobre a quadra invernosa, que será abaixo da média. Isso
significa inverno ruim. Na prática, os pequenos produtores já sentem o
efeito da estiagem que castiga o sertão... O produtor rural, Barbosa, teve
um prejuízo total com a perda da lavoura de cinco hectares de milho e
capim. “O gado está passando precisão, com dificuldades de alimen-
tação.”...

Barbosa gastou R$ 180,00 com o preparo da terra e pagamento de
dois trabalhadores e cultivou 20 kg de sementes que havia guardado em
casa. Ele espera que as chuvas comecem a partir do próximo dia 5. “Eu
só desanimo quando março acabar,” disse. “Até lá, tenho esperança que
vai chover.” Ele prefere não acreditar nas previsões da Funceme.

No campo, os trabalhadores rurais reclamam da falta de serviço.
“Com um estio desses, não tem trabalho, não há o que fazer,” disse Fran-
cisco... A panela sob o fogão a lenha está emborcada. “A gente está
comendo um restinho só de feijão que sobrou do ano passado.”

O clima no sertão da região Centro-Sul é de desolação e tristeza.
A perda do primeiro plantio trouxe, mais uma vez, para a maioria dos
pequenos agricultores o presságio de uma seca, da fome e das dificul-
dades crescentes para os próximos meses. “Eu não quero pensar que
vai ser seca,” disse Luís... “Se continuar assim, sem chover, muita gente
vai sofrer muito.”
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“Dry Spell Compromises Planting”

Farmers are apprehensive about the possibility of drought this
year.  Tuned in to radio and TV, they learned of FUNCEME's recent pre-
diction for the rainy season, which will be below average.  That means a
bad inverno.  In practice, the small producers already feel the effects of
the dry spell that is punishing the sertão... A farmer, Barbosa, had a total
loss of his five hectare crop of corn and hay.  “The cattle are in need, hav-
ing difficulty finding food.”...

Barbosa spent R$180.00 [90 USD] to prepare his land and pay two
workers who cultivated 20 kg of seeds that he had saved at home.  He
hopes that the rains begin after the 5th.  “I'll only become desanimado
when March is over,” he said.  “Until then, I have hope that it will rain.”
He prefers not to believe in FUNCEME's predictions.

In the fields, the rural workers are complaining about the lack of
work.  “With a dry spell like this, there is no work, there's nothing to do,”
says Francisco... The pot on the woodstove is tipped.  “We are eating the
dregs of beans that are left over from last year.”

The climate in the sertão of the Central-South region is desolate
and sad.  The loss of the first crop has brought, once again, for the major-
ity of the small producers the portent of drought, hunger and the grow-
ing difficulties over the months to come.  “I don't want to think that it will
be a drought,” said Luís... “If it continues like this, without rain, many
people will suffer a lot.”

Brazilian psychologist Daniel Kupermann sees prediction as a way for

sertanejos to construct their reality and cope with the psychological conflict of

being powerless in an uncertain and precarious situation.  Talk about

experiences shared in the struggle to make a living in agriculturally based

livelihoods transforms the limitations they face into a sense of community and

solidarity.  By predicting the future, the rain prophets invent it (Kupermann

2006:171).  Their words create illusions of the expected future to match their

desires (Kupermann 2006:173).  This perspective helps explain how the rain

prophets' invented futures can be full of hope, while not ignoring the harsh
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realities of rural life.  In their performances, rain prophets find a balance

between optimism and an acknowledgement of suffering.

There is a clear preference for optimistically framed predictions that

achieve the goal to animar the listeners; however that does not mean that no

one makes pessimistic predictions.  The point is that experience with

predictions is socially constrained such that the preferred actions and

responses are internalized as part of the cultural model (Shore 1996:47) and

those that go against the norm are noticed and marked.

(21) farmer, Tauá, 2005

Para o agricultor é melhor não saber da seca porque pode aproveitar de
toda chuva.  Não tem seco para ele.  Sempre dá alguma coisa.  Não deve
desanimar e deixar de plantar.  A seca maior do agricultor é desanimar.

For the farmer it's best not to know about drought because he can take
advantage of all the rain.  There is no drought for him.  He always gets
something.  He shouldn't desanimar and not plant.  The biggest drought
for the farmer is desanimar.

(22) farmer, Tauá, 2005

Ninguém está preparado para seca então não adianta saber com
antecedência que será seca.

Nobody is prepared for drought so there's no point in knowing ahead of
time that it will be drought.

6 - 8. Do Farmers Use Forecasts in Agricultural Decision-Making?

 Clearly there is a great interest in predictions and acknowledgement

of the psychological effects they can have on people.  However, it has been
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argued that the extreme vulnerability of smallholder farmers leaves them vir-

tually incapable of using such information to make decisions that would signif-

icantly increase their productive capacity.  This is because subsistence farm-

ers in Ceará typically have little financial, economic or political capital on

which they can draw in dry years to make adjustments in their economic

strategies (Finan 2003; Finan and Nelson 2001).  That is, even if the forecast

was accurate and they made the best decisions in relation to it, the potential

increase in yield would not significantly increase the household’s well-being

(Taddei 2005:180).  

 Some coping strategies include migration of one or more household

members; receiving money, goods and food from other relatives or benefac-

tors; and participation in state-run programs, such as crop insurance or plant-

ing specially selected seeds distributed by the government21 (Lemos et al.

2002).  There is also the option of not planting at all and relying solely on aid

from government (Magalhães 1993).  Such a decision used to be a last resort

due to the negative social implications of being a dependent rather than a

contributing member of society.  As one rain prophet notes, “Work is what

dignifies a person.” (Trabalho é o que dignifica a pessoa.)  Nowadays, more

younger people are choosing not to engage in the difficult work of  cultivating

crops in the drier years, and they are accused by their elders of being lazy, of

21  The seed distribution program and the crop insurance are both

controversial among farmers and enrollment varies throughout the region

and from year to year.  See Taddei (2005) for a more detailed analysis.
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depending on the government rather than supporting themselves, of not hav-

ing faith in God, and of disdaining what is offered and expecting more than

they deserve.  Moreover, the government's basic food donations and ex-

tremely low paid work projects hardly provide adequate assistance.  These

programs have never managed to effectively meet the demands of the des-

perate population and have a long history of being rife with corruption and

clientelism (Finan and Nelson 2001:103).  Thus, the result of not planting is

both physical and emotional suffering.  There is a cultural preference for hav-

ing faith in God, taking the risk, always maintaining hope that the effort will be

rewarded and they will get through one more year.   

A common belief is that it is the “duty” (obrigação) of farmers to plant

each year no matter what because it is their way of life.  Supporting the find-

ings of Lemos and colleagues (2002) and Taddei (2005), 89.4% of the farmers

surveyed for this project agreed that even when the forecast was unfavorable,

the fields had to be planted.  There is recognition of the potential usefulness if

what is forecast can be guaranteed, but there is a real risk if it is wrong and

they make a bad decision.  So while there is little question that most farmers

will at least make an attempt to cultivate some areas every year, they do make

strategic choices about whether to plant on higher ground or in low-lying

fields, how much land to cultivate, whether they should buy seeds or use their

own, whether they should enroll in the crop insurance program, and whether

and when to replant as the season progresses, depending on their expecta-

tions of rainfall.  While the usefulness of climate forecasts remains debatable,
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what is important here is that farmers talk about the predictions as having real

consequences in people’s lives, thus imbuing them with complex meanings

and emotional force.

Among farmers, there are two contrasting discourses in relation to

whether or not an individual uses predictions for decision-making.  Some are

adamant in denying that they pay any attention to predictions, saying that they

base their decisions on their own experience and on traditional practices.

Others say that they do consider predictions in some years, but not routinely.

When talking about specific examples, there were many stories about the

negative outcomes of having acted according to scientific predictions made

by FUNCEME. Such stories were usually given as an explanation for why

FUNCEME's forecasts are not used.  Evidently, people want reliable informa-

tion about the future, but more as an “early notice of an outcome [rather] than

as an input to assist human agency” (Luseno et al. 2003:1490).

(23) farmer, Tauá, 2003

A FUNCEME disse que esse ano que nós estamos era uma seca. Eu
acreditei...  Eu acreditei na FUNCEME e diminui a minha roça, meu plan-
tio.  E tô muito arrependido porque se tivesse plantado mais, tinha colhi-
do mais. Viu?  Como são as coisas.

FUNCEME said that this year we're in now would be a drought.  I be-
lieved it... I believed in FUNCEME and reduced the size of my field, my
cultivated plot. And I really regret it because if I had planted more, I
would have harvested more.  See?  The way things are.

Sometimes people would tell similar stories about friends or neighbors who

lost crops or missed opportunities because they followed FUNCEME's advice.

These stories are used strategically to create an image of farmers as self-re-
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liant, independent and intelligent.  In them, FUNCEME is portrayed either as

irrelevant or as a malefactor.  They do not talk about their lack of alternatives

and resources to explain their dismissal of scientific forecasts.  Instead, they

speak from a position of autonomy, choosing to rely on traditional knowledge

rather than on science.  This challenges the discourse of vulnerability in which

farmers are represented as impotent and restricted.

It should be noted that I never heard any stories about successful out-

comes based on predictions made by rain prophets or FUNCEME.  The peo-

ple who said they decided when to plant according to these expert predic-

tions did not elaborate or give examples.  In other words, it is implicit that if

they used the information and all went well, no further explanation was re-

quired because that is how predictions are supposed to work.  It is only when

something goes wrong that an explanation is given.  This discourse suggests

an underlying cultural model of prediction in which the information is sup-

posed to help people make better decisions than they would have otherwise. 

The timing of the prediction is crucial in determining its potential to af-

fect motivations and decisions.  One longstanding criticism of FUNCEME

among farmers is that the prediction is made too late, when the major deci-

sions have already been made.  At the annual Meeting of the Rain Prophets,

FUNCEME's meteorologist is hard pressed to make a prediction a week or two

before the official forecast is announced. This gives the authoritative advan-

tage to rain prophets who all come forward with confident pronouncements.

In this particular context, FUNCEME is seen as either unable or unwilling to
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make a prediction, thus damaging the credibility of the institution.  The impor-

tance of this event cannot be understated because it is one of the rare occa-

sions on which farmers can meet with a meteorologist face-to-face.  The dissat-

isfaction or frustration felt when the meteorologist is perceived as making ex-

cuses rather than a prediction is remembered and discussed long after the in-

teraction.

(24) Antonio Lima, 2005

Porque ela diz assim: “Hoje, eu não vou dar a minha previsão, não! Eu só
vou dar a minha previsão no dia 21 de janeiro.” Quando é no dia 21 de
janeiro, ele diz assim: “Não, eu só vou dar a minha previsão no dia 20 de
fevereiro.” Aí, não vem chuva. Aí, quando- “Não. Não vou dizer agora, a
chuva. Vou só dizer uma coisa em março.” Até que, enfim, quando
chove, eles dizem que é uma frente fria. “Não, aquilo foi uma frente fria.”
Porque ano passado eles disseram que foi uma frente fria.

Because it/she [FUNCEME] says like:  “Today, I'm not going to give my
prediction, no!  I'm only going to give my prediction on the 21st of Jan-
uary.” When it's the 21st of January, he says like this:  “No, I'm only going
to give my prediction on the 20th of February.” Then, the rain doesn't
come. Then, when- “No. I'm not going to say now, the rain.  I'm only go-
ing to say something in March.”  Until, finally, when it rains, they say that
it's a cold front.  “No, that was a cold front.”  Because last year they said it
was a cold front.

In this quote, Antonio Lima expresses frustration not only with the

original prediction which he says was delayed, but also with the updates that

were made in February and March. He presents these as further delays of the

final prediction rather than as confirmations or refinements of the original.

Finally, Antonio recalls FUNCEME's explanation that the January rains were

resulting from a cold front, which he suggests FUNCEME said were therefore
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not really the inverno rains.  Thus, he makes it seem as if FUNCEME never

made a prediction for the rainy season at all.

Despite the low credibility rating of FUNCEME (56% of my respondents

say FUNCEME is always wrong), 64% say they regularly pay attention to

forecast information.  It is clear that farmers see the forecasts as relevant and

their strong criticisms indicate the potential importance of the information to

them.  Many people compare FUNCEME's forecasts with their own conclusions

or with the predictions of rain prophets.  It is worth mentioning that many of

the survey respondents were senior citizens who consider the FUNCEME

forecasts to be a relatively new phenomenon.  FUNCEME did not even exist

forty years ago and most of the meteorologists working there have been

making predictions for less than ten years.  This is in stark contrast to the

traditional forecasting methods that have been around for generations and to

the individual rain prophets, who have decades of experience.  They are

monitoring FUNCEME's performance, waiting to see whether or not the

information is sufficiently reliable to be used in future.  In the meantime,

relevance of the forecasts remains questionable for some.  As one farmer

pointed out:  “We older people already know when to plant.” (A gente mais

velha já sabemos quando plantar.) 

Implicit Assumptions

Every cultural model contains implicit assumptions that are derived

from shared knowledge.  These usually remain at the level of practical con-
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sciousness (Giddens 1979) and are not talked about directly or explicitly.

Nonetheless, these assumptions are integral to the model and its capacity to

guide reasoning. They are evident in the inferences people make that may ap-

pear incongruent to an outsider, as well as in allusions or references that do

not require elaboration when interlocutors can draw on the same interpretive

system.  Other linguistic evidence of implicit assumptions includes the omis-

sion of details in narrative, the supposedly obvious relation of a particular

contribution to the immediate interactional context, and the unstated connec-

tions between topics in conversation (Strauss 2005:208).  Some of the unstated

assumptions of this model that are important for the analysis that follows are

introduced here.  

The first assumption is that there are multiple types of expertise but

only one correct prediction in a given year.  In other words, people can arrive

at the same conclusion by different methods but opposing forecasts indicate

that at least one is incorrect.  I will investigate the different strategies rain

prophets and meteorologists employ to establish their own authority as legiti-

mate forecasters despite disagreement about the year's prediction.  The sec-

ond assumption is that verification of predictions can be done empirically by

anyone.  The predictions are either correct or incorrect and this can be deter-

mined by non-experts based on their own interpretations of what the weather

is like.  Based on this assumption, challenges to authority are made constantly

as individuals subjectively experience the weather and reinterpret predic-

tions.  Finally, there is an assumption that a positive or negative attitude has an
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effect on behavior and outcomes.  This gives the motivational force of predic-

tions serious weight and pushes people to make particular linguistic choices

in their performances.  

Contextual differences for prediction performances and different per-

sonal experiences lead individuals to alternative paths of reasoning within the

cultural model.  In other words, the underlying model of prediction may be

shared, but there are variations in how the prediction is performed and how

individuals interpret it.  The analysis that follows will focus at times on the lin-

guistic reproduction or subversion of the model presented here, and at other

times on how the model influences the way predictions are performed, inter-

preted and evaluated. 
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CHAPTER FOUR

CONSTRUCTING RAIN PROPHETS AND METEOROLOGISTS

In this chapter, I will argue that the way farmers react to a rain predic-

tion22 is heavily influenced by the identity of the person performing the pre-

diction, and that this identity is co-constructed during the prediction perfor-

mance.  This analysis is based on the idea that identities inhere in actions and

situations, rather than in individuals, and that they can shift according to cir-

cumstances (Bucholtz and Hall 2004:376).  As I will show, each forecaster is as-

sociated with particular performative elements that are linked to language

ideologies so that listeners already have expectations about what will be said

and what it will mean even before the speaker begins.  Such assumptions are

derived from contextual and biographical information that is either apparent

or inferred by the audience.  At the same time, forecasters have expectations

about and reactions to their audiences, which influence the performance.

Thus, predictions are speech acts that are collectively achieved through a dia-

logic process linking words to the present setting as well as to other settings

and discourses (Bakhtin 1981).  The prediction will be analyzed both as an in-

teraction during which identities are produced and as a product of discourse.

22  I am referring here to evaluations of the prediction performance rather than

to assessments of the accuracy of the forecast, which can only be made at a

later time.
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As I characterize rain prophets and meteorologists, I will describe how

some individuals (and not others) come to represent each group, how they

generate their predictions, and their motivations for performing predictions in

certain ways.  I will demonstrate how identities are not performed solo but are

instead co-constructions with others who are also participating in the process

of defining them.  The “tactics of  intersubjectivity” by which people make

claims of difference, similarity and authenticity depend on context, both im-

mediate and in the wider social world (Bucholtz 2003).  Examination of these

tactics allows us to see how the ongoing processes of identity formation con-

nect speakers to each other and to social and political structures.  Attention to

the way language is used differently by rain prophets and meteorologists in

their predictions also elucidates the open nature of cultural models and shows

how multiple variants co-exist as available resources for interpretation and

creativity.

Rain Prophets

The label profeta da chuva, or 'rain prophet', as I have been translating

it, is not the only term of reference for those who use traditional and indige-

nous methods to predict rain in Ceará.  Other labels include:   profeta da

natureza (prophet of nature), profeta popular (folk prophet), profeta da seca

(prophet of drought), profeta do tempo (weather prophet), observador

(observer), reparador (observer).  Taddei (2005) calls them “local knowl-
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edgeable individuals” and notes that many people, including some of the rain

prophets themselves, deny that they have any special God-given powers,

concluding that “prophet” is an incorrect term.  The preference of many rain

prophets in my study was for the term “observer”, just as Taddei found, and

several made a point of stating during their predictions that they were not

prophets at all.  I have chosen to use “rain prophet” in my writing because

profeta da chuva is the term most commonly used to identify this social catego-

ry in Ceará and, while some may not choose it for themselves, they appeared

to accept it as one would a nickname.

Historically, referring to the traditional forecasters as “prophets” and

their predictions as “prophecies” has been part of the religious framework

within which the predictions are understood.  For men like Antonio Lima,

Chico Mariano, Chico Leiteiro, and others, their talent, skills and knowledge

are only available to them by the grace of God.23  God created nature and all

creatures living in it, including human beings.  The phenomena in nature that

rain prophets observe are believed to be signs of God's plan that either rain

or drought is coming.  In interpreting these signs, some people say that God

is communicating with them, hence the name 'prophet of rain'.  Others stop

short of saying God is directly communicating with them or revealing his se-

crets.  For these people, the only authentic prophets are those mentioned in

the Bible, like Noah, Moses and Isaiah, who were “touched by God” through

23    This alone does not make them prophets.  It reflects a more general belief

that everybody has a God-given talent, that intelligence is God-given, etc.
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divine revelation.  For example, one man known as a rain prophet, Joaquim,

warns people that making pronouncements about exactly which days it will

rain is a punishable deed.  Since none of the so-called prophets has been told

directly by God what will happen, they cannot really know and should not

claim to foresee God's will.

(25) Joaquim, Meeting of the Rain Prophets, 2005

Eu quero saber dos que tem aqui, dos que fala alguma coisa e soube
profetizar o inverno, qual foi deles que Deus baixou e falou pra eles: “O
inverno é assim, assim e assim.” Quem foi? Quem foi? Ninguém. Aí, en-
tão, nós pode ser castigado se nós marcar o dia de chover, se nós mar-
car isso, isso e aquilo outro, tal, tal, tal. É muito difícil. 

I want to know of those here, those who say something and know how to
prophesy the inverno, which of these was it that God came down and
said to them:  “The inverno is this way and that way.”  Who was it?  Who
was it?  Nobody.  So then, we could be punished if we specify the day it
will rain, if we specify that, this, that and the other thing.  It's very diffi-
cult.

Chico Mariano, while an energetic self-promoter of his predicting

skills, is cautious about accepting the rain prophet label because he does not

want to be accused of being a false prophet leading people away from God.

He often says that Noah was the only true rain prophet.  In the excerpt below,

Chico Mariano defends his legitimacy by distinguishing himself from the

“false prophets” who come asking for money from people who want to re-

ceive God's word or find the way to Salvation.  He is not a false prophet be-

cause he does not go around peddling his services.  People come to him for

predictions and cures because he has these gifts from God, and he obliges

free of charge.  
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(26) Chico Mariano, 2005

E os falsos profeta, de Jesus, que ele diz, que os falsos profeta, ele bate-
ria na porta. Ele bateria na porta. “Cuidado com os falso profeta que ele
bateria bate na tua porta.” Quer dizer, eu o povo me chama profeta eu
não sou profeta porque eu não bato na porta.  Agora o falso profeta de
Jesus, aquele que bate na porta você presta atenção, que você mesmo,
depois você vê ele aí você vê ele nas porta: “Ah faça pra Jesus, me dá
tanto pra Jesus essa história, pra tu ter  Deus” e tal tal tal aquela história,
viu?  Ele não é, não tem, o dom é um e o falso profeta é outro. Ele é o que
inventa, que já está salvo: “Já estou, Deus me chamou, Deus vai chamar.”
Deus chama a todos, mas não é assim.... Aquele que constrói igreja no
nome Dele pra ganhar dinheiro cobra dívida, cobra tudo. Jesus pagou,
mas não cobrou.

And the false prophets that Jesus, that he said that the false prophet, he
would knock on the door.  He would knock on the door.  “Beware of the
false prophet, that he will knock on your door.”  I mean, I, the people call
me prophet.  I am not a prophet because I don't knock on the door.  Now,
the false prophet of Jesus, the one who knocks on the door, you pay at-
tention and you'll see for yourself.  Then you'll see him at the door:  “Ah,
do it for Jesus, give me so much for Jesus,” this story, “for you to have Je-
sus,” and so on, that whole story, see?  He's not, he doesn't have― the gift
is one thing and the false prophet is another.  He's the one who invents,
who is already saved:  “I'm already, God called me, God will call you.”
God calls everyone, but it's not like that.... The one who builds a church
in his name in order to get money, demands payments, demands every-
thing.  Jesus paid but he didn't demand payment.  

The distinction between those who receive money for their predictions and

those who share them freely has a religious and moral grounding:  it is moral-

ly wrong to make money from God's gifts or his word.  According to this

framework, meteorologists who are paid to make predictions are either

morally wrong or else they do not have a connection to God (i.e. “the gift”).

In either case, their authenticity and trustworthiness is diminished.  This point

will be treated in more depth in the final two chapters but it is worth noting
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here that rain prophets as a group do not receive money or ask for any kind of

payment for their predictions.

In his forthcoming book on the rain prophets, Abelardo Montenegro

describes their historical role in a religious context as well.  He estimates that

the practice of predicting rain or drought based on observations of nature

began in the eighteenth century, about a hundred years after Ceará was first

colonized.  Small farmers lacked explanation for the droughts that they had

noticed recurred with some frequency and started looking for signs to at least

know when rain was coming.  As hypotheses were tested, certain signs were

recognized as reliable, along with the individuals who based their prophecies

on these successful signs.  Those who made accurate predictions gained

admiration, while those who failed were recriminated.

Rain, so vital for farmers and cattle raisers in the sertão, comes from the

sky―céu, in Portuguese―which is also the heavenly realm of God (céu also

means 'heaven').  Needing to know if it would rain, people turned to those

individuals who had knowledge of this miracle from the sky/heaven.

Montenegro describes how these consultations began as opinions among

friends and neighbors that were discussed and evaluated in the entire

community.  Payment was neither requested nor offered because the

prophecies were of a general rather than personal nature and the rain

prophets made no claims to be able to actually bring rain.  Moreover, the rain

prophets were farmers like all the others, with no pretension of being of a
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higher or more special class of person.  Their expertise was rewarded with

prestige rather than goods. 

Montenegro's thesis that rain prophecy was born of necessity among

sertanejo farmers relying on empirical discovery diverges somewhat from the

idea of prophecy as a gift from God.  For example, some rain prophets like

Chico Mariano say that predicting rain is something they were born to do.

(27) Chico Mariano, 2005

Não que se eu tenho o dom, porque eu tenho a parte de dom.... A pessoa
só é o que ele nasceu e veio pra ser.... Eu só digo porque eu tenho o
dom. Se não tivesse o dom, também nem me metia, nem dizia, nem me
garantia. 

If I have a gift, because I have the gift part... A person is only what he was
born and came to be.... I only say [predictions] because I have the gift.  If
I didn't have the gift, then I wouldn't get involved in it either, I wouldn't
say anything, nor would I guarantee.

Antonio Lima talks about his “destiny” to predict rain.

(28) Antonio Lima, 2003

Hoje é só as previsão do inverno. Porque, a gente é porque eu nasci
pr'aquilo mesmo. Eu adoro aquilo. E Deus me deu destino, e vou seguir
até o fim.

Today it's only the predictions of the inverno [that occupy my time].  Be-
cause we, it's because I was born just for that.  I love it. And God gave me
this destiny and I'm going to follow it until the end.

From this point of view, there is more to being a rain prophet than studying

the ecosystem, and not just any farmer can be one.  There is a supernatural

element involved in selecting who is capable of the task.
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(29) “World Masters” Event, Limoeiro do Norte, 2005

WOMAN IN AUDIENCE:  O senhor considera, apenas um aprendizado
essas profecias, ou um dom de Deus? Apenas assim um aprendizado do
senhor no dia-a-dia ou o senhor acha que todo mundo é capaz? 

CHICO MARIANO: De fazer isso que eu faço? 

WOMAN: Sim.

CM: Não eu acho que não. Porque eles são muito, que eles faz reunião
comigo eu dou valor a todos a eles mas não acho que seja capaz, de
qualquer um, prestar atenção e fazer. Precisa ter o dom também. Por que
como é, que eu vou fazer marcar: “Tal dia chove.” Isso eu tenho os jor-
nais, a imprensa, confirma certo aquilo que eu digo.  Então-se como é
que outra pessoa vai fazer tão fácil né? E eu acho tão fácil de fazer né. Aí
eu acho que seja dom né. Um dom que veio pr'aquilo.  Como é que a
pessoa, tá com dor de cabeça, aqui eu boto a mão na cabeça dele, a
cabeça pára de doer? É dom que eu tenho feito pra fazer a cabeça dele
parar e Deus me ajuda. Como é que o dente tá doendo e eu arrumo um
pau de fósforo: “Me dê aí um pau de fósforo.” Eu digo: “Cadê a mãe dele
pra cutucar os dente pra ver se não pára. Quer ver eu faço aqui.” É o
dom que eu tenho.  Quer dizer que o outro são muitos os profetas, que
eles tão mais eu faz reunião quando eu saio de tá com eles, eles tudo fala
de mim: “Não que é conversa dele é papo.” E eu digo pra eles quando
os outros pergunta por eles: “São ótimos. E eu queria tá com uns quatro
cinco deles aqui pra me ajudar.” Aí vocês e eles fica com ciúme. Porque,
eu faço umas coisa que eles não faz. Eu olho pra cá ... buscar o documen-
to eu digo se nasceu de dia ou de noite se você fizer um arengo...

                                                                     

WOMAN IN AUDIENCE: Do you consider it to be something learned,
these prophecies, or is it a gift from God?  Just learning in your daily ac-
tivities or do you think that everyone is capable?

CHICO MARIANO: Of doing what I do?

WOMAN:  Yes.

CM:  No, I don't think so.  Because there are a lot of them.  They meet with
me and I value all of them but I don't think they are capable, just anyone,
to pay attention and be able to do it.  [They] need to have the gift as well.
Because, how is it that I can do it, to specify:  “That day it will rain.”  I
have this in the newspapers, the press confirms that what I say is right.
So how is it that another person is going to do it so easily?  And I find it so
easy to do, you know?  So I think it is a gift, OK?  A gift that came for that.
How can a person who has a headache, here I put my hand on his head,
his head stops hurting?  It's a gift that I have for making his headache stop
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and God helps me.  How is it that the tooth is hurting and I get a match
stick:  “Give me here a match stick.” I say:  “Where is his mother to poke
his teeth to see if it hasn't stopped?”  Want to see?  I'll do it here.  It's the
gift I have.  I mean the others, there are many prophets, they are togeth-
er with me in meetings.  When I leave them, they all talk about me:  “No,
it's just his talk, babble.”  I say to them when others ask about them:
“They're great.  I'd like to have four or five of them here to help me.”
Then you and them become jealous.  Because I do some things that they
don't do.  I look here, get the document [birth certificate], I say whether
[you] were born in the daytime or the nighttime, whether you're going to
have a dispute...

As this excerpt from Chico Mariano illustrates, it is common for people with

the gift of predicting rain to claim to have other gifts, such as the ability to

cure illness, to soothe the soul, or to find subsurface water (the practice of

“divining”, linguistically linked to the metaphysical). Thus, their status as

special persons is extended more generally.  

Joaquim Santiago believes he has an obligation to make his predictions

public because he has the gift of God.  He cannot keep it to himself.  

(30) Joaquim Santiago

É por isso que eu toda vida eu me preocupei ainda hoje eu me preocupo
já tô com um absurdo de tempo―e olha aí minha idade aí―servindo
com bondade ainda hoje tô me preocupando. Porque se pegar ano mais
carente. Eu sei que eu não vou trabalhar mais de emergência mas me
preocupo por causa da nação. Eu não vou mas eles vão. Ai então, eu me
preocupo que essa preocupação minha só vai passar quando eu tirar pro
outro lado. Aí enquanto eu tiver vivo que tiver, que não tiver caducando
que não tiver com a cabeça louca, iscariozado, aí tá certo. Eu ainda tô me
preocupando com essa obrigação.

                                                                     

That's why my whole life I worried about [predicting rain] and still today
I'm worried about it.  I've had an absurd amount of time―and just look at
my age there―serving with good will.  Even today I am worrying.  Be-
cause if, because if we get a year lacking [rain], I know that I won't work
for the emergency [government project] but I worry because of the na-
tion. ... I'm not going any more but they will.  So then, I worry and this
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worry of mine will only pass when I go to the other side [die].  So while
I'm still alive, as long as I'm not going senile and don't have a crazy, con-
taminated head, then it's all right.  I am still concerning myself with this
obligation. 

Predictions based on the “gift” of interpreting God's signs are

contrasted with those based on methods learned in books and with

technology.  That is, since the majority of these men have little or no formal

education, they attribute their knowledge and skills to God.  Knowledge of

nature for predictions is a gift God bestowed on them, which they received

and developed, rather than something they actively sought from another

person or a book. 

(31) Chico Leiteiro, 2005

Desde criança tenho este dom.  É um dote que Deus dá, não é por meio
de leitura de livro não. É de observar a natureza. 

Since I was a child, I've had this gift.  It's a gift that God gives, it's not from
reading books.  It's from observing nature.

One either acquires knowledge from formal learning or as a gift.  There is a

further difference between knowing through familiarity and real understand-

ing and seeing what someone else has pointed it out.  Chico Leiteiro often

talks about this distinction when explaining why some people interested in

learning how to predict rain the way he does fail to develop the skill.  He says

that “seeing is one thing and knowing is another” (ver é uma coisa, conhecer é

outra).  Without knowledge, the person does not understand what he sees.

Chico Leiteiro points to the clouds in the sky but the person does not know

how to read the sign.  “Where is it?” he asks Chico.  “Where is the rain in
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those clouds?”  And Chico replies, “I'm telling you it's there.  It's not for every-

one to see.”

(32) Chico Leiteiro

Tem pessoas que a gente diz uma coisa: “Fulano, assim, assim.” Dá uma
dica, aí, o cara fica observando. Aí, pronto, já vai aprendendo. Agora,
tem outros que morre de ver, você ensina, é mesmo que nada. 

There are people that when we say something:  “So-and-so, this or that.”
Give a clue, then, the guy is observing.  Then, fine, he's already learning.
Now, there are others who kill themselves looking, you teach them, and
it's as if [you say] nothing.

In this view, prediction is both a skill and a talent.  Some people have an apti-

tude for it while others do not, no matter how hard they try.

Prediction Methods

One component of cultural models of prediction is the methods that

generate them.  There are various methods used by rain prophets as each has

his individual set of signs, experiments, observations and beliefs that he

draws on throughout the year, and which are synthesized in a particular fore-

cast.  Examples of this indigenous knowledge have been described and clas-

sified in different ways by several scholars, including  Euclides da Cunha

(1944 [1902]), Magalhães (1963), Finan (1998), Galeno (1998), Lemos (2000),

Sousa Rios (2003), Araújo (2004), Taddei (2005) and Martins (2006).  The most

comprehensive of these are books by Magalhães and Galeno.  

Galeno relies heavily on one famous rain prophet who died in 1985,

Joaquim Roque de Macedo, for his impressive listing of natural signs.  He di-
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vides the signs and experiments into the following categories:  those related

to religion, meteorological signs (wind, sun spots, storms in a neighboring

state, clouds around the moon), plants, animals, insects, frogs, snakes and

lizards, rodents, fish, mollusks and crustaceans, birds, and donkeys.  Galeno

mentions almanacs and a well-known book called the Lunário Perpétuo ('per-

petual calendar'), used by many for making predictions on a variety of topics,

but dismisses these as illegitimate sources that are correct only by chance.

The compilation by Magalhães is not organized categorically and con-

tains signs from written sources as well as rain prophets from all over Ceará,

including Roque de Macedo.  In both Magalhães and Galeno's books, scientif-

ic explanations of the folkloric superstitions are given whenever possible.

Though they show admiration for the abundant knowledge of the natural

world that rain prophets possess, these authors treat the topic as something

from the past, beliefs that are fading away as science progresses and human

interference alters the ecosystem so much that the signs are no longer observ-

able or reliable.

What these works do is to list signs and sometimes attribute them to

particular rain prophets according to which he used one year or another.

What remains to be done is a study of how particular rain prophets interpret

these signs in relation to one another, and how they are weighted when con-

sidering the conditions of a given year.  Taddei (2005) makes an initial effort

toward this end, describing how some rain prophets look for certain princi-

ples and patterns, such as reproduction in plants, animals, and insects, or
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signs of general activity associated with preparation for rain or drought, such

as gathering food.  He categorizes the rain indicators as belonging to different

dimensions: ecosystemic, astronomic-atmospheric, mathematical and mystic.

My own research is concerned more with the demographic and geographic

distribution of the signs among the rural population (not restricting analysis to

only those used by rain prophets) and the level of confidence people have in

them as predictors.   

From interviews and the survey my team administered to farmers and

rain prophets, I compiled a corpus of approximately 1,000 indicators.  Initial-

ly, I had expected to find some consensus on the “traditional signs” since I

had heard so many of them repeated on different occasions.  In fact, the varia-

tion was staggering as many species were associated with several variants of

the sign, which differed by region and sometimes by the individual.  I asked

about reliability and confidence in each sign in the survey.  This was impor-

tant because many of the signs are commonly known and can be recited much

as a proverb or a cliché would be, but being able to talk about it does not

mean someone believes it to be true.  Therefore, survey respondents were

asked whether the stated phenomenon always occurred as described, some-

times did, never did, or whether they had no opinion and had only heard

about it from others.  The result was that the most well-known signs were not

always believed to be the most reliable. 

For example, among the 188 farmers surveyed, more than 75% men-

tioned the following indicators of rain or drought (inverno versus seca): 
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1) If the joão-de-barro bird builds its nest with the opening facing west, away

from the direction of the rain, it will be a good rainy season.

2) If the mandacaru cactus flowers near the end of the dry season, the rainy

season will begin soon.

3) There is an experiment done on the night before St. Luzia's day (13 Decem-

ber).  It involves placing six rocks of salt in a line on a flat surface (like a leaf, a

board or a roof) and leaving them outside overnight.  The salt rocks that have

dissolved the next morning represent the months that will be rainy.  If the

rocks are all intact, it will be a drought.

4) If it has not rained by St. Joseph's day (19 March), it will certainly be a

drought.

5) When there are a lot of caranguejeira spiders all over the ground and com-

ing into houses, it will be a good rainy season.

The list is slightly different when we look at those signs that were de-

scribed as “always correct” in predicting rain by more than half of respon-

dents.

1) The joão-de-barro nest.

2) The caranguejeira spider.

3) The mandacaru cactus flowering.

4) Ants growing wings means rain is coming soon.

5) No rain by St. Joseph's day means drought.

The main point to notice here is that the sign about the ants is one of the most

reliable according to those who know it (less than 1% said it never works), but
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it is less known than several other signs, with only 65% of respondents men-

tioning it.  In contrast, 87% knew about the rock salt experiment on St. Luzia's

day but the confidence level was low, with 11% saying it never works and less

than 40% saying it always works.  

This led to an investigation of how rain prophets are distinguished from

the rest of the rural population in terms of what they know and how this infor-

mation is used. There is more to being a rain prophet than possessing an ex-

tensive knowledge of the ecosystem and traditional experiments.  It involves

evaluation and comparison over many years to develop a sense of judgement

and confidence in particular signs.  “Intuition” is a word often used to de-

scribe the source of the rain prophets' knowledge.  It would be an impossible

task to enumerate all the “signs”, observations and perceptions that go into

making rain predictions; my corpus of 1,000 barely scratches the surface.

Rain prophets accumulate a lifetime of experience and add to it what they

have learned from others.  While they may talk about discrete signs in order

to provide references for an inquirer, the prediction process is much more

complex and involves synthesizing large amounts of information.

As an illustration, we can imagine I am watching a movie with a child.  I

make a comment in which I predict the ending of the movie and the child asks

how I know what's going to happen.  To support my prediction, I might men-

tion a few obvious clues that I know the child can understand and will notice.

But there is no practical way to explain all of the processes that resulted in my

prediction.  I have gained knowledge from the current context, watching the
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film, following the plot and character development.  I also have access to ex-

ternal information in the form of memories of thousands of previous experi-

ences in watching movies and seeing repetitions and patterns in how they

end.  Furthermore, I have learned things about social behavior through real

life interactions that are represented in films.  While all of this is relevant, it is

sufficient to give the child a few clues from the current movie we are watching

to satisfy her that my prediction has a good chance of being right. This is what

the rain prophets do when people ask them how they know whether rain is

coming or not.  They mention a few signs that are important that year and that

they know people can understand or see for themselves.  But even in an ex-

tensive series of interviews lasting several hours, there is no way to fully artic-

ulate and reveal all that one knows, feels and thinks.

That said, the survey was intended to answer the question of whether

rain prophets knew more of these discrete signs than other farmers.  There

were 90 indicators in the survey, extracted from initial interviews and focus

group discussions with rain prophets in Quixadá.  This list contained items

from all of the categories I had identified:  insects, birds, animals, plants, ce-

lestial bodies, wind, clouds, calculations and special dates, and experiments.

While my master list had specific information associated with a given species

of plant, animal, etc., the survey questions were open-ended and simply

asked if people knew any sign of rain about X, Y or Z species.  Any sign men-

tioned involving a bee or a mango tree or the sun, for instance, was counted
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as one indicator.24  For the purposes of comparison of rain prophets to non-

prophets, I counted only the original 90 species.  New species and variations

of the indicators were recorded as they were mentioned but these were not

considered for the statistical analysis. 

As expected, there was a significant relationship between identifying

oneself as a rain prophet and knowing more of the 90 indicators (p < 0.05).

There are some interesting observations.  Of the 161 respondents who did not

identify as rain prophets, 78% were classified as having relatively little knowl-

edge of rain prediction signs, recognizing less than half of the 90 indicators.

That leaves 22% who knew many signs but did not make predictions and did

not identify as rain prophets.  Among the self-identified rain prophets, only

52% fell into the category of highly knowledgeable about the indicators.  This

suggests that knowing many signs is not sufficient authentication as a rain

24  Sometimes prompts were necessary to clarify the type of information we

were asking about.  An example of such a prompt is:  “Have you heard that

when ants move their little ones up to higher ground it's a sign of rain

coming?”  After the response, the questioning would continue:  “Do you

know any other signs like that about spiders/chickens/the moon?” and so

on.  After this initial prompt, people understood the semantic domain of the

questions to be something like “traditional signs for predicting rain”.  Even

when the respondent did not know any of the signs, they expressed

awareness of this type of knowledge and often would refer us to other more

knowledgeable people to interview.
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prophet.  Furthermore, it is not necessary to know a large number of the pre-

diction signs in order to perform the rain prophet role.  Indeed, after conduct-

ing this research, I also now know many signs, but in no sense would I be

identified as a rain prophet.  Knowing the signs and being able to talk about

them does not mean that one is good at predicting.  It is more important to

know which signs are reliable predictors than to simply accumulate a long list

of possible signs.  In fact, some rain prophets do not use these “signs in na-

ture” at all.  They may use others not found in my original list of 90 or they may

have other methods, such as dream interpretation, that were not explored in

this survey.

These results cannot be generalized to the entire population of rain

prophets or subsistence farmers in Ceará.  They do support the argument that

there are other important characteristics of rain prophets beyond knowing a

large number of signs and traditional experiments.  These are outlined below.

Characteristics of Rain Prophets

In the cultural model of traditional predictions, rain prophets are the

performers of the prediction.  The following discussion considers who is and

is not constructed as a rain prophet within this model.  The majority of rain

prophets are from the sertão and have agricultural experience, even if they

later moved to town or took non-agricultural jobs.  This dependence on

agriculture generates a strong interest in knowing whether the rainy season

will be favorable or not.  It also is in this context that they interact with nature
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and learn to observe how changes in the ecosystem are associated with rain

or drought.  The observations are continual, part of daily experience

throughout the entire year.  There are more signs near the end of the year in

the four or five months preceding the onset of the rainy season, but

predictions are typically based on both long and short term processes that

occur over weeks, months, seasons, years and even decades.  

For this reason, it is not surprising that rain prophets tend to be older.

Of all the rain prophets interviewed for this study in the three regions of

Ceará, only five were under 65 years old.  It takes many years to build up

sufficient experience to be able to make predictions with confidence.  It not

only takes time to acquire knowledge but also to interpret, evaluate and

determine which set of signs is more influential in a given year.  Added to this

is the increased credibility that comes with age when authority is derived

from lived experience.  That is, there may be younger people who already

have the knowledge, but  they are less likely to make public predictions until

they have established some personal credibility. In the survey sample, the

tendency to make predictions increased with age, with approximately 30% of

those over 60 stating that they make predictions, even if they do not identify as

rain prophets. 
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Table 2. The tendency to make predictions increases with age 

in rural communities

Age P redi cts Per cent

18-30

31-45

46-60

61-75

76+

Total

1

4

13

19

7

44/188

6.3

14.3

21.0

32.2

29.2

In most cases, the experience gained through daily agricultural and

social activities was the primary source of education for these men.  For

example, 46% of the survey sample had no formal schooling at all and 33%

were illiterate.  The average number of years spent in school for the entire

sample was 3.5.  In this respect, rain prophets do not differ from their

generational peers.  There are a few notable exceptions to this among the rain

prophets of Quixadá.  For example, two have university degrees:  one is a

dentist and the other is an accountant.  That this is unusual is evident in the

way people talk about these two individuals, making the distinction explicit.

At the annual Meeting of Rain Prophets, the dentist and the accountant are

always given special introductions.
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(33) Hélder, Meeting of the Rain Prophets, 2004

Bom, profeta não só tem populares do sertão, não. Nós temo um profeta
que estudou, se formou em nível superior.  É um dentista.  É uma pessoa
famosa na cidade: Dr. Paulo Costa.

Well, there aren't only folk prophets from the sertão.  We have a prophet
who studied, graduated from university.  He's a dentist.  He's a famous
person in the city:  Dr. Paulo Costa.

(34) Hélder, Meeting of the Rain Prophets, 2006

Erismar, contador aqui da cidade de Quixadá trabalha aqui no centro, fil-
ho de agricultor, proprietário de fazenda, um estudioso, né?

Erismar, accountant here in the city of Quixadá, works here in the down-
town, son of a farmer, landowner, a scholar, right?

A lack of formal education coupled with the lived experience of an agricultur-

al livelihood is what ties rain prophets to their rural communities and most of-

ten provides the context for initial motivation to attempt rain predictions.

Rain prophets tend to be men.  Women rain prophets are not unheard

of, but they are rare.  In the eleven years that the Meeting of the Rain Prophets

has been held in Quixadá, only two women have come forward to speak.  The

first was the mayor of Aracoiaba who gave her prediction in 1998. The other

was Maria de Lurdes Leite Lemos from Quixadá who spoke in 2007.  She is the

daughter of a famous rain prophet, now deceased, and sister of Chico Leite

Filho, who is also well-respected for his predictions.  Many women explained

that they do not know about such things because they spend their days around

the house, not in the fields.  A counter-example helps to make this point.  I met

a remarkable 27-year-old woman in Quixadá who knew nearly as many signs
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as the rain prophets I interviewed.  She had chosen to follow in her father's

footsteps and had become a farmer.  She loved working in the fields and

accompanied him every day.  While most of the young people she knew, men

and women alike, were trying desperately to get out of the rural areas and to

find non-agricultural work, this woman was proud to declare that she wanted

to make her living this way and was deeply interested in nature and the

traditional knowledge her father was teaching her.  While she made no

pretensions of being able to predict, she was undoutedly acquiring the

knowledge base through her daily activities.  Thus, while women are not

prevented from learning the traditions, their opportunities for doing so may

be limited by the kind of work they do.

Another common characteristic of rain prophets is their demonstrated

concern for others.  There is a tendency to frame the prediction optimistically

and to avoid direct pronouncements of drought (seca), whether they are reas-

suring or cautioning the listener.  For some rain prophets, the decision to pub-

licly perform predictions is framed within a discourse of responsibility to their

listeners to speak the truth as they see it.  Their expertise or their “gift” is

meant to be shared.  This goes along with a desire to be recognized, or as

Montenegro calls it, vanity.  Without these elements, there would not be any

“rain prophets”, only “knowledgeable individuals” whose predictions bene-

fited only themselves.  Profeta da chuva is a social category that is by defini-

tion a public identity.  It is the performance of the predictions for an audience
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that effects the transformation from private knowledge to a recognizable pre-

diction and this is what makes one a rain prophet.

Reflecting on how they came to be known as rain prophets, the local ex-

perts tell stories about making predictions to friends or neighbors that were

judged to be accurate.  With more such successes, their fame spread and

eventually they were labelled rain prophets.  Here, Chico Leiteiro narrates his

understanding of how he became a rain prophet:  

(35) Chico Leiteiro, 2005

É que nem um apelido que bota na gente.  O cara diz: “Sou profeta.”
Não. Se por exemplo, o compadre Chico aqui disser:  “Vai chover hoje,
amanhã, depois.” Vai? Se ele chegasse hoje: “Fulano vai chover, dia fu-
lano de tal.”  Chegasse depois de uns três ou quatro, ele: “Rapaz ...
aquele dia.” Acontece de chover.... 

Aí as pessoas, aquelas pessoas: “Rapaz, fulano de tal, é profeta.” Aí
chama você de profeta.... Acerta uma duas três, aí, “Fulano de tal é pro-
feta.  Ele acertou as duas vezes, ou três.”  Pronto aí, é um apelido que ele
bota na gente mas não que ninguém diz: “Nós somos profetas.” Não. Pro-
feta é que Deus deixou pra fazer as curas, aquelas coisas toda da
maneira que Deus quer né....Mas a gente pega essa carona.  Aí vai Deus
ajudando, que aquelas pessoa que vai dizendo vai, continuando dando
certo, aí é uma boa, né.  Não que o cara saiba dessas coisas. É muito im-
portante observações do tempo. “Ei, fulano de tal, você profeta.” Não.
Porque a gente conhece.  Aí vai bota o nome da gente de profeta mais
por apelido. (Risos)

                                                                     

It's just like a nickname they give us.  The guy says: “I'm a prophet.” No.
If, for example, our friend Chico here says:  “It's going to rain today, to-
morrow, the day after.” Is it?  If he came today:  “Such-and-such day is
going to rain, on such-and-such day.”  When he comes after three or four
of these, he says:  “Man... that day.”  And it happened to rain....

So then people, those people:  “Man, So-and-so is a prophet.” Then they
call you a prophet.... You get two or three right, then “So-and-so is a
prophet.  He got it right twice or three times.”  OK, so it's a nickname that
they give us but it's not that anyone says:  “We are prophets.”  No.
Prophets are those God left to make cures, all those things, in the manner
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that God wants, right. ... But we get a free ride [go along with it].  Then
God helps those people who are saying to continue getting it right and
then it's great, right?  It's not that the guy knows these things.  It's very im-
portant to observe the weather.  “Hey, So-and-so, you're a prophet.”  No.
Because we know each other.  So then they give us the name “prophet”
more as a nickname.  (laughter)

Comments in everyday conversation begin to take on the special characteris-

tics of a prediction when accuracy is repeatedly confirmed and credibility is

established.  When others start to notice, the identity of rain prophet is as-

cribed, and if such attention is welcome, generally the predictions will contin-

ue.  Rain prophets are then sought out by others for the purpose of hearing

predictions and this deliberate interaction further serves to mark them as

members of the prophet category.

Structural and Stylistic Aspects of Predictions

People who have a greater knowledge of nature, who have achieved a

certain level of accuracy in their predictions, and who have developed an ef-

fective performance style come to be known within their communities as rain

prophets.  I turn now to the latter of these three elements.  The narrative struc-

ture of predictions fits in with the role rain prophets play as narrators of local

life experiences (Teixeira 2006).  Many of them are recognized as good story-

tellers with admirable oratory skills.  They have unique performative styles

that they continue to develop in creative ways according to changing situa-

tions.  To illustrate, Example (36) is the speech made by Chico Leiteiro at the
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2005 Meeting of the Rain Prophets in Quixadá.  This performance contains

many common structural and stylistic elements that I have identified in predic-

tion narratives given in public settings for an audience:

• greeting

• establishment of authority

• forecast

• stock texts

• religious references

• exhortation or inspirational remarks

• closing   

Not all of these are part of every prediction and there is significant vari-

ation in how much or little each is elaborated.  

(36) Chico Leiteiro, Meeting of the Rain Prophets, 2005

[GREETING]

Meu cordial bom dia para todos, 

para todos que estão presente aqui nesse evento, 

o nosso prefeito, 

o nosso Dr. Caio Lóssio, 

(xxx) justamente que é o meteorologista da FUNCEME, 

e agradeço a todos que estão aqui presente, se tiver algum deputado,
vereadores da nossa cidade, e a outra parte, 

os nossos queridos agricultores, sofredores do nosso sertão.

[ESTABLISHMENT OF AUTHORITY]

Sobre o inverno de mil novecentos-- de 2004, 

eu fiz umas previsões de bom inverno.

Me perguntaram: “Chico Leiteiro, chove tanto? Em que mês é que chove
mais?”

Eu disse: “Senhor ilustre, pelo direito, sempre o mês que chove mais é o
mês de março, como nós sabe, e sabemos.” 
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[RELIGIOUS REFERENCE] Mas, nesse 2004, São Pedro surpreendeu
muito sertanejo. 

Mandou muita chuva em janeiro, encheu todos os açudes. 

Muita gente disse: “Não, foi água demais.” 

Não foi água demais porque nos outros anos pra trás, chovia, os açude
secava antes do inverno. 

Chovendo mesmo, os açude fazia é secar. 

[RELIGIOUS REFERENCE] Mas São Pedro abriu as portas, encheu quase
todos reservatório do Ceará, 

só ficou faltando Cedro, Pedra Branca e Choró. 

Aí, foi boa precipitações para a nossa agricultura e para nosso, 

como se diz,

a água, né, 

que não tinha, tava faltando tudo. 

[RELIGIOUS REFERENCE] Mas Deus querer, choveu, fez um verão de 27
dias, 

aí choveu até o mês de junho, como eu disse que chovia até junho.

A agricultura não foi muito boa, mas foi favorável a água. 

Justamente é o que mais precisava para o nosso sertão central. 

[FORECAST]

E, agora, sobre o inverno de 2004--2005, 

eu estou prevendo um bom ano. 

Muita chuva, não. Inverno médio que será criador para o agricultor. 

Dará mais produção que o 2004. 

Na produção, mas em termo d'água pode ser diminutivo um pouco. 

Mas que nós temo um bom inverno e chove até o mês de junho. 

E agora, em janeiro, nós já temo as precipitações nesses poucos dia.

Fevereiro, nós temo um mês que chove bastante, mês de março chove
bastante, e, de março pra abril, nós temo a passagem do planeta Vênus
para, para o nascente, para o poente. 

É grande influência para nós, sertanejo, que observa a estrela, a estrela
D’Alva. 

Sinal de bom inverno pra essa parte do Brasil 
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Um inverno tem capacidade, aumenta mais o volume de chuva.

[EXHORTATIONS AND INSPIRATIONAL REMARKS]

E, outra coisa, que eu confio muito que nós temo uma boa agricultura e o
pessoal do sertão 

plante, não desanime, mas plante e limpe, 

que tem muita gente planta e se esquece de limpar, né?

(risos)

Aí, depois-- Assim, não dá. 

Aí, é isso aí. 

Aí, o cara diz: “Não, só vou plantar quando chover muito.” 

“Não, vou esperar por um trator.” Espera três mês, três de chuva, 

aí, quando vai plantar, é o fim do inverno.

Aí, vai se queixar: “Não, porque o inverno não prestou.” 

Que não prestou. Ele que não teve coragem de limpar o terreno. Crie
vergonha.

[CLOSING]

Eu quero agradecer a todos, muito obrigado.

                                                                     

[GREETING]

My cordial good morning to everyone,

to everyone present here at this event,

our mayor,

our Dr. Caio Lóssio,

(inaudible) who is actually the meteorologist from FUNCEME,

and I thank everyone who is present here, if there is a deputy, council-
man of our city or somewhere else,

our dear farmers, sufferers of our sertão.

[ESTABLISHMENT OF AUTHORITY]

About the inverno of 19-- of 2004
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I made some predictions of a good inverno.

They asked me:  “Chico Leiteiro, how much will it rain?  In which month
will it rain more?”

I said:  “Illustrious Sir, by rights, the month that always rains the most is
the month of March, as I know and we know.”

[RELIGIOUS REFERENCE] But, in 2004, Saint Peter surprised many ser-
tanejos.

He sent a lot of rain in January, it filled all the reservoirs.

Many people said:  “No.  It was too much water.” 

It wasn't too much water because in other years past, it rained, the reser-
voirs dried up before the inverno.

Really raining and what the reservoirs did was dry up.

[RELIGIOUS REFERENCE] But Saint Peter opened the doors, he filled al-
most all the reservoirs of Ceará.

The only exceptions were Cedro, Pedra Branca and Choró.

So, it was good precipitation for our agriculture and for our, 

how do you say,

the water, right,

because there wasn't any.  Everything had run out.

[RELIGIOUS REFERENCE] But God willing, it rained, there was a summer
[dry spell] of 27 days,

then it rained until the month of June, as I said it would rain until June.

For agriculture it was not very good, but it was favorable for water,

which is exactly what was most needed in our central sertão.

[FORECAST]

And now, about the inverno of 2004-- 2005,

I am predicting a good year.

Not a lot of rain.  A medium inverno that will be productive for the
farmer.

It will give a higher yield than 2004, in production, 

but in terms of water it might be a little lower.

But we'll have a good inverno and it will rain until the month of June.
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And now, in January, we already have precipitation in these first few
days.

February, we'll have a month that rains a lot, the month of March it'll rain
a lot and from March to April, we have the passage of the planet Venus
toward, toward the east, toward the west.

It's a big influence for us, sertanejos, who observe the star, the star of
D'Alva [Venus].

Sign of a good inverno for this part of Brazil.

An inverno with capacity to increase the volume of rain.

[EXHORTATIONS AND INSPIRATIONAL REMARKS]

And, another thing, I really believe that we will have a good harvest 

and people of the sertão, 

plant, don't get discouraged, but plant and clear [the weeds], 

because there are a lot of people who plant and forget to clear, right?

(laughter)

Then after-- That way it doesn't work.

So that's it.

Then, the guy says:  “No, I'm only going to plant when it rains a lot.”

“No, I'm going to wait for a tractor.” He waits three months, for three
months of rain, and then when he's going to plant, it's the end of inverno.

Then he goes and complains:  “No, because the inverno was no good.”

What does he mean no good?  He was the one who didn't have faith to
clear the land.  Have shame.

[CLOSING]

I want to thank everyone, thank you very much.

Greeting

Greetings bound the interaction by signalling a transition from one type

of talk to another, such as the beginning of a prediction narrative. The greet-

ing is also the first opportunity to set up the relationship between performer
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and audience.  For example, the greeting identifies which participants are

people whose actions have potential consequences for the speaker and are

therefore worth recognizing in the interaction (Duranti 2004:456).  By listing

all the important people in attendance, the speaker also signals his own au-

thority in that he has their attention.  In this example, the important persons

mentioned first are the mayor and the two “scientists”.  Chico Leiteiro ensures

that state representatives and local council members are also recognized

even though he does not know if any are present.  Significantly, the farmers

are the last group mentioned as noteworthy audience members, and they are

described as “sufferers of the sertão”.  Thus, the relationship between repre-

sentatives of authority and the poor, suffering farmers is set from the begin-

ning.  

Establishment of Authority

Rain prophets employ various tactics to establish their authority.  Some-

times it is done at the beginning of the speech and other times after the pre-

diction, but there is always a justification of entitlement to speak.  Rain

prophets use any combination of the following claims to authority:

(a) reference to having made correct predictions in the past

Francisco Alves, 2005

E faz dez anos que eu venho, prestando atenção e tudim dá certo que eu
me baseio.

And it's been ten years that I've been coming, paying attention, and it's
all correct what I use as my basis.
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In the example, above, Chico Leiteiro also uses this tactic.

(b) reference to age and/or years of experience in agriculture

Jacaré, 2004

Eu vou falar de experiência, umas coisa que eu via quando eu era pe-
queno e meu pai. Eu sou José Felipe dos Santos, conhecido por Jacaré.
Sou filho de Quixadá, nasci aqui em Dom Maurício, em 1938, tô com 65
ano. Fui agricultor e depois- agora tô no comércio.

I'm going to talk about signs, some things that I saw when I was small
with my father.  I am José Felipe dos Santos, known as Jacaré.  I am a son
of Quixadá, I was born here em Dom Maurício, in 1938, I am 65 years old.
I was a farmer and then, now I'm in business.

(c) stating that other people believe in or request his predictions

Antonio Anastácio, 2005

Apesar de eu não saber de nada, porque quem sabe é Deus, mas eu ac-
erto muito mais do que o que eu falho, segundo fala o povo. Não sou eu
que estou falando, não. É o povo, né? 

Despite the fact that I don't know anything, because who knows is God,
but I get it right much more than I fail, according to what people say.  It's
not me saying that.  It's the people, right?

This is another device used by Chico Leiteiro in the above example.

(d) claiming to have a gift from God

Chico Leiteiro, 2005

Desde criança tenho este dom, é um dote que Deus dá, não é por meio
de leitura de livro não. É de observar a natureza.

Since I was a child I have this gift, it's a gift that God gives.  It's not by
reading a book.  It's from observing nature.

(e) distinguishing his own methods from those of other, inferior methods
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Renato, 2004

E eu não sou profeta. Companheiros, eu sempre venho acompanhando
esse evento aqui, eu não sou profeta. Eu faço pesquisas. É 23 anos que
eu pesquiso as coisas, as matas nativas da caatinga, acompanho o, o
acasalamentos dos- aqueles inseto que veve da natureza, aqueles inseto
que não podeque não produz em ano de seca. 

And I'm not a prophet.  Friends, I always follow this event here.  I'm not a
prophet.  I do research.  For 23 years I've been researching things, the
native plants of the caatinga, I follow the coupling of those insects that
live in nature, those insects that cannot- that don't reproduce in years of
drought.

(f) disclaimer of authencity or authority 

Joaquim Muqueca, 2005

Eu quero falar o seguinte: eu não sei de nada, não. Agora, eu quero
falar.... O camarada fale o que sabe, o que aprendeu, ou o que ele estu-
dou, o que ele estuda. O preto que nem eu não pode estudar não. Eu es-
tudei só um cabo velho de enxada que ainda hoje a mão tá cheia de calo.
Nesses setenta e sete anos de terra. Então, não posso ser grande coisa,
mas eu quero falar sim. Eu falo o que eu aprendi, que aprendi e não es-
tudei. É difícil....Eu não sei de nada mas vim aqui só conversar bobagem.
Você me desculpa aí.

I want to say the following:  I don't know nothing.  Now, I want to say... a
guy says what he knows, what he learned, or what he studied, what he
studies.  A black guy like me can't study.  I only studied the old handle of
a hoe and even today my hand is full of calluses, in these 77 years on the
earth.  So, I can't be anything great, but I do want to speak.  I say what I
learned, what I learned and not what I studied.  It's difficult... I don't know
anything but I came here just to talk nonsense.  You all forgive me.

A disclaimer denies authority and removes responsibility from the

speaker.  This is a show of humility that works because of the sincerity it sug-

gests.   Arrogance and boasting are associated with lying so claiming to know

nothing and then making a prediction actually lends it more credibility.  Dis-

claimers effectively reinforce expert status, while providing for an “escape”
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should the information be challenged.  It is significant that this tactic is used

more by the ones who already have reputations as successful rain prophets,

such as Joaquim Santiago, Antonio Lima and Chico Leiteiro.  Joaquim explains

his lack of education by referring to racial inequality.  Even as he reproduces

the same discourse legitimizing the racial and socio-economic inequalities

that have denied him access to more highly valued knowledge, he fights for

recognition of his lived experiences and the right to speak about what he

knows.  Thus, on one level he claims not to be an expert because he did not

study, while on another level he is performing his expertise as he demon-

strates what he has learned from working on the land.  

Forecast

What I am calling the forecast is the part of the narrative in which the

rainy season is explicitly discussed.  This is where the speaker talks about

when and where it will rain, and describes the rainy season.  The forecast is

the reportable part of the speech that the audience tends to remember and

evaluate against the conditions they experience.  In the present analysis, the

“prediction” encompasses the entire narrative performance which includes

the forecast component.

One common element in the predictions of rain prophets is a clear ori-

entation to the local agricultural context.  In addition to saying when it will

rain, descriptions of the distribution and intensity of rains are given in terms of

how crops and water resources will be affected.  When exhortations are in-
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cluded, they usually refer to agricultural activities such as clearing land, aerat-

ing the soil, planting and pulling out weeds.  Exhortations are markers of au-

thority as the speaker performs his expert status by telling others what they

should do.  The prediction performance is often constructed to inspire people

(specifically farmers) to work by giving them reason to believe that rains will

be adequate.  

Chico Leiteiro's performance in Example (36) is a good illustration of

the agricultural orientation of predictions.  He says that the inverno will be

'medium' in terms of agricultural production and compares it to the harvest of

2004.  He also specifies that 2005 will be better for agriculture than for water

accumulation.  As a result, he encourages farmers to plant and not to delay

their work while waiting for tractors or for more regular rains.  Having ad-

vised them that this would not be a great year, but still a productive one, he

warns them not to complain about it.

Stock Texts

“Stock text” is a concept, borrowed from Murray Edelman, referring to

recurring themes and repeated discourses that frame an issue in a particular

way (Edelman 1988).  In my use of the term, stock texts are specific to individ-

uals.  These ideas, stories and life lessons occur in multiple contexts, not just

predictions. The use of stock texts in predictions will be discussed in the next

chapter.
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Religious References

Religious references are used stylistically and as part of the content of

prediction narratives.  Many of these references tie the cultural model of pre-

diction to a model of the place of humans in the universe of beings.  For exam-

ple, there is a hierarchical model of goodness and power in which God is at

the top, the saints are just below doing God's work, nature and living crea-

tures are in the middle, and humans are at the bottom.  Chico Leiteiro's perfor-

mance in (36) illustrates this model.  He describes how Saint Peter surprised

the sertanejos by 'opening the doors' and sending a lot of rain the previous

year.  He explains that this was 'God's will' (Deus querer).  In this model, hu-

mans are sinners who have no power or knowledge except that which God

grants them.  God never reveals knowledge directly, but if people pay atten-

tion, they can decipher God's symbolic communications.  Humans can learn

and take benefit from nature if they are properly dedicated and humble.  The

common refrain that God is merciful and faith is rewarded is evidence of this

belief.  This is in stark contrast to Western scientific notions that humans are

the most intelligent creatures.

This hierarchy is evoked as a tactic for building authority when rain

prophets claim a connection to God through the masterful interpretation of his

signs in nature that allow them to make correct predictions.  Arrogance is

avoided, however, and it is always made clear that God is the only one who

knows for certain when it will rain because he creates rain according to his

own will.  Rain prophets emphasize that they are not attempting to predict
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God's plan (which would involve a transgression of their position in the hierar-

chy), rather they are receiving the message he sends to them through nature.  

Antonio Lima provides several examples of how his authority as a rain

prophet is constructed in relation to his connection to God through nature, and

in opposition to others who lack this connection.  In the excerpt below, he

makes an indirect reference to FUNCEME, cautioning listeners not to pay at-

tention to what the meteorologist has just said because it is only “idle talk”

(conversa).  In contrast, he claims that he is telling them what nature is “say-

ing”, which is deemed unquestionably true because nature is God's creation.

The audience's acceptance of this construction of FUNCEME's prediction as

untrustworthy talk is evident in their enthusiastic applause.

(37) Antonio Lima, Meeting of the Rain Prophets, 2005

Por isso que eu digo, todo povo do sertão central, meus amigos agricul-
tores:  Cuide da suas terra.  Não vão escutar conversa de ninguém, não,
que-

=(applause)

=(inaudible)

porque quem tá dizendo é a natureza. 

                                                                     

That's why I say, all the people of the central sertão, my friends who are
farmers:  Take care of your land.  Don't listen to anyone's idle talk
because-

= (applause)

= (inaudible)

because nature is the one who is saying it.
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Personification of Nature

Within the religious discourse, the personification of plants, animals

and insects is common in rain prophets' discourse.  It further connects human

beings to nature, again within the hierarchy of “beings” described above.

Birds and frogs become happy when it rains, and so do people.  Ants “know”

when it will rain and “decide” to move their young to higher ground.  Bees

are wise, mango trees deceive, cats can be sad.  Their actions, thoughts and

emotional reactions mirror our own, lending credibility to predictions based

on observation of such phenomena.  Evidence of activities in nature that corre-

spond to human preparations for the rainy season or for drought make sense

as predictors within this framework.  Bezerra argues that this connection be-

tween human relations and natural relations promotes an ethic of collective

solidarity such that the prediction goes beyond a forecast of future natural

conditions and offers a vision of the world and an appreciation for life (Bezerra

2006).  Rain prophets observe the natural world in order to learn how to act in

it.  

Exhortation or Inspirational Remarks

Optimism is an important part of predictions because with no real alter-

natives, most farmers will risk planting every year no matter what.  As one

farmer explained to me, when they have almost nothing, there is little to lose

and a lot to be gained, so it is worth the gamble.  The direct impact of a pre-

diction is seen in psychological reactions.  Predictions affect how people feel
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about their work and their future (Martins 2006).  Forecasts of sufficient rain

and a normal year create optimism and a general enthusiasm for agriculture,

while forecasts of a dry season or poorly distributed rains leave people with a

sense of fear and hopelessness.  When farmers are optimistic, they may re-

plant several times when dry spells cause the first crops to fail, eventually

reaping a small harvest.  When all hope is lost, there is no motivation to re-

plant.  This optimism or pessimism permeates social and economic interac-

tions, influencing consumption of goods and assumption of debt as well as

smaller everyday decisions that are difficult to measure, but which add up to

an increased or decreased sense of well-being.  The motivational force of an

optimistic prediction is, therefore, quite strong.

Reinforcing the motivational component of the model of prediction, rain

prophets help people to cope with uncertainty and powerlessness.  This al-

lows sertanejos to refuse impossibility, impotence and resentment and to turn

what they hope for into possibility (Bezerra 2006).  In this manner, rain

prophets exhort their listeners to be optimistic and cultivate the land, make

the necessary preparations and maintain faith.  Planting is an act of faith in

God, especially in the harsh sertão environment, and faith requires continual

reinforcement.  The rain prophets are mediators connecting the social and

metaphysical realms to climatic and ecosystemic changes.  They do not make

the rain, but they help people to believe that the relief and satisfaction of

inverno will come again.  They point to signs in nature that are at once cues to

memories of past success and messages of hope for better times in the near
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future.  Prayer and optimism thus work as coping mechanisms (Strauss and

Quinn 1997:103) to alleviate the pain of anxiety associated with impending

drought and lack of control, and the predictions of the rain prophets facilitate

this.  In this way, linguistic choices affect interactions among people and be-

tween people and their environment.

Closing

The closing is usually brief, marking the end of the prediction and ex-

pressing thanks.  This is how Chico Leiteiro ended his prediction in Example

(36).  Sometimes a final mention will be made of the emotional impact of the

words just spoken, either leaving people laughing with a humourous comment

or apologizing for bad news if the forecast was not encouraging. 

FUNCEME

In response to recurrent droughts, the government of Ceará created the

Agency for Meteorology and Water Resources for the State of Ceará

(FUNCEME) in 1972.  Over the years, FUNCEME’s role and activities have

gone through several phases and changes (Orlove and Tosteson 1999).  The

agency first gained fame with its cloud seeding program in the 1980s, which

involved sending airplanes to release salt crystals into clouds with the aim of

increasing precipitation.  This program was eventually discontinued but it re-

mains a source of criticism among older rural residents who saw it either as an
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interference with nature and God's will or as a technical failure, as the follow-

ing quote illustrates.

(38)  farmer, Missão Velha 

Fazer chover é uma profanação contra Deus, que pode mandar um
castigo contra aqueles que estão contrariando as leis da natureza.

Depois que estes aviões começaram a mexer nas nuvens, o inverno ficou
desmantelado. 

Making rain is a profanity against God, who can punish those who are
going against the laws of nature. 

After these airplanes started messing with the clouds, the inverno was
ruined. [Vicelmo 1985]

Currently, the Department of Meteorology at FUNCEME generates sea-

sonal climate forecasts for the February to May rainy season, expressed as a

probability that the total rainfall for Ceará will be in one of the following cate-

gories: above average, average or below average.  These forecasts are used

in government policy planning and drought mitigation efforts.  Among the

users of FUNCEME's forecasts are:  water resource managers, emergency re-

sponse agencies, agricultural extension offices, banks, the tourism sector,

planners responsible for public assistance to the município, and large scale

agricultural producers.  FUNCEME maintains a website through which scien-

tists as well as members of the public can access data and images related to

forecasts.  

Through its research and demonstrated climate forecasting skill,

FUNCEME has achieved international recognition and it now has collaborative
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relationships with researchers at the International Research Institute for Cli-

mate and Society in New York, as well as in the U.K. Met Office, and elsewhere

(see www.funceme.br).  The official forecast for Ceará's rainy season, an-

nounced each January at a press conference, is the result of a consensus

reached by an international group of scientists who run numerical models on

computers using data from observed oceanic and atmospheric conditions

(FUNCEME 2006).  

FUNCEME aims to provide accurate information to be used in decision

making (FUNCEME 2005a).  Since everyone has some personal experience

with the weather and could potentially come up with a prediction, the founda-

tion of FUNCEME's forecast accuracy and the credibility of the institution rest

on the scientific method.  The process of constructing their authority as ex-

perts requires that meteorologists maintain boundaries between themselves

and the lay public, which includes indigenous forecasters.  The forecasts are

communicated in such a way as to reference their scientific nature, thereby

contributing to this boundary maintenance.  In this way, “language serves as a

mediator of professional identity” (Jacobs-Huey 2006:11).  

Creating boundaries between expert and lay person can lead to com-

munication barriers.  Research done by Lemos, Finan and colleagues (2002)

identified some of FUNCEME’s communication difficulties.  FUNCEME's fore-

casts are given in standardized meteorological terminology and refer to areas

and time periods relevant to the models and methods used to generate them.

While FUNCEME meteorologists claim that the seasonal February-May cli-
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mate forecasts have an 85% accuracy rate in predicting whether the state’s to-

tal rainfall will be above, near or below the average (FUNCEME 2004:32),

farmers remain dissatisfied with the information.  The numerical models can

only provide regional aggregate probabilities and cannot specify exactly

where and when rain will fall at the local level.  Moreover, the forecast is ex-

pressed as a probability, which preserves scientific validity but is not well un-

derstood by the lay public.  

Another complication is that farmers interpret FUNCEME’s forecast for

amount of rainfall as a forecast of the harvest.  Meteorologists point out that a

rainfall forecast alone is insufficient to predict harvest yields because it does

not take into account factors such as soil type, insect plagues, and seed quali-

ty.  The forecast bulletins state that FUNCEME takes no responsibility for deci-

sions made by users based on the information provided (FUNCEME 2005b);

however, there is an expectation among some sectors of the public that the

government should tell them what to do and can be held accountable for out-

comes.  With this underlying belief, farmers criticize FUNCEME for not giving

them the information they want in a way they can understand. 

Structural Aspects of Predictions

In the next chapter, I provide an extended excerpt in which Namir, a

FUNCEME meteorologist, performs a prediction.25  To avoid repetition here, I

25 The transcript can be found on pages 194-196.
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list only briefly the structural elements in order to compare and contrast them

with the rain prophets' performances outlined above.  

• greeting

• establishment of authority

• review of last year: forecast, observed conditions, evaluation

• didactic explanation

• forecast for current year

• disclaimer

• closing   

Namir begins with a greeting and introductory remarks in which he es-

tablishes his own and FUNCEME's authority.  At the Meeting of the Rain

Prophets, he emphasizes his family's rural background, but for other audi-

ences, he emphasizes the science and technology used in generating the fore-

casts.  Next, he talks about the previous year; he repeats FUNCEME's forecast,

describes the actual observed conditions, and evaluates the accuracy of the

forecast, usually concluding that FUNCEME was correct.  After this comes a

more elaborate description of FUNCEME's methods and the atmospheric and

oceanic conditions that influence the rainy season.  This didactic or explanato-

ry section leads into the forecast for the current year, which is always given as

a series of three percentages reflecting the probabilities that the total rainfall

for the state will fall into the categories below average, average or above av-

erage.  The disclaimer is either a recommendation to keep looking for up-

dates with a caution that conditions may change or a reminder that conditions

will not be the same throughout the state.  The closing usually includes a re-

statement of the forecast and an expression of thanks.
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Co-Construction of FUNCEME, Meteorologists and Scientists

Despite its acceptance among the international scientific community,

FUNCEME has had to struggle to gain credibility within the local population

since its inception.  In its current form, the most publicly recognized activity of

the institution is producing weather and climate forecasts.  As with the cloud

seeding program, some people believe the meteorologists are technically in-

competent, while others see forecasting rain as an affront to God.  These per-

ceptions are crucial to understanding the tactics of intersubjectivity (Bucholtz

and Hall 2004) employed by both meteorologists and rain prophets, and will

be revisited throughout this analysis. 

FUNCEME meteorologists contrast with rain prophets on a number of

levels.  They tend to be young (30-45), university educated, urban residents

who work indoors.  There are also proportionally more women among the me-

teorologists than the rain prophets.  While some come from poor families, by

the time they become meteorologists and state employees, they are consid-

ered middle class.  Despite more formal processes for recognizing a meteo-

rologist, it is just as much a socially constructed category as rain prophet.

In 2006, there were six men and two women working as meteorologists

at FUNCEME.  All of these have a four-year undergraduate degree in meteo-

rology from a federally recognized institution, which is agreed to be the mini-

mum qualification, and a graduate degree in meteorology, atmospheric sci-

ences, physics or civil engineering.  There is a professional association

(CREA) to which they can apply for membership but accredication by CREA is
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not necessary to be considered a meteorologist.  Legally, however, only certi-

fied CREA meteorologists are permitted to make official predictions.  This is

significant because it means that the government has the power to authenti-

cate certain individuals as experts and to grant authority to some predictions

and not others.  

The idea that meteorologists as a group are “official” experts is pro-

duced in their own discourse as well as in the media.  There is not talk of per-

sonal qualifications or individual credibility because membership in the

group gives them credibility by association.  Reporters wanting official infor-

mation or an expert opinion can interview any of FUNCEME's meteorologists.

In fact, all of them have been interviewed by the media  for various reasons in

their role as meteorologist and all of the men (but not the women) have pre-

sented FUNCEME's prediction to an audience.  Despite similarities in their

knowledge and training, each exercises different functions within the depart-

ment so that they work as a team, rather than as individuals generating com-

peting predictions.

With only two exceptions, all of the meteorologists are originally from

other states in Brazil.  While rain prophets authenticate their expertise on mat-

ters of the natural world based on their identity as sertanejos and Cearenses

with ties to place and the land, these meteorologists make no such claims.

Their expertise is independent of their geographic origins and instead con-

sists in their mastery of facts, principles and techniques which can be learned

in one place and transferred or applied in other contexts.  To be sure, there
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are particularities to be learned about Ceará and the factors that affect its

weather and climate; however, discursive strategies for asserting authority do

not include references to personal lived experience.

The distance between meteorologists in the capital city and farmers in

the sertão is both physical and cultural.  Because the environment has such a

profound influence on rural life, authority to talk about such matters is rooted

in lived experience in the local area.  Taddei demonstrates how this “dis-

course of indexical authority” is linked to social hierarchies between city and

country, government and citizens, rich and poor (Taddei 2005:134-136).  His

analysis of poems and jokes make explicit the belief common in rural commu-

nities that formally educated city folk (like meteorologists) lack the authority

and competence to tell farmers anything of value about rain or agriculture.

Rain prophets and meteorologists each have their own expertise and this

knowledge is most appropriately kept in its home territory.

One reason authority and credibility are marked so prominently in pre-

diction performances is that the population (especially in rural communities)

is divided on whose predictions are more accurate and whose methods are

more reliable.  For example, only 32.8% of Cearense farmers in the survey

agreed that FUNCEME has made accurate forecasts almost every year; while

56.1% think FUNCEME is always wrong.  While 36% believe that the rain

prophets are only guessing, 68.3% trust the rain prophets because they base

their predictions on nature, which does not lie.  These results tend to favor the

rain prophets over FUNCEME, but there is significant variation in opinion and
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opportunity for attempts at persuasion.  When asked to compare the

prediction methods of FUNCEME and rain prophets, 68.3% said that the

knowledge of the rain prophets is different from that of the scientists but one

cannot say that one is better than the other.   

Defining Who Is by Saying Who Is Not

It is helpful to look at individuals who share characteristics with both

rain prophets and meteorologists.  Two such people are Caio Lóssio Botelho

and Luiz Gonzaga from the coastal city of Camocim.  In this section, we will

see how “social grouping is a process not merely of discovering or acknowl-

edging a similarity that precedes and establishes identity but, more funda-

mentally, of inventing similarity by downplaying difference” (Bucholtz and

Hall 2004:371).  The performances of these men exhibit the tension between

science and tradition, between expert and non-expert, between authentic and

illegitimate.  The contrasts between how they signal their similarity to and dis-

tinction from rain prophets and meteorologists, and how others construct

these differences and similarities brings us closer to an understanding of how

these categories are produced linguistically.

  

Caio Lósso Botelho

The case of Caio Lóssio Botelho offers an excellent illustration of the

ways in which meteorologists define themselves as scientists.  The trigger for

these episodes of overt authentication is any reference to the fact that Botelho
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is considered by many non-scientists to be a scientist.  In the media, he is de-

scribed as a scientist, a researcher, a geographer, a specialist, and an estu-

dioso (a scholar).  His predictions are categorized as “scientific” and grouped

with FUNCEME's when the two are contrasted with the methods of the rain

prophets.  In one article, he was even mistakenly listed as a FUNCEME meteo-

rologist (“Profetas” 2006), much to the dismay of FUNCEME staff.  In fact, Caio

Lóssio Botelho, 73 years old, is a geography professor retired from the Feder-

al University of Ceará.  By his own account, he has been studying the multiple

factors that cause drought for forty years.  He has written several books that

deal with geographical subjects and has developed his own unique method of

predicting seasonal rainfall.  Botelho has been called 'FUNCEME's grim

reaper' because of his public criticisms of FUNCEME's forecasts (“Carrasco”

2005).  

Though his time in the spotlight has diminished in the last couple of

years, Botelho's annual predictions and comments are found in newspapers

and on local television broadcasts every year.  He is said to be a co-founder of

the Meeting in Quixadá.  At the tenth event in 2006, commemorative t-shirts

were made and below the title “X Encontro dos Profetas Populares” was a

subtitle: “VIII Seminário de Estudos Climáticos”.  I was curious about this

since no “seminar” actually took place and I was surprised that it said the

eighth when I had never heard of the first seven.  After some investigation, I

discovered that Caio Lóssio Botelho had ordered the shirts printed with that ti-

tle to indicate his participation in the event.  His participation over the years is
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more accurately described as a speech than a seminar.  To illustrate, in 2006

his “climatic studies” consisted of one long sentence in which he made his

prediction for the season, much as the rest of the speakers did.  The rest of his

turn was spent paying homage to Hélder Cortez and the rain prophets.  I in-

clude this as an example of Botelho's clever self-promotion.  He makes use of

linguistic resources in several forms: his choice of vocabulary and grammati-

cal structures marks him as highly educated and of a certain social class, he

seeks out media venues for his predictions, he gets his books published by

what are sometimes called “vanity presses”, and he turns a ten minute speech

into a “seminar on climate studies” by having it printed on a hundred souvenir

t-shirts.

Exploring why meteorologists and other scientists do not accept Caio

Lóssio Botelho as a scientist while so many of the public do sheds some light

on how meteorologists construct their own identity and authority.  According

to FUNCEME staff, Botelho does not belong to the scientists' “community of

practice” (Lave and Wenger 1991) because he does not meet the essential

criteria for membership.  While he has written several books, they question

the scientific validity of work that is not peer reviewed.  Botelho has never

published his research on climate prediction in academic journals.  In

contrast, all FUNCEME meteorologists have done so.  When questioned about

his methods and the sources of his data, his answers are detailed on some

points but vague overall, and there is no publicly accessible documentation of

the entire list of 23 factors he says he considers to generate the yearly
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forecasts.  Meteorologists doubt his credibility due to this lack of

methodological transparency and validation from other scientists.

One meteorologist notes that Botelho uses outdated geography books

and his own work is largely a compilation of the work of others, with few

original ideas.  As a recent PhD now working in FUNCEME's department of

meteorology points out, any “real” researcher must have his CV on file with

LATTES, an online database that lists Brazilian researchers and institutions in

the domain of science and technology.  Having a CV in LATTES authenticates

one as a scientist because it is necessary in order to secure any funding, get

research published or obtain academic positions.  Even a self-described

“nobody” like the young man who explained it to me has his CV there so

people can see his eduation, publications, grants, research interests and other

markers of scientific activity.  While he may not have a LATTES file, Caio

Lóssio Botelho's professional biography can be found on the Internet, where

he claims to be someone “who studies the phenomenon of drought in the

Northeast, principally in Ceará.  He has a deep knowledge of the causes and

effects of this phenomenon.” (...um estudioso do fenômeno das secas no

nordeste, principalmente do Ceará.  É profundo conhecedor das causas e efeito

deste fenômeno.) 

Mention of Botelho's name in FUNCEME elicits strong opinions.  People

blame the media for increasing the public's exposure to his sometimes ridicu-

lous, sometimes damaging comments.  They say that he is able to maintain this

expert status because he speaks well, using an erudite style and scientific ter-
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minology (see Cicourel 1999).  According to the meteorologists, this strategy

works because lay people, including reporters, are incapable of distinguish-

ing between Botelho's pseudometeorology and the real thing.  To make mat-

ters worse, the media tends to play up the conflict between Botelho and

FUNCEME, just as they do with the rain prophets.  For example, Botelho was

quoted in IstoÉ magazine claiming that FUNCEME's forecasts are always inac-

curate because they are based on comparisons with the climates of Arizona

and California which have four seasons (Santiago 2005).  This is a complete

fabrication, according to FUNCEME sources, and it gives the impression that

FUNCEME is wrong when in fact, there are no grounds for such criticisms.

Furthermore, they note that Botelho has never visited FUNCEME to see how

they operate so he does not have any basis for his comments. 

Other scientists I interviewed outside of FUNCEME supported FUNCE-

ME's assertions that Caio Lóssio Botelho was not an authentic scientist and that

the public is fooled into believing his baseless predictions by his fancy lan-

guage, his credentials as a former university professor and the high social

standing of his family.  They explain that it is a matter of social politics to invite

him to speak as he lends prestige to the event and he is well-connected in the

capital city, so newspapers and television stations continue to give him a pub-

lic forum.  One university professor familiar with Botelho and his predictions

suggests that he would have made a great rain prophet like the others, study-

ing nature and observing animals, using his intuition and his imagination.  The

problem is that he decided to be a scientist.  He fails as a scientist, according
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to this professor, because science demands a rigorous methodology with

mathematical explanations and replicable experimentation.  Botelho's ideas

simply do not fit into the accepted body of physics upon which meteorology is

based.  By giving all the reasons Caio Lóssio Botelho is not accepted as a sci-

entist, the scientists are establishing the essential criteria for membership in

the group.  

Interestingly, Botelho describes himself as an “idealist” or a

“researcher” but not a “scientist”.  In the following excerpts from his

speeches at the 2005 and 2006 Encontros, he builds up his authority while

professing humility.  He admits he has made errors in his predictions, but

claims to have made far fewer mistakes than FUNCEME and other institutions.

He distances himself from scientists by talking about his intuition in addition to

reason, and by making religious references.  Clearly, he is aligning himself

with the rain prophets and establishing credibility among the rural audience,

in opposition to scientists.

(39) Caio Lóssio Botelho, Meeting of the Rain Prophets, 2005 

Não me arvoro com o título de sábio, nem dono da verdade. Eu mesmo
já errei uma previsão de seca para o semi-árido nordestino, e fui à im-
prensa, televisão e rádio, pedir desculpa.  Agora, a minha existência não
como cientista, porque eu não sou cientista, como pesquisador idealista
é que me dá essa condição de que, antes de existir a FUNCEME, eu já
trabalhava com avaliação de clima. De formas que, há mais de 35 anos
que nós botamos o modelo que eu digo, com toda a humildade, não é
pra me promover que eu não preciso disso. Os erros por nós cometidos
na média histórica de algumas instituições que trabalham com esse tema
foram muito inferiores, muito inferiores mesmo, os nossos erros em re-
lação a essas instituições.
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I don't elevate myself with the title of wise man or lord of the truth.  I have
even been wrong with a prediction of drought for the semi-arid North-
east, and I went to the press, television and radio, to apologize.  Now, my
existence, not as a scientist because I'm not a scientist, as an idealist re-
searcher, is what gives me this condition that, before FUNCEME existed,
I was already working on climatic evaluations.  In the manner that, for
more than 35 years I have been running the model, which I say with all
humility, not to make myself look good because I don't need that.  And
the errors I have commited, compared to the historical average of some
institutions that work on this problem, were much lower, really much
lower, my errors in relation to these institutions.

(40) Caio Lóssio Botelho, Meeting of the Rain Prophets, 2006 

Quando pela primeira vez eu vim a esta reunião, meus colegas das
universidades criticaram. Disseram: “Ah Caio você deixou agora de faz-
er trabalho científico, pra ser profeta?” Eu digo: “Perfeitamente.” Se
você estudar a biologia, a psicologia, e a antropologia do homo sapiens
você sabe perfeitamente que o homem tem o hemisfério da razão, e o
hemisfério da intuição. Mas, lamentavelmente o homem só utiliza 80%
hemisfério da razão pra desenvolver as ciências exatas e matemáticas. 

Mas, os poucos privilegiados que são esses profetas utilizam um
elemento básico na espécie humano que é, justamente o poder de intuir.
Porque dentro das nossas meditações, pra mim, o homo sapiens só atin-
girá a sua perfeição absoluta no momento em que ele utilizar a intuição
com a mesma grandeza que utiliza a razão...  

 Então, o fenômeno que existe, a respeito desses profetas, a quem
eu respeito quero muito bem, tenho uma satisfação imensa, de participar
deste evento. Digo com toda a humildade me re-avaliei, várias e várias
vezes com os ensinamentos, dessa comunidade de profetas. Porque o
profeta, lê com uma visão interior lê com uma intuição ele intui, dentro
de uma maneira globalizada e numa fração de minutos, como uma cen-
telha, da dádiva de Deus o poder de ler a natureza.  E os profetas... a
quem eu respeito, e louvo com muito carinho.  Muito obrigado.

(applause)

                                                                     

The first time I came to this meeting, my colleagues at the universi-
ty criticized me.  They said:  “Ah, Caio you've given up scientific work to
be a prophet?” I say:  “Exactly.” If you study biology, psychology and
anthropology of homo sapiens, you know perfectly well that man has the
hemisphere of reason and the hemisphere of intuition.  But, sadly, man
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only uses 80% of the hemisphere of reason to develop the exact sciences
and mathematics.

But, the privileged few, who are these prophets, use a basic ele-
ment of the human species which is, precisely the power of intuition.  Be-
cause as I see it, homo sapiens will only achieve his absolute perfection
at the moment that he uses his intuition with the same greatness that he
uses reason...

So, the phenomenon that exists, regarding these prophets, whom I
respect and wish well, I have an immense satisfaction in participating in
this event. I say with all humility, I re-evaluated my [ideas] many, many
times with their teachings, from this community of prophets.  Because the
prophet reads with an internal vision, reads with an intuition that he intu-
its, in a globalized manner and in a fraction of minutes, like a spark, the
gift of God the power to read nature.  And the prophets... whom I re-
spect, I laud with great affection. Thank you very much.

(applause)

Rain prophets express a high regard for Botelho, in part because he fre-

quently speaks in their favor, praising their intuition and special knowledge.

He says that rain prophets use the left side of their brains, associated with intu-

ition, instead of just the right side, linked to reason.  They are impressed when

he says that he, a university professor, goes to the Meetings to learn from

them, barely literate farmers.  Indeed, he does talk with them individually and

they share ideas.  Since his criticisms of FUNCEME are widely known, I sus-

pect that there is some affinity for Botelho among those rain prophets who also

have a low opinion of the institution along the lines of “the enemy of my ene-

my is my friend.”

(41) José Erismar, 2005

Caio Lóssio, eu prezo muito, que a gente já teve momentos de ter diálo-
go, um professor muito popular.
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Caio Lóssio, I respect him a lot because we have had moments of dia-
logue, a very popular professor.

(42) Chico Mariano, 2005

Aí, o cientista disse comigo, ele disse: “Olha, você, entende por esse
lado aqui e eu entendo é por esse.” O cientista disse a mim, o Caio Lós-
sio. Ele gosta de mim, bota a mão no meu ombro, ele disse que me re-
speita direitim. Ele disse que entende por aqui, eu entendo por aqui.
[pointing to the left and right sides of his head] Ele disse: “No mundo, só
tem você pra entender desse jeito.”

Then the scientist said to me, he said:  “Look, you understand on this side
here and I understand on this one.” The scientist said to me, Caio Lóssio.
He likes me, puts his hand on my shoulder.  He said that he really re-
spects me.  He said that he understands from here and I understand from
here.  [pointing to the left and right sides of his head]  He said:  “In the
world, you are the only one who understands this way.” 

(43) Joaquim, 2005

Agora, o Dr. Caio Lóssio ele diz assim, estudou quarenta anos. Olhe lá,
quarenta anos, ele estudou. Ele falou: “Quarenta anos.” Aí, então falou
que ainda tava aprendendo. Já tinha aprendido muita coisa com nós. Eu
digo: “Valha, e agora?” Quarenta anos ele estudou e disse que já tinha
aprendido muita coisa com nós. 

Now, Dr. Caio Lóssio he said this, he studied forty years.  Look at that,
forty years, he studied.  He said:  “Forty years.”  So then he said that he
was still learning.  He had already learned many things from us.  I say:
“Wow, now what?” Forty years he studied and said that he had already
learned many things from us.

The scientists do not consider Botelho a scientist and he does not claim

to be one himself, yet he is continually described as a scientist in the media as
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well as by rain prophets and other lay persons.  Looking at the social context

of the Meeting provides some insight.   There appear to be only two types of

prediction:  traditional and scientific.  Caio Lóssio Botelho's method does not

fit into either one very well, so his predictions are treated as science based on

other characteristics that are socially significant.  Only the meteorologists

have sufficient motivation and reasons to challenge this.  The rain prophets

are locals while FUNCEME meteorologists and Botelho are from Fortaleza.

This difference in place of residence is linked to many other differences and is

the primary division that creates two groups: rain prophets and others.  At this

very basic level, Botelho and FUNCEME are put into the same non-local cate-

gory and this leads to a perception of similarities between them which are re-

inforced by their shared differences from rain prophets.  Meteorologists and

Botelho are “scientists” in that they are university educated, they are not poor,

they are well-dressed, they use scientific terms and a more standard variety of

Portuguese, they are addressed as 'doctor' (doutor), and they talk about their

research and studies of large scale phenomena that affect climate (as opposed

to local scale phenomena that indicate climate variations).  Finally, Hélder in-

troduces them as scientists and since he is the organizer of the event as well as

the master of ceremonies, he has the power to label the speakers. He identi-

fies them as he calls them to speak.
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Luiz Gonzaga de Camocim

Merging constructions of both “rain prophet” and “scientist” is Luiz

Gonzaga from Camocim.  He is retired from 23 years with the merchant

marines, where he piloted ships, and lives on the northern coast of Ceará.  At

53 years old, he is one of the youngest rain prophets to speak at the Meetings.

His predictions are based mostly on the circulation of winds and sea surface

temperatures, and he uses data gathered daily from a small weather station he

put together at his home.  He uses scientific terminology, such as Inter-tropical

Convergence Zone, and gets data from FUNCEME via the Internet.  Typically,

his prediction is prefaced by a brief lesson on how winds and oceans interact

to produce more or less rainfall in Ceará.  His predictions are usually in line

with what FUNCEME says, even to the point of saying that mid January is too

soon to be definitive.  He says he is not a scientist, although in practice he is

something of an amateur meteorologist.  He identifies himself as a 'country

hick' (matuto) like the rain prophets, growing up in Ceará's sertão with an in-

terest in rain since childhood.  At the same time, he also distinguishes himself

from the rain prophets in that he was never a farmer and his education and

travels have given him more 'culture' (cultura) than almost all of the others.  In

talking about his prediction methods, Luiz Gonzaga's positions himself with

science, adopting an authoritative stance on this basis.  At the same time, he

establishes credibility with the rain prophets by emphasizing his connection

to and knowledge of Ceará's interior.  
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(44) Luiz Gonzaga, Meeting of the Rain Prophets, 2005 

Eu quero dizer pra vocês que o meu discurso, vocês vão notar que é um
pouco diferente dos outros profetas, até porque eu tenho um pouco de
cultura.  Eu fui um oficial da Marinha Mercante. Eu naveguei muito.  Eu
conheço muito o oceano Atlântico, e fiz muita pesquisa. Tanto fiz
pesquisa no tempo que navegava como fiz pesquisa na cidade, na terra,
no continente, o tempo que eu passei sem viajar. E, eu sempre fui muito
curioso em relação à chuva.... Eu tenho uma estação meteorológica no
quintal da minha casa, lá na minha cidade. É coisa simples, até porque
eu não tenho condições financeiras de montar uma estação como a
FUNCEME tem aqui, em Fortaleza.... Então, os meus equipamentos lá são
coisas muito simples, coisa de amador mesmo. É um barômetro, é um
hidrômetro, um termômetro, eu tenho as biruta de indicação de vento,
eu tenho o anemômetro, que mede a velocidade do vento. Então, são
coisas simples.... Pelo telefone, eu entro em contato com a FUNCEME... A
Internet já me dá as imagens do satélite. Pelas imagens do satélite, eu
vejo a movimentação da zona de convergência inter-tropical, que é o
nosso inverno. 

                                                                     

I want to tell you that my speech, you will notice that it's a little different
from the other prophets because I have a little culture.  I was an officer in
the Merchant Marines.  I navigated a lot.  I know the Atlantic Ocean well
and I did a lot of research.  I did as much research while navigating as
when I was in the city, on the land, on the continent, during the times
when I wasn't on a voyage.  And, I was always very curious about rain... I
have a weather station in the backyard of my house, in my city.  It's a sim-
ple thing because I don't have the financial means to build a station like
FUNCEME has here in Fortaleza.... So, my equipment there is very sim-
ple, just the stuff of an amateur.  It's a barometer, it's a hydrometer, a
thermometer, I have windsocks, I have the anemometer, which measures
the velocity of wind.  So, they are simple things.... By telephone I contact
FUNCEME.... The Internet gives me satellite images.  From the satellite
images I see the movement of the Intertropical Convergence Zone,
which is our inverno.

(45) Luiz Gonzaga, Meeting of the Rain Prophets, 2006 

Bom pessoal a minha experiência como profeta-- eu aqui não quero ser
tratado como cientista, nem como pesquisador, nem como estudioso. Eu
quero ser matuto mesmo, matuto da zona norte, lá do Camocim. A minha
experiência é diferente um pouco da maioria dos profetas porque eu não
sou agricultor. Eu fui um oficial da Marinha fui um piloto de navio... E,
como eu sou nascido, nasci e me criei no interior do Ceará, na zona
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norte, morei sete anos na região amazônica e quatro anos no sul do
Brasil. Então eu conheço tanto o clima do nordeste o clima do Ceará,
como conheço do norte, e conheço do sul. E tudo que eu estudo, tudo
que eu pesquiso, junto com as experiências eu chego a conclusão, que o
que influi mais nas nossas chuvas e nas nossas secas é a circulação dos
ventos.

                                                                     

Well folks, my experience as a prophet-- I don't want to be treated as a
scientist here, nor as a researcher, nor as a scholar.  I want to be a real
hick, a hick from the North, from over there in Camocim.  My experience
is a little different from the majority of the prophets because I'm not a
farmer.  I was an officer in the Marines.  I was a ship's pilot.... And, since I
was born, I was born and raised in the interior of Ceará, in the North, I
lived for seven years in the Amazon region and four years in the South of
Brazil.  So I know the climate of the Northeast as well as the climate of
Ceará, just as I know the North and I know the South.  And everything
that I study, everything that I research, along with the experiments, I ar-
rived at the conclusion that what has the most influence on our rains and
on our droughts is the circulation of the winds.

Luiz Gonzaga is recognized by others as being different from most of

the rain prophets.  When mentioning his name, people refer to his place of

residence and his job as identifiers, such as “Luiz Gonzaga from Camocim” or

“Luiz Gonzaga, an ex-sailor”.  There is also recognition of his education and

his science-based methods as points of difference.

(46) woman from audience, Meeting of the Rain Prophets, 2005 

Aquele de Camocim, o Luiz Gonzaga, que é ex-marinheiro, que ele... se
torna um pouco diferente dos demais porque ele se acha muito culto...
muito viajado.  Mas não tem realmente uma base científica. Mas, dentro
do mundo dos profetas, ele passa a ser um intelectual, vamos dizer
assim, não é? 

That one from Camocim, Luiz Gonzaga, who is an ex-sailor, he... is a little
different from the rest because he thinks of himself as very
sophisticated... well travelled.  But he doesn't really have a scientific
foundation.  But, within the world of the prophets, he passes for an
intellectual, let's say, right?
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(47) Quixadá mayor, 2005

Tirando o Renato, o Luiz Gonzaga, que já é meio mais, assim, científico,
né, a partir de dados científicos, não da natureza, assim, não dessa
cultura mais popular, né. 

With the exception of Renato, Luiz Gonzaga, who is kind of like, scientific,
right, using scientific data, not nature, like, not this folk culture, you
know.

The cases of Caio Lóssio Botelho and Luiz Gonzaga reveal the co-con-

struction of identity and authentication processes.  On the one hand, Caio Lós-

sio Botelho is socially identified as a scientist even though his predictions are

closer to the type made by rain prophets, being based on non-scientific pa-

rameters and intuition.  On the other hand, Luiz Gonzaga is identified as a rain

prophet despite his scientific orientation in practice.  In his own words: 'It's

more scientific than practical experience, isn't it?  The majority of the prophets

do experiments with plants, with insects.' (Tá mais pra científica do que para a

experiência prática não é? A maioria dos profetas fazem as experiências pelas,

plantas, pelos insetos.)  It could be argued that Gonzaga is more a scientist

than Botelho, yet he is known as the prophet and Botelho the researcher.  We

see here the interaction between linguistic ideology and mediating factors,

such as behavior, experience and material resources, that complicates the re-

lationship between forms of language use and categories of people. 
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Summary

In this chapter, the linguistic strategies used by rain prophets to build

authority were contrasted with those of the meteorologists.  These processes

of authentication and authority-building are both shaped by a cultural model

of prediction, grounded in the environmental and economic realities of Ceará,

and are part of the reproduction of this model.  One component of the

prediction model is that predictions benefit society.  Meteorologists work to

achieve this by providing useful information which they generate through

application of the scientific method.  The forecast information is to be used for

various purposes and is presented in a generic and probabilistic form.  On the

other hand, rain prophets benefit society by attending to the motivational

component of the model.  Two ways they do this is by including religious and

inspirational language in their narratives.  In addition to linguistic identifiers

of rain prophets and meteorologists, characteristics such as age, geographic

location, educational background and socio-economic status were shown to

be significant in the co-construction of the identities of the prediction-makers.
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CHAPTER FIVE

PERFORMING PREDICTIONS, PERFORMING IDENTITIES

The next two chapters examine more closely the linguistic construction

of “rain prophet” and “meteorologist” in interactions that center on rain

predictions.  The analysis begins with a look at how the Ceará government

and its forecast scientists discursively construct themselves as information

providers to the public, including farmers.  I then demonstrate how rain

prophets negotiate their own identities both as individuals and as members of

the category “rain prophet” that is emerging within the domain of cultural

tradition and folklore promoted by the annual Meeting of Rain Prophets.  The

next section traces the ways that science and traditional knowledge are

represented in the mass media, focusing on newspapers and television.  The

media plays an important role in constructing and reflecting representations

of science and traditional knowledge in general and of FUNCEME and the rain

prophets in particular.  These representations are resources for meteor-

ologists and rain prophets in intersubjective processes which are evident in

the linguistic choices they make in their prediction performances.  Finally, I

argue that media representations of science are being incorporated into local

discourses as rain prophets establish their own credibility and authority by

aligning themselves with or opposing themselves to science.  While the media
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constructs a category for rain prophets within the domain of folklore,

individual rain prophets actively use the media to position themselves as

weather prediction experts in both local and global contexts.  

Government Discourses on Science

The current theme in policy development for Ceará is to find ways to

“live with drought” (conviver com a seca) instead of trying to “fight drought”

(combater a seca).  Toward this end, the state government has invested in

FUNCEME, which, in addition to meteorology, conducts research and en-

gages in projects related to management of hydrological resources, and mon-

itoring and management of environmental resources.  The goal is to improve

decision-making and develop sustainable practices that contribute to the well-

being of Ceará's citizens.  In this context, meteorologists are agents of sci-

ence, employed as experts in the service of the state government to create

knowledge and disseminate it to the people so their lives can be improved. 

These ideas fit with the cultural model of prediction in which experts

provide useful information to benefit society.  Some assumptions are made in

the way this model of prediction is used.  First, the belief that there is a sector

of the population vulnerable to climate variations motivates and justifies

predictions.  Second, it is assumed that decision-making is based on the

rational consideration of information and that the forecasts will be considered

important information in this process.  Third, there is an assumption that

alternative options exist from which a decision-maker can choose.  Finally, it is
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believed that decisions made with forecast information have measurable

outcomes, which again justifies the efforts toward making predictions.

The emotional component of this model is the good feeling that comes

with the belief that one is doing important work and has the power to affect

people's lives in a positive way.  At the same time, some meteorologists ex-

pressed a deep sense of responsibility toward the public who depend on this

information to make crucial decisions.  A FUNCEME meteorologist once com-

mented that people think scientists do not believe in God but they just do not

realize how much praying goes on in front of the computers whenever haz-

ardous conditions develop.  Despite the detached and decidedly unemotional

language of the official prediction, the meteorologists as individuals exhibit

affective responses to their own predictions as they imagine the reactions

their words will cause in others.

In the following speech, Lino Batista, the Secretary of Science and Tech-

nology, the Ministry under which FUNCEME is currently administered, de-

scribes subsistence farmers in Ceará as people who take climate forecasts se-

riously and who depend on the information provided by FUNCEME.  He ex-

plains that, due to their vulnerability, it is FUNCEME's responsibility to make

sure the farmers are not 'induced to error' by confusing, contradictory or in-

complete information.  This is a telling phrase as it defines 'lie', a topic dealt

with in the next chapter.  Evidently, Batista is aware of accusations that

FUNCEME is a liar and he is making an effort to avoid this.  For this reason,

Batista directs the meteorologists not to disseminate any climate forecast ex-
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cept the official one resulting from the international consensus.  In other

words, no one should publicly announce the forecast generated by the indi-

vidual institutions, only the official final version, which will be announced by

FUNCEME as a product of the group.  FUNCEME, the government―as repre-

sented by the Ministry of Science and Technology―and the group of scientists

more generally are discursively produced as authorities with the responsibili-

ty to protect and help the farmers, who are seen as ignorant, dependent and

vulnerable.  Toward the end, Batista engages in a metadiscourse, explaining

that rain and predictions are popular topics of conversation in Ceará.

FUNCEME is always implicated in this ongoing conversation that is part of the

culture of farmers who live in the semi-arid region of the state.  He believes

that people want FUNCEME to be wrong so that they can say their own tradi-

tional methods are right.

(48) Lino Batista, Climate Forecasting Workshop, 2005 

Quando você chega no produtor rural, que é alguém que depende
pra sua sobrevivência de um plantio de 20 kilos de feijão e 20 kilos de
milho, o que lhe é subsistência mesmo, qualquer informação que chegue
a ele e distorça - entende? - minimamente a sua condição, pra ele vai ser
um desastre. E pode ser um desastre decisivo porque ele pode acabar a
vida dele ali mesmo. Quer dizer, o pouco que ele tem desaparece.... 

Eu notei a precaução correta, ao mesmo tempo um grande entusi-
asmo que todos nós temos, todos nós temos, por esse trabalho. ... Então,
esse tipo de coisas, meus amigos, a gente precisa realmente ter muito
cuidado... Se não chove no município, pode chover na fazenda A ou B,
numa região extremamente pequena, e que o produtor rural, esse sim,
precisa ser bem informado. É preciso levar ao produtor rural a melhor
informação.  E aí entra o lado interessante, é que a FUNCEME, hoje, tá
com 33 anos. Por todos os pontos de erros ou pontos críticos que a
FUNCEME tem vivido nos últimos anos, o fato é que, objetivamente, o
homem cearense leva a sério a previsão. Então, o produtor rural tá
levando a sério. E ele procura informação. Eu tenho dito a FUNCEME
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que vocês tão proibidos de mencionar - entende? - qual é a previsão do
ano. Tem que ser coletivamente, o INMET, o INPE, esse trabalho científi-
co. Agora, não correlacionar para que... uma coisa com a outra pra que
não induza o produtor determinados erros. 

Mas a minha proibição, ela é apenas uma questão, um gesto de
cuidado, pra proteção da FUNCEME. Porque a FUNCEME não vai se
livrar nunca disso. Porque o homem vai atrás. O homem do Ceará, ele é
um catador permamente. Chegou em dezembro, começa a coceira.
Todo cearense vira um previsor de chuva.... Todo nordestino, todo
homem do semi-árido, vamos chamar assim, melhor que nordestino, ele
é uma pessoa preocupada com essa previsão e é '  piece of conversation  ',  
ele realmente gosta desse assunto, de fazer a previsão. Não tem uma
roda, não tem um ambiente social do Ceará no mês de janeiro e
fevereiro que não aflore a questão de vai ou não vai chover. E as pessoas
gostam de fazer previsão. Aí, um vai olhar a carnaúba, outro vai olhar o
tatu, outro vai olhar a formiga e por aí, aqueles que querem falar mal da
FUNCEME, aproveitam pra lenhar a FUNCEME e torcer pra que a
FUNCEME erre, porque faz parte dessa discussão permanente. 

                                                                     

When you come to the rural producer, who is someone who de-
pends for his survival on a harvest of 20 kg of beans and 20 kg of corn,
which is really his subsistence, whatever information comes to him and
distorts minimally his condition, for him will be a disaster.  And it can be
a decisive disaster because he could end his livelihood right there.  I
mean, the little bit that he has disappears....

I noted the proper caution and at the same time the great enthusi-
asm that we all have for this work.... So, this type of thing, my friends, we
really need to be very careful.... If it doesn't rain in the município, it
could rain on farm A or farm B, in an extremely small region, so the rural
producer, he for sure needs to be well informed.  It's necessary to bring
to the rural producer the best information.  And that's the interesting side
of things, which is that FUNCEME, today at 33 years old, for all the errors
and criticisms that FUNCEME has lived through in the last years, the fact
is that, objectively, the Cearenses take the predictions seriously. So, the
rural producer is taking it seriously.  And he looks for the information.  I
have said to FUNCEME that you are prohibited from mentioning, under-
stand, what the prediction for the year is.  It has to be collectively, IN-
MET, INPE, this scientific work.  Now, not to correlate one thing with an-
other so as not to induce the producer to certain errors.  

But my prohibition, it is only a question, a gesture of caution for the
protection of FUNCEME.  Because FUNCEME will never get rid of this.
Because people go looking.  The Cearense, he is always searching.
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When December arrives, the itch begins.  Every Cearense turns into a
rain forecaster and everyone invents his own conditions... Every North-
easterner, every man of the semi-arid, let's call him that, better than
Northeasterner, he is a person worried about this prediction and it is a
“  piece of conversation  ”. He really likes this topic, to make predictions.  
There is not a circle of friends or a social context in Ceará in the month of
January and February that the question doesn't come up of whether or not
it will rain.  And people like to make predictions.  So one will look at the
carnaúba palm tree, another will look at armadillos, another will look at
ants and so on.  The ones that want to talk badly about FUNCEME take
advantage to put fuel on the fire and they root for FUNCEME to make a
mistake because that is part of this permanent discussion.

The speech above illustrates how FUNCEME's institutional identity is

constructed by a government official who draws on the cultural model of pre-

diction in which the climate forecasts benefit society by helping people make

decisions.  Supporting this identity is the cultural model of science that legiti-

mates meteorological prediction methods to the exclusion of others.  The fol-

lowing is an outline of the cultural model of science I derived from analyzing

the discourse of FUNCEME staff and other scientists in Ceará.   

1. Science is a method for producing knowledge, which gathers informa-
tion, organizes it in particular ways, and enables one to predict other
phenomena, when certain conditions are met.  

2. The value of science is seen in its application to social problems.  

3. The measurement of how closely scientific results approximate truth is
done through replication and agreement from other scientists who ac-
cept the methods for collecting data and the procedures for manipula-
tion.  

4. Scientific knowledge progresses or evolves as new information and
relations are discovered and as new technologies for gathering, mea-
suring or operating on data are introduced.  

5. Scientists are concerned with verifying models, proving theories and
refining descriptions.  

6. Science as a way of knowing is distinct from other knowledge systems
in that it relies only on reason, excluding divine inspiration, intuition,
magic etc. for its explanations.
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One meteorologist, Namir, makes this model quite apparent in his presenta-

tion at a water allocation committee meeting in which he talks about

FUNCEME as a scientific entity. 

(49) Namir, Metropolitan Fortaleza Water Allocation Committee meeting, 2005

A nossa é baseada no que a ciência já conhece. Isso é científico. É
mundial. Você pode ver a quantidade de instituições que estiveram aqui.
A NASA, a NOAA, que é a Agência Americana de Oceanos e Atmosferas,
as universidades. Então, todo o conhecimento científico estão publicado
nos periódicos da área. Eu sou um meteorologista da parte operacional.
O quê que eu utilizo? O quê que eu tô sempre estudando? Os papers, os
estudos que estão nos periódicos da área. 

Our [forecast] is based on what science already knows.  This is scientific.
It's worldwide.  You can see the number of institutions that were here.
NASA, NOAA which is the American Agency of Oceans and Atmosphere,
the universities.  So, all the scientific knowledge is published in the jour-
nals of the area.  I am an operational meteorologist.  What do I use?
What am I always studying?  The papers, the studies that are in the jour-
nals of the area.  

On other occasions, Namir explains why he believes science is superior

to the traditional knowledge of the rain prophets.  He contrasts what he sees

as the progressive nature of scientific knowledge with the static nature of tra-

ditional knowledge passed on through the generations.  Science, he asserts,

can explain many of the “signs” used by the rain prophets in terms of biologi-

cal or physiological changes effected by atmospheric conditions and this ex-

planatory power gives science an advantage over the rain prophets who can

only describe the changes they notice.
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(50) Namir in conversation with writer Abelardo Montenegro, 2005

Agora, todo conhecimento que ele tem lá, todos os sinais que ele analisa,
a ciência pode pesquisar e ver se dar ou não dá cientificamente.... Quan-
do é observação da atmosfera, a ciência já tem explicação. Quando é o
comportamento da natureza, ainda não. Não se parou pra pesquisar ain-
da. Tá? Agora, a ciência tá evoluindo, e o conhecimento deles, continua
de pai pra filho, pra neto. Sem evoluir. Mas a ciência pode.

Now, all the knowledge that he [rain prophet] has there, all the signs that
he analyzes, science can do research and see if it works or not scientifi-
cally.... When it is observation of the atmosphere, science already has an
explanation.  When it is behavior in nature, not yet.  No one has stopped
to research that yet, OK?  But science is evolving, and their knowledge
continues from father to son, to grandson without evolving.  Without
evolving.  But science can.

The idea that knowledge should evolve and change rather than be

passed on unchanged is an important theme.  That is, science is relevant to the

modern world because it is a progressive way of knowing.  Change is equated

with improvement.  By emphasizing the continuity in the rain prophets' body

of traditional knowledge, Namir creates an opposition between science and

tradition in which tradition is stuck at a lesser stage of development.

This is partly why the activities of rain prophets do not fit into the under-

standing of prediction shared by government officials and scientists.  Instead,

government discourse classifies rain prophets within a cultural model of folk-

lore or popular culture.  The Cearense government aims to preserve tradition-

al culture as a common heritage of the Northeast and of Brazil more broadly.

An illustrative example of this discourse in action is the 'World Masters'

(Mestres do Mundo) event within the 'Living Culture' (Cultura Viva) program.

In 2005, Ceará's Secretary of Culture received funds from the federal Ministry
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of Culture and the National Art Foundation to put on an exhibition celebrating

traditional popular culture.  The event lasted five days and took place in

Ceará's interior, rather than the capital.  According to Lúcio Alcântara, the

governor at that time, this was a deliberate choice to demonstrate that the ru-

ral areas are the center from which traditional culture radiates (Ministry of

Culture 2005).  The idea is to value the 'living human treasures' and encourage

them to pass on their knowledge to the succeeding generations.  Each year,

twelve 'masters' are selected based on their years of experience, recognition

of their expertise and demonstration that they are teaching others their skills

and knowledge.  

No rain prophets have yet been officially recognized as 'World

Masters', but they were invited to participate in the 2005 event.  Chico Mari-

ano was the only one able to attend.  He made two public presentations: one in

a session on orality celebrating verbal performances such as song and poetry,

and one in a session on 'the sacred' which brought together 'masters' of curing

prayers, singing for the dead, and other traditions.  The tradition of rain pre-

diction is thus categorized within the government's scheme as verbal art with

foundations in the realm of the sacred.  Within this folkloric model, traditional

predictions are seen as rituals in which the performance transforms the pre-

diction itself into an artifact of culture, rather than as diagnostic models

through which people can learn about the natural world (Shore 1996:65).  In

contrast to scientists who are expected to continually produce new knowledge

and develop new technologies, rain prophets are encouraged to maintain the
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old ways and resist the changes of modernization.  Rain prophets in rural com-

munities are treated as part of the target population for the government's poli-

cies of using science to improve their lives.  The expectation is that as farmers,

they will receive the scientific information and learn from the experts.  To rec-

oncile this with the discourse promoting tradition, the rain prophets' knowl-

edge is valued not as an aid to planning, but as a reference point for a com-

mon identity among all sertanejos.

As a counter argument, rain prophets say that science is new and is still

figuring things out and making mistakes while their knowledge has been test-

ed over time.  Moreover, they do learn new signs and continue to observe na-

ture throughout their lives so that their knowledge “evolves” and can adapt to

changing conditions. For example, during my 2005 fieldwork, Chico Mariano

told me about a recent “study” he made of frogs near his house. Antonio

Anastacio related an experiment he did with spiders of different sizes.  And a

shop owner told me about a new spring he had just discovered that he thought

might be related to the rainy season; he was going to observe it over the next

few years and see whether it would turn out to be a “sign” or not.  He was not

yet a rain prophet, but he entertained the idea that one day when he was older

and had more experience, he might be.

One tactic Namir uses to build credibility for himself and other

FUNCEME meteorologists as credible forecasters is to emphasize links be-

tween FUNCEME and other international scientific institutions and  re-

searchers.  By participating in the global scientific community, FUNCEME me-
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teorologists can claim access to the latest knowledge and technological devel-

opments, which, as mentioned above, is an important component of authority.

Just as certain rain prophets point to the interest of national and international

media as markers of their credibility, Namir talks about collaborations with

foreign researchers to bolster FUNCEME's position.  Below is an example from

an event in 2005 where Namir was speaking to a group of urban businessmen

in Fortaleza.  Caio Lóssio Botelho (mentioned in Chapter Four) and two rain

prophets were also invited to make predictions at the meeting. 

(51) Namir, addressing businessmen, Fortaleza, 2005

Eu sou previsor, eu trabalho com a operação, a parte operacional,
portanto, a gente trabalha com o que a ciência tem de mais novo, mais
moderno. Estamos sempre nos atualizando e também a Organização Me-
teorológica Mundial, com sede em Genebra, financia a participação de
meteorologistas, o intercâmbio, eh, com outros países, até mesmo a nos-
sa participação nos centros de meteorologia dos outros países. Eu tive o
privilégio, de passar seis meses no Centro Nacional de Meteorologia em
Washington, onde eu trouxe muito conhecimento, muitas técnicas de
previsão. 

A nossa previsão climática, ela é feita, utilizando o que tem de
mais novo, o que tem de melhor, na ciência, a nível mundial. É tanto que
nos dias 19 a 21 de janeiro, nós tivemos reunidos isso, anualmente nós
fizemos um workshop reunindo centros de meteorologia do mundo todo,
onde todos os centros trazem os seus modelos, claro que todos rodado
com os nossos dados.... São públicas, para o mundo todo. A Organização
Meteorológica Mundial mantém uma linha chamada GTS onde fluem os
dados meteorológicos do mundo todo. Então, estivemos aqui reunidos
com o pessoal do Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais, do INPE, do
Instituto de Astronomia e Geodesia, da USP, do International Research
Institute for Climate, que é um órgão da Universidade de Columbia que
foi criado para estudo do clima no mundo todo, inclusive, foi presidido
por um colega brasileiro, Antônio Divino Moura, que esteve... fez seu
doutorado com distinção nos Estados Unidos e, ficou presidindo esse in-
stituto por muitos anos. O Instituto Nacional de Meteorologia, de Brasília,
o United Kingdom Met Office, que é o centro britânico, que esteve pre-
sente esse ano também, um colega que está fazendo pós-doutorado na
Universidade de Yale, e também modelos da NOAA, que é a Agência
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Americana de Oceanos e Atmosfera, e da NASA, que tem também seu
centro de clima, em Washington.  

Então, modelos, existem só estatísticos: os estocásticos e os
numéricos. De 93 pra cá, o mais moderno na área de previsão, são os
modelos numéricos.... Hoje, a FUNCEME conta também com alguns
modelos numéricos regionais.... Nós temos mais de 50 computadores em
série, rodando esses modelos de previsão de tempo, que é de curto pra-
zo, e de previsão de clima.... 

O consenso, tirado nessa reunião, diante de todos os fatores, é de
que nós teríamos ou teremos, probabilisticamente, a seguinte conclusão:
25% para ser um ano chuvoso, 35% para ser um ano normal e 45% para
um ano seco. Então, a conclusão que teríamos, teremos um ano de nor-
mal a seco uma grande variabilidade espacial e temporal típico nos anos
secos, ou normais, tendo em vista que, nos anos chuvosos, as chuvas são
bem distribuídas ao longo de todo o Estado. Então, essa é a expectativa
pro primeiro prognóstico feito pela FUNCEME, em conjunto com essas
outras entidades.

                                                                     

I am a “predicter”.  I work with the operations, the operational
part, therefore, we work with the newest and most modern that science
has to offer.  We are always updating and also, the World Meteorological
Organization, with its seat in Geneva, finances the participation of meteo-
rologists, the exchange with other countries, even our participation in
meteorology centers in other countries.  I had the privilege to spend six
months at the National Meteorology Center in Washington where I
brought back a lot of knowledge, a lot of prediction techniques.  

Our climate prediction is made using the newest, the best of sci-
ence at the world class level.  It is such that from the 19th to the 21st of
January we were gathered to have the annual workshop bringing togeth-
er centers of meteorology from all over the world where all the centers
bring their models, of course all of them running with our data.... They
are public, for the whole world.  The World Meteorological Organization
maintains a line called GTS through which meteorological data from the
whole world flows.  So we were all gathered here with the people from
the National Institute of Space Research, INPE, from the Institute of As-
tronomy and Geodesics, from USP, from the International Research Insti-
tute for Climate, which is at the University of Columbia that was created
to study climate in the whole world, and a Brazilian colleague, ADM was
even the president.  He did his doctorate with distinction in the United
States and was the president of this Institute for many years.  The National
Institute of Meteorology in Brasilia, the United Kingdom Met Office,
which is the British center that was here this year as well, a colleague
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who is doing a post-doctorate at Yale University and also the models
from NOAA, which is the American Agency of Oceans and Atmosphere,
and from NASA which also has its climate center in Washington.  

So, models, there are only statistical: stochastic and numerical.
Since '93, the most modern in the area of prediction are the numerical
models....  Today, FUNCEME also uses some regional numerical mod-
els... We have more than fifty computers in a series, running these mod-
els for weather prediction, which is short term, and for climate predic-
tion....

The consensus from this meeting taking into consideration all
these factors is that we would have or will have probabilistically the fol-
lowing conclusion:  25% that it will be a rainy year, 35% that it will be a
normal year, and 45% for a dry year.  So, the conclusion we came to is
that we would have, we will have a normal to dry year, a great spatial
and temporal variability typical in dry or normal years, keeping in mind
that, in rainy years, the rain is well distributed along the whole state. So,
this is the expectation for the first forecast done by FUNCEME in conjuc-
tion with these other entities. 

Note the multiple references to foreign institutions such as the World

Meteorological Organization, the National Meteorology Center and the U.K.

Met Office that are given as evidence that FUNCEME is at the 'world class lev-

el.'  Even at the Meetings of the Rain Prophets where evaluations of authority

and credibility are strongly biased toward local experience, Namir mentions

these international connections.  While the scientific legitimacy of FUNCEME

as an institution is externally validated, Namir builds up his own personal

credibility among farmers by making a point of mentioning his experience

with agriculture growing up on a farm, wearing casual clothes, using some

colloquial expressions, and talking with them before and after the event.

Namir says he likes going to the Meetings because he is interested in talking

with the rain prophets and has an appreciation for the empirical observations

they make.
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(52) Namir, Meeting of the Rain Prophets, 2006 

É uma satisfação, mais uma vez estar aqui agradecer o convite, feito pelo
Hélder. Nesses dez anos eu acho que oito anos eu pude comparecer,
apenas dois, fui impedido de vir. Mas, é sempre uma satisfação porque,
vindo aqui eu retorno às minhas raízes, né que eu sou do interior origem
do campo, meu pai é agricultor e, a satisfação de poder trazer um pouco
da palavra da ciência, da FUNCEME....

It's a satisfaction to be here once again to thank Hélder for the invitation.
In these ten years I think I was able to attend eight years.  Only twice I
was prevented from coming. But, it's always a satisfaction because, com-
ing here, I return to my roots, you know, because I'm from the interior,
originally from the country.  My father is a farmer, and it's satisfying to be
able to bring a little bit of the word of science, of FUNCEME...

Namir constructs his performance very carefully for the audience of

farmers.  He reports that after several years working in Ceará, he has learned

that he gains more respect and trust if he can identify with them (Taddei

2005:174).  All of this is to get the farmers to listen, understand and believe

what he is is saying because ultimately, he is there as a representative of

FUNCEME and science.  He uses scientific language and explains how meteo-

rology works.  His speech style is expository and informative.  There are no

exhortations, religious references or personal stories like those found in the

rain prophets' predictions.  He presents himself as an expert but also as some-

one who can be trusted according to local criteria.  In this way, Namir com-

bines two distinct discourses, positioning himself locally in the immediate

prediction performance as someone who shares some experiences and a ru-

ral orientation with farmers, and positioning FUNCEME in a global context as

an institution externally recognized for its accurate climate forecasts.
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Rain Prophets:  Individuals Become a Group

A closer look should be taken at how the people known as profetas da

chuva constitute a group.  There is no formal socialization process, nor any rit-

ual of initiation.  Outside of Quixadá, where the annual Meeting of the Rain

Prophets takes place, there are no regular gatherings where they come to-

gether as rain prophets.  Many do not even call themselves rain prophets or

any of the other names used to refer to this category of indigenous weather

forecasters.  While there are some characteristics common to the majority,

there is a significant amount of variation in indivdual methods and prediction

styles.  Rain prophets each come to be known as such through their own per-

sonal history of deeds, words and interactions with other community mem-

bers.  People who are not rain prophets refer to them as a group, emphasizing

certain similarities and erasing certain differences among them according to

their ideologies.  I have done the same in the present study; however, it must

be acknowledged that they do not consider themselves a group, nor do they

act as one.  When they use a first person plural, it refers to groups such as

farmers, sertanejos or Cearenses.  In fact, much is made of their individuality,

with each engaged in his own authentication process.  To be sure, rain

prophets living in the same area are likely to know each other and may have a

history of friendship or rivalry as with any other neighbor.  They may some-

times participate in activities organized for rain prophets, such as the annual

Meeting or another public speaking event, but they do not organize these

events for themselves.  They attend when invited.  Rain prophets are, there-
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fore, not a “group in themselves” in the same way as meteorologists are.

There is no internal regulation of discourse, yet patterns and tendencies can

be found.

One of the defining characteristics of a rain prophet, as demonstrated in

the previous chapter, is recognition from community members.  It is not

enough for someone to simply declare himself a profeta da chuva and go

about making predictions if no one else takes him seriously.  As Chico Mari-

ano observed, 'we are only something according to the people' (a gente só é

alguma coisa pelo povo).  While most rain prophets I met said they had been

interested in the natural 'signs' upon which their predictions are based since

early on in life, they talk about the label 'rain prophet' as an identity they ac-

quired when they gained some public notoriety.  Consider the following nar-

ratives by two of the most well-known rain prophets in Quixadá: Chico Leit-

eiro and Chico Mariano.

(53) Chico Leiteiro, 2005 

Eu, com a idade de dez anos já profetizava aqui, em Quixadá.  Pagava
mensagem na radiadora do finado Adolfo, Adolfo Lopes, Zé dos Santos ...
Tudo isso eu pagava 2 milréis, 3 milréis pra mim anunciar. “Chico, Fran-
cisco Farrapo Pinheiro, avisa que vai começar a chover dia, dia tanto de
janeiro.” Era uma meia hora de programa de profeta, era. Aqui, na radi-
adora. Porque, em Quixadá, não tinha rádio. Era só três fone, nera, de
mercado. Aí, eu botava e o pessoal: “Rapaz, quem é esse Chico, o Chico
Cândido, Francisco Farrapo Pinheiro?” Eu era rapazote, rapazote, 11
ano, 12 ano, 13 ano. Aí, começava a sair só Asa Branca. Aí, quando mar-
caram aquela data que eu fazia aquelas previsões, as experiências,
quando dava fé, a chuva chegava. “Mas, Chico, você acertou” Aí, pronto.
Aí, foi indo, foi indo.  Depois, eu ali, com o Amadeu filho, que trabalha na
rádio Cultura, que é professor, né, professor de Quixadá que mora aqui
na Baviera, ele disse: 

“Chico, você já viu o seu nome no jornal?” 
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Eu disse: “Não, nunca vi não.” 

“Pois tem.” 

“Como? Como, Amadeu?” 

“Tem. Tá aqui. Aí, poram aqui: 'Profeta de Quixadá, Francisco Farrapo
Pinheiro'” 

“Rapaz, quem mandou botar?” 

“Não, o pessoal que botaram.” 

Porque eu não sabia, não sabia.  Aí, foi aumentando, desenvolvendo. Aí,
pronto.  Aí, começou, foi se espalhando, e, aí, começou haver Encontro
dos Profetas.  Porque não existia. 

                                                                     

I, at ten years of age, was already prophesying here in Quixadá.  I used
to pay for messages on the radio station of Adolfo, Adolfo Lopes, Zé dos
Santos... All that.  I paid 2 milréis, 3 milréis to make my announcement.26

“Chico, Francisco Farrapo Pinheiro announces that it will begin to rain on
such-and-such day of January.”  It was a half hour program for prophets,
it was.  Here on the radio... So I put [the announcements] and the people:
“Man, who is this Chico, Chico Cândido, Francisco Farrapo Pinheiro?”  I
was just a kid, a kid, 11 years old, 12 years old, 13 years old....Then,
when they marked that day that I made those predictions, the experi-
ments, when they checked, the rain came.  “But Chico, you're right.”
Then that was it.  Then it kept going and going.  After that, I was there
with Amadeu Júnior who worked at Radio Cultura, who's a teacher you
know, teacher from Quixadá who works here in Baviera.  He said:

“Chico, have you seen your name in the newspaper?”

I said:  “No, I've never seen it.”

“Well, it's there.”

“How?  How Amadeu?”

“It's there.  Here it is.  So they put it here: 'Prophet from Quixadá, Francis-
co Farrapo Pinheiro.'”

“Man, who told them to put it in there?”

“No, the people put it in.”

26 This is not at all usual and can likely be attributed to a youthful desire to

show off.  Rain prophets who announce predictions on the radio nowadays

are normally invited by the show's host.
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Because I didn't know.  I didn't know.  So then it was increasing, develop-
ing.  And there you have it.  Then it all started.  It spread and then the
Meeting of the Rain Prophets started happening.  Because it didn't exist.

In both Chico Leiteiro's and Chico Mariano's cases, their active engage-

ment with the media was instrumental in promoting them to the status of rain

prophet.  Chico Mariano was born in 1934, the eldest of thirteen siblings, nine

of whom died in infancy.  His family was poor, living off their small garden

plots and whatever wages his father could earn as a farm labourer.  Chico

Mariano used to help his father in the fields and says that his mother and father

would tell him about signs of rain or drought as they prepared for the growing

season.  Chico Mariano's mother reports that as a child he was interested in

the stars and would make predictions even then.  At first she thought he was

lying but then she realized that many times what he said was correct.  He

spent long hours exploring nature in the bush and in the fields, often neglect-

ing his chores.  

In 1951, his father lost the crops to drought and decided to move up into

the mountains where he believed there would be more rain.  This type of mi-

gration was common as people went looking for better conditions.  Chico

Mariano says that although he had been paying attention to the environmental

changes and the signs for a few years already, he did not tell anyone.  As the

family walked through the sertão, on their way toward Quixadá, he observed

changes in vegetation as well as the behavior of birds, animals and insects.

Thus, it was in 1951 that Chico Mariano began making rain predictions.  He
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had learned to predict from his own experience and from what his parents

and old people said.  

As an adult, Chico Mariano would offer his predictions in conversation if

someone asked him his opinion, but it was not until 1997 that his identity as a

rain prophet was really established.  Significantly, his identity as “Chico Mari-

ano the rain prophet” came into being as a rival of FUNCEME and this opposi-

tion has been reproduced in discourse over the last decade.  He says:

I told the people the prediction, but without notifying the press or any-
thing like that.  I would give the news to the neighbor:  “Fulano, it going
to rain like this or that”... to people who were my friends, I would say.  To
those who paid attention... the other would say:  “That's just talk, right?”
But when it came out, one time a scientist put it in the newspaper,  it
seems that it was in '97, that it would be a drought and then they discov-
ered somehow that I knew.  So then the journalist called on me.

“Man, I don't like to say, but for you it's the first time I'm going to say.”

“Will there be inverno?”

“Yes there will.  On the 20th of January it will start to rain.”

The scientist was at the newspaper.  He published the paper with me dis-
puting with him and FUNCEME who were both saying that it was drought.
And there really was an inverno and there was a rain of 276 millimetres
there in Fortaleza that year.  So then they lost.  They believe very much in
what I say. [Martins 2006:55-56, my translation] 

Once their reputation as rain prophets has been established, it is main-

tained through ongoing processes of authentication.  One way this is achieved

is by referring to their lifelong interest in nature and the traditional signs.

Broad and deep knowledge of the ecosystem is associated with being a rain

prophet, and in rural areas, this kind of knowledge is believed to come from

experience and suffering.
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(54) Secretary of Agriculture, Tauá, 2003

Aqui, olha, cada cidadão da nossa região aqui, com mais de 60, 70 anos é
um profeta em potencial.  Porque ele já aprendeu no seu sofrimento das
secas essas, essas observações.  Quer dizer, já foi obrigado, já recebeu
do pai, já recebeu do avô, essa fonte de informação, né.  E ele alavanca-
do pela irregularidade das quadras chuvosa, ele já aprendeu a cultivar
isso aí.  Então cada cidadão 65, 70 anos aqui, agricultor, que é predom-
inância dessa região, é um profeta em potencial.

Here, look, each citizen in our region here who is more than 60, 70 years
old is a potential prophet.  Because he has already learned through his
suffering in the droughts these, these observations.  I mean, he was al-
ready forced to, he already received from his father, he already received
from his grandfather this source of information, right?  And he, stimulated
by the irregularity of the rainy season, he already learned how to culti-
vate this.  So, every citizen 65, 70 years old here, farmer―which is the
predominance in this region―is a potential prophet.

We learned in Chapter Three that people talk about suffering as an identifying

element of sertanejos.  Here are some examples from my data.

(55)  

A gente nasceu nesse sertão sofrido.

We were born in this suffering sertão.

Somos um povo sofrido.

We are a suffering people.

Já sofri muito na minha vida.

I have suffered a lot in my life. 

Nossos agricultores queridos, sofredores do nosso sertão...

Our dear farmers, sufferers of our sertão...

O nordestino sempre sofre um pouquinho.

The Northeasterner always suffers a little bit.
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Farmers in particular are said to suffer greatly, especially during times of

drought.  Acceptance of the rain prophets' authority as experts is based on a

foundation of some shared environmental knowledge produced through com-

mon experiences of farming and suffering.  That is, farmers understand the

types of signs used in the predictions and accept them as legitimate knowl-

edge because of their own personal interactions with the natural environment

that they can draw on for verification.  As was shown in the previous chapter,

some farmers know as many signs for rain as rain prophets, and this is at-

tributed to the lived experience of suffering as a farmer.

(56) rain prophet João Ferreira de Lima referring to his friend, 2006

Trabalha na agricultura tem muita experiência ele também. Tem muito
experiência. O homem da agricultura sofrido, sabe de tudo quanto.

He works in agriculture, he has a lot of experience too.  He has a lot of
experience.  The suffering man of agriculture knows just as much [as a
rain prophet].  

For example, Chico Mariano claims to know all the signs in nature for

making predictions because he has experience suffering through drought.

The association between drought, suffering and knowledge emerges in the

context of changes in the ecosystem that occur during drought.  The idea is

that animals, birds, insects, and other living things perceive that drought is

developing and modify their behavior; for example, by not reproducing, by

migrating, or by becoming inactive.  Humans living in the sertão also develop

this kind of perception because they suffer like the other creatures, often re-

sponding in similar ways.  It is not only physical suffering brought on by
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drought, but emotional suffering as well that creates such powerful associa-

tions with these ecosystemic changes.  Rain prophets learn how to interpret

signs in the natural world around them as their feelings and activities are in-

tertwined with it so completely.  This experiential knowledge thus becomes

part of the cultural model of prediction (as stated in the second proposition:

“Predictions are derived from human experiences and perceptions”).

(57) Chico Mariano with other rain prophets, 2005

Eu conheço todas experiência. Eu fui acostumado sofrer com seca, viver
do pesado, em seca, dar um dia de serviço pra comer em seca, ter o de
comer naquele dia de serviço.

I know all the signs.  I got used to suffering with drought, to live in hard-
ship, in drought, to give a day's work in order to eat during drought, to
have something to eat on that day of work.

Suffering is, thus, expected of farmers in the sertão and is a sign of au-

thenticity of rain prophets.  The Christian faith figures prominently in the

meaning of suffering in that people believe suffering is rewarded by God.  As

one farmer points out:  “Only those who suffer go to God.  It's not by having

money or anything else, that we go to God.”  Faith in God alleviates the emo-

tional pain of suffering because people believe there is a divine purpose to it.

The process of authentication is intersubjective in that once public

recognition has legitimized someone as a rain prophet, attention increases

and the scope of recognition is widened to include those outside the commu-

nity.  This, in turn, further authenticates the prophet's credibility because ob-

servers deduce that he must be the real thing if others whose opinions are re-

spected, such as researchers or reporters, seem to support his authority.  The
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prophet can then claim legitimacy based not only on his experience and suc-

cess but on the public recognition that grants him authority.  

This co-construction of a rain prophet's identity is clearly illustrated in

the following exerpt from an interview with Evaldo, a member of Chico Mari-

ano's family who lives in the capital city.  He reasons that Chico Mariano must

really be able to predict rain as an authentic rain prophet because if he were

faking, it would have been discovered by now; moreover, reporters and re-

searchers would not be interested in him if there were not some truth to his

predictions.  In both of these arguments, authentication depends on some oth-

er authority to make the decision, rather than on Evaldo's personal observa-

tions or judgements of Chico Mariano's accuracy.  According to Evaldo, these

other authorities with the power to determine authenticity include university

professors and other researchers.  He distinguishes these people from the

common masses who might believe anything, signalling a division along class

and education lines that ascribes gullibility to the uneducated majority.  Eval-

do suggests that there is no money to be made from predictions so there is no

motive to lie.  Such a statement reflects an ideological view that poor people

are more honest and that making money is a common motive for dishonesty,

both ideas that will be discussed more later.  

(58) Evaldo, foster brother of Chico Mariano, 2005 

É tem muitos lá. Agora ele é porque ele se destacou mais né?
Porque o que ele fala realmente, tem mais lógica né. Tá tendo mais lógi-
ca de que o que os demais falam né.  Deve ser por isso.  Já vem mais ou
menos com uns dez anos que ele vem com isso. 
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Aí tem gente que acha que, isso é bobagem que é, uma coincidên-
cia ou até mentira dele né.  Mas logicamente, a pessoa não pode enga-
nar, pelo menos, assim uma região toda. Porque onde ele mora ele é
muito tem muita credibilidade... Eu acho que se ele fosse um charlatão,
uma pessoa que quisesse enganar―mesmo porque ele não precisa disso
né?―já tinham descoberto, já tinham já tinham dito: “Ah esse aí é um en-
ganador é uma pessoa que tá querendo se aproveitar.” Né?  Mesmo
porque ele não ganha pra isso.  Não tem fins lucrativos.... 

Não é só o povo mesmo o povo, o povão assim comum que leva fé.
São pessoas estudiosas como no caso você e pessoas de lá como daqui
também faculdades né?  Veio gente da USP aqui já atrás dele né, de São
Paulo. E da faculdade da, da universidade daqui Federal do Ceará né?
Da do como é o nome do órgão? Que eu não me lembro agora né. Que já
foram atrás dele também a respeito disso. Então eu acho assim, que não
é só pessoas bobas, que levam fé no trabalho dele. São pessoas estu-
diosas pessoas que têm conhecimento sobre a coisa. Entendeu? Então eu
acho que, por isso eu levo fé. Eu tenho assim eu tenho uma certa, eu acho
que isso tem lógica, entendeu?  no que ele fala no que ele diz. Porque é
um dom natural dele. É uma coisa que ele nasceu com isso. Não é que
foram ensinar nem que dizer nem que contaram é ele que tem mesmo,
por experiência própria né?  Então é por isso. ... Aí a velhice não atrapal-
ha a cultura da pessoa. 

                                                                     

Yeah, there are a lot [of rain prophets] there.  Now him [Chico
Mariano] it's because he has distinguished himself more, right?  Because
what he says is really- it's more logical.  It's more logical than what the
rest say.  It must be for this reason.  It's been more or less ten years that
he's been doing this.  

So there are people who think that this is silly, that it's coincidence
or that he's lying, right?  But logically, a person can't fool everyone, at
least not the whole region, because where he lives he has a lot of credi-
bility.... I think that if he were a charlatan, someone who wanted to de-
ceive―because he really doesn't need to do that―they would've already
found him out. They would've already said, “Ah, this guy is a big deceiv-
er, a person trying to take advantage of others.” Right?  Because he
doesn't make any money for this.  There are no lucrative ends.... 

It's not just the masses, the people, the common people who be-
lieve.  It's studious people like in your case and people from there and
also from here where there are also universities.  People from USP [Uni-
versity of São Paulo] have already come here after him, you know, from
São Paulo.  And from the Federal University of Ceará.  From the, what's
the name of that institution?  I can't remember now, OK.  They have come
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to talk to him about this too.  So I think like, it's not only dumb people who
have faith in his work.  There are studious people who have knowledge
about the topic.  Understand?  So I think that for this reason I have faith.  I
have a certain, I think this has logic, understand? What he says.  Because
it's his natural gift.  It's something he was born with.  It's not that they
taught him, nor that they told him.  It's just him who has it from his own
experience, OK.  So that's why.... And old age does not hinder a person's
knowledge.

While Chico Mariano is arguably the most well-known rain prophet in

Quixadá, he is not necessarily the one with the most credibility.  He has a

large following, but for some people, he only performs his predictions to seek

attention and he is no better nor worse than the rest.  For instance, he has

been accused of deliberately making controversial statements to the press,

knowing that they will play up any conflicts or hints of drama.  

(59) Nelson, audience member at Meeting of the Rain Prophets, 2005

Eu só não gosto do Chico Mariano. Ele é muito vaidoso. Ele acha que é o
único que acerta quando ele é quem mais erra.  Ele gosta de se exibir e
a mída dá muita atenção a ele.

The only one I don't like is Chico Mariano.  He is too vain.  He thinks he is
the only one who ever gets it right but he is the one who makes the most
mistakes.  He likes to show off and the press gives him a lot of attention.

Chico Mariano reacts to such accusations by welcoming the challenge

to make the disbelievers believe.  Thus while external recognition can bolster

one's credibility, it also exposes one to criticism.

Annual Meeting of the Rain Prophets

One of the main reasons I chose Quixadá as a field site is because of the

annual 'Meeting of the Rain Prophets' (Encontro dos Profetas da Chuva) that
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takes place on the second Saturday of January.  The 2006 Meeting was the cel-

ebration of the tenth anniversary of the event, which has steadily grown into a

media spectacle.  There are several versions of how the event originated and

what it means in its current form.  Indeed, the Meeting offers rich opportuni-

ties for analysis of performance and identity construction.  At this unique inter-

section of socio-cultural, political, ecological, religious and emotional con-

texts, rain prophets, FUNCEME, farmers, representatives of print and broad-

cast media, and an assortment of other interested onlookers interact and talk

about rain, agriculture and each other.  In this section, I look at some of the

“tactics of intersubjectivity” (Bucholtz 2003; Bucholtz and Hall 2004) employed

in the construction of these identities.

The basic format of the event has not changed since it began eleven

years ago.  It takes place in mid January when all of the signs and experiments

have been interpreted but before the rains really begin.  A number of rain

prophets from the area are invited to announce their predictions in front of an

audience.  Other rain prophets who turn up are also encouraged to come for-

ward and speak.  The only one not from the sertão is Luiz Gonzaga, who

comes from the coastal city of Camocim.  FUNCEME is always invited to send

a representative and a meteorologist goes to talk about their methods and ex-

pectations for the season.  The other main speaker is Caio Lóssio Botelho, the

retired geography professor introduced earlier.  The event usually takes the

whole morning and ends with lunch.
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According to the Organizers

According to Hélder Cortêz, the main organizer of the event and master

of ceremonies, he came up with the idea to hold a meeting of the local rain

prophets in 1997, while working for the water company, CAGECE.  Here is

how he describes how it all began.

(60) Hélder 

Bom, a idéia surgiu- Em 1992, eu fui transferido pra trabalhar aqui
em Quixadá, pela minha empresa e nesse mesmo ano surgiu a cólera em
Quixadá, uma epidemia violenta. Foi pega de surpresa.  E como fun-
cionário da minha empresa de saneamento, a gente participou com a
municipalidade de todo um trabalho de combate à cólera, à epidemia. E
aí, ficamos conhecidos no município. E, logicamente, eles associavam o
Hélder Cortêz a CAGECE e, logicamente, à água. E andando pela
cidade, eles já me conhecendo com intimidade, eles me desafiavam e
me diziam: “Doutor, este ano o senhor vai ter dificuldade de abastecer a
cidade. Não vai chover.” Então, por onde eu andava. Ou então, outro
ano, diziam: “Esse ano vai ser moleza pro senhor.  Vai ter muita chuva. O
Cedro vai encher e o senhor vai ter tranqüilidade pra sua empresa.” As-
sim foi no meu dentista, no meu barbeiro, foi no mercado central, onde
eu faço a compra das carne, né, no contador, nos amigos, nas rodas... 

E aí, de tanto eu ser provocado, às vezes, eu tava na minha empre-
sa, eles passavam lá pra dar por escrito as previsões deles. Numa re-
união do Rotary Club, tava presente o José Ocara, na época, o prefeito
era Jatobá, e tava presente também o presidente do Rotary Club, que é o
Bento, e lançamos a idéia. Eles me encorajaram, eu lancei a idéia, e
naquele momento, o Rotary Club abriu as portas, a CDL também e a
prefeitura, através do seu prefeito que era membro, né, do Rotary, der-
am apoio. Nós tínhamos conhecimento que o Dr. Celso era rotariano,
amigo do Henrique Lopes, e o Henrique ligou pro Dr. Celso pra dar
uma- fazer um evento já com esse formato que vocês viram hoje. E aí, eu
tive a idéia também de escrever pra FUNCEME. Não sei se eles viriam:
“Vou ficar perto dos profetas, né?” E, lá do Rotary Club, nasceu essa
idéia e, pra nossa surpresa, a FUNCEME veio, o Celso veio, e aparecer-
am timidamente 12 profetas. No final do encontro, já tinha 18. Mas não
quiseram pronunciar a sua presença.  Naquele momento, eu fazia o
seguinte: a cada profeta, eu cadastrei e registrei suas profecias em que
se baseavam os seus experimento. No primeiro encontro, foi longo
porque cada um dizia o seu nome, sua origem e em que se baseavam
suas profecias. Nos demais, não havia a necessidade de repetir as suas-
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em que se baseavam o seu experimento, porque todo mundo já con-
hecia. E ele, aí, foi ganhando vulto, ganhando dimensão maiores, a so-
ciedade de Quixadá prestigiou, todos os membros do Rotary Club vin-
ham para o encontro - vem - e a CDL também. 

E hoje, nós temos esse encontro, né, cada vez mais... melhor orga-
nizado, cada vez melhor estruturado. E a grande concepção era, vocês já
imaginaram da cidade seca do sertão do Ceará, nós termos a previsão
do inverno do ano feita por profetas - que cada um, são individuais as
suas previsões - da FUNCEME e do Celso, que é uma pessoa conhecida,
respeitada no Ceará, sobre o assunto?  E foi um privilégio. O município
adotou. E eu até já pensei sair da frente do encontro, deixar que o
próprio município e as universidades da cidade, que dêem con-
tinuidade. Mas eles sempre solicitam a nossa presença, nós continu-
amos, e hoje, a nossa satisfação é a gente ver o movimento maravilhoso
que é esse encontro. 

                                                                     

Well, the idea came up in 1992.  I was transferred to work here in
Quixadá by my company and at that time, cholera broke out in Quixadá,
a violent epidemic.  It took us by surprise.  And as a worker with the sani-
tation company, we worked together with the município to combat
cholera, the epidemic.  So then we became known in the município.  And
logically, they associated Hélder Cortêz with CAGECE and logically with
water.  And walking through the city, they already knew me well, they
challenged me and said, “Sir, this year you will have difficulty supplying
the city with water.  It's not going to rain.”  So, wherever I went.  Or else
another would say, “This year will be a piece of cake for you. There will
be a lot of rain.” The Cedro reservoir is going to fill up and you will have
it easy for your company.”  That's how it was at my dentist's, at my bar-
ber's, in the central market, where I buy meat, at the accountant's, with
friends... 

And then, after being provoked so much, sometimes, I was at my
company, they dropped by to give me their written predictions.  At a Ro-
tary Club meeting, José Ocara was present, the mayor was Jatobá and
there was also the president of the Rotary Club, Bento, and we threw out
the idea.  They encouraged me, I threw out the idea and at that moment,
the Rotary Club opened its doors, the CDL too and the city council,
through its mayor from the Rotary, gave support.  We knew that Dr. Caio
Lóssio was a Rotarian, friend of Henrique Lopes and Henrique called Dr.
Caio to make an event with this format that you see today.  And then I had
the idea to write to FUNCEME.  I didn't know if they'd come:  “I'm going
to be close to the prophets, right?”  And there in the Rotary this idea was
born and to our surprise, FUNCEME came, Caio Lóssio came and twelve
prophets timidly showed up.  At the end of the Meeting, there were al-
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ready 18.  But they didn't want to announce their presence.  At that time I
did the following:  each prophet I registered his prophecies and what
they based their experiments on.  At the first Meeting, it was long be-
cause each one said his name, his origin and what he based his prophe-
cies on.  At the rest, it wasn't necessary to repeat the basis of their exper-
iments because everyone already knew.  And then it gained momentum,
got bigger dimensions, the society of Quixadá lent it prestige, all the
members of the Rotary Club came to the Meeting, the CDL as well.  

And today, we have this Meeting, every time more, better orga-
nized, each time better structured.  And the big concept was: can you
imagine from a dry city in the sertão of Ceará, we have a prediction for
the inverno of the year made by prophets, that each one- they have indi-
vidual predictions―from FUNCEME and from Caio Lóssio, who is a well-
known person, respected in Ceará, on the topic?  And it was a privilege.
The município adopted it.  And I even thought of giving up the lead of the
Meeting, leaving it to the município and the universities of the city for
them to continue it.  But they always solicit my presence so I continue and
today, my satisfaction is that I can see the wonderful movement that is
this Meeting.

When asked what the purpose of the Meeting is, Hélder replies that it is

to preserve popular culture and to advise local businessmen about the com-

ing rainy season so they can plan according to expected consumer behavior.

The latter reason is ostensibly why the event is sponsored by the Shopowners

Association (CDL) which makes the auditorium in their building available and

provides financial support for things like food and transportation for some of

the rain prophets to get to town from the outlying villages.  During a drought,

businesses suffer because the bulk of the customers depend on agriculture for

their income.  When they have no money because crops fail and there are no

jobs as labourers, they cannot buy things.  Therefore, the local businessmen

are eager to find out whether to expect rain or drought so that they can make

projections for their economic activity.  Paulo Costa, one of the original partic-

ipating rain prophets, states in his version of the Meeting's origins that it is
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proper that the CDL should be the main sponsor of the event since the predic-

tions are helpful to business.

(61) rain prophet Paulo Costa, 2005 

Eu sou um dos primeiros elementos, eu Chico Leiteiro e o Chico
Mariano. Somos os três, que nós fazia o Dr. Hélder- Eu vou explicar bem
direitinho como, veio a primeira vez. O Hélder, que era o gerente da
CAGECE e aqui passou um período de poucas chuvas ele soube que
aqui tinha gente que fazia essas previsões, e eu inserido nisso. Aí:
“Paulão quando é que chove?”  Digo: “Hélder vai chover dia tal a dia
tal.” Eu sempre dou um periodozinho e chovia. Isso um ano. Quando foi
no terceiro ano que ele pegou ele disse: “Não rapaz agora vocês vão me
dizer como é que vocês fazem isso.” Ele organizou o material chamou os
três pra sala dele e disse: “Nós vamos fazer agora um encontro porque
isso aqui é interessante.” Aí começou a fazer. Agora só, que eu fazia isso
como o meu pai fazia e ninguém tomava conhecimento de que, ele fazia
essas coisas. Você deve ficar sempre no anonimato, resguardado pela
sua privacidade. E então eu tive que abrir o jogo de onde é que eu tiro
como é que eu faço. Começou através do Hélder, em função disso. Aí ele
foi convidou o CDL, pro CDL ser exatamente a pessoa, uma câmara de
comerciantes, e o inverno aqui é taxativo e lucro aqui pra pecuária, pro
inverno, pra economia, pra tudo né. Então, o CDL é a pessoa mais re-
sponsável de ser, o bancador da coisa, o organizador da coisa. 

                                                                     

I am one of the first guys:  me, Chico Leiteiro and Chico Mariano.
We are the three that made Dr. Hélder- I will explain in detail how it
came to be the first time.  Hélder, who was the manager of CAGECE and
there was a period of little rain here.  And he knew that there were peo-
ple who made these predictions here and I was involved in this.  So:
“Paulo, buddy, when is it going to rain?”  I say:  “Hélder, it's going to rain
from this day to that day.” I always give a little period and it rains.  This
was one year.  When it was the third year he said:  “No man, now you are
going to tell me how you guys do this.”  He organized the material,
called the three of us to his office and said, “We are going to have a
Meeting because this here is interesting.” So then it began.  But the thing
is that I used to do this the way my father did it and nobody knew that he
did these things.  You should always stay anonymous, isolated in your
privacy.  So then I had to let the cat out of the bag about where I got this,
how I do it.  It started with Hélder like this.  Then he invited the CDL be-
cause the CDL is exactly the one, a chamber of commerce, and the inver-
no here is taxing and lucrative here for cattle raising, for inverno, for the
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economy, for everything, right?  So, the CDL is the most responsible enti-
ty to be the financier of the thing, the organizer of the thing.

Note that in Paulo's version, Hélder came to ask the rain prophets for

their predictions while in Hélder's narrative, he says they came to him.  Each

speaker put himself in the position of authority by being the one to whom the

others come.  This illustrates an interesting power dynamic in which Hélder

and Paulo each make it seem as if he is doing the other a favor by becoming

involved in the Meeting. The question of who benefits from the event is one I

explore further below.

Hélder makes a point during the Meetings of saying that the hosts are

the rain prophets and that the event is to honour them. He proudly recounts

the evolution of the Meeting from a small gathering of a dozen rain prophets to

the large media event with international appeal that it has become.  Hélder

and José describe how they are making history by bringing together science

and traditional knowledge. They plan to continue to hold the event each year

and José hopes that one day they will be able to secure funding so that they

can invite rain prophets from other regions.  Hélder disagrees, preferring that

rain prophets maintain their “natural” way of predicting for their fellow com-

munity members.  They emphasize that anyone who wants to give his predic-

tion is welcome to do so, not only the well-known ones who are invited.  The

goal is to encourage new and other rain prophets to perpetuate the tradition

and to build public awareness of this cultural heritage. 

(62) Hélder, Meeting of the Rain Prophets, 2005
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Esse encontro, eu diria que somos nós, pessoas urbanas, querendo hom-
enageá-lo, valorizá-lo, resgatar essa cultura, motivá-lo, incentivar surgir
novos, que isso continue. Nós não queremos nem até que venham todos
os profetas pra cá mesmo não. Queremos que continue lá, naturalmente,
lá, na comunidade, no anonimato, cada um fazendo seus estudos e dando
suas previsões. 

This Meeting, I would say that we are urban people wanting to pay
homage to it, value it, preserve this culture, motivate it, give incentive for
new ones to emerge, so that this will continue.  We don't even want all
the prophets to come here.  We want them to continue there, naturally, in
the community, anonymously, each one doing his studies and giving his
predictions.

This statement echoes the government's discourse in which rain prophets are

part of a folkloric tradition that should be preserved and which is seen not to

change, except in the sense of deterioration through loss of practitioners.

There is a distinction between the modern urban centers and the traditional

rural communities.

Class Differences

The organizers construct the Meeting as an important event.  They call

the media to give it local, regional and national coverage.  They bring it up in

conversation months ahead, building up expectations in the population.  Many

rain prophets are invited and efforts are made to ensure their participation.

They make arrangements to have other entertainment such as singers and

dancers and, in 2006, a professional announcer was brought in.  He made a

point of announcing the names of prestigious guests in the audience like uni-

versity professors and researchers, foreign visitors, politicians, local authori-

ties, heads of associations, whose mere presence marks the importance of the
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event.  Symbolic objects such as a banner, t-shirts, plaques and certificates

with the title of the Meeting written on them are prepared as outward displays

of the event's enduring significance.

FUNCEME and Caio Lóssio Botelho, often referred to as “the scientists”,

are categorized as guests, while the rain prophets are described as hosts.

This is Hélder's explanation of why the scientists are always the first to give

their predictions.  Looking at speaker order in terms of social class, the hierar-

chy of power is created.  Hélder begins the way public meetings usually be-

gin in Brazil:  with opening remarks and an introduction of local authorities

and distinguished guests who are called to sit at the head table.  Typically, this

includes the mayor or deputy mayor, José Ocara who is a co-organizer, the

current president of the CDL, Dr. Caio Lóssio Botelho, the FUNCEME repre-

sentative, and at least one person from the local government, such as the Sec-

retary of Agriculture.  The mayor gives a welcoming address and then one of

the rain prophets is called to lead everyone in reciting the Lord's Prayer.  

The predictions begin with FUNCEME, then Caio Lóssio Botelho, and

then the rain prophets.  Hélder sometimes asks the audience who they want to

hear from first but the result is always that the “scientists” go before the rain

prophets.  The floor is first given to the local government, then to the educated

scientists and last to the rain prophets.  Within the group of rain prophets,

there is a hierarchy as well.  The first to speak is Luiz Gonzaga, the amateur

meteorologist.  Renato Lima Souza is also among the first and he claims to be

different from the other rain prophets because he conducts research and
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makes systematic observations.  He does not rely on intuition nor does he do

any of the traditional experiments.  The rest of the rain prophets are called up

in no particular order, but some are given special introductions by Hélder and

often Chico Mariano is among the last to speak.  Speaking last is considered a

privileged position among those who request it because then no one can copy

their prediction and furthermore, by requesting to be last, they are asserting

beforehand that they will not be influenced by the others.  After the desginat-

ed “last speaker” there may be a couple of others who come up unexpectedly

but they are lesser known prophets, often making a first appearance.  By this

time, some of the audience members are already leaving.

This hierarchy based on prediction method, background and reputation

for accuracy is created beyond the Meetings as well.  Whenever an outsider

comes looking for rain prophets to do a story, the same group is interviewed.

Others may be included, especially if some of the more popular ones are un-

available, but there is clearly a privileged group.  Chico Leiteiro, Chico Mari-

ano, Antonio Lima, Joaquim Muqueca and Chico Leite Filho get the most atten-

tion. They were all featured in a recent book on the rain prophets (Martins

2006), in a documentary film (Moura 2006), in two doctoral dissertations in An-

thropology (Taddei 2005 and my present work), an honours thesis in History

(Lemos 2000), and countless news reports over the last decade.   Each genera-

tion has its celebrities.  Before these, there were other famous rain prophets

such as Joaquim Roque de Macedo (Galeno 1998), Joaca Rolim and Chico Leite

Senior.
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While there is a lot of talk about respecting the rain prophets and want-

ing to preserve their traditional cultural knowledge, the “respect” is limited to

the identity of the rain prophets as being members of a lower social class.  Ev-

idence of the power differential is abundant in both linguistic and non-linguis-

tic practices.

The physical arrangement of people and objects holds symbolic mean-

ing.  There is always a head table set up and audience members are seated in

chairs facing the table.  The head table is comprised of local authorities and

“special guests”, including the FUNCEME meteorologist and Caio Lóssio

Botelho.  The rain prophets usually sit with the audience and are invited to

come up to the front one by one and stand with the microphone.  Hélder, the

master of ceremonies, stands off to one side and passes the microphone back

and forth.  Rain prophets leave the event space to give interviews to the media

or talk with others.  Those at the head table remain seated throughout the en-

tire event.  People recording the proceedings set up their lights, microphones

and other equipment and there is considerable movement of people as they

vie for the best angles to capture image and sound.27  

This arrangement distinguishes the 'scientists' from the rain prophets by

including them at the head table with the authorities and dignitaries, while the

rain prophets are with the audience members.  Despite claims that the event is

to honour the rain prophets, they are not given a position of distinction.  Seg-

regation of the “simple farmers” from the “important people” seems to be ex-

27 See Taddei (2005:138-140) for a similar description of the event.
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pected by everyone.  The event's organizers believe that the rain prophets

would feel out of place if they were treated the same as the “distinguished

guests”.  For example, after the predictions are done and the meeting breaks

up, lunch is provided by the município.  Until 2006, there were two lunches:

one for the rain prophets and one for the others.  In 2005, the rain prophets ate

a simple meal delivered from a local restaurant to a conference room at the

CDL building.  In contrast, the “important people” dined in a restaurant where

there was an abundance of all kinds of barbecued meats, rice, beans, vegeta-

bles and other items of generally better quality than the take-out food given to

the rain prophets.  The “important people” at the 2005 lunch included: most of

the members of the head table, their wives and other family members, the

event's organizers, including the assistant, me and a few other academics, and

some others.  It was a large group of at least twenty people.  

When I was invited to the lunch, I had expected that the rain prophets

would be in attendance as well.  I only learned of their meal at the CDL when I

asked where they were.  Hélder explained that they would be more comfort-

able eating by themselves where they would not feel self-conscious about

their table manners and conversation among the “sophisticated people”.

Hélder's imagined response of the rain prophets categorizes them as socially

inferior, while simultaneously casting himself and the other organizers as

benevolent, having saved them from potential embarassment by providing a

more suitable meal and environment.
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This makes an interesting complement to another event that took place

only three weeks later.  A professor from a university in São Paulo had attend-

ed the Meeting in Quixadá and was inspired to hold his own “reason versus

intuition” debate at a monthly breakfast lecture series for Fortaleza's business

élite.  About forty participants paid the handsome sum of R$190 (about $95)

per plate for a fancy breakfast at a five-star hotel located in the tourist district

across the road from the beach.  There was an unending supply of breads,

pastries, cakes, cheeses, yogurt, fresh fruits, juices, coffee, ham and eggs.

Once again, there was a head table and this time Chico Mariano and Antonio

Lima, the two invited rain prophets, took their places there alongside Namir

from FUNCEME and Caio Lóssio Botelho.  Each of the four men gave his pre-

diction and talked a bit about his methods. Then, there was a discussion of the

two forms of knowledge:  science, as represented by Namir and Caio Lóssio,

and intuition, as represented by the two rain prophets (referred to as 'drought

prophets').  As in the Quixadá Meeting, the two “scientists” spoke first and the

rain prophets after.  

Right after the introductions, people began eating and consumption of

the bountiful breakfast continued throughout the speeches and questions.  I

observed that the only people not eating were the two rain prophets.  They

each took a sip of coffee every once in a while, but neither touched the array

of food before them.  They both sat stiff and serious, Chico Mariano in a posed

way, aware of the audience, and Antonio Lima in an uncomfortable way, for
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the same reason.  When the speeches were over and the discussion no longer

involved them, they took only a few bites of fruit and cake.

In later interviews, I asked each of them about this.  Chico Mariano said

that he had not been hungry because he had been up quite early and had al-

ready eaten something at his mother's house where he spent the night.  Like

Hélder's explanation, Antonio Lima's was based on his imagined response of

the Other―in this case, the rich businessmen in the audience―and his desire

to maintain face.

(63) Antonio Lima, 2005 

Não é porque nós tava ali, preocupado, pra nós dar nossas previsão. Se
nós fosse se enterter com aquela comida, nós esquecia.  Nós não tem in-
teresse. O povo podia dizer assim: “Rapaz esse povo vinheram atrás de
comer.”  Aí eu já tinha saído lá do meu irmão, já tinha merendado um
pouco.  Aí, o Chico Mariano se nós tivesse preocupado com a comida
nós esquecia as nossa previsão. Aí um podia que, ter o olho grande, diz-
er assim: “Rapaz esses home vinheram atrás de comer.” Aí eu, que sou
mei macaco velho - o macaco velho é sabido né? O macaco? Eu digo:
“Eu não vou comer muito aqui não. Vou beber só um café aqui.”  Tinha
muita gente lá. 

No, it's because we were there, worried about giving our prediction.  If
we had entertained ourselves with that food, we'd have forgotten.  We
don't have any interest.  The people would talk like this:  “Hey, these
people came here looking for something to eat.” So I had already left my
brother's, I had already had a little snack.  So, Chico Mariano, if we had
been preoccupied with the food, we'd have forgotten our prediction.
Then one of them could have been watching us and said:  “Hey, these
men came looking for something to eat.” So I, because I'm kind of an old
monkey- old monkeys are wise, you know?  The monkey?  I say:  “I'm not
going to eat much here at all.  I'm just going to drink some coffee here.”
There were a lot of people there.

Food and eating practices take on deep social meaning because in

times of drought, lack of food and the particular types of foods available clear-
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ly mark the rural poor as a class different from the better-off population whose

eating habits are not affected by lack of rain. Both of these men and thousands

of others know what it is to put in a day's hard labour for a plate of food.  And

anyone who has spent any time in Ceará has seen poor people begging for

food or money to buy it on any given day of the year, drought or not.  The so-

cial stigma attached to being hungry and ready to do whatever it takes for a

meal is strong, and it is reinforced by constant reminders that there are peo-

ple who live that experience daily.  For Antonio Lima, proud of his harvest that

year, such an accusation as he imagined the businessmen would make if he

appeared too eager at the table is a serious threat to his self-image and un-

doubtedly linked to strong emotions that led him to avoid a potentially shame-

inducing incident.  It is quite unlikely that such thoughts worried Namir or

Caio Lóssio, who seemed comfortable and ate like everyone else.  Antonio Li-

ma's thoughts, actions and explanation all combine to construct his identity as

a member of a lower social class, even as he struggles to resist it with his deci-

sion not to eat.

These food-related episodes show that rain prophets are socially

marginalized even as they are publicly applauded.  The linguistic perfor-

mances of solidarity and respect are not connected to any real change in atti-

tude or behavior, while they perpetuate the distinctions among classes.  The

illusion that the Meeting allows for the exchange of ideas between the “simple

farmers” and the “scientists” is exposed when it becomes evident that social
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interaction occurs only in the formal setting in which each group addresses

the audience rather than each other.

Another difference that marked the rain prophets as having a lower so-

cial position than the scientists is the time allotted to each speaker.  While

there is no overtly stated minimum or maximum time for each speaker, the

length and, to some extent, the content of turns is regulated through social in-

teraction.  I compared the amount of time (measured in seconds) that each

forecaster spoke at the Meetings in 2004, 2005 and 2006.  The table below re-

veals some interesting dynamics.

Table 3.  Time per forecaster at the annual Meetings of the Rain Prophets

All times in seconds 2004 2005 2006

number of rain prophets 12 16 23

total rain prophet time 3146 3829 3799

average rain prophet time 262 239 181

number of scientists 2 2 2

total science time * 2007 770

longest speaker (Caio Lóssio x 3) * 1490 470

longest rain prophet (Paulo, Paulo, Luiz Gonzaga) 606 534 401

shortest speaker (J. Aírton, Abelardo, J. Felipe) 87 20 38
* For the 2004 Meeting, I only have recordings of the rain prophets; con-
sequently, I could not measure the times of Caio Lóssio's and FUNCEME's
turns.  I do have transcripts of these speeches and by counting lines, I
can make some estimates.  Caio Lóssio's turn was 145 transcribed lines
while the meteorologist's was 23.  The average number of lines per rain
prophet is 38 so I estimate (ignoring pause times during delivery) that
Caio Lóssio's turn was approximately four times longer than the rain
prophets on average.  This is in line with the other two years in which
Caio Lóssio is the longest speaker by far. 
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Over time, the number of rain prophets is increasing while the average

time per speaker is decreasing.  In 2005, the rain prophets as a group had

eight times as many speakers as the scientists but were allowed less than

twice the amount of time.  Indeed, Caio Lóssio's turn that year was nearly three

times as long as the longest rain prophet, and more than six times longer than

the average.  He spoke for almost 25 minutes while the rain prophets had

barely four minutes each.

In 2006, the most dramatic difference was the reduction in Caio Lóssio's

turn.  He went from 24.8 minutes in 2005 to 7.8 minutes in 2006.  The change

was that he spoke only about the rain prophets and Hélder, and did not give

his usual speech on his own methodology or any other kind of exposition.

Even with this, his turn was still the longest and more than a minute more than

the longest rain prophet, who was already twice as long as the average of his

peers.  Interestingly, the two rain prophets with the longest turns over the

three years were Paulo Costa, a dentist, and Luiz Gonzaga, an amateur meteo-

rologist retired from the merchant marines.  Neither one of these fits the typi-

cal mold of the poor farmer rain prophet. Both of them are of a higher socio-

economic class than the majority of the others. In 2006, two rain prophets stat-

ed that they intentionally keep their turns brief so as not to get caught making

mistakes or telling lies.  This is one way they perform their honesty and humil-

ity.

(64) Chico Leiteiro, Meeting of the Rain Prophets, 2006

Eu não gosto de conversar muito não porque quanto mais conversar mais
mente.
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I don't like talking too much because the more you talk, the more you lie.

(65) Manuel Estanislau, Meeting of the Rain Prophets, 2006

Eu não vou me alongar muito porque quanto mais a gente fala, mais erra
né?

I won't go on too long because the more we talk, the more we make mis-
takes, right?

The implication of this is that people who hold the floor for a long time, like

scientists and politicians, who make lengthy introductions, are not to be trust-

ed.

To be able to say anything about the meaning of these unequal turn

times, we have to look at the structure of the interaction and what the speakers

are doing with their words.  The master of ceremonies, usually Hélder, moder-

ates the flow of the talk.  He introduces each speaker, asks questions for clari-

fication or elaboration, and makes closing comments to make the transition

from one speaker to the next.  A typical introduction will end with a request

for the speaker's prediction for the year.

(66) Hélder, annual Meetings of the Rain Prophets

a) Por favor, meu irmãozinho, sua previsão.  

Please, my little brother28, your prediction.

b) Vamos lá? Você fez profecia o ano passado, e a sua esse ano?

Let's go?  You made a prophecy last year, and yours for this year?

28 Note here how the status distinction is marked when Hélder refers to the

rain prophet, at least 20 years his senior, as his 'little brother'.
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c) Vamos lá, Francisco? Dê sua previsão aí.

Let's go, Francisco?  Give your prediction.

As the rain prophet gives his prediction, the moderator serves as interlocutor,

providing the phatic responses, asking questions and making comments.

Sometimes there are interruptions and overt attempts to redirect the talk.  As

Hélder states in the beginning, rain prophets are expected to give their pre-

diction and describe the method used to draw their conclusion.

(67) Hélder, Meeting of the Rain Prophets, 2005

Ele vai contar pra nós quais são as suas experiência e sua previsão para
o ano.

He's going to tell us what are his experiences and his prediction for the
year.

I submit that what Hélder means by the 'prediction' (previsão) is that

section of the narrative which I have isolated as the 'forecast' (see Chapter

Four).  To reiterate, this is the description of the coming rainy season, the tim-

ing and intensity of the rains, the length of the dry spells, the consequences

for agriculture.  Other talk before and after this forecast section is treated by

Hélder as not part of the prediction.  Therefore, if he judges that the rain

prophets are talking too long or are not being relevant, Hélder interjects.

  In the example below, Luiz Gonzaga had been talking for just over sev-

en minutes when Hélder interrupted him.  He had already described where

he lived and worked, and then explained how the movement of winds and the

temperature of the oceans affected rainfall in Ceará.  During this, Caio Lóssio

Botelho interrupted him once to make a critical comment.  Luiz Gonzaga had
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Hélder read a short passage from a book to aid his meteorological explana-

tion.  A moment later, Hélder interrupted with a request for him to finally

make the prediction signalling his interpretation that what had been said so

far was not part of the prediction.

(68) Meeting of the Rain Prophets, 2005

LUIZ GONZAGA:  Logo, a FUNCEME fazendo isso aqui, é o INPE e o INPE
e o CPTEC, que eles são filiais, né, a-

HÉLDER:  Gonzaga, a previsão, agora. 

LUIZ GONZAGA:  Vou terminar. Deixa eu terminar.  Tô no fizim. 

LUIZ GONZAGA:  Therefore, FUNCEME doing this here, it's INPE and
INPE and CPTEC, which are affiliated with-

HÉLDER:  Gonzaga, the prediction now.

LUIZ GONZAGA:  I'm going to finish.  Let me finish.  I'm at the very end.

He continued on with his defense of the meteorological method, which was

crucial to establishing his authority, and then made his forecast for the season.

Within the format of the event, Luiz Gonzaga's speech fit into the two

acceptable topics set out by Hélder:  the basis for his prediction and the

prediction (or forecast) itself.  Through his interruption, Hélder has the power

to impose a limit on the amount of acceptable information, thereby

constraining the performance.  In contrast, neither Caio Lóssio Botelho nor

Namir are interrupted in any of the three Meetings I have recorded.  In this

way, Hélder participates in the co-construction of speaker authority.  Caio

Lóssio's turn, at 1490 seconds was nearly three times longer than Luiz's 531

seconds, while Namir's was only 14 seconds shorter at 531.  This suggests that
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it is not simply the length or relevance of the talk that is being monitored by

Hélder, but that these two factors are defined according to the identity of the

speaker.  Scientists do not get interrupted and told to shorten their turns.

Their speech is not regulated or supported with back channel cues.  Hélder's

only turns during the scientists' speeches were brief requests for further

explanation.  By interrupting Luiz Gonzaga and regulating his talk, Hélder is

categorizing him as a rain prophet, rather than a scientist.  Luiz challenges this

with his protest to be allowed to finish and then continuing his talk for another

minute and a half.  In his talk, he presents himself as different from the other

rain prophets and similar to scientists, using meteorological terms and

referring to meteorological data.  He even cites the work of Caio Lóssio

Botelho and FUNCEME as valuable resources.  Negotiation of the meaning of

“rain prophet” and “scientist” occurs during the whole interaction.

I contend that it is relative social status that is the most important factor

in explaining who gets interrupted and who can interrupt, not just the

category of “scientist”.  For example, Paulo Costa is a dentist as well as a rain

prophet.  In many ways, he is not a typical rain prophet due to his education,

his occupation, his relative wealth, and his method of prediction that is based

on the observation of stars and a ritual learned from his father, rather than on

signs in the ecosystem.  He is always given a special introduction that

highlights the fact that he is a dentist rather than a farmer and he is addressed

as Dr. Paulo.  Most unique is his recitation at every Meeting of a poem called

'The Bed and Nobelina' (A Cama e a Nobelina).  The poem has nothing
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whatsoever to do with rain, inverno or predictions.  It begins with praise for

the bed as a great invention that makes wonderful music, then it tells the story

of the narrator's marriage to Nobelina who eventually leaves him for another

man, and finally it concludes with the narrator's intention to find another

partner with whom to make music in the bed.  Dr. Paulo explains that he

recites this twenty-verse poem every year as a demonstration of his good

memory.  This is one way he builds credibility because his observations of the

stars and sun require him to remember many details over long periods of

time.  Undoubtedly, this particular poem is also chosen for its entertainment

value, being amusing and in the colloquial style of Northeast Brazil.  When

added to the rest of his prediction talk, the poem makes Dr. Paulo's turn much

longer than the other rain prophets' (except Luiz Gonzaga), yet he is never

interrupted.  In fact, he is encouraged to recite the poem and it is requested if

he does not include it.  I submit that it is his social status as an educated dentist

that assigns him this privilege because when other rain prophets have made

efforts to tell stories or read poems in a similar entertaining fashion, they were

either urged to be brief or treated as if the audience was obliging them by

listening.

Significantly, Namir and Caio Lóssio are the only speakers who get to

interrupt others and have more turns at talk after their initial speeches.  No

rain prophets ever do this.  For example, in 2005, Dr. Paulo was asked a

question by a member of the audience about the possibility of the Earth

having been dislocated from its axis due to the devastating tsunami that had
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recently occurred at the end of 2004.  After Dr. Paulo's inconclusive reply,

Caio Lóssio offered his own explanation and assertion that there was no

dislocation.  Then Namir took the floor and ended the matter, concurring with

Caio Lóssio and adding a brief complementary statement.  As was already

mentioned, Caio Lóssio had also interrupted Luiz Gonzaga to correct what he

perceived as a misleading statement.  These episodes show that scientists are

privileged as experts who are allowed and expected to correct or teach

others.  This expert status is not extended to the rain prophets in discursive

practice, despite the claims that their knowledge and traditions are

respected.

According to FUNCEME

A meteorologist has represented FUNCEME at all of the eleven Meet-

ings held to date.  FUNCEME accepts the invitation as a courtesy and as a kind

of public outreach to explain what FUNCEME does, how they make their fore-

casts and to lend a scientific perspective.  It is also an opportunity to present

an evaluation of FUNCEME's prediction from the previous year and demon-

strate its accuracy.  Although mid-January is too early to provide a reliable

forecast for the current year, the meteorologists do their best to describe the

kind of season that conditions are indicating at that point.  
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According to the Rain Prophets

The rain prophets who participate generally describe the Meeting in a

positive light, congratulating Hélder and José as they express their gratitude

and respect.  As Antonio Lima and Chico Leiteiro attest, there was reluctance

or indifference in the beginning, but at the insistence of Hélder, who offered

other incentives, they decided to go.  As Paulo expressed in the quoted pas-

sage cited earlier, some prophets were hesitant to reveal their secrets.  With

the success of their predictions and positive feedback in the form of gifts, me-

dia recognition and a certain amount of prestige, the original group kept re-

turning each year.

(69) Antonio Lima and Chico Leiteiro, 2005

ANTONIO LIMA:  Tava lá no Quixadá, apareceu um negócio lá, que o Dr.
Hélder era o chefe da CAGECE, né, sobre água, né, e ele: “Vá lá, rapaz,
o encontro dos profetas.” Eu digo: “É, eu não faço questão, não.” Eu vim.
Vim eu, trouxe uns colega meu, meu colega muito atrasado, aí, comece-
mo. O Dr. Hélder- Acertemo, nesse ano, o inverno foi bom, aí, o Dr.
Hélder foi lá, em casa, buscar milho. Foi buscar, o Dr. Hélder mais o José
Ocara foi buscar milho na garoa, trouxe. No outro, ano: “Antonio Lima”,
de novo.  Me deu uns presente, o Dr. Hélder, me deu uns presente.  Aí só
não recebemo presente o ano passado [2004]. Nesse ano, não recebemo
nada.

CHICO LEITEIRO:  Nesse ano, não deu, não. Nesse ano foi negativo.

AL:  Camisas, ele me deu camisa, me deu outras coisa. Você recebeu
camisa, não foi?

CL:  Foi.

AL:  Aí, quer dizer que eu recebi, foi o que me deram. 

                                                                     

ANTONIO LIMA:  It was there in Quixadá, something came up and Dr.
Hélder was the boss of CAGECE, right? about water, and he:  “Go there,
man, the Meeting of the Prophets.”  I say: “Yeah, I'm not interested.” I
went.  I went, brought a few friends of mine, my backward friend.  And
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we started.  Dr. Hélder- we got it right that year.  The inverno was good.
Then Dr. Hélder came to my house to get some corn. He went to get it,
Dr. Hélder and José Ocara went to get corn in the mist, I brought it.  The
next year, “Antonio Lima,” again.  He gave me some presents, Dr.
Hélder gave me some presents.  So we only didn't get a present last year
[2004].  That year we didn't get anything.

CHICO LEITEIRO:  That year they didn't give anything.  That year was
negative.

AL:  Shirts.  He gave me shirts.  He gave me some other things.  You got a
shirt, didn't you?

CL:  Yes I did.

AL:  So I mean to say that I received it, that's what they gave me.

Rain prophets say they enjoy the opportunity to talk with each other so

that they can learn new signs or methods and evaluate their own predictions

in comparison with others.  In the next example, Chico Mariano appreciates

the chance to present the traditional knowledge to a wider audience because

in the past, there was no public forum in which to broadcast or publish what

they knew.  In this way, the Meeting is constructed as preserving and promot-

ing cultural traditions so that they will not be lost.  Another rain prophet ex-

presses satisfaction in being an illiterate person associating with scientists and

other educated and knowledgeable people.

(70) Chico Mariano, Meeting of the Rain Prophets, 2006

Tudo isso eles faz experiência né e aí dá certo, né. Toda vida existiu. É
cultura antiga porque há dois mil, ano três mil ano o homem não tinha o
saber. Hoje é tudo pela metrologia. Mas de primeiro, o saber do homem
ou da mulher era pouco porque não tinha ajuda não tinha por onde fi-
carem espertado ter esperteza. E ele sabia mas não podia espertar que
não podia publicar não tinha apresentação pra aquele saber de dom que
ele mesmo tivesse não estudasse pudesse dizer, pronunciar, né. Ele não
pronunciava porque não tinha oportunidade. 
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All this, they do experiments, you know, and it works.  It has always ex-
isted.  It's old culture because two thousand, three thousand years ago
man didn't have knowledge.  Today everything is by meteorology.  But at
first, man and woman knew very little because there was no help, there
was no way to be inspired, to get smart.  And he knew but he couldn't be
stimulated because he couldn't publish.  There was no presentation for
that gift of knowledge that he had in himself.  No studying to be able to
say, to articulate, you know.  He didn't articulate it because there was no
opportunity.

(71) Raimundo Cordolino, Meeting of the Rain Prophets, 2006 

É importante né? Eu pelo menos me sinto bem né. Tá no meio da popu-
lação, dos amigos, dos cientistas, tudo os que sabe né. Eu sou analfabeto
bem dizer. Minha leitura é pouca.

It's important, isn't it?  I at least feel good.  To be in the middle of the pop-
ulation, friends, the scientists, all the ones who know.  I'm illiterate, to say
it best.  I can only read a little.

In contrast to the meteorologists, there is no effort made to come to a

consensus among rain prophets.  Each works for his own authentication. There

is a sense of competition as each rain prophet uses tactics to make his own

prediction more credible and to challenge the authority of others.  Antonio de

Menezes demonstrates this competitive spirit, stating that he does not go to

exchange ideas or to teach others. He goes to have his say and even suggests

that there be a winner declared through some kind of selection process that

would determine who was right and who was wrong.  

(72) Antonio de Menezes, Meeting of the Rain Prophets, 2006 

Eu não quero que ele aprenda comigo. Ele aprenda com a natureza com
o que ele quiser mas comigo eu não quero que ele aprenda. É desse
jeito. Eu quero ter a palavra e vim.... Eu até falei com o senhor aqui da
FUNCEME, pra isso devia era selecionar esse tipo de coisa selecionar as
pessoas que dizem a coisa certa através do tema. Deviam selecionar....-
Vai mostrar foi fulano que ganhou, foi fulano que acertou, é.... Eu achava
importante isso.
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I don't want them to learn from me.  They can learn from nature whatever
they want but not from me.  I don't want them to learn.  That's the way it is.
I wanted to have a say and I came... I even spoke to that man here from
FUNCEME, that what they should do is select, this type of thing, select the
people who say the right thing according to the theme.  They should se-
lect... It's going to show that So-and-so won, it was So-and-so who got it
right, yeah... I think that's important.

Chico Leite Filho takes the responsibility of prediction very seriously.

Contrary to Hélder's open policy of giving the opportunity to anyone who

wants to speak, Chico Leite Filho wants some assurance of authenticity.

(73) Chico Leite Filho 

Tenho raiva de certas pessoas que andam por aí brincando de fazer pro-
fecias para o tempo, sem entender de nada... As previsões devem ser
passadas ao público com responsabilidade. 

I get angry with certain people who go around playing and making
weather prophecies, without understanding anything... The predictions
should be given to the public responsibly. [“Profeta” 1999]

Clearly, the rain prophets see their predictions as having real impacts and

they have a responsibility to their audience that goes beyond simply enacting

a folkloric tradition.  

A Prediction is More than a Forecast

While the organizers conceive of the Meetings primarily as a forum for

making  predictions public, and Hélder regulates the talk toward this topic,

the forecasters' use various linguistic resources to achieve their own agendas

in addition to rain forecasting.  Several rain prophets use the Meetings as an

opportunity to address the public on other matters of importance to them.
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They draw on their own “stock texts”, which are coherent sets of certain

words, phrases, metaphors, analogies and narratives used repeatedly by a

speaker in order to frame the events, issues and problems being discussed

(Edelman 1988).  Stock texts characterize a particular belief system, ideology,

or set of values and are applied in a variety of contexts.  The links between the

stock texts of a particular rain prophet and his predictions are not always ob-

vious at the Meetings; however, I have observed their co-occurrence in other

contexts when they were more or less elaborated, and I present them here in

a more coherent form.  This analysis puts the Meetings in a larger discursive

context in which meaning-making and identity formation are ongoing in inter-

actions among rain prophets, scientists and community members (sometimes

via the media) at different time scales from days to months, to seasons, to

years.

For example, Chico Mariano likes to tell the biblical story of Noah, the

first and only real “rain prophet”.  He uses this as a way to build his own au-

thority by comparing himself to Noah:  both are “prophets” who were not be-

lieved by their people.  This is a clever device because it implies that those

who do not believe his predictions will be punished, so the disbelievers might

want to reconsider.  At the same time, it is a statement of his humility as he

suggests that no one will believe him. Chico Mariano's entire speech from the

2005 Meeting is included here because it is all part of the prediction perfor-

mance.  Hélder's comments, which prod him to state his prediction more suc-
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cinctly, indicate that the preceding talk is taken as irrelevant and not part of

the prediction itself, more narrowly conceived as the forecast for rain.

In the prediction transcribed below, Chico Mariano uses three of his

stock texts, although none is fully elaborated.  Based on other speeches and

interviews, I have summarized these stock texts, which are grounded in his

Christian faith.

(a) True wealth or happiness is peace among people and one's own good

health.  It is better to be healthy but have no food, nowhere to go and nothing

to do than to be sick and unable to enjoy food, participate in recreation or

work, when these things are available.  In contrast, there are three types of

'poor person':  a lazy person, an impolite or rude person, and a person who

does not keep his word or pay his debts.  These things make a person poor

because they create problems in social relations and disrupt the peace that is

necessary for happiness/wealth.

(b) Noah was the first “rain prophet” whom God “touched” and with whom

God communicated directly.  No one believed Noah but he had faith and did

not stop his work just because he was ridiculed.  God punished his disobedi-

ent people by destroying them with the flood.  He promised never to do that

again because the people would eventually destroy themselves if they contin-

ued to disobey him and did not learn to act properly.  Acting properly means

acknowledging, having faith in, and obeying God.  So far, God has kept his

promise not to punish his people, despite their disobedience.  If he wanted to
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punish people and make them acknowledge and obey him, all he would have

to do is make all the water salty for a day.  Then, everyone would get a stom-

ach ache and would cry out: “Oh my God! Oh my God!” and beg for his mer-

cy.  That he has not done such a thing is evidence of God's goodness.

(c) God is the source of all knowledge and truth.  God has a plan and he alone

determines what happens to people.  The only way to achieve greatness is to

submit to God's higher power and be humble.  Without faith in God, people

cannot know the truth.  

Chico Mariano contextualizes his prediction of the inverno by drawing

on these stock texts grounded in religious faith.  In his narrative, he demon-

strates his faith in God and his humility within the references to the stock texts,

and implies that it is this proper attitude which allows him to make use of the

knowledge that God has given him in his predictions.  Stated in terms of the

model outlined by Bucholtz and Hall (2004), this tactic authenticates Chico

Mariano as a rain prophet and also provides a basis for his authority.  Instead

of following Hélder's programmed format for the Meeting and describing

what he knows (i.e. the signs that indicate rain) as the basis for his prediction,

Chico Mariano creates an intertextual performance which lays the foundation

for the credibility of his prediction as a way of knowing. 

The stock texts indicated by the letters (a), (b), (c) are marked at the

pertinent sections in the transcript.  The forecast section of the prediction per-

formance that Hélder is trying to elicit is marked with (f).
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(74) Meeting of the Rain Prophets, 2005

CHICO MARIANO:  Bom dia a todos. Aqui, a todos eu desejava viesse,
pegasse na mão de todos vós mecê, né. Desejar um bom ano novo de
prosperidade, de paz, de tranquilidade, né. Pra todos, um ano novo
bom, de prosperidade e pedir umas palma por dez anos desse evento
comandado pelo Dr. Hélder 

= que começou e vai levando aqui 

=(aplausos)

comigo, um dos cliente. Um, pro prefeito, que, hoje, a primeira vez que
ele não veio, mas ele manda o representante dele, aí, bonitim, e o Dr.
Caio Lóssio e a FUNCEME. Eu tô esse tempo todo com esse povo. Antão,
que eu digo uma coisa. Desejar uma paz, uma alegria, 

(a) um almoço, seja de feijão com farinha.  Não de carne, de arroz,
tudo quanto é bom pra não ter a tranquilidade, não tem como, né.
Um almoçinho de feijão com farinha é bom, né, se a gente não tiver
arenga, não tiver a paz (inaudible). 

Então, que a gente já conversou muita água, vai se falar em água, né?

(laughter)

(b) Noé foi o primeiro profeta tocado por Deus. Pai. Quem acreditou
em Noé? E quem vai acreditar no que eu vou dizer como profeta?
Olhe, home tocado, quando faz, não foi acreditado, como Noé, no
primeiro dilúvio do mundo. E quem vai acreditar o que eu vou
dizer?  Acho que será pouco algum acreditar. Como acreditar quan-
do Jesus vei como Salvador e ninguém arrecebeu? Com uns (inaudi-
ble), mataram, fizeram tudo. Ninguém acreditou como Salvador.
Hoje é que tá todo mundo. É o Salvador, nós temo vendo, né. Filho de
Deus. Mas, houve essas catástrofe aí, em outro país do mundo, mas
isso coisa determinada, pertence a Deus. Que ele disse um palavra:
“Que viva dos males, que eu te livro dos castigo.” Nós, tudim, pra
obedecer a Deus, hoje e amanhã, não precisa ir pra o terceiro dia.
Não precisa ir pra o terceiro dia. Salgar toda água pra nós beber.
Tudim tá com dor de barriga. “Ô, meu Deus. Ô, meu Deus. Ô, meu
Deus.” Todo mundo ficava. Ficava mesmo. Olhe como ele é bom. E
o saber, vejo pessoas, dizem assim: “Ô, o profeta quer saber disso,
daquilo outro.” 

(c) O home só sabe o que Deus lhe prometeu. O home só tem o que
Deus prometeu. Aquele que tome conta, do pequeno, tão humilde,
se torna uma pessoa importante. Agora, por quê? Porque ele soube
obedecer a humildade dele a Deus.  
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Então-se a conversa é em água, eu vou falar.  

HÉLDER:  A profecia.

CM: (b) A profecia que vem do profeta do mundo, ninguém acredi-
tou. Ninguém acreditou no Salvador, como é que vão acreditar em
mim? Mas eu vou dizer...

HÉLDER:  Diga.

CM:  E aquele que nele tem fé, faz por onde a pessoa quer que faça. Isso
é que eu faço, venho todos os anos, pode ter um que não acredita, mas o
outro acredita, né? E eu continuo a querer fazer que acredite. (f) Nós
temos um inverno, tá tendo precipitações agora, em janeiro, vamos
ter em fevereiro, março, inverno caracterizado, e um bom inverno.
Será que o povo vão tomar cuidado em umas regiões que sofreram muito
ano passado e torna a sofrer novamente? Umas regiões aí que tem muitas
águas.  (f) As águas são recuperadas, os açudes vão encher, vão no-
vamente, e temos inverno. Essa história de seca não existe pelas letra.
No século passado, só houve uma seca com letra cinco, foi o quinto ano
que a minha mãe nasceu. Ainda é viva, graças a Deus, nunca foi a um
médico, nunca se consultou, sabe fazer o remédio dela. Eu tô com 71 ano
com o médico feito (inaudible). Nunca senti dor de cabeça. Faça, o negó-
cio for febre, se sentir dor de cabeça, eu chego, boto-lhe a mão em cima,
a cabeça dele, pára de doer. 

(c) Porque não é eu que faço. Deus é que faz, que eu acredito que ex-
iste.  Porque eu não sei fazer um caroço de milho. Sei não. A na-
tureza sabe. Por que é que venho aqui? Porque confio nele. 

HÉLDER:  Sua previsão.

CM:  (f) Então-se, vamo ter um bom inverno, chove bem abril, maio,
temo uma recompensa em junho, que é o terminado do inverno.
Quando for o derradeiro de junho ao dia primeiro de julho, eu tarei
fazendo minhas experiência novamente, com dez dia direi o que é que
pode acontecer. Que Deus me dê a vida e a todos, e um bom ano novo
de felicidade, de paz pra todo mundo com feijão na sua mesa, com tran-
quilidade e paz.  De que muita coisa, desagrado, que não segue, né. Bom
dia a todos.

(applause)

                                                                     

CHICO MARIANO:  Good morning to everyone.  Here, to all, I would like
to come and shake all of your hands, OK.  To wish a happy New Year of
prosperity, of peace, of tranquility, OK.  To all, a good new year, of pros-
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perity and to ask for some applause for ten years of this event led by Dr.
Hélder

= who started it and is keeping it going here

= (applause)

with me as one of the clients.  One, for the mayor who, today, is the first
time that he didn't come, but he sent his representative, looking so nice
over there, and Dr. Caio Lóssio and FUNCEME.  I am with these people
all the time.  So I say one thing.  To wish peace, joy, 

(a) a lunch, whether it be of beans and manioc meal.  Not meat, rice
and everything that is good, to not have tranquility, there is no way,
right?  A little lunch of beans with manioc meal is good, right?  If we
don't have disputes, don't have peace (inaudible).  

So, because we have been talking a lot about water, we're going to talk
about water, right?

(laughter)

(b) Noah was the first prophet chosen by God. Father.  Who believed
Noah?  And who is going to believe in what I say as a prophet?  Look,
a chosen man, when he does it, wasn't believed, like Noah, in the
first flood of the world.  And who is going to believe in what I'm go-
ing to say?  I think it will be few who believe.  How can they believe,
when Jesus came as Savior and no one received him? With some (in-
audible), they killed him, did everything.  No one believed in the
Savior.  Today it's everybody.  It's the Savior, we're seeing, right.
Son of God.  But, there was this catastrophe there, in another country
in the world.29  But this predetermined thing belongs to God.  Be-
cause he said a word:  “Live with evil, that I will deliver you from
punishment.” All of us, to obey God, today and tomorrow, we don't
need to go to the third day.  It's not necessary to go to the third day.
Salt all the water for us to drink.  Every one has a stomach ache.
“Oh my God.  Oh my God.  Oh my God.” Everyone would be like
that.  They would.  Look how good he is.  

And the knowledge, I see people say:  “Look, the prophet wants to know
about this, that and the other thing.” 

(c) Man only knows what God promised him.  Man only has what
God promised him.  The one who takes care of the small, so humble,
becomes an important person.  Now, why is that?  Because he knew
how to obey God with humility.  

29 This is a reference to the devastating tsunami of December 2004.
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So, the conversation is about water.  I'm going to speak.

HÉLDER:  The prophecy.

CM:  (b) The prophecy that comes from the prophet of the world, no
one believed.  No one believed in the Savior.  How are they going to
believe in me?  But I'm going to say...

HÉLDER:  Go ahead.

CM:  And the one who has faith in him, makes the person want to do it.
That is what I do.  I come every year.  There may be one who doesn't be-
lieve, but the other one believes, right?  And I continue to want to make
him believe.  (f) We have an inverno.  There are precipitations now,
in January.  We're going to have in February, March, a real inverno
and a good inverno.  Will the people be careful in some regions that suf-
fered a lot last year and will come to suffer again?  Some regions there
where there is a lot of water.  The waters have recovered.  (f) The reser-
voirs will fill up, they will again.  And we have inverno.  This story of
drought doesn't exist by the letters [numbers].  In the last century, there
was only one drought with the letter [number] 5.  That was the fifth year
[1905] when my mother was born.  She's still alive, thank God.  She never
went to a doctor, she never consulted one.  She knows how to make her
own medicine.  I am 71 years old with the doctor (inaudible).  I never had
a headache.  Do it, if the thing is a fever, if he feels a headache, I come
and put my hand on his head, it stops hurting.  

(c) Because it's not me doing it.  God does it because I believe he ex-
ists.  Because I don't know how to make a kernel of corn.  I don't
know.  Nature knows.  Why do I come here?  Because I trust in him.

HÉLDER:  Your prediction.

CM:  (f) So, we're going to have a good inverno.  It'll rain well in
April, May, we have a reward in June, which is the end of the inver-
no.  When it is the end of June toward the first of July, I will be doing my
experiments again.  In ten days I will say what can happen.  Let God give
me life and to all, a good New Year of happiness, of peace for everyone
with beans on your table, with tranquility and peace.  And that many
things, unpleasantness, don't follow, right.  Good day to all.

(applause)

Part of what makes each rain prophet's prediction unique is the inclu-

sion of his own stock texts or other messages that are related to, but not part

of, the rain forecast.  This marks the predictions as public performances in
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which the speakers address the audience in specific ways that would not nec-

essarily be possible in other situations.  This is one way they position them-

selves in the local context.  For instance, in 2005, Paulo Costa talked about the

importance of keeping the traditions alive, José Erismar suggested that the lo-

cal government should invest in silos for grain storage, Estanislau exhorted all

Brazilians to preserve nature, and others incorporated what previous speak-

ers had said to reinforce their own ideas.  

Antonio Lima took the opportunity to defend himself against an instance

of ridicule directed at him the previous year.  He had not attended the 2004

Meeting because he had had a tooth pulled.  He had met with one of the CDL

members just before, however, and had predicted that there would be rain

within the next three days, which included the day of the Meeting.  At the

Meeting, the CDL member explained that Antonio Lima could not be present

but that he had predicted rain for the day of the Meeting.  He and everyone

else laughed because it was a fine, sunny day.  When he found out, Antonio

Lima felt slighted at this attack on his credibility, made worse by his inability

to reply at that time. One year later, he told his own version of events to regain

his status as an accurate forecaster.  He called on the mayor to confirm that he

had asked Antonio Lima for some clay to use in road repairs and that he had

warned the mayor that rain was coming so he had better hurry.  Rain fell with-

in three days as predicted and the repairs could not be made.  So while it did

not rain on the day of the Meeting, it did rain within the range of time speci-

fied.  
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Antonio Lima telling this story within his prediction narrative is an ex-

ample of how the Meeting is not an isolated event in which a collection of fore-

casts are disseminated and offered for comparison.  It is part of what Bakhtin

(1981) termed the “dialogic” process of continuing discourses and interac-

tions through which people produce self-images and shape what it means to

live in the sertão.  The entire prediction narrative is tied in multiple ways to

past interactions, other discourses about drought and farming, debates over

science and traditional knowledge, claims and challenges to authority, and to

the specific environmental and climatic conditions which the words of predic-

tions describe.

According to the Audience

The audience for the Meetings does not represent the rain prophets'

usual public.  Especially in recent years, people working in media or

academia make up a large portion of the audience.  Locals seem to be more

townsfolk than farmers for the obvious reason that it is more difficult for farm-

ers to get transportation to the venue in town.  Moreover, if they can hear the

predictions in person from the prophets they know or from the local radio sta-

tions that broadcast the event, there is little incentive to make the trip.  Some

farmers do turn up, particularly friends of one or another of the rain prophets.

For some audience members who have a general rather than detailed

knowledge of the sertão ecosystem, and who have no experience with agri-

culture, the language used by the rain prophets is just as unfamiliar to them as
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the meteorological terms.  Folk names for insects, birds and plants cited as

signs of rain may be strange to them as well as descriptive expressions of the

inverno such as 'wrecked' (desmantelado) or 'fraudulent' (velhaco) or

'peeled/shelled' (descascado) which refer to irregularly distributed rains.

Taken out of the context of everyday talk among people who share common

references and linguistic practices, the predictions mark the rain prophets as

“insider”.  At the same time, use of this local language variety is part of the au-

thentication of each prophet, just as meteorologists use scientific terms for

their own authentication.

Interviews with audience members during and after the event indicate

that people are curious about the rain prophets as repositories of culture and

folklore as much as they are to discover whether or not it will rain that year.  In

the quotes below, they praise the effort to preserve traditional sertanejo cul-

ture and to give a voice to this knowledge so that others can learn about it.

Some speak positively about the interaction between scientists and rain

prophets.  Several describe it as a learning experience in which they can find

out about nature and one person said it is important to learn from the older

prophets because he might be one of them some day.  Others describe it as a

game and they want to see if the predictions come true.  It is not only the farm-

ers who listen to the rain prophets for hope and encouragement.  The owner of

a construction company says that people come to hear something positive and

then see if it really happens.
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(75) Construction Company owner, Meeting of the Rain Prophets, 2006

Uns falam uma coisa, outros fala outra, mas a gente tá pra ouvir, pra se
animar mais pra ver se realmente se o que eles falam vem a acontecer.
As coisas boas né, não as coisas ruins. Porque nós nordestinos, nós
torcemos muito pelo inverno. Porque o inverno é uma coisa que traz mui-
ta coisa ao Ceará né, ao sertão central. 

Some say one thing, others say something else, but we are here to listen,
to animar more, to see if what they say really happens.  The good things,
right, not the bad things.  Because we Northeasterners, we really hope
for the inverno.  Because the inverno is something that brings many
things to Ceará, you know, to the central sertão.

(76) businessman, Meeting of the Rain Prophets, 2006

E eu tinha vontade de conhecer, o encontro. Na realidade foi mais basea-
do em curiosidade de conhecimento de culturas. Como são experiências
que, a gente, pouco vê, já ouve os mais velhos falar e então esse tipo de
coisa alguns acertam, outros não. A gente vem pra poder tirar mais fatos
disso porque quem sabe amanhã eu posso ser um deles.

I've been wanting to see the Meeting.  Actually, it was more based on cu-
riosity to know other cultures.  Since they are experiences that we hardly
ever see, we've heard the old people talk and so this type of thing.  Some
get it right, others don't.  We come to get more facts about this because
who knows, tomorrow, I could be one of them.

(77) Secretary of Education, Meeting of the Rain Prophets, 2006 

Eu acho legal porque, até, é um resgate cultural, de uma tradição
Porque, aqui em Quixadá é o décimo ano, que acontece esse evento. En-
tão é assim, é um resgate cultural porque hoje a gente tem o quê? Pes-
soas que não têm o acesso poder usar o microfone e falar. Então essa in-
teratividade de trazer os cientistas né, que estudam isso que têm labo-
ratórios em casa, aí chega aqui vêm expor a sua proposta, a sua pre-
visão, a sua profecia né. Vêm aqui falar com o rude, que não tem esse
acesso mas vem muito mais pelas informações culturais. Eu acho que o
Encontro dos Profetas ele é muito mais um resgate cultural da nossa pop-
ulação. Eu acho que ele tem que continuar, exatamente como eu tô
repetindo assim esse encontro do cientista com o leigo, ele é interes-
sante.
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I think it's nice because it's even a preservation of culture, of tradition.
Because here in Quixadá it's the tenth year that this event has taken
place.  So it's like this, a preservation of culture because today, what do
we have?  People who don't have access can use the microphone and
speak.  So this interaction to bring the scientists, right, who study this,
who have laboratories at home, so they come here and put forth their
proposal, their prediction, their prophecy, right?  They come here to talk
with the uncultured, who don't have access but they come much more
from cultural information.  I think that the Meeting of the Rain Prophets is
much more a preservation of culture of our population.  I think that it has
to continue, exactly as I am repeating, this meeting of the scientist with
the lay person, it's interesting.

(78) shop owner, Meeting of the Rain Prophets, 2006 

É a cultura, é a coisa bonita do nosso povo. Ninguém vai chegar e dizer:
“Esse errou, esse, aquele acertou.” Não. E a gente cresce, enriquece a
nossa cultura, não é? Aqui a gente vê as observações do homem do cam-
po, porque nós, aqui na cidade, não. 

It's culture, it's a beautiful thing of our people.  No one is going to come
and say: “This one is wrong, that one is right.”  No.  And we grow, enrich
our culture, right?  Here we see the observations of the rural man, be-
cause we, here, in the city, no.

Not everyone believes the predictions or takes them seriously.

(79) businessman, Meeting of the Rain Prophets, 2006 

Na realidade nada, vai conseguir me passar uma confiança. Por quê?
Porque todo mundo fala a mesma coisa. É uma previsão de mais ou
menos. Ninguém acerta também ninguém erra. Eles sempre ficam
naquela de, eles tentam, realmente, como é que se diz? dar uma ex-
planação pra poder não se tornar um mentiroso amanhã. E, esse tipo de
coisa, não dá pra confiar.

Actually, nothing is going to make me believe it.  Why?  Because every-
one says the same thing.  It's a prediction of “more or less”.  No one is
right and also no one is wrong.  They always stay in that- they try really,
how do I say it?  To give an explanation so they won't turn into a liar to-
morrow.  And this type of thing, you can't trust it.
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(80) Excerpt from fieldnotes, 15 March 2005

Mrs. Almeida [a landowner in Quixadá] told a story about Paulo Dentista.
He was at a Rotary meeting and was telling everyone it would rain on two
particular days.  Mrs. Almeida warned him, “Look Dr. Paulo, if you are
lying, I'm going to get all the landowners together and we are going to
step on you.”  (Olha Dr. Paulo, se você estiver mentindo, vou juntar todos
os fazendeiros e vamos pisar em cima de você.)  Then, “by co-incidence”
(por coincidência), it did rain the next day.  He called her up to say so.
Then on the other day, it didn’t rain.  So she called him back and said,
“You don't know anything, you scoundrel.  Everyone there at the Rotary
meeting was taken in because you said that it would rain and by coinci-
dence it rained, but now, it didn’t rain.  You don't know anything, you just
took a shot in the dark.”  (Voce não sabe de nada, safadinho.  Todos lá na
reunião do Rotary encantados porque disse que ia chover e por coincidên-
cia choveu, mas agora, não choveu.  Não sabe de nada, deu um xute.)  

A meaningful exchange of ideas between science and rain prophets

does not really occur―the meteorologists are adamant that they do not use

the signs of the rain prophets for their forecasts.  Nevertheless, it makes the

rain prophets feel important and the audience morally satisfied to think that

scientists are paying attention to their traditional culture.  Beyond the informa-

tional value of the forecasts, the Meeting and the predictions are valued as en-

tertainment, encouragement, a public display of solidarity, and a cultural

learning opportunity.

According to the Media

An important question to consider is why the media (and academics)

are now giving so much attention to the rain prophets when they have been

active in rural communities for generations.  The annual Meeting undoubtedly

has focused this attention and increased exposure of the rain prophets;
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however, the Meeting has been held for eleven years while the media only

really started covering it in force since about 2004.  The answer can be found

by looking at how local, regional and global media interact.  Weather, climate

and the environment have been steadily growing as public concerns, both

socially and politically, worldwide.  Every day, everywhere, there are stories

and studies about global warming, pollution, weather hazards and

environmental degradation, among others.  In Northeast Brazil, popular topics

include El Niño, desertification and drought.  The interest is in how these are

conceived as problems, how they affect society and what can be done to deal

with the negative impacts.  Weather and climate prediction, while always a

popular topic locally, has now taken on global dimensions.

Added to this is a growing fascination with indigenous knowledge and

traditional culture.  For example, the marketing of ethnic foods, crafts, music

and “authentic” cultural experiences has never been more globalized.  When

people talk about 'rescuing' (resgatar) the cultural tradition of predicting rain

in Ceará, they are expressing a desire to preserve the connection between

people and nature that is being lost through processes of urbanization,

industrialization and the dominance of scientific ways of knowing the world.    

The romanticization of rural life and of popular culture of the Northeast
has become, in the last two decades, one of the main themes for the
tourism industry in states such as Ceará.... The tourist gains a folklorized
feeling for the world of the sertão without leaving the comfort of the city.
[Taddei 2005:156]

Taddei explains how urbanization in the Northeast and increased education

among the rural population have led to the iconization of “the old rural
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individual to a folklorized representation of the Brazilian culture in which the

rural is understood as more 'authentic' than the urban” (Taddei 2005:160-161).

The media reports on the rain prophets from this perspective, suggesting that

there is no need for urban Brazilians to travel abroad to have such cultural

experiences.  While rural populations may have access to some of these

media images through public television stations, the representations are

designed to appeal to target audience who is most definitely urban and who is

assumed not to have first-hand knowledge of the sertão.30  A São Paulo

journalist who did a half hour special on the rain prophets of Quixadá for a

popular national television news show makes this very clear.

(81) Ricardo

O público alvo da reportagem é o público da Globonews, ou seja assi-
nantes de TV a cabo, com renda e escolaridade acima da média e con-
centrado nas metrópoles. A idéia principal foi mostrar a sabedoria popu-
lar do povo que convive com a seca. O interesse do público, imagino eu,
é conhecer uma parte do país, com sua cultura e seu povo, que é pouco
conhecida.  É aquela história do Brasil não conhece o Brasil. 

The target public of the report is the public of Globonews, in other
words, cable TV subscribers, who have above average income and edu-
cation and [are] concentrated in the metropolitan areas.  The main idea
was to show the folk wisdom of the people who live with drought.  The in-
terest of the public, I imagine, is to know a part of the country, with its
culture and its people, that is little known.  It's the story that Brazilians
don't know Brazil.

Within this context, I now trace the evolution of media constructions of

rain prophets in relation to FUNCEME and scientists over the last thirty years.

30  If people from the richer southern states go to the Northeast at all, it is

usually to the beaches and captial cities along the coast. 
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Media treatments of this relationship fall into three categories: folklore

demystified by science, traditional knowledge in competition with science,

and authorization of rain prophets by FUNCEME.  After describing these

representations, I analyze how they are incorporated into local discourses in

various ways. 

Rain Prophets as Folklore Demystified by Science

In my data set, the earliest newspaper articles from the 1980s classified

the traditional knowledge of the rain prophets as folklore, linking it to an idea

of Ceará's cultural past as dominated by rural livelihoods where schooling

was rare and people learned through experience.  The accepted view in these

articles is that without the benefit of scientific studies of drought, sertanejos

created superstitions, prophecies and prayers.  Stories about particular rain

prophets, rather than groups of them, are found in sections with curiosities

such as astrology, numerology, mysticism, popular culture or cultural festivals

(such as the 'World Masters' discussed earlier).  The most common headline

was in the form of “Rain Prophet Predicts X.”  There was little discussion of

rain prophets as a group or the social context in which they operated, except

to say that farmers consulted them before planting at the beginning of the

year.  The descriptor 'rain prophet' was often used and the prediction was

called 'prophecy' (profecia) rather than 'previsão' (previsão), as is more com-

mon nowadays.  Prophecy indexes a religious basis of knowledge, divine rev-
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elation or a gift of seeing.  The predictions were given as news of the day with-

out any evaluation or questioning of authenticity.

Before the first Meeting of the Rain Prophets in 1997 that took place in

Quixadá, newspapers printed stories on rain prophets from various other mu-

nicípios in the state, including Ubajara, Crato, Juazeiro, Solonópole and

Senador Pompeu.  The first article about a rain prophet from Quixadá that I

found was written in 1990, featuring Chico Leiteiro, one of the most well

known rain prophets today (Sousa 1990).  The content of most articles during

this time period follows a similar format, typically introducing the rain

prophet, reporting his prediction, giving a few examples of the relevant signs

for that year, putting the prediction in context of the agricultural situation

(farmers are waiting, planting, suffering, etc.), and then occasionally there is

some brief comment about meteorology.

Until 1993, if meteorologists from FUNCEME or other institutions were

mentioned, they were quoted to provide explanations of the phenomena ob-

served by the rain prophets as signs.  For example, heat and humidity are

said to be the most influential factors that provoke rain and the associated

changes in the ecosystem.  This fits in with the government's discourse on sci-

ence as part of the solution to drought, having answers about changes in the

environment and climate.  FUNCEME is presented as the authority while the

rain prophets make a curious story.  After the 1992-1993 season turned out to

be a drought,  FUNCEME's credibility plummeted because the forecast had

been for an average year.  From 1993 on, articles about rain prophets started
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to include negative comments about FUNCEME's prediction ability, rather

than criticisms of the cloud seeding program, which by then had been discon-

tinued.  This signals the beginning of the transition to the discourse of compe-

tition, although the main content of the articles was still about the rain

prophets, with only brief references to FUNCEME.

Rain Prophets in Competition with FUNCEME

By 1995, the competition between rain prophets and FUNCEME was be-

coming more prominent in newspapers, often mentioned in the first para-

graph and occupying more space in the articles.  Phrases like “rain prophets

challenge FUNCEME” are used (“Profetas” 1995). After the first Meeting  in

Quixadá in 1997, the results of the rainy season merited a full page of articles

and photos in the Regional section of the Diário do Nordeste in which the pre-

dictions of rain prophets and FUNCEME were compared.  Three of the four

headlines frame the Meeting as a competition: 'Chico Mariano challenges the

official prediction in 97,' (Chico Mariano Desafia Previsão Oficial em 97) 'De-

bate makes possible the exchange of experiences' (Debate Possibilita Troca

de Experiência) and 'Duel between prophets and FUNCEME was evident' ('Du-

elo'de Profetas e Funceme Foi Evidente) (Sousa 1997a,b,c).  The tone is cele-

bratory, congratulating the rain prophets for their respected knowledge, and

Chico Mariano above all for being 'the big winner' against FUNCEME for hav-

ing correctly predicted rain for the season and that it would begin on a partic-

ular day.  
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The 1997 season was framed as a triumph not just of rain prophets over

meteorologists, but of man over machine.  One subheading reads: 'The wis-

dom of the sertanejo surpasses scientific knowledge and the computers of

FUNCEME' (A Sabedoria do Sertanejo Sobrepujou os Conhecimentos Científicos

e os Computadores da Funceme) (Sousa 1997d).  Common in headlines and

story openings are questions like this one, asking: 'Who knows more, the sci-

entist or the uncultured man of the fields?' (Sousa 1997d).  Typically, the article

answers in favor of the rain prophets, now generalized to homem do campo, or

'farmers who work in the fields'.  This extension of the specialized knowledge

and prediction skills to sertanejo farmers includes more of the rural popula-

tion on the side of tradition in the contest against science.  The main points of

opposition mentioned with frequency in these articles are: the tone of the pre-

diction (optimism of rain prophets who animate the farmers versus pessimism

of FUNCEME), the degree of faith in and deference to God, methods for gen-

erating predictions, and the type of education received (or not).  FUNCEME is

also blamed for the late arrival of drought-resistant seeds for one of the gov-

ernment's agricultural extension programs.  No negative consequences are

ever attributed to the rain prophets, in keeping with the romanticization of

them as folk heroes.

According to a woman who works as both a television and newspaper

reporter, editors instruct reporters to frame the rain prophets as mystics,

something exotic.  They are to focus on their powers of divination rather than

on the systematic or empirical nature of their observations.  This way, they can
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contrast rain prophets with FUNCEME and suggest that science does not have

all the answers.  She emphasized to me that they are always respectful of the

rain prophets but that it was fair game to make fun of FUNCEME by using criti-

cal or ironic comments.  In fact, most of the news reports over the last decade

tend to exemplify this approach.  Here is one example.

(82) “Science versus Folk Wisdom:  Researchers Worried about Drought”

An event fought over by photographic and film cameras, by curious peo-
ple and scientists interested in the subject, the 9th State Meeting of Rain
Prophets that took place last Saturday in the auditorium of the Shop Own-
er's Association (CDL) in Quixadá left an unknown.  Who will be closer to
the “truth” with respect to the rain prediction for this year?  Science, with
all of its technological apparatus and hours of studies and evaluations?
Or popular belief which uses observation and simple interpretation of
phenomena in nature? [Queiroz 2005, my translation]

In this article from the Diário do Nordeste, the author sets up a conflict

between science, technology, studies and researchers on the one hand, and

popular belief, observation and simple interpretation on the other.  She asks

whose prediction will be closer to the 'truth'.  Noteworthy is the use of quota-

tion marks around the word 'truth', indicating the questionable nature of its

meaning in this context.  The doubts are ignored in the next line (in the ex-

cerpt below), however, which states that it will be clear who is right when the

rainy season is over.  While the author differentiates between scientists and

rain prophets according to their methods, the assumption is that their predic-

tions can be compared and verified according to a shared version of reality.

This simple dichotomy into scientists and rain prophets further minimizes any

differences within the groups. The fourteen rain prophets are presented as

having a single voice, that of the majority, which sparks hope with a predic-
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tion that there will be an inverno.  This is contrasted with the scientists, who

both lack optimism despite the inconclusive results of their studies at that

point.

(83)

The answer can only be known when the rainy season of Ceará is estab-
lished.  It begins this month and continues until June.... The majority of
the rain prophets, without the least bit of ceremony, announced that
there will be “inverno” and ignited hope in the sertão.... Namir ex-
plained that there is not yet sufficient information for the announcement
of the forecast; nevertheless, he did not demonstrate optimism regarding
the data collected and the parameters evaluated up to now.... A geogra-
pher and researcher of drought, Caio Lóssio Botelho, also did not
demonstrate optimism about the current situation.  “Until the 21st there is
a drastic tendency for the formation of a drought, but this data is com-
pletely changeable.”... The moment of great expectation was the presen-
tation of the 14 rain prophets... Each one, with his simplicity and irrever-
ence, greeted the audience and then divulged his prediction and the
“science” used to make his conclusion. [Queiroz 2005, my translation] 

   Within the context of the Meetings, there are two dominant discourses

relating to scientists and rain prophets.  In the first, exemplified by this re-

porter and Hélder, scientists and rain prophets are constructed as competing

groups.  People who use this discourse make summary evaluations, such as

that the majority of rain prophets predict a good year, assigning equal value

to each forecaster as well as to each group.  One rain prophet's prediction has

no more credibility than another's, and the predictions of two scientists (also

considered equal) are compared as a group on equal terms with the group of

fourteen rain prophets.  In the second discourse, there is distinction among

the rain prophets, selecting one or a few as more credible than the others.

There is a weighted distribution of reliability such that over a period of sever-

al years, one person's predictions are believed to be more accurate, even if
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sometimes they do not prove correct.  In this case, even if the preferred rain

prophet goes against the majority, people will still tend to believe he is right.

People who adopt this discourse focus on the differences in method, style and

level of accuracy of individuals.      

The number of newspaper articles increased significantly after the

Quixadá Meeting in 1997, and the content of the stories is now more varied.

Stories about rain prophets as folklore continue to appear, but the approach

has changed from presenting a curiosity to arguing for preservation of a cul-

ture in danger of being lost.  Features of individual rain prophets are often

framed in a discussion of the conflict between rain prophets and FUNCEME or

between traditional knowledge and science.  In the last four years, stories

about rain prophets, specifically those from Quixadá, have been appearing in

national media such as IstoÉ, Raiz and Veja magazines, as well as the online

versions of Folha de São Paulo, O Povo and Diário do Nordeste newspapers.

These stories then get picked up by international sources, such as the BBC on-

line and a Chinese news website.  Even the Wall Street Journal sent its South

American correspondent to Quixadá to do a story in anticipation of the 2005

Meeting; it appeared on the front page with an image of Antonio Lima (Moffett

2006).

 Until 2005, the main question asked by television and newspaper

reporters was, “Who is more accurate: rain prophets or scientists?” (e.g.

“Profetas” 2006; Queiroz 2005). Comments and questions about who is right

reflect an assumption that there is one objective truth about the rainy season
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that is knowable through one method or another. To date, no long-term

systematic comparison has been made to confirm which forecaster is the most

skillful, and I submit that such a conclusion is not only impossible31, but

irrelevant.  

Rain Prophets Authorized by FUNCEME

This brings us to the third media discourse in which rain prophets are

equated with scientists.  With creative editing, the reporters show how sci-

ence is authorizing and legitimizing the prediction methods of rain prophets.

For example, in 2006, the regional nightly news did a story on the Meeting.

As is often the case, it was described as a meeting of 'folk prophets' and mete-

orologists (plural), even though there has only ever been one meteorologist

present at any of the Meetings.  Making it group against group makes it seem

more balanced and fits into the idea of a competition between equals.  The

three-minute story reported that there would be rain in Ceará this year, ac-

cording to the 'popular prophets'.  Three prophets were briefly quoted, de-

scribing the signs they had observed. Two were signs for rain, the other was a

sign for lack of rain.  Then the following quote from Namir, the FUNCEME me-

teorologist, was inserted to legitimize 'folk wisdom'.

(84) Channel 10 News, 14 January 2006 

31 Comparison is impossible due to differences in scale, scope and even the

phenomenon being predicted by the individual rain prophets and

FUNCEME.  Moreover, the criteria for evaluation is sure to be contested.
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REPORTER:  Hoje, sabedoria popular e ciência andam lado a lado. No en-
contro, a FUNCEME anunciou que a previsão oficial só vai ser feita na se-
mana que vem, mas, para os meteorologistas, os profetas sabem o que
estão dizendo.

NAMIR:  Porque a natureza tem sensibilidade pra prever o curto prazo.
Se tá chovendo ou tá próximo de chover, a formiga vai limpar o ninho, a
vegetação vai aflorar, coisa desse tipo.

REPORTER:  Today, folk wisdom and science walk side by side.  At the
meeting, FUNCEME announced that the official prediction will only be
made next week, but, for the meteorologists, the prophets know what
they are talking about.

NAMIR:  Because nature has sensitivity to predict the short term.  If it is
raining or almost raining, the ants will clean out their nests, vegetation
will bloom, this type of thing.

Namir complained about this report precisely because it made it seem

as if he was saying that he believes the rain prophets can predict the weather

by observing insects and plants.  Beginning Namir's quote with 'because'

makes it a continuation of the reporter's sentence, as if he is explaining why

meteorologists believe the rain prophets 'know what they are saying'.  Exami-

nation of the talk surrounding this quote reveals that Namir was contrasting

the time scale of predictions made by FUNCEME with those of the rain

prophets.  He noted that the subject of the Meeting is predictions of climate,

not weather, since they are all talking about the four to six month inverno sea-

son.  In the section taken for the quote, Namir was arguing that the natural

phenomena observed by rain prophets are only appropriate for short term

(one to three day) weather predictions because plants and insects, etc. are

only sensitive to more immediate changes in humidity, pressure and tempera-

ture.  His point then, was that the methods of rain prophets were incapable of
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generating reliable seasonal predictions, but that FUNCEME was able to do so

quite well. 

By 2007, the progression of the rain prophets' traditional knowledge

from being discredited by science, to competing with science as an equal, to

becoming science, was complete.  Language usually reserved for descrip-

tions of scientific studies is now used to talk about the rain prophets.  

(85) Diário do Nordeste newspaper (“Cientistas” 2007)

São estudos científicos da natureza...

...o evento, que tem por essência a exposição de diagnósticos clima-
tológicos baseados na sabedoria popular...

Cientistas populares apontarão perspectivas para as chuvas 

                                                                     

They are scientific studies of nature...

...the event, which is basically an exposition of climatological diagnoses
based on folk wisdom...

Folk scientists will indicate expectations for the rains 

The boundaries in the once standard dichotomy between science and tradi-

tional knowledge are becoming blurred in discourse.  It appears that the or-

ganizers of the Meeting have achieved one of their objectives, 'to amplify the

debate even more and give greater credibility to the popular predictions'

(“Profetas” 2007).

FUNCEME in the Media

Except for stories about rain prophets, reports mentioning FUNCEME

do not usually include judgements or commentaries.  They are reports of
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FUNCEME’s short term weather predictions, evaluations, explanations and

findings of research being done by the institution's other departments.

FUNCEME is treated as a source of information within a larger story rather

than as the article's main subject.  The authority and legitimacy of FUNCEME

staff as experts is simply taken for granted―except when the topic is the sea-

sonal climate prediction.

FUNCEME has been struggling to improve its public image for a

decade and several FUNCEME staff members blame the media for unfair or

misleading reports.  Stories about the rain prophets, in which FUNCEME is

mentioned for contrast, are especially problematic.  As an illustration, there

was a story in a news magazine published in São Paulo called IstoÉ that fea-

tured four rain prophets from Quixadá.  Among other misinformed statements

was this one:

A controvérsia entre esses dois tipos de conhecimento está justamente
no grande número de acertos na previsão vindo do lado dos profetas e
nos constantes erros que partem dos meteorologistas, pelo menos aque-
les responsáveis pelas previsões no Ceará. (Santiago 2005) 

The controversy over these two types of knowledge is based on the large
number of correct predictions coming from the side of the prophets and
the constant errors coming from the meteorologists, at least those re-
sponsible for predictions in Ceará.

The article generally cast FUNCEME in a bad light and gave no basis for the

negative evaluation of their predictions in comparison to those of the rain

prophets.  Furthermore, it implied that FUNCEME sent representatives to the

Meeting to learn from the rain prophets, rather than to offer their own predic-

tion.  Using the same tactic of so many similar articles, in order to make the
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rain prophets look like authorities, the author discredits, or illegitimizes,

FUNCEME.  

In another case, a radio news announcer read from the following new-

paper headline:  'FUNCEME radar predicts floods' (Radar da FUNCEME prevê

enchentes) (“Radar” 2005).  The announcer admitted to FUNCEME's public re-

lations assistant that he had not bothered to read the article. It was actually

about radar technology that allows FUNCEME to predict sudden events, such

as heavy rains that would cause flooding.  Moreover, the main content of the

article was about how the equipment was hardly ever functioning due to lack

of funding and maintenance difficulties.  Near the end, the article included a

statement from a FUNCEME representative saying that the radar was now

functioning normally.  Thus, the article was about FUNCEME's ability to pre-

dict floods, or lack thereof, not an actual prediction.  This example was men-

tioned by several FUNCEME staff who criticized both the newspaper for print-

ing a sensationalist and misleading headline, as well as the radio announcer

who carelessly propagated the error and refused to make a clarification on

air.  Such incidences lead people to believe that FUNCEME's predictions are

unreliable, since there was no rain during that time.  Those who actually did

read the article might conclude that FUNCEME lacks adequate equipment to

do its job properly. This kind of negative publicity casts doubts about FUNCE-

ME's credibility that then influences how predictions are evaluated.
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How the Media Influences Performances

All of this affects how rain prophets construct their own identities and

how they are seen by members of their communities.  Creative variations in

predictions and discursive practices develop in response to media and other

public discourses.  Reflecting current trends and cultural changes, I trace the

influence of growing media attention on the performances of rain prophets.

As the audience for predictions widens from local farmers to the television-

viewing and newspaper-reading regional, national and even international

public, some rain prophets modify their performances for this larger audi-

ence.  This is most remarkable in the way that they build their authority. For

example, Taddei writes that “Collective anxiety tends to induce prophets who

believe in a bad rainy season to silence or to make ambiguous announce-

ments” (Taddei 2005:159).  A striking change contradicting Taddei's statement

is that a growing number of rain prophets are making more direct and pes-

simistic statements when the forecast is for drought.  To the surprise of many

at the 2006 Meeting, 9 out of 23 rain prophets made negative statements about

the inverno suggesting that it would be weak, short, irregular, below average

or small.  Three were quite blunt, saying that there would be no inverno or

that it would be bad or very bad.  I offer two explanations for this.  One is that,

knowing their words are being recorded, more direct language is used in or-

der to avoid being labelled a liar if the season does turn out to be dry.  The

second is that these prophets are addressing the media audience as an un-

seen group rather than particular people from their community and therefore
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do not have the same motivation to build hope.  This kind of pessimism is still

not appreciated by the live local audience of farmers who made disapproving

comments upon hearing these predictions and applauding less enthusiastical-

ly at the end.  

One of the most pessimistic was Renato, who insists that he is not a rain

prophet because he does “research” on native plants, including taking notes.

He is proud of the fact that he is literate and presents himself as more knowl-

edgeable than most of his peers.  Incidentally, one of the FUNCEME rain

gauges is installed on his property and he is part of the network of volunteers

who supply the rainfall data used in FUNCEME's maps and models.  Renato's

tell-it-like-it-is style is reminiscent of the scientific approach and he uses

words like 'professor' and 'research' from the domain of formal education.  He

negotiates his identity linguistically by making his performance distinct from

the others.  His apology at the end indicates his acknowledgement of the ex-

pected optimism and his violation of this norm, marking his sincerity and

credibility. 

(86) Renato, Meeting of the Rain Prophets, 2006

E companheiros o que eu venho dizer a você, eu faço umas pesquisas, há
muitos anos e elas pra esse ano, ela tá pior do que o ano passado.
Provavelmente vai chover menos do que o ano passado. Não tem pre-
visão de chuva. Pois é. É isso que eu digo a vocês ...

Porque eu me baseio, com as plantas, aquelas plantas nativas do sertão:a
caatingueira, o pau-mocó, a aroeira e etc. Umas, produziram e outras
não, é sinal de tempo ruim. Tem duas vizinhas assim por exemplo, numa
área assim de 20m tá todas duas diferente. Quer dizer que é sinal de
tempo ruim. Ela não, a natureza, as plantas se você pesquisar direitinho,
ela não erra não.  Ela é um professor. Você tem, agora você tem que no-
tar tudo direitinho, todos os meses, quinze e quinze dias, de dez em dez
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dias os dez mês. E o que eu quero dizer pra vocês aqui é que o inverno
vai ser de péssima qualidade, pouca chuva a não ser que mude, né, a
coisa lá pra maio, junho mas antes disso não há chuva não. Muito obriga-
do, vocês vão me desculpando aí, mas é dessa maneira.

                                                                     

And friends what I came to say to you, I've been doing studies for many
years and they, for this year, they are worse than last year.  Probably it's
going to rain less than last year.  There is no prediction for rain.  There
you have it.  That's what I say to you... Because I base my studies on
plants, those native plants of the sertão:  the caatingueira, the pau-mocó,
the aroeira and etc.  Some produced [fruits and flowers] and others did-
n't.  It's a sign of bad weather.  There are two neighboring ones for exam-
ple, in an area of 20 metres and they are different from each other.  That
means it's a sign of bad weather.  It doesn't, nature, the plants, if you re-
search properly, it doesn't make mistakes.  It is a professor.  You have to,
now you have to note everything just right, every month, every 15 days,
every ten days throughout the ten months.  And what I want to say to you
here is that the   inverno   will be of the worst quality, little rain.    Unless it
changes, you know, things around May or June but before that there will
not be rain.  Thank you very  much.  You'll forgive me but that's the way it
is.

When Antonio Lima spoke, his optimistic prediction was welcomed and

appreciated with much applause and some laughter.  His authority is based on

his faith in God that underlies his love of and attention to nature.  As he states,

God sent him to tell people about the inverno.  By claiming to be sent by God,

he simultaneously humbles himself, saying he knows nothing on his own,

while claiming the greatest authority by declaring his words as God's truth.

Interestingly, I had never heard Antonio Lima say that he was “sent by God”

before this day.  It signalled a change in his self-presentation which, until that

point, had emphasized his humility and ordinariness.  He always said he did

not know anything; he just paid attention to what God showed him in nature.

Now he had promoted himself to the status of a true prophet, sent by God.  He
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had said it first earlier, in an interview with a television reporter.  The reporter

showed him the article in The Wall Street Journal that had his picture in it and

in which he was featured.  He asked Antonio Lima if he had ever imagined he

would have such an impact on so many people because of his predictions and

Antonio replied that he knew this would happen because he was sent by God

for this purpose.  The reporter and others present appeared to be impressed

by this assertion and this innovation was thus incorporated into the prediction

a couple of hours later.  This new identity as God's messenger contradicts his

prior statements that he is not a prophet.  The 2006 prediction shows the tran-

sition as he starts out with his customary opening and then brings in the new

idea of being sent by God.  The apparent inconsistencies indicate the proces-

sual nature of identity formation as he strives to be at once humble and author-

itative.

(87) Antonio Lima, Meeting of the Rain Prophets, 2006

Pessoal eu não sou profeta não porque nós não merecemos chuva não.
Jesus ainda manda uma chuvinha por causa da natureza porque nós
somos pecador. ... o Custódio, já tá, já tá, com um bocado d’água o in-
verno já começou no Custódio tá em verão, a previsão é seis meses de
inverno. No dia 19 de janeiro, a chuva volta. De 19 de janeiro a 27, vai
chover no Quixadá, e em quase toda região do Ceará....Eu fui enviado
por Deus pra dizer uma coisa que eu não sei de nada, porque Deus disse
que todo homem é mentiroso. E por isso, a natureza, Deus manda, para
os bicho e nós cria....E do dia 19 a 27 vai chover porque Deus quer, e a
natureza pediu. Quando chove, que a lagoa enche, eles agradece a Deus
e fica cantando. ...Vamos ter o inverno. É bom.... E o Cedro vai tomar
água, se Deus quiser. E o senhor prefeito não vá se preocupar com o
povo não porque não tem muita gente morrendo de fome não.... 

                                                                     

People, I am not a prophet because we don't deserve rain.  Jesus still
sends a little rain because of nature because we are sinners.... Custódio
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has alreay, has already a bunch of water.  The inverno has already begun
in Custódio which is in summer.  The prediction is six months of inverno.
On the 19th of January, the rain returns.  From the 19th of January to the
27th it's going to rain in Quixadá and in almost the whole region of
Ceará.... I was sent by God to say something because I don't know any-
thing, because God said that every man is a liar.  And that's why God
sends nature, for the animals and us to raise.  And on the 19th to the 27th
it's going to rain because God wants it and nature asked for it.  When it
rains and the pond fills, they thank God and sing. ... We are going to
have inverno.  It's good....  And the Cedro [reservoir] will take on water,
God willing.  And Mr. Mayor don't worry about the people because there
will not be a lot of people dying of hunger.

When Antonio Lima was done, Hélder notes the change in the audience's reac-

tion.  They have become animado.

(88) Hélder, Meeting of the Rain Prophets, 2006

Agora animou! Agora animou! Animou, animou. É existe aqui, a person-
alidade de cada um. Todo mundo tem o direito de dar a sua opinião que
vai ser seca como também pra dizer que vai ser um bom inverno, né. Is-
so. Agora ele trouxe aqui as provas né, as prova. 

Now he's livened things up!  Now he's livened things up!  Livened up,
livened up.  Yes, each one has his own personality.  Everyone has the
right to give his opinion that it will be a drought as well as to say that it
will be a good inverno, right.  That's it.  Now, he brought proof here, OK,
the proof.

Note his comment that everyone has the right to give his opinion but Antonio

Lima brought the 'proof' of the good inverno.  This 'proof' was a small branch

of a feijão brabo plant with flowers on it that only flowers in the rainy season, a

piece of an insect hive with honey in it indicating production that does not oc-

cur during drought, a piece of mandacaru cactus that flowers in the dry season

when the rainy season is approaching, and a branch of a tree with another

flowering species taking hold that was germinated by bird droppings.  Hélder

both reflects the audience's approval by exclaiming “Animou!” and he rein-
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forces the credibility of Antonio Lima's prediction by giving weight to this tan-

gible proof over the mere “opinions” of the pessimistic others.

Some rain prophets have started evoking science as a linguistic

strategy in the construction of their own authority, and in the communication of

their ideas about human relations and the natural world.  They are

“borrowing” linguistic features usually associated with science in the

discursive production of their own authenticity as experts (Reyes 2005:510).

This “appropriation” is one way that “speakers actively construct their

identities through discursively constituted links between linguistic styles and

categories of persons” (2005:511).  In this way, rain prophets enact the

adequation with science that the media promotes.  Here are some examples:  

(89) Chico Mariano, 2005

Aí, eu noto, faço a matemática daqueles dia, calculo e sei até o dia que
chove.

So then I take note, I do the mathematics for those days, I calculate and I
even know the day it's going to rain.

(90) Renato, 2005

Eu não sou profeta. Eu faço pesquisa.  Sou diferente deles, né?  Eu não
adivinho. Eu faço com a natureza...  Eu faço com vinte indicadores. 

I'm not a prophet.  I do research.  I'm different from them, you know?  I
don't guess.  I do it with nature... I use twenty indicators.

The media, therefore, plays an important role both in how science is being

integrated into local discourses related to rain prediction, and in how social

identities are performed.  
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While some rain prophets shy away from the spotlight, keeping their

predictions short and not engaging in interviews, it is evident that most of

them welcome the attention of the media and the public recognition.  The

presence of reporters from newspapers, radio, television and magazines, in

addition to foreign researchers like me and others, indicates that there is in-

terest beyond the local community.  They see their pictures in the newspaper

and hear themselves on the nightly newscast and they know that other people

are seeing them too.  They gain symbolic capital and become minor local

celebrities.  For example, the increasing level of corporate sponsorship re-

flects the widening public interest in the rain prophets.  Prior to 2006, the

Meeting was sponsored by the CDL and private donations from its organizers

who paid for food and transportation.  In 2006, the rain prophets were given t-

shirts to wear at the Meeting with advertising from local and regional busi-

nesses on them.  This marked the entry of the rain prophets into the world of

celebrity endorsements.  By 2007 the prophets had gone national and the t-

shirts had only one logo:  that of the Bank of Brazil.  The Meeting now counts

on funds from two banks.32  By wearing the shirts,  participating in the Meeting

and consenting to interviews, these men who call themselves farmers and ob-

servers or nature perform “rain prophet” and engage in the co-construction of

32  This is ironic since these are the same banks that deny loans to small farm-

ers who want to plant in years FUNCEME predicts to be below average.  Once

again, the prophets are supported as traditional culture but not taken serious-

ly as forecasters.
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this group identity.

The annual Meeting has thus brought recognition of the rain prophets

from outside their rural communities.  Sometimes this media attention creates

jealousies when a few are selected while others are left out. In other cases, the

rain prophets are amused by this new sense of importance but do not take it

too seriously.  Finally, there are those who seek out the chance to have a pub-

lic voice.  There are negative sides to the media attention as well. There has

been such an increase in requests for interviews and visits, especially in the

last few years, that some rain prophets are finding it a nuisance and are begin-

ning to complain that they should be compensated.  Chico Leiteiro is one who

has given several interviews to media and researchers, including me, and he

now says he will not go out of his way to help but will only receive those who

come to where he lives, at his convenience.  He sees no advantage in travel-

ling to other towns to make public appearances, and reports that the woman

he works for gets angry when he takes time away from tending the cattle in or-

der to show reporters around out in the bush.  At the very least, he believes he

deserves some kind of monetary reward.  This last point is supported by João

Ferreira de Lima who argues that they are poor farmers  helping the reporters

who will make money from their story.  It is only fair that they should receive

something in return.  When I asked what he had in mind, he would not specify,

but insisted that anything is better than nothing.  Gifts are nice, but what they

really want is money.

(91) Chico Leiteiro, 2005 
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Rapaz, isso aqui no nordeste do Ceará no Brasil todim é conhecido. E nós
faz reportagem não, não sei o quê por quê que não ganha? Tem direito
de dar qualquer mensalidade não é? ... Não é cobrando não. É porque é
certo mesmo.

Man, this here in the Northeast, in Ceará, in all of Brazil is known.  And
we do reports, I don't know what all.  Why don't we earn anything?  We
have a right to get some kind of monthly stipend don't we?... And we're
not making demands.  It's because it's the right thing.

(92) João Ferreira de Lima, Meeting of the Rain Prophets, 2006

JOÃO FERREIRA DE LIMA:  Eu vou falar esse ano, se não tiver qualquer
recompensa eu vou abrir. Porque a pessoa, tem conhecimento e pelejar
e batalhar e prestar atenção à experiência uma e outra porque, ninguém
pode botar toda experiência que vê, no jornal.... Aí você diz a eles que,
você telefona pra eles que eles deviam acudir os pobre fazer uma comis-
são um negócio.

KAREN:  Aí se fosse pra cobrar o senhor ia cobrar quanto?

JFL:  Não é o que viesse. Tudo serve. Só não serve é nada.

                                                                     

JOÃO FERREIRA DE LIMA:  I'm going to say something this year.  If there
isn't any kind of compensation, I'm going to speak up.  Because a person
has knowledge and fights and battles and pays attention to this sign and
that, because no one can put all the signs they see in the newspaper... So
you tell them that, you phone them that they better help the poor ones
get a commission, something.

KAREN:  So if you were to charge them something, how much would you
charge?

JFL:  No, whatever comes.  Anything works.  The only thing that doesn't
work is nothing.

João had joked about this with me the second time I went to visit him.

Our initial interview had been long so we agreed that I would come back an-

other day to finish.  I showed up a few days later in the morning and he was

resting in bed.  His wife came to the door and called back to him that it was

“the girl who was here the other day asking questions”.  From the back room,
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I heard him ask, “Did she bring any money?”  I went along with his joke and

answered that I had not and that if that meant he would not talk to me, I would

not bother him any more.  He said it was all right and came out to finish the in-

terview.  He explained that when a person has nothing but his own knowl-

edge, he cannot simply give it all away for free.  He consented because I was

a student and it was for my research but argued that the reporters should pay

because they were making money from his words.  When he went inside, his

wife told me he liked talking to me and was glad to have a foreign person in-

terested in learning from him.  

During the course of the interview, João expressed distrust of 

FUNCEME's forecasts because they were paid.  This was something I heard

frequently in interviews.33  He believed that people who were paid by the gov-

ernment were subject to manipulation and could not be trusted to tell the

truth.  Upon hearing this, I brought up the topic of payment again and asked

whether it would not be the same thing if people were to pay João for his pre-

dictions and his environmental knowledge.  “If I or the reporters paid him,

how could we be sure he was not making things up to please us?” I teased.

João only laughed and had no reply except to say that I was trying to avoid

paying him.34   

33 40% of survey respondents said they trusted rain prophets more than

FUNCEME because FUNCEME receives money for their predictions and the

rain prophets do not.

34 I did not pay any of the interview subjects, including the meteorologists.  I
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This shows that money alone is not seen as a corrupting influence.

There are other factors involved in making the accusation against FUNCEME,

such as a political history of corruption in government (though not FUNCEME

in particular).  Meteorologists are paid for what they say about the rainy sea-

son because their knowledge and practices are valued within a social system

that connects the apparatus of government, educational institutions and glob-

ally produced science.  This same social system that excludes the knowledge

and practices of rain prophets from the category of weather expert also ex-

cludes them from economic resources.  Rain prophets reason that if their pre-

dictions are accepted as valuable, then they deserve some kind of compensa-

tion.  At the same time, earning money would further raise the value of their

knowledge.  But there are two different sources of money and two different

value systems involved here.  Meteorologists, just like the rain prophets, are

not paid by the media or academics for interviews they give because their

participation is voluntary.  Instead, meteorologists are paid by the state (on

behalf of “the public”) to provide expert information.  The predictions of rain

prophets are valued by government as folklore, not as expert information, and

therefore they are not paid.  

One impact of all the media attention is the introduction of the idea that

predictions and traditional knowledge have monetary value.  For generations,

rain prophets had been giving predictions as free advice.  What they gained

was social prestige, and as Chico Mariano's relative expressed, their credibil-

did give small gifts to the rain prophets with whom I worked most closely.
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ity increased because there was no obvious motivation to lie if they were not

receiving any money.  In fact, it was a marker of authenticity because those

who sold their prophecies (often in the form of little booklets) were called

charlatans and were suspected of preying on the gullible (Galeno 1998).

Some now see an opportunity to make some money, but not from their peers,

from the outsiders who themselves make money from reproducing the words

of the rain prophets.  Without payment, there is a sense of exploitation.  It is a

relationship of exchange in which they are helping the reporters and re-

searchers, so they feel they are owed something in return.  The rain prophets,

largely through the Meeting, are being marketed as a tourist attraction and

they know it.  This was even explicitly stated in 2005 by a local official who

was trying to find ways to make the Meeting more interesting in order to bring

more tourists and money to Quixadá.  He suggested, for example, that the rain

prophets bring in “evidence” for their predictions.  The following year, Anto-

nio Lima did just that when he held up tree branches, a honeycomb and a

piece of cactus as “proof” that the rain was coming.

Antonio Lima Has a Message

At the beginning of May, Antonio Lima, a rain prophet whose complete

faith in God and love of nature consistently lead him to make optimistic pre-

dictions, promised me that if I came back to Quixadá in a month, he would

have corn, beans and squash to put on the table.  It would be proof that God is
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great, that nature's signs do not lie and that he is a conscientious farmer who

knows how to make the best of the opportunities he is given.  But most impor-

tantly, it would be proof that his prediction was correct.  He criticized other

rain prophets who predicted drought, saying that they are never satisfied and

always want more.  There would be enough rain, he assured me.  It would

only be a drought for those who did not plant and pull out the weeds and take

care of the plants as they grew.  Below is his promise.  The other speaker is

Chaves, my hired assistant and driver.

(93) Antonio Lima's promise, Quixadá, 6 May 2005

KAREN:  E os outros, então, que tava prevendo que ia ser mais seco este
ano?

ANTONIO LIMA:  É, esses hôme, aí, eles tão: “Eu não disse que o inverno
era ruim. Eu não disse.” Mas eles só sabem dizer aquilo, só sabe esperar
coisa ruim. Tem gente que não fica satisfeito com nada. Porque o inver-
no, não precisa de aborto d'água, não.  É tratar do legume. Ela também
não entende o que é mato, não. É tratar, tirar, deixar só o legume só. Aí,
o sujeito: “Não, não vou limpar não! Não vai haver nada não, não sei o
quê.” Pois é, eu vou trazer o feijão verde aqui, o feijão maduro e o jeri-
mum aqui, pra riba dessa mesinha, se Deus quiser, e é pra daqui fim de
maio. Quando você for lá, que vim, aí, o Chaves liga, né, Chaves?

CHAVES:  Humhum.

ANTONIO:  Chaves: “Você pode trazer o feijão, Antônio Lima.” Eu vou
trazendo o feijão maduro com o jerimum.... Até mais, Chaves. Pois eu
vou trazer o feijão pra cá, se Deus quiser, com vida e saúde, com nós to-
dos, e o jerimum aqui nessa mesinha, brevemente. Quando for lá que
voltar ao fim de maio, 28, 30.

                                                                     

KAREN:  So what about the others, then, who were predicting that it was
going to be drier this year?

ANTONIO LIMA: Yeah, those men there, they're: “Didn't I say that the in-
verno was bad? Didn't I say?”  But that is all they know how to say.  They
only know how to expect bad things.  There are people who are never
satisfied with anything.  Because the inverno, it doesn't need a whole lot
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of water.  It's caring for the vegetables.  He also doesn't understand what
weeds are either.  It's treating them, pulling them out, leaving only the
vegetables.  Then the guy: “No, I'm not going to clean out the weeds!
There won't be anything.” And whatever else.  Well then, I am going to
bring beans here, the green and the ripe, and the squash here, on top of
this little table, God willing, and that's at the end of May.  When you go
there, I'll come, then Chaves will call, right Chaves?

CHAVES:  MmmHmm

ANTONIO:  Chaves: “You can bring the beans, Antonio Lima.” I'll come
bringing the beans with the squash.... See you later Chaves.  So I'm going
to bring the beans here, God willing, with life and health, for all of us,
and the squash here on this little table, very soon.  When you come back
around the end of May, 28th or 30th.

I went back at the beginning of June to see what Antonio Lima had to

show me.  He lives in the district of Custódio, in a small village about 30

kilometres from the town of Quixadá.  It had rained heavily through the night

and there was still light rain falling in the morning.  The dirt road had turned to

mud due to the rain and there were large potholes every few metres.  It took

us an hour to travel the thirty kilometres on the state road that goes behind the

Cedro reservoir, on the other side of Quixadá's iconic rock that looks like a

hen sitting on her eggs.  It was slow going up and down hills along the

winding road, sliding in the mud in Chaves's little four-cylinder Ford Ká.

There were also several cows, donkeys and goats to avoid on the road.  The

ride was beautiful with lush green everywhere contrasting with enormous

grey rocks and accented by brightly colored flowers: red, orange, pink,

yellow, white, purple.  It was a stark contrast to the dry, brown, dusty desert

views I saw on the three hour bus ride from Fortaleza to Quixadá the previous

day, dramatically illustrating the variability of rainfall within the region.    
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There is only one road in the village with cobblestones and Antonio's

house is at the end of a row of houses.  It is small but finished with cement.  He

and his wife sell dry goods from one of the front rooms with a window opening

to the street.  We parked the car and saw Antonio walking toward us on the

cobblestone road, smiling.  He had on his usual black felt hat, a white shirt, a

pair of jeans and rubber flip-flops.  Although he was not expecting us, Antonio

Lima was quite happy I had come all the way to visit him in the countryside

and was proud to take me out to his field.  He changed his shirt, got some

sacks to put the vegetables in and then the three of us drove a ways down a

narrow muddy road to where his section of cultivated land was.  

We parked the car at the edge of the dirt road and headed down a nar-

row dirt path, overgrown with vegetation from the recent rains and strewn

with rocks.  We went through the gate of a barbed wire fence, our shirts al-

ready damp from the heat and mist.  At the bottom was the corn field.  Antonio

explained that the corn was only about shoulder height because it had not

rained much, but it was enough to produce the ears of corn.  We walked

through the fields as he broke off ears of corn and put them in a white synthet-

ic fibre sack.  The corn, beans and squash were planted together and there

was also a watermelon patch.

It was peaceful there with just the sound of birds, all the vibrant green

and a cool breeze.  I imagined, standing there amongst the vegetables, that

this is what makes people love the sertão.  This is what sustains their hope:

the bounty of the land, the beauty of nature and the peace that allows one to
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feel God's presence.  Antonio chose a watermelon and cut it open with a small

pocket knife.  We ate it standing there in the field and I remarked that I had

never tasted a watermelon so perfect.  He told me that no matter how hot it is

outside, a watermelon is always cool inside.  Antonio went along breaking off

beans and ears of corn, and throwing them in a pile on the ground.  Then I

picked them up and put them in the sack.   

Antonio Lima was proud of his harvest.  His moment had come.  He

called me over and stood holding a squash, an ear of corn and a watermelon.

He told Chaves to take his picture and made sure I was recording.  Then he

stood tall and addressed an audience he imagined would hear the recording

and see the photo (Figure 5).  Italics mark the speech within the performance

frame. 

Figure 5. Antonio Lima in his field, with the author

(94) Antonio Lima's speech in the field, Custódio, 3 June 2005

ANTONIO LIMA:  A natureza. Isso é a coisa mais certa do mundo. Isso
não é mentira não....

Pessoal 

eu disse pela natureza 
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que nós ia 

aquele que plantasse 

ia fazer 

e tá aqui a prova: 

o milho

a melancia

e o jerimum...

E a pessoa que é interessada pela, 

chuva que a, que a gentileza aqui dos Estados Unido 

=veio olhar 

CHAVES: =Doutora Karen.

ANTONIO:  E vai levando- a doutora- 

E tá levando a prova 

mais eu. 

Tá aqui.

CHAVES:  Oh o milho como tá bom.

ANTONIO:  Milho bonito... Não dá maior do que isso aqui não. Não dá
maior não. Bota aqui. O Chaves vai levar a melancia na mão. Que o po-
bre do velho tá cansado. 

                                                                     

ANTONIO LIMA: Nature.  This is the surest thing in the world.  This is not
a lie.... 

Folks

I said according to nature

that we would 

that whoever planted 

would make it 

and here is the proof:  

corn,

watermelon

and squash... 

And the person who is interested in 
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the rain, that this nice person here from the United States

=came to see

CHAVES:  =Dr. Karen

ANTONIO:  And who is taking- the doctor- 

and is taking back the proof 

with me.  

Here it is.

CHAVES:  Look at the corn, how good it is.

ANTONIO:  Beautiful corn... It doesn't get any better than this.  You can't
get more than this.  Put it here.  Chaves is going to take the watermelon
in his hand because the poor old man is tired.

This marked change in speech genre is what Hymes described as a

“breakthrough into performance” (Hymes 1975).  The performance frame

(Goffman 1974) is signalled in several ways.  The most obvious cue is Anto-

nio's request that the recorder be turned on and that a photograph be taken.

He posed for the photo, standing tall and holding up a sample of each of the

vegetables, surrounded by the greenery of the corn and manioc.  The choice

of location was deliberate and meaningful.  This was not a performance in an

auditorium or sitting on his porch.  Antonio had brought the audience (me and

others who would hear the recording and see the photo) to his field where the

vegetables were growing.  We were picking the vegetables and filling the

sack to take them home and eat them.  As Andie Palmer (2005) argues in her

book on Secwepemc narratives, “Engagement in the traditional practices of

hunting and gathering create shared lived experiences between individuals,

while recreating a known social context in which existing knowledge of the

land may be effectively shared and acted upon” (Palmer 2005:4).  Land is
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“anchored” to story in the context of the tellings, while hunting, picking

berries or travelling over the land.  In a similar way, Antonio Lima, and most

other rain prophets, had learned about the sertão and its inhabitants, how to

grow food, and how to predict rain, by listening to stories and other teachings

told to them while they were working in the fields.  It was appropriate then,

that his “lesson” (to work hard and have faith) should be given in the field, not

only connecting words to actions, but creating a shared experience of

harvesting, eating and interacting with the land through all bodily senses.  

Antonio Lima thus composed the image that would accompany his

speech, emphasizing the success of his prediction and his labor.  His body

was facing the camera as he addressed the imagined audience of the future,

rather than Chaves or me in the present context.  The beginning of the speech

is cued with his usual greeting:  'Folks' (Pessoal).  It is an informal term of

address that signifies familiarity or closeness with the audience and it is one

that Antonio Lima uses most often in public prediction performances. The use

of pessoal orients the speech to a non-present audience, which may include

Chaves and me, but is not limited only to us.  This outward orientation is most

evident in his description of me as 'the person who is interested in the rain...

this nice person here from the United States'.  Using a third person term of

address and describing me as a foreigner who is interested in the rain makes

sense only if the audience is assumed not to already know who I am.

Furthermore, mentioning my presence lends prestige to the event (recall the

announcement of important guests in the audience at the Meeting of the Rain
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Prophets) and legitimizes Antonio Lima in the role of rain prophet.  Given my

“interest in the rain”, the fact that I, an important foreigner, had chosen to visit

him and see his crops indicates his worthiness (for my research) as someone

who knows about rain. 

While I have not done a detailed analysis of the prosodic features of this

speech, the intonation and rhythm resemble the performance style he uses at

the annual Meeting of the Rain Prophets, which is clearly distinct from a

normal conversational style.  There are more pauses (indicated by line

breaks) and he speaks more slowly.  Other evidence of the performance

frame is the inclusion of a short stock text ('whoever planted would make it'),

and reference to his knowledge base ('I said according to nature').

After this performance, we finished filling the huge 60 kilogram white

sack and another smaller one.  Antonio carried the big one up the hill while I

carried the other.  I was impressed with the strength of this sixty-five-year-old

man.  He was struggling, but he made it up the hill back to the car.  He gave

me the entire sack, ignoring my protests that it was far too much, and told me

to distribute it to my family and friends.  I was to make sure they knew these

vegetables came from the garden of the rain prophet Antonio Lima, who had

maintained faith, worked hard and was thankful to God for his success that he

could share.  He told me to say: “I went there to Antonio Lima's to get corn and

have a look at his work.  Beautiful vegetables.”  Once again, he was making

use of my authority as an educated foreigner, with certain connections to pow-
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er, to validate his prediction and legitimate his actions.  I was to be both wit-

ness and judge of his truthfulness. 

 On the way back in the car, Antonio told me it is an insult to call a year

like that one drought (seca).  In fact, it had rained pretty well in Quixadá and

his vegetables had grown.  That was his proof.  He accused his neighbors of

being lazy. He said that they do not want to work because they do not think it

is worthwhile.  They are only interested in the pension, or other government

handouts. They just want to play cards, drink and watch night-time dramas.

But that does not lead to anything, he admonished.  He believes they should

work the fields as he does.  When we returned to the village, he wanted to

make his point clear.  I was in the front seat and he gave me a big ear of corn

and told me to hold it up through the open window for everyone to see as we

passed by.  We made a trip up the street and back down the other side.  All

the people came to the windows and doorways to see the car passing (an

uncommon sight in small villages) and then they saw me holding the corn like

a trophy and smiling. They returned understanding smiles.  In the back seat,

Antonio was hooting and shouting for them to look at the size of the corn.  His

joyous display had a lesson in it:  those who work hard and have faith will be

rewarded.

Antonio Lima had set the stage for this performance a month ahead of

time by inviting me to come back when the crop was ready to be harvested.

He created the context for a reportable interaction, which he later used in

conversations as evidence of his credibility.  He told others about the visit
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from an 'American researcher' and how I had not only seen the proof that he

had predicted correctly, but taken some to eat. The vegetables were tangible

evidence that he was right and that his work had been rewarded because they

would not have grown without the rain he had predicted.  There could be no

doubt that there had indeed been an inverno, no matter what others said.35  

Despite my telling him that no one would hear the recording but me,

Antonio made use of the available technology to record his important

message for the unspecified audience.  Unlike the typical media reports in

which he participated as a representative of folklore, he was not a passive

subject whose image and words were manipulated for the entertainment of an

unseen audience.  Instead, he actively constructed a performance for his own

purpose of proving that he was right and setting an example for other

members of his community.

This story touches on several topics that were discussed in this chapter.

It illustrates how media attention influences the performance of identity as the

audience expands from local to non-local and even non-present.  Rain

prophets, exemplified here by Antonio Lima, construct their authority and

authenticity in relation to their local audience of farmers as well as to an

urban, national or international audience.  They build credibility not only for

themselves and their predictions, but for the way of knowing and living in the

35 FUNCEME's evaluation of the season stated that 2005 had been a below

average year for rainfall.  In fact, many municípios in Ceará did experience

drought and water shortages.  Quixadá was more fortunate than most.
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world.  In these performances, rain prophets distinguish themselves from

others, such as scientists, who they say lack faith.  The story also points to the

pervasiveness of Christian belief as a foundation for making predictions.

Talking about the rain and the natural world is a way to talk about social

relationships and the proper way to behave.  Finally, the story demonstrates

the conceptual and material links between rain, agriculture and inverno that

are so important in understanding how predictions are interpreted and

evaluated.  
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CHAPTER SIX

PREDICTION AND LIES

Our attention now turns to the farmers, for whom rain predictions are

ostensibly made.  This chapter examines how the farmers produce their own

self-image as they participate in the co-construction of the rain prophets and

meteorologists as experts.  To do this, I analyze discursive performances to

show how cultural models of prediction and 'lie' overlap and create a frame-

work in which farmers challenge the experts and claim authority for them-

selves.  My analysis suggests that farmers identify themselves and rain

prophets in opposition to meteorologists along multiple dimensions and that

these oppositions are marked in language use.  I will first review how lying

has been treated in the social science literature.  Drawing on the work of

Strauss and Quinn, I will show how “situation and internalized understandings

interact to produce meanings” (Strauss and Quinn 1997:256) as I examine the

interplay of cultural models of prediction and lie. The strength of this analysis

is that the discussion of linguistic and cognitive processes is ethnographically

grounded, taking into account the material context in which subsistence

farmers cope with drought, and paying particular attention to the deeply

embodied emotional and practical dimensions of social relations, such as

trust. In the final section, characterizations of language use are linked to social
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categories as I explore the implications of classifying FUNCEME’s predictions

as lies.  

FUNCEME has been called 'a liar' (uma mentirosa) by many people in

the rural communities of Ceará.  Indeed, in talk about its rain predictions, it is

common to hear assertions, such as those below, that FUNCEME 'always lies'

(sempre mente). 

(95)

farmer, Quixadá

Essa FUNCEME é uma mentirosa. Só vem mentir.

That FUNCEME is a liar. They just come here and lie.

(96)

farmer, Itarema   

[FUNCEME] são uns doidos que vivem mentindo no meio do mundo.

FUNCEME are a bunch of fools always going around telling lies.

(97)

farmer, Limoeiro do Norte

A FUNCEME ... mente para o governo dizendo que não vai haver inver-
no.

FUNCEME lies to the government saying that there won't be any inverno.

While exploring interpretations of traditional and scientific rain predic-

tions in rural Ceará, I was struck by the force of these accusations, as well as

the matter-of-fact way they were made. While meteorologists in other coun-
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tries are made the butt of jokes and are subjected to public criticism for mak-

ing what are perceived to be inaccurate forecasts, it is remarkable that in

Ceará, FUNCEME’s meteorologists are charged not only with incompetence,

but with telling lies. This led me to investigate cultural models involving the

word 'to lie' (mentir) and its derivatives 'a lie' (mentira) and 'liar' (mentiroso)

that account for how FUNCEME, an internationally recognized research insti-

tute, is identified as a liar.  

Anthropology of ‘Lie’: Intent to Deceive and False Statements 

Most social scientists agree that a fundamental feature of lying is the

speaker’s intent to deceive (Barnes 1994; Bok 1978; Eck 1970; Shibles

1985). Without intent, deception may be attributed to error.  Anthropological

evidence challenges this assertion. For the Mexicanos described by Charles

Briggs (1988), any false statement is a lie, even when there is no intent to de-

ceive. Medical anthropologists make the case that pathological liars do not lie

intentionally and are in not even consciously aware that they are telling lies

(Van Dongen and Fainzang 2002). Such studies of self-deception question the

importance of the speaker’s intention and knowledge of the truth-value of the

statement to the meaning of ‘lie’. These scholars all take an omniscient point of

view, looking inside the speaker’s head to determine whether thought and

emotion match words, action and reality. Two concepts central to this debate

require closer examination: truth and intent. 
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Our aim in anthropological inquiry is to discover the contexts in which

lies are distinguished from truth for a particular group. In her study of decep-

tion among the Kalapalo of Brazil, Ellen Basso states that it is “the interperson-

al relationship between speakers that influences how and when ‘deception’ is

perceived, not, or not just, the logical features of the discourse” (Basso

1987:241).  For the Kalapalo, detecting lies is taken as a measure of intelli-

gence and a source of pride that one cannot be duped. The true–false distinc-

tion is less important than how the statement hides or changes something that

is assumed as shared knowledge. 

Foucault’s (1972) theory holds that truth is determined by groups in

power through discursive practices. The division between truth and non-truth

is socially constructed through processes that exclude other discourses and

alternative versions of the truth. From this perspective, the “objective truth” of

an utterance is impossible to determine or is at least highly elusive. Massé

echoes this, arguing that, “truth is a strategic cultural construction rather than

an empirically established fact” (Massé 2002:176). This leads us to define lies

discursively in terms of power relations rather than as verifiable falsehoods.

In the dominant Western language ideology presented thus far, inten-

tion and responsibility are attributed to individual speakers. Such individual

autonomy cannot be assumed as a universal feature of language, as Rosaldo’s

(1982) work with the Ilongot illustrates. She argues that a description of how

people intentionally “do things with words” (in reference to Searle’s speech

act theory) is more properly understood as an ethnography “of contemporary
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views of human personhood and action as these are linked to culturally partic-

ular modes of speaking” (Rosaldo 1982:228). According to Duranti, we should

make these ideological issues explicit by describing “local theories of mean-

ing… in the context of local theories of person and social action” (Duranti

1993:41). He espouses the dialogic view that meaning is not created a priori in

the speaker’s mind, but is defined only once the listener has reacted or

replied. Du Bois takes the critique of “personalism” even further, demonstrat-

ing in his analysis of divination practices that neither intention nor responsibil-

ity is an essential element in meaningful language use (Du Bois 1993). He chal-

lenges investigators to look at why and how intention is either invoked or sup-

pressed in various cultural and situational contexts. In keeping with these

themes, my analysis is concerned with how speakers and listeners both share

responsibility in producing a social reality through interaction.  

Social Relations and the Noble Lie

Contextualizing the meaning of ‘lie’ at a more local level, Barnes (1994)

observes that lies are expected and even tolerated in warfare and politics. In

both domains, people in power lie to gain and keep their advantage.  Lan-

guage is used strategically in pursuits of warfare and politics when govern-

ments lie to deceive their own citizens as well as their enemies. Lies between

enemies are expected as markers of the boundary that separates those who

can be trusted from those who cannot, insiders from outsiders, friends from

foes. On the other hand, lies told to friends or members of the same group are
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considered reprehensible.  Thus, the political approach brings in the element

of trust that was neglected in the philosophical treatment of lying.

Barnes notes that “since the late 1960s the strongest protests about ex-

cessive lying have been against lies told by governments to their own citi-

zens” (Barnes 1994:26). From the perspective of the liar in such situations,

these are what Bok terms “noble lies” (Bok 1978). The notion of a noble lie

comes from a paternalistic perspective in which it is admissible to deceive cit-

izens for their own good. Bok presents various scenarios in which deceit might

be justified, such as to prevent harm or to protect secrets when bound by du-

ty. Noble lies are ostensibly altruistic and the liars assume that the deceived

public would appreciate this if the lies were discovered. A power differential

is in effect when noble lies are told by governments or other “experts” who

believe that they have a greater understanding of the situation, and that the

public would either respond the wrong way or become frightened or hostile if

the truth were revealed, or revealed at the wrong time (Bok 1978:168). This

kind of deception renders people powerless to make their own decisions, de-

priving them of a basic right. As these lies are discovered, public trust dimin-

ishes while skepticism and cynicism increase. 

Arguing against the claim that a government has a “right to lie” and

mislead its citizens, Wise describes how the U.S. government’s repeated lies

have “shattered the bond of confidence between the government and the peo-

ple” (Wise 1973:342). A further problem is created because after so much de-

ception, “there is now a tendency to disbelieve the government even when it
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is telling the truth” (Wise 1973:346). In rural communities of Ceará, there is

also a tendency to construct the government as a deceiver of the public, with

or without noble intentions, and I will show how this influences the interpreta-

tion of FUNCEME’s predictions as potential lies.  

Cultural Models of 'Lie'

Conventional treatments of lying attempt to specify a set of features that

distinguish lies from other types of deceit, statement or speech genre. Cole-

man and Kay (1981) offer an alternative approach by analyzing ‘lie’ within the

theory of prototype semantics. The prototypical lie is associated with a partic-

ular cognitive schema developed through experience, and each possible in-

stance is classified as more or less a lie, depending on the degree to which it

matches the prototype schema. The prototype concept is useful for gradient

lexical domains such as ‘lie’ that are otherwise difficult to definitively classify

according to a checklist of elements. 

Sweetser (1987) challenges Coleman and Kay’s theory, concluding that

what they are seeing are “prototype effects” of ‘lie’ in the various contexts for

the utterance rather than the structure of ‘lie’ as a lexical category. To eluci-

date how such effects arise, she turns to the concept of the cultural model.

Sweetser argues that in situations where the cultural model of information ex-

change―that people “help by informing”―cannot be assumed, deception is

suspected (Sweetser 1987). She notes that not all deceptions are lies, howev-

er, as jokes and “tall tales” are acceptable deceptions. 
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The previous chapters have shown that through their common

experiences of suffering and eking out a living in a harsh environment,

farmers in Ceará reproduce and come to largely share cultural models of how

the government works to the benefit of some and not others, how God controls

the natural world and provides for human beings, and what their own position

is in these domains. With a history of known deceptions and broken trust, it

becomes commonplace to accuse faceless government institutions, such as

FUNCEME, of lying. Predictions about rain are interpreted in the context of

these cultural models and elicit strong emotional responses. 

My analysis uses cultural models theory to examine the use of 'lie' (men-

tir) in the context of prediction. I follow a three-step process: (1) describe how

the underlying cultural model of prediction shapes the cultural model of ‘lie’

shared by farmers in Ceará, (2) examine how FUNCEME’s predictions are in-

terpreted within the cultural model of ‘lie’, and (3) explore the social implica-

tions of categorizing FUNCEME as a liar.  The sociocultural and material con-

texts in which farmers are likely to associate particular emotions and motiva-

tions with cognitive schema of prediction and lying are discussed throughout.

My contribution to cultural models theory is to include the material founda-

tions as a crucial part of the ethnographic context. 
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Overlapping Models: Prediction and 'Lie' 

It is impossible to study cultural models of a particular linguistic system

without taking into account other models and aspects of social interaction.

Cultural models of 'prediction' and 'lie', both essentially linguistic acts, are

linked through social relations involving trust and the production of

knowledge/truth.  The analysis of ‘lie’ I present here illustrates how emotion

and motivation are central to understanding how meaning is constructed

through social interaction, and discursive practices in particular.  

A cultural models approach helps answer the questions of why some

farmers judge FUNCEME predictions to be false statements and how they con-

struct these false statements as lies. There are certainly farmers who do not

say FUNCEME is a liar and who trust rather than criticize the predictions.  I do

not claim that the cultural models described here are universally shared

among smallholder farmers in Ceará.  Variation in individual experiences and

affective responses mean that not all members of a culture acquire the same

models or use them to make the same inferences.  The idea here is to explain

how FUNCEME is constructed as a liar by some farmers. For this reason, I fo-

cus on meanings and experiences that are shared and not on points of differ-

ence.  This is important because both meteorologists and rain prophets are

aware that their predictions may potentially be called lies and avoiding this

motivates them to perform their authority and credibility in particular ways.

It should be clarified that the statement 'FUNCEME is a liar' (FUNCEME é

uma mentirosa) presupposes that FUNCEME’s representatives have said
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something that can potentially be categorized as a lie. When farmers say that

FUNCEME is a liar, they are referring specifically to weather and climate fore-

casts and not to other kinds of statements. This assertion is based on respons-

es to questions about what FUNCEME is and what it does. Excluding the 14%

of survey respondents who did not respond or did not know what FUNCEME

does, descriptions always referred to making predictions or studying weather

and climate. In other words, in my sample, public understanding of FUNCE-

ME’s activities appears to be restricted to the weather and climate forecasts,

so it is reasonable to assume that evaluations of FUNCEME statements are re-

ferring to these forecasts. Therefore, I will limit the discussion in the present

analysis to lies in relation to predictions of rain because “different social do-

mains have different expectations of truth telling and truthfulness” (Van Don-

gen and Fainzang 2002:88) and we cannot infer that the cultural model of lying

described here is wholly transferable to other contexts where social relations

are different. To get a real understanding of the meaning of ‘lie’ in this very

specific context, we need to focus on the local.        

Essential to this analysis is an elucidation of the cultural model of rain

predictions that guides farmers’ interpretations of them and their evaluations

of forecasters.  To summarize the model outlined in Chapter Three, predic-

tions are speech events in which experts inform people about the future in

order to provide some benefit, such as aiding decision-making.  The predic-

tion is understood to have an impact on people's emotions, motivations and

actions. At the local level of Cearense farmers, the simplified model of a
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satisfactory prediction is an optimistic performance that provides hope and

encourages farmers to plant and care for their fields, even when the outlook is

bleak. 

A Cultural Model of 'Lie' in Ceará

From the analysis of discourse related to predictions in my data, I have

arrived at the following model of 'lie' upon which accusations made by farmers

that FUNCEME is a liar are based.

1. A false statement is a lie.

2. A lie involves a breach of trust.

3. When a speaker makes a statement without an intent to deceive that is
later proven false, it is an honest mistake lie.

4. The worst kind of lie is a dishonest lie in which the speaker intends to
deceive the hearer about the extent or accuracy of his knowledge, or
the truthfulness of the statement.

This cultural model informs the rest of the discussion.

Trusting the Expertise of Rain Prophets

Trust in the local expert is based on familiarity with the methods used to

make the prediction, familiarity with the person in other contexts and an as-

sumption of shared values grounded in common experiences.  Since rain

prophets are also farmers and members of the community, there is ongoing

interaction among them that allows trust to build up over time.  They share ref-

erences and a common local language that makes communication seem natu-

ral.  As I demonstrated in Chapter Four, one only becomes known as a rain
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prophet after having established credibility within a segment of the rural pop-

ulation. 

Rain prophets construct their expertise during predictions by talking

about their lifelong experience of working on the land and observing 

nature. The source of their knowledge is attributed to older relatives who

passed on the traditions, their own curiosity and attentiveness, and to God,

who has given them a 'gift' (dom) to be able to interpret his signs in nature.

Chico Leiteiro says that when people ask him who taught him how to make

predictions, he replies 'No one.  It was only God.'  (Ninguém.  Só foi Deus.)

Such gifts are widely recognized in rural areas and are not limited to rain pre-

diction.  For example, people with gifts for curing disease or emotional prob-

lems can be found in most (if not all) of the villages and towns in Ceará.

Therefore, claiming that expertise is God-given is acceptable in this context.

Furthermore, God is believed to be the only source of truth and the only path

to such truth is through a direct interaction with nature.  Other ways of know-

ing, such as meteorology, which is mediated by technology, lies within the

realm of invented 'things of man' (coisa do homem) and is not God's truth.

The passages below come from a speech of approximately ten minutes,

during which Antonio Lima elaborated his 2005 prediction for a group of elite

businessmen in the state capital. He begins and ends by showing deference to

God, which indexes his strong religious faith and immediately marks him as

appropriately humble and not arrogant.  Throughout the speech (most of

which has been omitted here), he claims legitimacy as an expert based on his
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experience as a poor farmer who has worked the land since childhood and

who learned to interpret the signs in nature from his parents, who also made

predictions. He cites his lack of formal education (his father gave him a hoe for

digging rather than a pen for writing) and the absence of government assis-

tance to illustrate how his self-reliance grew from the absolute necessity to

learn how to “read” nature for survival. To demonstrate external recognition

of his expertise, he mentions that he was invited to speak at the event by two

important men (Hélder and José) and that others in his community come to

him for advice.

(98) Antonio Lima, Fortaleza, 2005 

O home, sobre a Deus, não sabe de nada. Porque o sinal da chuva, ele
não deu a ninguém... Eu sou filho do sertão, nasci no sertão, filho de
gente pobre.... Eu, com nove anos de idade, acompanhei minha mãe e
meu pai para o roçado. A caneta que ele me deu foi uma enxada. Naque-
le tempo, não tinha o governo pra ajudar nós fazer um, um empréstimo
no banco, não tinha, não tinha nada. Só tinha mesmo nós pra ganhar o
pão de cada dia sobre, a agricultura. Quando tinha um ano bom, nós
sabia. E quando tinha um ano ruim, nós sabia. E quando, hoje, tenho um
ano bom, eu sei porque quem me amostra é a natureza.... E eu, junta-
mente com a minha mãe, e o meu pai que era profeta da natureza, que
observava, eu fiquei observando também. Desde 8 anos que eu, a 9
anos, que eu observava. Mas o Dr. Hélder, que taí, me chamou pra me
vim do Quixadá mais o José Pra nós se encontrar dando essa, experiên-
cia. E muitos, eu venho dando essa experiência e vem dando certo.... Só
quem, num sabe, ninguém não sabe de nada do segredo de Deus.... On-
tem, veio um rapaz lá em casa, e veio de lá um amigo meu, que eu tenho
muita intimidade com um e com outro no sertão, que eu sou meio con-
hecido no Quixadá, porque eu fui uma pessoa que sempre andei, desde
65, Eu já tenho 65 anos de idade e vinham perguntando... Agora, eu não
sei de nada, não.

                                                                      

Man, over God, knows nothing. Because the sign of rain, he didn’t give to
anyone.  I am a son of the sertão, I was born in the sertão, son of poor
people...I, at nine years old, accompanied my mother and my father to
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the field. The pen he gave me was a hoe. At that time, there was no gov-
ernment to help us get a, a loan at the bank. There wasn’t, there wasn’t
anything. All there really was, was us to earn our daily bread from agri-
culture. When there was a good year, we knew it. And when there was a
bad year, we knew it. And when, nowadays, I have a good year, I know it
because nature shows me.... And I, together with my mother, and my fa-
ther, who was a prophet of nature, who observed, I observed too. Since
the age of eight I, nine years old, I observed. But Dr. Hélder, who is over
there, he invited me to come from Quixadá together with José So we
could meet to give this, experience [prediction]. And many– I’ve been
doing this experiment [prediction] and it’s been turning out right... The
only one who, doesn’t know, nobody knows anything about God’s se-
crets... Yesterday, a young man came by my house, and a friend of mine
came, because I have a very close relationship with this one and that one
in the sertão, because I am kind of well-known in Quixadá, because I was
someone who was always going around for 65– I am already 65 years old
and they were coming to ask... But I don’t know anything.

Rain prophet as a social category signifies a relationship between fore-

caster and audience that has a long history in Ceará.  This relationship has

been built on trust gradually, through generations of people who have em-

bodied the role of rain prophet and of believer.  Thus, a general trust in the of-

fice of rain prophet has developed over time so that within rural communities,

one is socialized to believe that rain prophets have some expertise.  Of

course, through personal experience, an individual may come to re-evaluate

this belief and distrust particular rain prophets or all rain prophets.  However,

there is still a recognition of rain prophets as people who are believed to be

experts or whom others trust, even if a given individual does not share that

belief.

In the following exchange, a farmer called Rodrigo says that in the past

they believed rain prophets because they were the experts to whom people

had access.  Trust in their expertise has persisted even after FUNCEME was
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established because the rain prophets work alongside them in the fields.  De-

spite being able to hear the predictions on television, trust cannot develop

when there is no personal contact with 'those men' from FUNCEME. 

(99) farmers focus group, Quixadá, 2005

RODRIGO: Quem era que via falar em FUNCEME antigamente, o 
pessoal mais velho? ... Não existia a FUNCEME, né?...Era só os profetas.
O pessoal tinha que acreditar nos profetas, né? “Compadre, tal dia vai
começar o inverno, compadre.” O cabra chegava. E tinha que acreditar,
né, porque não tinha- ninguém tava ouvindo... a FUNCEME. Hoje em dia,
a FUNCEME: “Tal dia vai chover aqui.” Fica passando, né, Nordeste.

CHAVES:  Antigamente, você se baseava mais por eles.

RODRIGO:  Pelos profetas, né? Ainda hoje, eu me baseio muito-

CHAVES:  Você acreditava mais nos profetas.

RODRIGO:  Eu, ainda hoje, me baseio muito-

CHAVES:  Porque não tinha outra opção.

RODRIGO:  Eu, hoje, ainda me baseio mais nos profetas ainda.... Quan-
do eu encontro com eles, assim: “Rapaz, meu profeta, quando é que vai
chover?” Ele diz: “Tal dia o inverno começa.” Porque a gente veve no
campo, a gente veve 

=trabalhando, né?

CHAVES:  =Naquela expectativa, né?

RODRIGO:  Expectativa de inverno.... A FUNCEME, ninguém vê os
homem, né? Tem que perguntar os profetas do sertão.  Anda com um e
com outro, né?

                                                                     

RODRIGO:  Who had ever heard of FUNCEME back then, the older gen-
eration?... FUNCEME didn't exist, right?... It was only the prophets.  Peo-
ple had to believe in the prophets, didn't they?  “Friend, such-and-such
day the inverno will begin, friend,” the guy said.  And you had to believe
it, right, because there wasn't- no one was hearing... FUNCEME.  These
days, FUNCEME:  “Such-and-such day it's going to rain here.”  It's on
[TV] right, the Northeast.

CHAVES:  Back then, you based [your decisions] more on them.

RODRIGO:  On the prophets, right?  Even today, I base [my decisions] a
lot-
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CHAVES:  You believed more in the prophets.

RODRIGO:  I, even today, I base [my decisions]-

CHAVES:  Because there wasn't any other option.

RODRIGO:  I, today, still base [my decisions] on the prophets.... When I
meet up with them, like this:  “Man, my prophet, when is it going to
rain?”  He says:  “Such-and-such day the inverno begins.”  Because we
live in the fields, we live 

= working, right

CHAVES: = in that expectation, right?

RODRIGO:  Expectation of inverno.... FUNCEME, nobody sees those
men, right?  You have to ask the prophets of the sertão.  Hang around
with one or another, you know?

False Statements, Trust and Lies 

The cultural models of prediction and ‘lie’ have an overlapping element

in the relationship of trust between speakers and interpreters. There is an ex-

pectation that the expert should be trusted to make an accurate predic-

tion. And in relationships where trust exists, false statements become lies

when they are discovered because trust has been broken. The following sec-

tions deal with the ways false statements and trust link both cultural models. 

Among Cearense farmers, the words 'to lie' and 'a lie' (mentir/mentira)

include not only false statements made with the intent to deceive, but state-

ments that the speaker believes to be true that turn out to be false. In the first

example below, the speaker explains that someone whose prediction does

not come true has lied. During the discussion in the interview (omitted here), I

suggested that perhaps the forecaster was merely incompetent and not trying

to deceive people on purpose. The speaker replied that it did not mat-
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ter. What counts is that the forecaster misled him by giving out false informa-

tion. 

(100) Shop owner, Quixadá, 2005 

Ele não errou. Mentiu. Porque mentir é quando não fala a verdade….Ele
tá mentindo pra mim, me enganou, passou informação falsa.

 

He didn’t make a mistake. He lied. Because lying is when you don’t tell
the truth…. He is lying to me, he deceived me, gave me false informa-
tion.

In the next example, the speaker is a rain prophet who predicted a drought

and was worried about the disaster it would bring. He had no intent to deceive

anyone, as is evident in his anxiety over his prediction. In fact, he was so sure

he was right, all he could do was pray to God that he would be wrong, that it

would rain and he would therefore be a liar. 

(101) Rain prophet Antonio Anastácio, Quixadá, 2005

 Ele tava lá conosco, eu fazendo uma prece, pedindo a Deus pra ser men-
tiroso, pra não saísse do jeito que eu tinha profetizado.

 

He [a friend] was there with us, me saying a prayer, asking God to make
me a liar, so that it wouldn’t turn out the way I had prophesied.

The inclusion of this kind of error in the concept ‘lie’ is not unique to

farmers in Ceará, as Briggs (1988) demonstrates for rural Hispanic communi-

ties in New Mexico. The crucial factor here is whose perspective is taken. Ex-

cluding errors made without an intention to deceive focuses on the speak-

er. Calling false statements made in error lies, as in the above examples,

takes the perspective of the one who is deceived. Duranti’s analysis of Samoan

interactions suggests that “the main concern for a Samoan interpreter is not
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the speaker’s psychological state of awareness of certain contextual condi-

tions, but rather the responsibility speakers must assume (or be forced to as-

sume) for the state of affairs created by their own words” (Duranti 1993:

24). Listeners cannot have absolute certainty about the speaker’s intentions,

nor about their degree of knowledge, and Duranti argues that these are cul-

turally and contextually relative concerns. Local ideas about knowledge, the

self, and the act or event must be examined to understand the process of inter-

pretation and meaning-making (Duranti 1993:27). In my analysis, farmers in

Ceará assign responsibility for a statement’s truth-value to individual speak-

ers (whether rain prophets or meteorologists) who are making predictions,

and these utterances are interpreted as lies when the farmers feel deceived

by false statements.  Given the inherent uncertainty in all predictions and the

variability of rainfall in Ceará, incorrect predictions that lead to accusations of

lying are not uncommon.

It is important to note that the focus is not only on the listener, but on the

relationship between the speaker and the listener.  Trust is a product both of

historical interactions and ongoing communication.  Believing that one has

been deceived entails both the knowledge that the information is false and

recognition that trust between the two parties has been breached. Incorrect

information may be corrected by consulting another source; however, repair-

ing a deterioration of credibility or trust requires a substantial amount of so-

cial effort. Even one incorrect forecast can destroy trust very quickly and re-

peated lies can break down the relationship altogether (Slovic 1999). 
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Recalling the extreme vulnerability of the farmers to the realities of en-

vironment and climate, the importance of having trust in someone who is pre-

dicting the rain upon which they believe their survival depends cannot be

overstated.  Stories like the one in example (102) are commonly given as ex-

planations of why people do not believe FUNCEME.  Losing a harvest or fail-

ing to maximize the season’s potential can have devastating conse-

quences. With their hopes crushed and their survival in jeopardy, the feeling

of deception is profound. In short, the farmers in Ceará use 'lie' to refer to false

statements, whether the speaker intends to deceive or not. This emphasizes

the outcome, which is the emotional effect of discovering that trust was mis-

placed and that misinformation resulted in negative consequences.

(102) farmer, Quixadá, 2003

É porque as vezes eles preverem uma coisa e aí acontece de não ser tão
certo quanto ela diz. Aí vai dizer que dá grande perco para o agricul-
tor. Eles preverem, “Não plante, só plante quando a hora da FUNCEME.”
Aí vem chovendo, vem chovendo. Então por exemplo, meu povo, nós
temos inverno fraco. Mas o agricultor pode, pode plantar. Porque … caiu
uma chuva de dez dia, quinze dia, não tem perigo de ser prejuído. Caíu
uma chuva, duas chuvas num mês, tres chuvas num mês. Aí depende do
solo também. Se o solo molhe bem, com as chuvas bem divididas, aí,
pode, tres chuvas. É quando justamente aumentar as coisas, que dá chu-
va começa a aumentar e aumentaria. Aí quando ele tá desse tamanho, ou
maior. Aí quando o governo, “Olhe, plante! Pode plantar.” Quem plantou
das experiências tá desse tamanho. Aí há uma perca, é por isso que as
vezes eles não acreditam mais, né. 

                                                                      

It’s because sometimes they predict something and it happens that it
doesn’t turn out exactly as [FUNCEME] said. Then you’re going to say
that it was a great loss for the farmer. They predicted: “Don’t plant. Only
plant when FUNCEME says it’s time.” And then it rains and it rains. So,
for example, my people, we have a weak inverno. But the farmer can,
can plant. Because… if it rains for ten days, fifteen days, there is no risk
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of damage. If it rains once or twice in a month, three times in a month. 
Then it also depends on the soil. If the soil gets good and wet, with rains
well spaced out, then three rains are enough. It’s just when things start to
grow, that it rains and things start to grow and it would continue grow-
ing. Then when it’s this high or higher, that’s when the government,
“Look, plant! Go ahead and plant.” Whoever planted according to the
[traditional] signs has it this high. So then it’s a loss [for those who waited
to plant]. That’s why sometimes they don’t believe [FUNCEME] anymore,
you know.

         While false statements made with and without the intent to deceive are

both referred to as 'lie' (mentira), there is a difference between ‘honest mis-

take’ lies and dishonest lies in the cultural model. ‘Honest mistakes’ are a less-

er degree of lie and are more easily tolerated. ‘Lying dishonestly’ describes

scenarios in which the speaker deceives others to gain some advantage (this

excludes joking and tall tales), presents uncertain information as if it were re-

liable, or makes a public declaration that leads others to act in error. In all of

these scenarios, to be discussed in the next section, the deception derives

from the speaker misrepresenting himself as being more knowledgeable than

he is.  Social power is closely related to level of education in Ceará, so an

abuse of power of this nature is considered particularly reprehensible be-

cause it goes against the cultural model of prediction in which experts provide

helpful forecast information to benefit society. 

         Example (103) addresses the problem of public displays of knowledge

and truth. According to the cultural model of lying, when a speaker makes a

public affirmation, listeners may expect some extra degree of confidence that

the statement is true. If the speaker is unsure of the truth of the statement, he

should not say it publicly where there is the potential to induce others in er-
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ror. Therefore, if such a public statement is false, the speaker cannot be ex-

cused as having simply made a mistake because he has lied on two counts: in

giving false information and in his false self-representation as an expert.  Mag-

alhães affirms that rain prophets who seek public attention are not forgiven

when they make mistakes.  He recounts a story of an “imposter” who was “al-

most lynched by the people” when his prediction of drought was not verified.

They were going to “give him a bath in the tumultuous current of the overflow-

ing river so he would not be so stupid because only God knows when rain is

coming” (Magalhães 1963:11, my translation).  The rain prophet quoted below

accuses FUNCEME of this type of dishonest lie. Note that in his opinion, it was

not a drought, so the prediction was false.

(103) Chico Mariano, Quixadá, 2003

É porque ela erra mentirosamente, né. Mostra, declara. Por exemplo,
esse ano, eles disseram declaradamente em volta da testemunha que é
seca.

 

It’s because they [FUNCEME] err in a lying way, you know. They show,
they declare. For example, this year, they pronounced boldly with wit-
nesses all around that it would be a drought. 

Example (103) clearly illustrates the distinction between ‘honest mis-

take’ lies and dishonest lies. The speaker is a rain prophet who explains that

he no longer makes public predictions because his intuition-based forecasts

have lately been wrong and he does not want to become known as a liar. He

sets himself in opposition to FUNCEME, indirectly accusing them of lying dis-

honestly in that they continue to make predictions publicly even though they

know (in his view) that they are making errors. 
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(104) rain prophet Antonio Alexandre, Quixadá, 2003

Eu digo por meio da intuição também as coisas. Aí, o homem foi me per-
guntou. Eu digo, “Eu não vou dizer nada.” Eu já me perdi. Não vou ficar
por mentiroso… 

A ciência fala sobre o inverno. Ela diz muito mas erra também… Nós er-
ramos todinho… Porque o erro é humano, viu. Agora deshonestidade é
deshumanidade… Aí eles mesmo sabem que mente.

                                                                     

I say things [predictions] by way of intuition, too. So then, the man came
and asked me [to participate in the annual Meeting]. I said, “I’m not go-
ing to say anything.” I’ve been wrong before. I’m not going to end up a
liar… 

Science talks about the rainy season. It says a lot but it’s wrong too…
We’re all wrong… Because to err is human, you know. But, dishonesty is
inhumanity… [FUNCEME] well they know themselves that they lie.

In Example (105), another rain prophet makes a distinction between two types

of lies based on context. In the first, he confesses that he has made predictions

for rain that did not come true, which he calls lies. This is less morally repre-

hensible than the second case in which someone tells falsehoods for personal

gain. He claims that he would not tell such deliberate self-interested lies like

one of his peers has allegedly done. Examples (104) and (105) illustrate that

lying for personal advantage is a context that fits squarely within the cultural

model and is therefore unacceptable. Making public statements of predictions

brings one some prestige so it falls into the category of the worse lie when the

prediction is wrong. 

(105) Joaquim, Quixadá, 2005

Eu já tenho mentido pra problema de inverno, mas pra dizer assim, a
pessoa pegar e me perguntar uma coisa e eu sair com mentira pra fazer
vantagem, não é comigo não.
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I have lied about the problem of the rainy season, but to talk like that,
someone asks me something and I come out with lies to make myself
look good, that’s not something I would do.

Coleman and Kay use a “performative analysis” of language to explain

how a prediction can be considered a lie (Coleman and Kay 1981:39). A pre-

diction can be seen as a performance of a certain kind of expert knowl-

edge. When the consequences of a statement being true or false are serious,

the speaker commits himself to knowing a fact when he asserts it. This com-

mitment and assumed responsibility precludes the possibility of claiming the

honest mistake excuse because of the serious implications of being wrong. If

one purports to be an expert on a subject, then it is expected that he knows

certain things. If a false statement is made, then the speaker either lied out-

right or lied by conveying a certainty or authority that was unjustified. The

only way to avoid lying in this case would be to reveal the uncertainty, which

could result in a loss of credibility or status as an expert. 

This helps explain why meteorologists worldwide are concerned with

the problem of how to effectively communicate uncertainty. Meteorological

forecasts are based on statistical models and probabilities that always contain

some degree of uncertainty. There is debate among meteorologists about

whether to present the forecasts as probabilities or categorical statements

(e.g. “a 30% chance of rain” versus “it will rain”), an important point being

that probabilistic forecasts require ongoing education of the public (Gigeren-

zer et al. 2005; Hartmann et al. 2002; Ryan 2003). Among Brazilian meteorolo-
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gists, it is generally agreed that the best way to preserve credibility is to

make probabilistic rather than categorical statements. But some farmers in my

study lack the knowledge of how to interpret these numerically expressed

probabilities and they are perceived as being categorical statements of fact

about the coming season.  The prediction turns into a lie when the statements

are proven false, according to the farmers’ interpretive system.

I do not wish to suggest that the rain prophets do not convey uncertain-

ty in their predictions.  They just do not quantify it in percentages.  By affirm-

ing that only God knows for sure how the season will turn out, they express in-

herent uncertainty in any prediction in a manner acceptable to local under-

standings. There are also a number of terms to describe irregularly distribut-

ed rains and the unequal effects that this has on community members.  In say-

ing that the inverno will be 'wrecked' (desmantelado) or 'fraudulent' (velhaco),

rain prophets imply that some farms will be will receive rain while others will

not.  The farmers are aware that there is a risk and in fact, often refer to farm-

ing as a game of chance.  The problem then, is that FUNCEME has not yet

found a successful way of communicating the uncertainty in a way that is

meaningful for farmers.

(106) farmer, Tauá, 2005

Eles não acertaram porque uma hora dava certo e outra não dava. Dão
umas respostas que a gente não entende, mas eu sei que a gente perde
muito.

They [FUNCEME] don't get it right because sometimes it would be right
and other times it wouldn't.  They give some answers that we don't under-
stand, but I know that we lose a lot.
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Within the cultural model of prediction, in which a trusted expert pro-

vides helpful information about future conditions or events in an optimistic

frame that encourages farmers, the following conditions produce a prediction

that is classified as a 'lie'. First, if the self-described expert is not credible,

then he is capable of a dishonest lie by giving false information. Second, if

trust should exist between speaker and listeners, then making a false state-

ment breaks that trust and the statement is a dishonest lie. Third, if the infor-

mation given in the prediction is unhelpful by being irrelevant, vague, or not

optimistic, then the prediction is a lie because it may motivate others to act in

error.  Finally, if the prediction does not come true in the judgement of the lis-

teners, then it is retrospectively classified as a lie. I will now describe how

these conditions combined so that FUNCEME’s 2004 seasonal forecast was

constructed as a mentira by farmers in Ceará.  

FUNCEME’s Prediction Becomes a ‘Lie’ 

Since the accusation that FUNCEME is a liar is made categorically, and

not in reference to any particular forecast, I will use the seasonal forecast from

2004 as an example. FUNCEME’s official forecast is the result of a consensus

reached by an international group of scientists working in various meteoro-

logical organizations. The forecast is elaborated in a document but the first

public announcement is made at a press conference in January which is much

anticipated by the media and município and state level planners, not to men-

tion the those with agricultural interests. To supplement the oral presentation,
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the press and selected “users” are presented with an executive summary of

the forecast with its qualifications and methodology. The one-sentence version

of the forecast is quoted by the media and repeated by FUNCEME staff over

the next several months of the rainy season.

FUNCEME forecasts are presented in standardized meteorological

terminology and refer to areas and time periods relevant to the models and

methods used to generate them. The following statement is the official forecast

for 2004 that was disseminated by the media and in numerous presentations

made by FUNCEME staff.  Note that there is only a very slight distinction

among the probabilities given for the three categories, indicating a forecast of

a close to normal season.

(107)

A previsão é de que o total de chuva esperado para ocorrer durante o
período de fevereiro a maio de 2004, no estado do Ceará, fique de nor-
mal a abaixo da média histórica... a probabilidade de ocorrência de chu-
vas… é de: 30% para chuvas acima da média histórica, 35% para chuvas
dentro da média histórica e 35% para chuvas abaixo da média histórica. 

 

The prediction is that the total rainfall expected to occur during the peri-
od from February to May 2004, in the state of Ceará, is from normal to
below the historical average… the probability of occurrence… is: 30%
for rainfall above the historical average, 35% for rainfall within the histor-
ical average and 35% for rainfall below the historical average.
[http://www.funceme.br/DEMET/Index.htm]

We now consider why the 2004 prediction was judged to be false or

wrong by farmers. The goal of analysis, as Massé puts it, is “to identify the

mechanism of truth (or deceit) construction” (Massé 2002:180). Toward this
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end, I will now examine how farmers construct the prediction as a lie and how

FUNCEME defends it as accurate. 

The Prediction as Unhelpful Information 

Farmers who interpreted the 2004 forecast according to the cultural

model of rain prediction I have outlined found it to be irrelevant, unhelpful

and discouraging. Crucial differences in language use result in the prediction

being classified as a lie.  Farmers and meteorologists do not share the same

ideas about what is being predicted or how to describe various scenarios.

For example, farmers and rain prophets talk about inverno while

meteorologists use the 'rainy season' (estação chuvosa) concept explained in

Chapter Three.  To reiterate, a prediction for inverno is understood to include

a prediction of agricultural production.  Meteorologists point out that

forecasting rainfall alone (as they do) is insufficient to predict harvest yields

because it ignores complicating factors, such as soil type, plagues and

differences in seed varieties, among other things.  

The meteorological 'rainy season' (estação chuvosa) is limited to the

period between February and May because that is when the Intertropical

Convergence Zone (ITCZ) is over Ceará.  The movement of this cloud-forming

zone is highly predictable and is the most important conditioning factor in

making rain in the region. Rains that fall in December or January are classified

as pre-season or summer rains, generally provoked by cold fronts moving up

from the south. These have very low predictability over the long term and are
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therefore excluded from the climate forecast. Similarly, rains coming after

May are provoked by other less predictable weather systems, such as the

'east waves'.  The meteorologists delimit the rainy season based on the causes

of precipitation and the level of predictability; however, these distinctions are

not recognized by the farmers, who classify all rains from January to June as

part of the inverno, reflecting the integration of the agricultural season with

the rainy season. The significance of this conceptual difference becomes

apparent when the forecast is evaluated.

Another conceptual difference between meteorologists and farmers is

seen in the usage of the word normal. The meteorologists use normal in refer-

ence to a statistically based quintile classification. The categories are ‘very

dry’, ‘dry’, ‘normal’, ‘rainy’, and ‘very rainy’. Within a given time period––no

less than 30 years––the normal range represents the amounts of rain that fell in

the 30 percent of the years between the wettest years and the driest years, for

a particular region (www.funceme.br/DMET/). Thus, when meteorologists de-

scribe a ‘normal’ season, they are referring only to the total amount of rainfall

and saying nothing about its distribution, agricultural yields or recharging of

reservoirs.  In the semi-arid climate of Ceará, the normal rainy season is most

commonly characterized by meteorologists as having relatively little rain that

is irregularly distributed.  For example, the 2007 forecast for a “normal” rainy

season was described by FUNCEME’s president as being   'encouraging for

the recharge of water reservoirs in the state, although for agriculture, the ide-

al would be rains that were better distributed' (“Prognóstico” 2007).
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In contrast, 82% of farmers in the survey described a normal rainy sea-

son in terms of ideal conditions for a 'good inverno' (bom inverno). Normal to

them means a long season with well-distributed rains throughout the entire six

months, resulting in good harvests and sufficient water accumulation.  To illus-

trate, reaction to FUNCEME’s 2007 forecast for “normal” rainfall was 'It's good

for us farmers' (“Agricultores” 2007).  As the Rural Workers Union leader of

Tauá explained in the same article, 

A period of normal, balanced rains is all that the farmer needs, even
though we know that there are places that rain more than others.  But if
it's the same as 2006 [which was below average], the harvest will be
good.  We had more than 60% production. [“Agricultores” 2007, my
translation]

When I asked the farmers in my survey how often the ideal/normal conditions

actually occur, they said ‘hardly ever’ or that things have changed and nowa-

days it only rains for three months. The normal season described by the farm-

ers corresponds to a ‘very wet’ or ‘above average’ season in the meteorolo-

gists’ classification.  Clearly, there are two different concepts of normal being

used, but neither group is acknowledges the other group’s definition, result-

ing in miscommunication and false expectations.  The meteorologists say that

farmers do not understand the statistical meaning of normal because they are

uneducated, while the farmers say FUNCEME is talking nonsense when they

fail to recognize January rains as part of the inverno.

A closely related and equally problematic term is 'historical average'

(média histórica). FUNCEME’s forecasts are always expressed in terms of the

historical average of total amount of rainfall in millimetres for a given re-
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gion. This average for each of the 544 rain gauges installed throughout the

state is taken from a 30-year period of rainfall data. The problem is that most

people do not understand what the historical average is and therefore, they

do not understand the forecast. In my survey, fully 90% of the farmers either

did not know or gave incorrect answers when asked what the average season-

al rainfall was in their location.  

The 2004 forecast for rainfall amounts ranging from ‘normal to below

the historical average’ left people confused. ‘Normal’ had connotations of a

good season while ‘below average’ was interpreted as a forecast for

drought. Taken together, the two descriptors could cancel each other out;

however, the phrase most often repeated and remembered was 'below aver-

age' (abaixo da média). For the farmers, this meant the dreaded 'drought'

(seca) and complete crop failure, which is a much more extreme outlook than

was intended by the meteorologists. The scars of loss and suffering from the

severe droughts of 1915, 1958 and 1997 are still fresh in the social memory of

rural communities, as I repeatedly discovered in interviews. The pronounce-

ment of seca instantly evokes memories and stories of people and animals dy-

ing from starvation and illness, forced migration to the Amazon in the North or

the cities in the South in search of work, humiliation, fear, desperation, isola-

tion and abandonment (Villa 2000). Thus, FUNCEME’s prediction of drought

(as the farmers understood it) had negative psychological and economic im-

plications as people lost hope and did not replant after the first crops failed. 
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I argue that using scientific terminology, a detached style and direct

references to chances of drought is part of the process of professionalization

in which meteorologists gain credibility within the broader scientific commu-

nity; that is why they do not fundamentally modify the public performance of

their predictions for subsistence farmers.  Their discourse is oriented toward

other scientists and policy-makers.  Meteorologists construct their identity as

experts by creating linguistic boundaries between themselves and “the pub-

lic” or “the users” of the information they provide. 

The Prediction as a False Statement

The timing of the assessment of a prediction’s truth-value is crucial.

Meteorologists wait until the entire time frame for the season has elapsed.  In

practice, the public's evaluation of the prediction is ongoing from the time it is

uttered as farmers compare each day’s weather to the forecast for the season.

Therefore, the strongest impact of the prediction is felt during the perfor-

mance, not when its accuracy is measured months later.  This contributes to

the farmers' negative evaluations of FUNCEME.  For example, in 2004, the

forecast was called a lie immediately since it was raining on the day that

FUNCEME announced what was interpreted by the farmers as a prediction of

drought. It was heard as a false statement from the outset.  Any time it rained

in 2004, FUNCEME was called a liar and people made jokes about the incor-

rect forecast.  FUNCEME meteorologists counter that this is unfair and  mis-

guided because the climate forecasts are for the whole season; they are not
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daily weather forecasts.  They insist that each type of prediction must be eval-

uated on the proper scale; a few days of rain does not invalidate a seasonal

forecast of a drier than normal season. 

This technical argument may be appropriate for FUNCEME’s peers in

the international science community but it neglects the complex emotional

meanings of rain for the farmers. Each day of rain is a sign of hope that renews

their faith in God’s power and mercy. The relief and joy that the rain brings,

however temporary, are strong emotions that contrast sharply with the de-

spair provoked by a forecast of drought. Consider how one rain prophet

poignantly weaves together the pain of drought, the goodness of rain, devo-

tion to God and his connection to nature as he describes how his daily search

for signs of rain began in childhood.

(108) Antonio Lima, Quixadá, 2003

Com a velha minha mãe, nós sofrendo aquela grande sofrimento de fome
porque não tinha quem ajudasse, sómente Deus. E nós esperar pela chu-
va.  Guardar aquele litro de milho, que é pouco de milho. Você não po-
dia plantar se não chovesse. Mas olhando a terra que ia chover. Aquele
sinal é a velha acauã tão cantando. Ai, vai chover. De noite ela chuva. Aí
eu vim prestando atenção. Eu vou prestar atenção até morrer. Porque
meu esporte é a chuva. Tinha duas coisas boa para mim. Era minha mãe
e a chuva. A minha mãe morreu ficou só a chuva. Ela morreu, eu fiquei só
prestando atenção à chuva. Porque a chuva é que nem uma mãe, que traz
tudo que é bom. Chuva não traz nada ruim. Só o que é bom. Traz a
saúde. A seca só traz doença, dor de barriga, tudo, febre, febre
amarela. E hoje eu admiro até morrer o inverno sobre a natureza. E Deus
me deu destino, e vou seguir até o fim.

                                                                     

With my old mother, we suffered that great suffering of hunger because
there wasn’t anyone to help, only God. And we waited for the rain. Kept
that litre of corn [seed], which is very little corn. You couldn’t plant if it
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didn’t rain. But looking at the earth, that it would rain. That sign is the old
acauã [bird] singing. Then it’s going to rain. At night, it rains. So then I
started paying attention. I’m going to pay attention until I die. Because
my sport is rain. There were two things that were good to me. They were
my mother and the rain. My mother died and only the rain remains. She
died, I only pay attention to the rain now. Because the rain is just like a
mother, who brings all that is good. Rain doesn’t bring anything
bad. Only what is good. It brings health. Drought only brings sickness,
stomach ache, everything, fever, yellow fever. And today I will admire
the inverno over nature until I die. And God gave me this destiny, and I
am going to follow it until the end. 

There is a strong cultural belief that God will provide all that is necessary, so if

one has faith, there is no need to worry about tomorrow.  Judging the forecast

each day as the season unfolds is part of the farmers’ general approach to life

in which they take things day by day.  Rain has a significant influence on how

people act, feel and think, so the predictions are a constant reference.

 

Outcome and Evaluation

The actual outcome of the 2004 season surprised everyone. Extremely

heavy rains fell during the month of January, beginning right around the time

the prediction was announced. Reservoirs overflowed and there was flooding

in many areas. In a region where people live with a constant fear of drought,

many were suffering from damage caused by too much water. More rain fell in

January 2004 than in any other January in at least the last thirty years

(FUNCEME 2004:1). It was so remarkable that a poem was written about it en-

titled, ‘The Rainiest January Ever Seen in Ceará’ (Loiola 2004). For the farmers,

who included the January rains as part of the inverno, it was an above average

or ‘wet’ year. These rains were not predicted in FUNCEME’s seasonal forecast
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because they were brought on by a cold front rather than the ITCZ. More im-

portantly, January is not included in FUNCEME’s February to May 'rainy sea-

son', so they were called 'summer rains' (chuvas de verão). FUNCEME staff ar-

gue that the forecast was not wrong or false and they deny any intent to de-

ceive the public. Nonetheless, FUNCEME was called a liar for having made an

incorrect and overly pessimistic forecast. The fact that the forecast was made

on 23 January when the rains had already begun, and that such an abundance

of rain followed soon after, made the ‘lie’ even worse. It must be noted that the

rains did not continue, and the period from February to May––the 'rainy sea-

son'––did in fact turn out to be ‘below average’, as predicted (FUNCEME

2004:32) and sixty percent of the agricultural harvest was lost. This fact was ir-

relevant to the farmers, however, who nearly unanimously agreed that

FUNCEME had been wrong and had lied. Thus, the linguistic and conceptual

difference between inverno and 'rainy season' (estação chuvosa) greatly con-

tributed to the farmers’ construction of the prediction as a 'lie'.

 

The Prediction Lacked an Optimistic Message 

Other contextual factors contributed to the transformation of this per-

ceived error into a lie.  As shown previously, the preferred interpretation of

the prediction model is that the expert’s role is to provide helpful information

in order to motivate farmers.  The emotional component of this cultural model

of prediction is intricately connected to the cultural model of ‘lie’ because op-
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timistic predictions are considered helpful information while there is resis-

tance to accepting the truth of pessimistic predictions. 

The quote below illustrates this attitude in the voices of both rain

prophet and farmer.  It is important to note that this rain prophet plants his

fields whether the signs are good or bad, just like the other farmers.  After all,

even his own prediction might be wrong.  As a rain prophet, his optimism car-

ries over into his predictions and he always sends the message that the inver-

no will come.

(109) rain prophet and farmer Antonio Alexandre, Quixadá, 2003

Ainda sabendo que é seca, nós planta, né. Porque pode não ser, né. Do
jeito que a gente acerta e erra, né. Aí pode vir também. Mas que, nosso
negócio é esse. As experiências é o que eu lhe digo. Eu fico dizendo que
há inverno. Mas mesmo que der sinal que não há inverno, eu planto sem-
pre.

Even knowing that it’s going to be a drought, we plant, you know? Be-
cause it might not be, right? The way we get it right or make mistakes,
you know?  So it [rain] could come, too. But– that’s what we do. The ex-
periments are what I’ve told you. I always say there will be inverno. But
even if there are signs that there won’t be inverno, I always plant.

The farmers’ positive outlook extends past the hopeful period while waiting

for rain to the evaluation of the season once it is over. For example, 91% of the

farmers surveyed agreed that ‘if we were able to grow some vegetables, you

can’t say the inverno was bad or that it was a drought.’ Consider one farmer’s

assessment that 2005 was an average year, even though he lost 90% of his

crop:

(110) farmer, Tauá, 2005

Não foi bom, foi médio. Perdi 90%. Choveu fraco.
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It wasn’t good, it was average. I lost 90%. There was light rain.

The farmers’ optimism is related to a strong faith in God as a benevolent patri-

arch who will protect those who trust in him. This is evident in the predictions

of two rain prophets given below. Notice that they both maintain an optimistic

tone even as they predict irregular rains that will begin late in the season and

leave some areas wanting. Hard work and faith in God give the best chance

for success.

(111) Chico Leiteiro, Meeting of the Rain Prophets, 2006

...expectativa de bom inverno para 2006. Agora eu estou pensando que
nós temo inverno. Não inverno pesado mas temo inverno maneiro. Vocês
entende inverno maneiro é chuva fina... Pode chegar tarde. Será mais
aumentativa, em parte será diminutiva que sempre acontece toda época
do inverno em todo o Ceará. E agora que eu tô confiando em Deus que
agora, dia 19 ou 20, de janeiro até o dia 30 de janeiro nós temos uma mu-
dança climática que pode chover em toda a região do sertão central. E
vâmo aguardar que, é chuva espaçosa. Adonde chover bem, o cara pode
plantar confiar em Deus que não perde. Mas o inverno mesmo só vai se
caracterizar de março em diante segundo pelas, minhas previsões do cu-
pim. ...E agora eu quero desejar para todo o inverno as expectativas são
boas, eu já repeti. Agora o que eu quero é que todo mundo observe que
é muito importante, a gente observar a natureza. E sendo, eu não gosto
de conversar muito não porque quanto mais conversar mais mente. ...

                                                                      

…expectation of a good inverno for 2006. Now I’m thinking that we’re
going to have inverno. Not a heavy inverno but we will have a light inver-
no. You understand that a light inverno is fine rain… It might come late. It
will be more “augmentative”, in parts it will be diminutive, just like it al-
ways happens every inverno season in all of Ceará. And now that I am
trusting in God that now, the 19th or 20th of January until the 30th of Jan-
uary we will have a climatic change and it could rain in the whole central
sertão region. And let’s wait and see because it’s “spacious” [irregularly
distributed] rain. Wherever it rains well, a guy can plant, trust in God
and he won’t lose. But the real inverno is only going to develop from
March onward according to my predictions with the termites. …And now
I’d like to wish that for the whole inverno the expectations are good, as
I've already said. Now what I want is for everyone to observe because it’s
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very important that we observe nature. And having said that, I don’t like
to talk much because the more one talks, the more one lies…

(112) rain prophet José Erismar, Meeting of the Rain Prophets, 2006

Rapaz, é muito difícil falar de chuva, no nosso Ceará. Mas, vâmo ver o
que é que nós tem pra falar né....Secretária da Agricultura prepara os
tratores vai ser seca, não.... Não vai ser um inverno de muita água mas,
vamos ter inverno. ...Fevereiro, é um pouco parecido com 2005. Vamos
dizer um pouco melhor. Março chove bem. É isso que me deu, a na-
tureza. Deus me deu esse conhecimento de dizer que março chove bem.
Talvez tenha o inverno. Abril, mês de abril me deixou preocupado teve
uma experiência de estiagem prolongada. ...Mas vamos caminhando. Eu
tenho outras experiências. Choveu bem, eu digo, uma experiência pra
chuva, pro mês de maio. O mês de junho, chuvadas. Não precisa ter
medo não. É um inverno razoável porque, nos preocupa muito, umas
coisas que a natureza nos dá conhecimento. ...Mas, poderá diminuir esse
verão essa estiagem do mês de abril. ...Eu vou pedir a Deus ... a Se-
cretária da Agricultura, cuidar dos trator no tempo certo. Vamos ver, vai
haver um inverno médio. Vai haver legume. Não vai ser um inverno
grande, bom, de muita água mas vai haver legume. Vâmo trabalhar com
fé em Deus. E caminhar para o futuro.

                                                                      

Man, it’s very difficult to talk about rain in our Ceará. But let’s see what
we have to say, OK? …Secretary of Agriculture, prepare the tractors  be-
cause it won’t be drought. …It won’t be an inverno with a lot of water, but
we will have inverno… February is a little like 2005. Let’s say a little bet-
ter. March it will rain well. That’s what nature gave me. God gave me this
knowledge to say that March will rain well. Maybe there will be inver-
no. April, the month of April left me worried. There was a sign of a pro-
longed dry spell... But let’s move on. I have other signs. It rained well, I
mean to say, a sign of rain for the month of May. The month of June, rains,
you don’t have to be afraid. It’s a reasonable inverno. Because we worry
a lot, some things nature makes us aware of…. But it could diminish, this
summer, this dry period in the month of April. …I’m going to ask God…
to the Secretary of Agriculture, make the tractors available at the right
time.36 Let’s see, it’s going to be an average inverno. There will be veg-
etables. It won’t be a big inverno, good, with a lot of water, but there will

36  An official had said earlier that the local government listens to the predic-

tions to better plan resource management.  In this case, the Secretary of Agri-

culture provides tractors for farmers to rent.  They are leased on speculation
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be vegetables.     Let’s work with faith in God  . And move forward to the fu-
ture.

FUNCEME’s 2004 prediction was not presented in an optimistic frame

and this had implications for it being categorized as a 'lie'.  For a large number

of farmers, optimism takes precedence over accuracy in the forecast, as 62%

of the survey respondents affirmed: ‘It is more important that the rain

prophets give people hope than that they get the prediction right.’ Rain

prophets frame their predictions optimistically in order to give people hope

and make them feel good about the coming year, as I discussed earlier. There

is a saying among farmers in rural Ceará that you don’t visit a dying man and

put a candle in his hand and tell him he’s dying. Instead, you tell him he is go-

ing to pull through and be all right. Of course he knows he is dying, but the

cruellest thing is to take away a person’s hope. If given a choice between two

contrasting forecasts: a rain prophet saying the rain is coming and FUNCEME

saying it will be a below average season, the rain prophet’s prediction is con-

structed as truth and FUNCEME’s a lie.

Significantly, it is by far more common and more forgivable for rain

prophets to err with a prediction for rain that does not occur than to be wrong,

as FUNCEME was believed to be, by predicting drought. One farmer put it

quite bluntly: 

(113) farmer, Quixadá, 2005

of when demand will be greatest, and that depends on when the rains come.

This rain prophet is advising them to have the tractors ready because it will

rain.
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Quando dizem que é chuva e chove, o profeta é bom. Mas em outro caso,
estão mentindo.

 

When they say it will rain and it rains, the prophet is good.  But in any
other case, they are lying.

Within this model, any prediction of drought will be called a lie. Rain prophets

know this and express fear of being called a liar or held accountable for

someone else’s misfortune if they predict drought. Optimism works to soothe

the farmers as well as to protect the rain prophets. Thus, the prediction is an

emotionally charged experience for both the performer and the listeners.

(114) Chico Leiteiro, Quixadá, 2005

Não, não deve declarar. Só assim mesmo. Agora, o cientista lá pode diz-
er o que ele disser. Nós tem medo de dizer uma coisa dessa. Porque tem
gente pra todo mundo, né? Chega um dia, uma hora: “Rapaz, tu sabe de
nada!” E querer até meter a chibata no cara. É porque– Não tão car-
regando a mãe do jogador tudim, aí? Porque não pode seqüestrar qual-
quer pessoa por causa de motivo, ignorância. “Oh, por causa de Fulano
de tal, eu plantei e perdi não sei quanto, o meu gado morreu todim
porque Fulano–” Aí, lá se vai. Tem gente– O cabra nunca deve dizer que
vai morrer. “Rapaz, você vai escapar.”... Tem de dar uma voz animado-
ra, não, desesperadora.     Porque a coisa melhor que tem é você ter uma  
esperança. “Fulano de tal me disse assim.” A pessoa tem aquela fé e
Deus dá a força que o cara alcança.

                                                                     

No, you shouldn’t declare [a drought]. This is the only way. Now, the sci-
entist over there can say whatever he says. We [rain prophets] are afraid
to say something like that. Because there are all kinds of people, right? A
day comes along, a given moment: “Man, you don’t know nothin’!” And
even want to hit the guy with a stick. It’s because– aren’t they taking
away all the mothers of soccer players over there?37  Because you can’t
just kidnap anyone for no reason, ignorance. “Oh, because of So-and-so,
I planted and lost I don’t know how much, my cattle all died because So-

37 This is a reference to a highly publicized series of kidnappings of the

mothers of famous soccer players that occurred in 2005.
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and-so–” and on it goes. There are people– A guy should never say
someone is going to die. “Man, you’re going to escape.” You have to be
an encouraging voice, not despairing.     Because the best thing there is, is  
for you to have hope. “So-and-so told me this.” The person has that faith
and God gives the strength for the guy to make it.

Note that the rain prophets distinguish themselves from FUNCEME or scien-

tists who are not seen to be constrained in the same way by a fear of account-

ability or retribution from the farmers.  They have the power to say what they

want, how they want, because no one is going to humiliate them face-to-face. 

(115) Chico Mariano, Quixadá, 2005

Não, é pra animar mesmo. Ser otimista mesmo porque é palavras boa e
tem que dizer o que é bom, né? Tem que dizer que é bom. Mesmo que o
cabra tenha, assim, uma mente, tenha visto uma experiência que não
confirma, não dá certo, mas o cabra vai pr'ali que, ele fica parecido,
né? Porque se eu tenho dito igual aos outro– eu não posso falar igual a
FUNCEME: “É a seca!”     Aí, muita gente diz: “Mentira sua, que não é se  -  
ca.” Não, não dá certo, né?

                                                                     

No, it [the role of rain prophets] really is to animar. To really be opti-
mistic because they are good words and you have to say what is good,
right? You have to say what is good. Even if the guy has, like, a thought,
has seen a sign that doesn’t confirm, that doesn’t work, but the guy’ll go
in that direction because it will be similar, you know? Because if I’ve said
what the others say– I can’t talk like FUNCEME: “It’s a drought!”     Then,  
many people say: “That’s a lie, because it’s not a drought.” No, it doesn’t
work like that, right?

FUNCEME does not try to meet this expectation of optimism because

their responsibility is to a wider audience whom they construct as “users”.

They use standardized categories and present probabilistic forecasts,

indicating that the official prediction is addressing an audience with some

science education, rather than illiterate farmers. In the exchange below, a
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FUNCEME meteorologist acknowledges that farmers are discouraged by

predictions for below average rainfall, but that does not mean they should lie

by creating false expectations. FUNCEME’s discourse, situated in the domain

of science, reflects its orientation toward truth-telling. The aim is to make the

forecast as accurate and reliable as possible and then to communicate that

information to the public so that it can be used in decision-making (FUNCEME

2004:33).  The motivational aspect of prediction is secondary to the

disseminating of information.  The meteorologist emphasizes that it is not

FUNCEME’s role to encourage farmers to plant; at the same time, he knows

that is what they expect. From the farmers’ perspective, not being optimistic

means being discouraging, which is unhelpful. Unhelpful and unhopeful

information in a prediction is associated with lying because it fails to send the

expected message.

(116) Interview with FUNCEME meteorologist, 2005

KAREN:  Por que você acha que a FUNCEME não deveria ir mais nesses
encontros dos profetas em Quixadá?

METEOROLOGIST:  Pra não desanimar os coitados lá. A não ser que a
previsão seja de chuva, aí, tu chega: “Ô, pessoal, vâmo plantar. Vai
chover.” Aí, todo mundo planta.

KAREN:  Só vai nos anos bons, né.    

METEO:  Só nos anos bons.... Porque eles querem ouvir que tu diga:
“Chuva.” Eles não querem ouvir a palavra 'seca'...Porque eles vão ter
que plantar independente de ouvir ou não a palavra 'seca'... E nós não
podemos mentir também. Chegar lá e dizer: “Olha, a probabilidade
maior é de seca.” Aí, ele já vai ficar desanimado. É probabilístico mas a
gente tem que dizer: “A probabilidade maior é seca.” E a FUNCEME não
tem errado nos últimos anos... Na média do estado, nós não erramos.
Mas isso não serve pra eles. Serve pra eles o seguinte: “Pessoal, vâmo
plantar. Vai chover.”... É isso que eles querem ouvir. 

KAREN:  É como você falou: Eles querem alguém pra animar, é isso?
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METEO:  Exato. Então, não é esse o nosso papel. Então, eu acho que não
deve ir mesmo. Não devemos ir.

                                                                     

KAREN:  Why do you think that FUNCEME should not go to the annual
meeting of the rain prophets in Quixadá any more?

METEO:   So as not to discourage the poor guys there. Unless the
prediction is for rain, then you go: “Hey people, let’s plant. It’s going to
rain.” Then, everyone plants.

KAREN:   Only go in the good years, right?

METEO:  Only in the good years... Because they want to hear you say:
“Rain.” They don’t want to hear the word 'drought'... Because they will
have to plant whether or not they hear the word 'drought'... And we can’t
lie either. [We have to] go there: “Look, the highest probability is
drought.” So he’ll already be discouraged. It’s probabilistic but we have
to say: “The highest probability is drought.” FUNCEME has not been
wrong in the past few years... For the state average, we haven’t been
wrong. But that’s not useful for them. What’s useful for them is the
following: “People, let’s plant. It’s going to rain.”… That's what they want
to hear.

 KAREN:  It’s like you said: They want someone to encourage them, is that
it?

METEO:  Exactly. So, that’s not our role.  So I really think we shouldn’t
go. We shouldn’t go.

Challenging Authority: Lack of Trust in Science

FUNCEME’s main claim to credibility is its use of the scientific method

in generating forecasts. The meteorologists emphasize that the official forecast

is the result of a consensus reached by other scientists at international institu-

tions. Sweetser points out that evidence and authority are cultural ques-

tions: “What is crucial is not whether scientists always have objectively true

hypotheses, but that any society agrees on a range of socially acceptable

methods of justifying belief; without such agreement, intellectual co-operation
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would be impossible” (Sweetser 1987:46). The problem is precisely that here

there is not such agreement. Among farmers, science does not have the same

power of legitimacy that the meteorologists assume, so there is disagreement

about how to measure truth. For example, less than half of the farmers in my

survey (47%) said that they ‘trust FUNCEME forecasts because they are based

on scientific studies.’ A higher number (68%) put more trust in the rain

prophets because they base their forecasts ‘on nature, and nature doesn’t

lie.’ Farmers understand that science is not infallible and they believe that sci-

entists are wrong so often (largely due to conceptual mismatches discussed

above) that use of the scientific method does not lend FUNCEME automatic

credibility. Furthermore, the credibility of science has been seriously dam-

aged by perceptions of political manipulation of the forecast information in the

past (Finan 2003).

The identification of FUNCEME as a liar is linked to the concept of arro-

gance. Arrogance in this sense is pretending to know more than one does and

claiming power illegitimately. Farmers in Ceará generally believe that God is

the highest authority, particularly on matters relating to the natural world,

which he created and controls. Therefore, scientists attempting to predict rain

are guilty of arrogance because they are claiming to know what only God can

know. Seventy percent of survey respondents said that ‘No one can predict

rain. Only God knows because God sends the rain.’ FUNCEME meteorolo-

gists, in as much as they are scientists, are considered to be arrogant because

of this pretension. More than half (57%) of the farmers surveyed said that they
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‘do not trust scientists because they want to put themselves above God.’  Pre-

dicting the future tests the limits of human knowledge, judgement and faith.

Acknowledging uncertainty leaves room for hope and faith when the predic-

tion is somehow unfavorable.  Thus, on one level, the entire enterprise of pre-

dicting  rain scientifically, without acknowledging God's influence, is a lie.  

The “arrogance” of scientists is also linked to the concept of the noble

lie (Bok 1978). FUNCEME takes care to word unfavorable forecasts in such a

way that the public will not panic.  Sometimes long discussions ensue, as in

2004, when   'below average' (abaixo da média) was chosen to avoid the word

'drought' (seca). The assumption is that the public cannot handle the unmitigat-

ed truth. This strategy has not proven very effective, as the example from 2004

shows. The official forecast said 'below average' but it was interpreted as

'drought' anyway. People are aware of these manipulations, and using circum-

locutions, euphemisms and technical language only contributes to their suspi-

cion that they are being deceived. Thus, what the government claims is noble,

the people see as arrogance.

This contrasts with the indirect style of many rain prophets who do not

simply replace the word seca with another euphemistic term, but talk about

the potential for positive outcomes. They might say that the rains will start late

but it will still be possible to get a harvest. Or, it will be dry in some areas but

other areas will get enough rain. Or, there will not be a lot of water accumula-

tion in reservoirs but there should be sufficient for growing beans. These

kinds of statements allow listeners to create hope that they will be the fortu-
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nate ones, even as they recognize the possibility of failure. Such discursive

strategies are unavailable to FUNCEME because their forecasts are limited to

the total amount of rainfall. They only talk about more or less rain, not what the

rain means to the farmers. Once again, declaring that the season will be seca,

even when it is expressed in different words, is perceived as an arrogant gen-

eralization and it eliminates hope that people can escape. 

(117) Joaquim, Meeting of the Rain Prophets, 2006

Quando eu vejo uns hôme sabido falar que diz que não vai ter inverno aí
eu já fico triste. Mas eu não vou encher a minha cabeça de folha com
conversa de ninguém não...Não tem esse negócio de seca não. Esse
negócio de seca é conversa pra boi dormir. (applause)

When I see some knowledgeable men [FUNCEME's meteorologist and
Caio Lóssio] saying that there is not going to be an inverno then I
become sad.  But I'm not going to fill my head with leaves with anybody's
talk... There's none of this drought business.  This drought business is just
talk to put the cattle to sleep.  (applause)

Criticizing FUNCEME for inappropriately 'declaring' drought reinforces

the superior position of the rain prophets.  This is similar to what Briggs ob-

served among the Warao in their dispute mediations, in which “participants

attempt to characterize the words they uttered in conflictive situations as well

reasoned and sensitive to the sensibilities of their interlocutors, whereas their

opponents' words are characterized as inappropriate and provocative” (Brig-

gs 1996:21).  Rain prophets calling FUNCEME's predictions lies are using the

same tactic in the discursive competition between tradition and science.
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Challenging Credibility:  Lack of Trust in the Government 

FUNCEME is a government institution and the forecasts are given offi-

cial status. They are used to inform policy decisions that directly affect farm-

ers, such as drought relief, seed distribution, water allocation, credit pro-

grams, and access to credit.  This is important in understanding why farmers

hold FUNCEME accountable for predictions, even if they do not use them to

make their own agricultural decisions.  The state government of Ceará has re-

peatedly touted the scientific method of forecasting rain as a solution to the

‘drought problem’ in Ceará (Finan and Nelson 2001) and FUNCEME is a rec-

ognized authority on climate forecasting. On the one hand, the state govern-

ment has elevated FUNCEME to the level of expert in the public eye, but on

the other, FUNCEME’s connection to the government creates suspicion about

its credibility. 

Findings from my survey indicate that 40% of the 188 farmers agreed

with the statement: ‘You can’t trust the predictions of FUNCEME because it is a

government institution.’ In rural Ceará (if not the rest of Brazil), ‘the govern-

ment’ is generally not trusted and is seen as an exploiter of poor, uneducated

citizens. In Ceará, the gap between rich and poor is particularly wide, with the

wealthiest 1% earning 15% of the total income for the state (The World Bank

2003:6).38  An opposition between farmers and representatives of the govern-

38 As a comparison, the richest 1% in the United States received 21.8% of the

nation's income in 2005, only 2% below the country's record income gap in

1928 (Cay Johnston 2007). 
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ment is rooted in differences in wealth, education, and social status. In the

farmers' discourse, they construct themselves as poor, uneducated and pow-

erless while the government representatives are constructed as rich, educat-

ed, powerful and often corrupt. FUNCEME meteorologists are assimilated to

the categories associated with the government because they work for a state

institution. 

A common discourse in rural areas is that the government has an obli-

gation to help its citizens, especially the poor.  This comes from the cultural

model of hierarchical social relationships that divides people into patron-

client sets.  The idea is that those who have power and resources are expected

to help those who have none.  The problem, farmers say, is that this obligation

is seldom met.  Everyone has complaints and stories about how the govern-

ment has brought harm or hardship to them and other members of their com-

munities, either through neglect or interference. The result of so many decep-

tions and differences is that the government is seen as an outsider and an ene-

my by the rural poor. False statements made by government employees are

not given the benefit of the doubt and there is no search for a justifiable expla-

nation. That the government would lie seems quite plausible, and even ex-

pected, in this socio-political context. 

         For instance, the Ceará government used to time its distribution of

drought resistant seeds according to FUNCEME’s forecasts and measure-

ments of soil moisture.  This granted enormous power to the meteorologists

who had the potential to affect people's livelihoods (Taddei 2005).  To follow
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tradition, the farmers wanted to plant with the first rains in January but they

would not receive the seeds until late February or March. The farmers com-

plained that the seeds came too late and they missed the best opportunities

for planting. While the timing of seed distribution is no longer determined by

FUNCEME forecasts and the seeds now arrive at local extension offices at the

beginning of the rainy season, most people still think FUNCEME is responsi-

ble for the late arrival of the seeds. This persistent belief and the related com-

plaint are evident in our survey where 82% of the farmers agreed with the

statement: ‘The government waits for FUNCEME to say when to distribute the

seeds. This hinders farmers.’ These repeated experiences have resulted in a

lack of trust in FUNCEME as a credible voice, and a negative attitude toward

the forecasts, which are seen as interfering rather than helping.

         All FUNCEME staff I spoke with deny that they have ever been pressured

by the government to alter or delay the forecasts in any way. They present

themselves as honest, politically neutral scientists by pointing out that the

government agencies hear the official forecast at the press conference on the

same day as the rest of the public. Despite this, I found ample evidence of a

belief that the government is corrupt in general and that FUNCEME, by associ-

ation, must be corrupt as well. People accuse the government of controlling

the forecast information for its own interests. For example, after the forecast is

issued, continual monitoring is done by FUNCEME and if drought conditions

persist, the government will take action to mitigate impacts. Some people suf-

fering in drought-stricken areas believe FUNCEME withholds information that
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would support their claims for drought relief so that the government can delay

assistance and ultimately reduce expenditures. They suspect that FUNCEME is

lying by hiding the truth. 

         Another area in which the government is seen to be failing in its duty to

protect and assist is financial aid. Subsistence farmers explained that they

need the government to make small loans with no or very low interest. Large

landowners can take advantage of financial assistance programs but these are

unavailable to small farmers. They blame FUNCEME for their inability to se-

cure loans because when drought is predicted, banks will not give small farm-

ers credit to buy seeds, declaring the risk too high. There is a crop insurance

program called 'Harvest Insurance' (Seguro Safra) but it is poorly adminis-

tered and the payouts are received only after lengthy delays. Many farmers

cannot even come up with the small premium and fail to enroll, while those

who do participate receive only the equivalent of two month’s minimum salary

in compensation for an entire year’s lost crops. While there is no official rela-

tionship between the 'Harvest Insurance' program and FUNCEME, there is a

tendency in rural communities to group FUNCEME together with other agen-

cies and policies related to agriculture, especially in the context of complaints

about the government. Mentioning one triggers talk about the other because

of the strong links between prediction, rain, drought and agriculture. 

Finally, a recent study by Delhey and Newton (2005) found that only 3%

of Brazilians in their survey answered positively to the question: “Generally

speaking, can most people be trusted?” They claim that such an extremely
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low social trust is strongly related to the public’s perception of ineffective

government and corruption. This resonates with my own observations of a

generally high level of mistrust among Cearenses of those who differ from

one’s own group. The significant divisions are based on economic class, rural

versus urban residence, level of education and socio-political power. Rural

people have limited direct contact with government. Their access to

FUNCEME predictions is primarily through radio broadcasts, but also through

newspapers, extension agents and from neighbors. FUNCEME representa-

tives are highly educated, urban, financially well-off (relative to the farmers)

and collectively powerful in that their work and words influence public poli-

cy. It is not surprising that rain predictions received within this context of gen-

eral distrust lead farmers to expect lies before a word is even uttered.

In making the prediction, FUNCEME as the expert is simultaneously as-

serting and performing its authoritative position, thereby assigning a truth-

value to the statement and assuming responsibility for the consequences of

potential deception. The consequences of inaccurate statements made by

such an expert are serious, increasing the importance of establishing

trust. Some farmers heard the forecast for below average rainfall and inter-

preted it as drought. They became discouraged and gave up on planting after

the first crop failed, thus missing the opportunity to reap even the smallest

harvest which could still be a significant part of the household’s meagre re-

sources. There is neither excuse for nor tolerance of errors with so much at

stake. When the forecast was subsequently judged to be false, it became a lie
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because the public trust was damaged from the perspective of the farmers

who felt deceived by the prediction. The contempt farmers showed when talk-

ing about FUNCEME and its lies is evidence that the seriousness of an offence

of lying is a function of its harmful consequences (Sweetser 1987).

In summary, to understand the statement:  'FUNCEME is a liar.'

(FUNCEME é uma mentirosa), I have explored connections between cultural

models of prediction and 'lie'.  The material and ecological contexts were

shown to be central to understanding the motivational force of predictions and

the emotions associated with the model of ‘lie’.  Among farmers in Ceará, false

statements are considered lies because of the commitment to knowledge an

authority performs in making predictions publicly, and the serious conse-

quences of deception.  I argued that an optimistic message is important in the

cultural model of prediction and that it influences constructions of 'lie'.  ‘Hon-

est mistake’ lies were distinguished from dishonest, deliberate lies within the

cultural model and FUNCEME’s 'lies' were categorized as dishonest.  FUNCE-

ME’s links to the state government, viewed as deceptive and unhelpful by the

rural poor, cast doubts about its credibility as a forecaster and create an ex-

pectation of lying.  Linguistic analysis demonstrated how farmers interpreted

FUNCEME's forecast as a lie both because of a conceptual mismatch between

a prediction for the inverno and a prediction for the 'rainy season', and be-

cause the forecast did not match the climatic conditions as they experienced

them in local areas.  This categorization of FUNCEME as a liar was supported

by the other contextual factors.
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Liars and Lie Detectors

When rain prophets and farmers say: FUNCEME é uma mentirosa, it is

not simply a judgement of the forecasts as false.  It is a way of stating their op-

position to ideas that FUNCEME represents and constructing their own identi-

ty as more credible, honest and intelligent.  FUNCEME as a liar contrasts with

constructions of rain prophets as truth tellers.  In their predictions, rain

prophets show humility in their deference to God, while scientists are per-

ceived to be making arrogant claims.  Rain prophets frame their predictions

as being based on a strong religious faith in an infallible God, while

FUNCEME seems only to have faith in imperfect science.  Rain prophets use

empirical knowledge learned from familiar traditional ways, but FUNCEME

uses methods and technology inaccessible to poorly educated farmers.  Rain

prophets do not influence policy so if they are wrong, the consequences are

not grave, whereas FUNCEME has the power to interfere with people’s liveli-

hoods because government policies are based on its forecasts.  Rain prophets

are members of the local community who can build credibility in other con-

texts and are not associated with an untrustworthy government.  Rain prophets

have an optimistic message while FUNCEME discourages farmers.  In some

communities, so many negative connotations have made FUNCEME simply

unwelcome, as one farmer made clear:

(118) farmer, Quixadá, 2003

Diga a aqueles doutores da FUNCEME não aparecerem mais aqui no
Quixadá não.  Que eles só vêm desanimar o povo.
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Tell those know-it-all “doctors” at FUNCEME not to come here to Quix-
adá any more.  All they do is discourage people.

FUNCEME scientists are seen as spatially and socio-economically distant from

rural life in Ceará, leaving them open to accusations of not caring or not know-

ing about local conditions.  On the other hand, the rain prophets live in the ru-

ral communities and most are also farmers, so they have a very personal stake

in making correct predictions.  Moreover, they are present to experience the

reactions of their audience, both immediately upon hearing the prediction

and afterwards as each day goes by with or without rain.  One rain prophet

explained rather dramatically how FUNCEME meteorologists are not held ac-

countable for the lies they are paid to tell because they are privileged, living

in the capital city, protected from dissatisfied citizens, whereas the rain

prophets are criticized and called liars to their face.  Social and physical dis-

tance gives meteorologists the power to lie without consequences.  Note also

that he implies that predicting drought is a lie because it means nothing will

grow.  The underlying assumption in his message is that some crops will al-

ways grow.

(119) Chico Mariano, Quixadá, 2005

O menino da FUNCEME ganha dinheiro.  Eles ganha bem pra dizer, “É
seco.” Quer dizer que eu pego, digo no meio do povo, digo pra um, out-
ro, “É seco.”  Aí, o cara vai acreditar que é, que, às vezes, uns acredita,
outros não acredita no que eu digo. Aí, o cabra: “Olha,” me encontra:
“Eu não plantei.  Não fiz nada porque você disse que era seco, cabra
safado! Vá pegando peia!” Eles não diz nada com ele, mas comigo eles
diz, né?... Eles dizem.  Jogaram água aqui, em riba de mim, aqui, no
Quixadá.... Criticando, né? Quer dizer, o cabra não vai pegar o Namir e
jogar água em riba dele, né? Pegar o Caio Lóssio. Eles mentir, dizer que
é uma seca.  Porque seca não vinga nada. É seco. Tá dizendo, é seca.
Não é? Aí, eles não vão: “Oi, seu safado!”  Jogar água. “Tá aqui.  Você é
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mentiroso.”  Eles não diz. Mas o que–Eu, assim, uma pessoa, eles: “Ei,
seu mentiroso!” Eu vinha passando acolá, o cabra: “Tá aqui, seu men-
tiroso, a sua chuva!” A água. Jogou.

                                                                     

The guy from FUNCEME earns money.  They earn a lot to say, “It’ll be
drought.”  I mean, if I say to the people, if I say to one or another, “It’ll be
drought,” then the guy will believe it is, because sometimes some be-
lieve, others don’t believe what I say.  So then the guy: “Look,” he meets
up with me: “I didn’t plant.  I didn’t do anything because you said it
would be drought, shameless bastard! You're gonna get it!” They don’t
say anything to him [FUNCEME], but to me they do, right?... They say
things.  They threw water on me here, all over me, here, in Quixadá. ...-
Criticizing, you know? I mean, the guy is not going to go after Namir
[from FUNCEME] and throw water on him, right? Get Caio Lóssio.  They
lie, say it will be a drought.  Because in drought nothing grows. It’s dry.
He’s saying it’s going to be drought. Right? But then they don’t go: “Hey,
you dirty bastard!”  Throw water.  “Here it is.  You’re a liar.”  They don’t
say that. But– Me, like, a person [without special status], they: “Hey, you
liar!” I was passing by over there, the guy: “Here it is, you liar, your
rain!”  The water.  He threw it.

As this rain prophet has made clear, people do not call FUNCEME me-

teorologists liars to their face.  Talk about FUNCEME’s lies occurs only in the

presence of other community members, in the absence of the accused.  In-

deed, whenever FUNCEME representatives do make appearances in rural ar-

eas, they report that they are treated as respected guests.  There is a

distinction made between FUNCEME as an entity and the identity of individual

meteorologists.  That is, criticisms and comments about FUNCEME's errors

and lack of credibility are less often extended to particular meteorologists.  In

this way, jokes and talk about FUNCEME and its lies are used as a solidarity

marker, reinforcing the boundaries between themselves and FUNCEME.  In

constructing FUNCEME as a liar, farmers and rain prophets construct them-
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selves as clever enough to detect the lies and not be deceived by the trickster

(Basso 1987).  Though poor and uneducated, they can outsmart the scientists

and the government by refusing to be duped and by generating their own,

more accurate forecasts.  In this way, the accusation of 'liar' is a negotiation of

identity in which FUNCEME is linked to a deceptive and dishonest govern-

ment while contrasted with the more trustworthy rain prophets.  At the same

time, it is an opportunity for the farmers to bolster their own self-image as in-

telligent and honest people.  
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CHAPTER SEVEN

IMPLICATIONS AND APPLICATIONS

Uses and Values of Predictions

Social scientists now recognize that in order to increase the potential

relevance of seasonal climate forecasts, it is necessary to improve ways of

communicating scientific information so that it can be readily and effectively

used by the public (Hansen et al. 2004, Hooke and Pielke 2000, Magistro and

Roncoli 2001, Patt and Gwata 2002).  This body of research indicates that im-

proved communication is only possible with an understanding of local con-

texts, including the historical, social and political relations between forecast

producers and users.  Orlove and Tosteson (1999) describe the problem of

“organizational fit” where differences in knowledge, understanding and pat-

terns of decision-making prevent potential users from applying the forecast

information to improve outcomes.  Adding another element to their concept of

“fit”, this project has investigated the “cultural fit” of scientific forecasts with

existing cultural models of prediction and local concepts of human–nature re-

lations.  In this way, my work addresses Orlove and Tosteson’s call for re-

search to “fully uncover the dynamics underlying the public attitudes toward

FUNCEME and climate forecasts, and FUNCEME’s responses to its erosion of

credibility” (Orlove and Tosteson 1999:16).
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Rather than approaching subsistence farmers with a forecast “product”

and determining how it might fit into their decision-making processes

(Phillips et al. 2002), this study provides a better understanding of how pre-

dictions are conceptualized more broadly in the socio-cultural, emotional, po-

litical, material and ecological contexts in which farmers operate.  It is impor-

tant to acknowledge that the description of future climatic conditions is only

one aspect of a prediction's meaning.  As I have demonstrated, predictions

are used as motivational tools and for solidarity-building as well as for plan-

ning.  They are sites of identity formation and self-expression.  Dismissing

small scale farmers as non-users of scientific forecasts because they are socio-

economically vulnerable and because the current scale and skill of the fore-

casts is not suitable for subsistence-level decision-making ignores the impact

that these predictions have on them.  

FUNCEME staff exclude subsistence farmers from the list of potential

forecast “users” because they lack the educational, economic and capital re-

sources to be able to change their practices in accordance with forecast infor-

mation.  Meteorologists argue that local-scale forecasts that would be useful

for these farmers are not yet available with the current state of knowledge and

technology.  Their conclusion is that there is no reason or motivation to either

teach them how to interpret the forecasts or to modify the information or their

own communicative practices if the farmers cannot, or will not, use the fore-

casts anyway.  They turn their attention and efforts to making their work more

relevant and understandable for the “users” they think they can help, includ-
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ing water resource management committees, other government institutions

and large-scale agricultural producers.  An excerpt from a speech in which

the president of FUNCEME addressed meteorologists at the 2006 forecasting

workshop illustrates this attitude.

(120) President of FUNCEME, Climate Forecasting Workshop, 2006

O foco da ação e comunicação [deve] ser um foco especializado. É
pr'aquele tipo de usuário que vai poder fazer alguma coisa com aquela
informação. É aquele agricultor que já tem uma quantidade maior de
posse, que vai alocar o seu capital pra saber o seguinte: “Eu vou plantar
mais área ou menos área?” Quem só tem... sua energia físico-química
pra produzir, só tem isso, só tem essa alternativa, essa informação mete-
orológica não é relevante.  Mas pra quem tem capacidade de adaptação,
seja ele o agricultor de sequeiro, seja ele o irrigante aí que vai ter uma
informação sobre o estoque de água no reservatório, seja ele algum out-
ro setor que consiga produzir e se apropriar dessa informação.  Esse é o
que interessa.  E, pra esse que interessa já não vai ser tão necessário só
a informação se é acima da média, normal ou abaixo da média. O que vai
ser necessário é o impacto desses cenários climáticos na sua atividade
econômica ou na sua atividade de planejamento governamental. Então,
pra isso, a gente vai ter que desenvolver ferramentas, inclusive, do pon-
to de vista de quais são os impactos e, a partir daí, conseguir entender
quais são os processos de tomada de decisão desses setores pra poder
você instrumentalizar a sua informação.

Eu acho que aí tem uma notícia clara que não é uma notícia da ap-
atia, mas que a sociedade como um todo não vai conseguir se apropriar
dessa informação. Se você quiser ser útil do ponto de vista social, você
vai ter que fazer com que analise impacto e quantifique corretamente os
outros setores que têm uma maior capacidade de adaptação. Porque se
não, em função dessa pesquisa, só caberia a gente aqui cancelar o dia de
amanhã e dizer pros jornalistas o seguinte: “Olha, esqueçam que a gente
não tem condição de ser útil do ponto de vista social.”... Eu acho que ex-
istem setores, são pra esses setores que a gente tem que, atualmente, fo-
car a ação.  Sem ser perverso, né, porque eu acho que a gente tem que
desenvolver, por exemplo, pra esses outros setores mais vulneráveis,
tecnologia pra poder fazer com que as condições deles modifique-se.
Mas, no estado atual, eles não têm capacidade de se apropriar e fazer
com que essa informação seja útil. 
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The focus of action and communication [should] be a specialized focus.
It's for the type of user who can do something with that information.  It's
that farmer who already possesses a larger quantity [of resources], who
is going to allocate his capital to find out the following:  “Am I going to
plant a larger or smaller area?”  Whoever only has... his chemical-physi-
cal energy to produce, he only has that, only that option, this meteoro-
logical information is not relevant.  But for those who have the capacity
for adaptation, whether it's a dryland farmer or an irrigator, then there
will be information about the amount of water in the reservoir, whether
it's someone from another sector who is able to produce and take advan-
tage of this information.  This is the one who matters.  And, for this one
who matters it won't be so necessary only the information that it's above
average, normal or below average.  What will be necessary is the impact
of these climatic scenarios on his economic activity or on his government
planning activity. So, for this, we are going to have to develop tools, as
well, from the point of view of what the impacts are, and from there, to be
able to understand what the decision-making processes are in these sec-
tors to be able to implement the information.

I think there is a clear message, which is not a message of apathy,
but that society as a whole is not going to be able to take advantage of
this information.  If you want to be useful from the social point of view,
you are going to have to do an impact analysis and quantify correctly the
other sectors that have the most adaptive capacity.  Because if not, ac-
cording to this research, all we can do is cancel tomorrow [the announce-
ment of the forecast] and tell the journalists the following:  “Look, forget
it because we can't be useful from the social point of view.”... I think
there are sectors, it's on these sectors that we must now focus our actions.
Without being perverse, right, because I think that we have to develop,
for example, for these other more vulnerable sectors, technology to be
able to change these conditions.  But, in the current state, they don't have
the capacity to take advantage and make this information useful.

In this speech, the president of FUNCEME makes a distinction between

users and non-users of FUNCEME products.  The idea of “use” is centered on

decision-making that will result in an action, ideally one with positive econom-

ic outcomes.  There is an assumption that if the forecasts cannot be used to ef-

fect a measurable outcome, then they are not useful at all and they have no so-

cial value. Much research is being done on why small farmers do not use fore-

casts in decision-making and how to get them to do so (Meinke and Stone
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2005; Patt et al. 2005; Roncoli et al. 2002).  This is a complicated task because,

as Blench (1999) explains, there are difficulties in determining how much cli-

mate forecasts influence agricultural decision-making given the many factors

affecting these decisions, such as national policies and cultural preferences. 

Blench argues that isolating one forecast and attributing an economic strategy

to it alone does not correspond to real world situations in which farmers use

dynamic, risk-averse strategies and consult multiple sources.  The decision-

makers usually face some constraints that limit their capacity to make choices

(such as availability of resources), even when one action is clearly better than

another.  

My research suggests that this narrow definition of use results in the ex-

clusion of subsistence farmers as users, which subsequently excludes them as

interactants in FUNCEME's world of communication.  In the speech above, the

president makes it clear that no effort or resources will be spent trying to

make forecasts relevant and comprehensible to dryland farmers until their

conditions are improved (through the development of new technology, in his

argument) such that their vulnerability is reduced and they can make use of

the information.  He reasons that once poor farmers have improved their situa-

tion to a certain level, they can improve it even more by using the forecasts.

This is a circular argument, however, because one of the stated motivations for

climate forecasting is to improve economic conditions of users by helping

them make decisions that reduce risk.  Moreover, the question of how to re-

duce their vulnerability so that they may use the forecasts is never really ad-
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dressed, except as an ironic suggestion that scientists need to develop new

technology toward this end.  

The irony is that FUNCEME's forecasts are, in essence, the newest tech-

nology that the Ceará government has developed in its centuries long en-

deavor to lessen the impacts of drought on its vulnerable population.  Yet the

discourse of scientists and government officials continues to reproduce the

farmers' vulnerability by constructing them as naïve and ignorant.  The idea

that subsistence farmers are unable to take proper advantage of the forecasts

justifies the lack of will to make the “new technology” accessible to those it is

supposedly meant to help.  Through their use of technical language and a sci-

entific prediction style, meteorologists are effectively saying to farmers: “This

information is not for you.”  And the farmers respond by using a similar dis-

course to exclude themselves, saying that the scientific terminology is for

'those who are educated' (quem estuda) and that the scientific methods are

'things of man' (coisas do homem) rather than 'things of God' (coisas de Deus)

with which they align themselves.  The removal of government responsibility

toward farmers is complete when meteorologists argue that the predictions of

rain prophets are more appropriate for poor farmers (despite their inferior

skill) because they are better understood and conform to communicative pref-

erences.  In other words, both rain prophets and meteorologists construct

farmers as marginal to the workings of government, thus perpetuating their

vulnerability.
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Returning to the question of “use”, I maintain that farmers do “use” the

predictions, that they do value them, just not in the way FUNCEME imagines.

In this sense, a case can be made to include farmers when considering what

information to communicate in the official prediction and how it should be

done.  When asked what the value of the forecasts is, only 23% of the farmers

surveyed reported using the information to make decisions related to agricul-

tural practices or other activities.  In contrast, the two most frequent “values”

associated with predictions were “animar” and “to inform” so they will know

what is going on around them.  People listen to forecasts the same way they

listen to the news:  to stay informed about current events and changing condi-

tions.  This is consistent with the media's presentation of FUNCEME forecasts

within regular news coverage.  The information is of general interest to the

population, but like most other broadcast news one receives, no decisions or

actions are expected to be taken.  People talk about the predictions with rela-

tives and neighbors because the rainy season is a common topic of conversa-

tion; it contributes to cultural cohesion, as I demonstrated in Chapter Three.

This fits in with the personal responses to science communications Burns et al.

(2003) describe as “awareness”, “enjoyment” and “interest”.  Being informed

enables people to participate in conversations with family and friends, while

also creating a sense of being engaged with the world.  Many adults living in

rural communities have minimal or no formal education and rely on television

and radio to gain knowledge beyond their own experiences.
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The farmer in the exchange below demonstrates this attitude when he

explains his interest in the annual Meeting of the Rain Prophets.  He enjoys lis-

tening to people talk about nature and is interested in seeing if their predic-

tions are right but he does not consider them in decision-making.  

(121) Interview with farmer at Meeting of the Rain Prophets, 2005

FARMER:  Só vim ouvir o que é que os outros vão dizer.

KAREN:  O senhor veio pro encontro, e o quê que espera desse encon-
tro? Qual o interesse?

FARMER:  Pra ouvir o que é que eles diz né, pra ver se dá certo.

KAREN:  Mas o senhor usa essa informação pra basear o plantio?

FARMER:  Não. Pra mim o plantio quando chove, eu empurro semente no
chão.

...

KAREN:  Não? É por que então?

FARMER:  Eu não entendo a natureza não. Eu só gosto de ouvir os outros
dizendo.... Desde a primeira vez que eu venho assistir.

KAREN:  Ah é? Todos os dez?

FARMER:  Todos os anos eu venho.

KAREN:  E o senhor acha que eles acertam mesmo? 

FARMER:  Uns anda mais perto, outros anda mais longe né?

KAREN:  E quem é que o senhor acha mais confiável? 

FARMER:  Rapaz o João Ferreira aqui eu gosto muito dele na época do in-
verno. Ele diz: “Dia tal pra dia tal vai chover.”  E chove é certim.

                                                                     

FARMER:  I only came to hear what the others are going to say.

KAREN:  You came to the meeting, and what do you expect from this
meeting?  What is your interest?

FARMER:  To hear what it is they say, you know, to see if it's right.  

KAREN:  But do you use this information to make planting decisions?

FARMER:  No.  To me, the planting, when it rains, I stick the seed in the
ground.  
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...

KAREN:  No?  Why is it then? [that he comes]

FARMER:  I don't understand nature.  I just like to hear the others talk-
ing.... Since the first one, I've been coming to watch.  

KAREN:  Oh yeah?  All ten?

FARMER:  Every year I come.

KAREN:  And do you think that they really get it right? 

FARMER:  Some get close, others are further away, you know?  

KAREN:  And who do you think is more reliable?

FARMER:  Man, João Ferreira here [sitting beside him] I like him a lot in
the inverno season.  He says:  “From day X to day Y it's going to rain.”
And it rains just like that. 

Responses that the value of predictions is to animar are evidence of the

belief that predictions have the power to affect people's emotional states.

When the forecast is for a normal or wet season, people become animado, that

is, animated, enthusiastic, excited, lively.  If a dry season is forecast, reactions

range from despair to anger or disbelief.  People listen to forecasts with the

expectation of hearing good news to make them feel better about their situa-

tion, to give them hope for the future.  Predictions that merely describe the

coming season as above or below average and lack this expected optimistic

element are not well received.  This fact has contributed significantly to the

farmers' low opinion of FUNCEME, despite its technical accuracy.  

The importance of these two values of forecasts―inform and ani-

mar―should not be overlooked. It is clear that predictions, both scientific and

traditional, hold value for sertanejos, even if their utility is not understood

within the schema of meteorologists. 
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Experts and Non-Experts

The legitimacy of meteorology both within science and as a way of ob-

serving and predicting natural phenomena has been a matter of debate

throughout its relatively short history (Anderson 2004; Turner 2006).  Ander-

son notes that in Victorian England, “disciplined observation without special-

ized knowledge could go a long way” toward advancing meteorological

knowledge (Anderson 2004:7). Even today, meteorology relies on networks of

lay observers to collect data and verify weather events.  Everyone experi-

ences the weather and can make empirical observations.  Therefore, the au-

thority of meteorologists rests on the assumption that they have access to in-

formation, technology and analytical tools unavailable to the public and that

the information they produce requires expert interpretation.  But even as me-

teorologists claim that the public depends on them for reliable information,

there are moves to educate the public and increase their understanding.  The

aim seems to be to persuade the public of the relevance and need for meteo-

rological assistance by teaching them just enough to understand and trust the

experts.  One way they do this by insisting on using scientific terminology

which the public is expected to learn.  Educating people is a form of perform-

ing expertise.  Over time, these specialized concepts enter the common vo-

cabulary and people begin to develop models for thinking about weather and

climate that are based on those of experts (Linde 1987).  On the other hand,

showing maps, satellite images and graphs, to which the public does not have

access, maintains the division between expert and non-expert.  Thus, meteo-
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rologists work to make the public understand the forecast products so they

can act appropriately as users, but the process by which predictions are gen-

erated remains in the expert domain.

Given the general consensus that scientific forecasts are currently not

the primary source of predictions used by smallholder farmers in Africa, Asia,

South America and elsewhere, and that all farmers rely on multiple sources of

climate information when making their own forecasts and planning decisions

(Gadgil et al. 2002, Hansen et al. 2004, Patt and Gwata 2002, Podestá et al.

2002), research needs to be done on the various sources that are being used

and the wider context in which this occurs.  New scientific forecasts will not

completely and instantly replace the existing sources, even when efforts are

made to train people how to interpret them (Ingram et al. 2002).  An in-depth

study of particular communities, such as this one, helps us understand how

scientific forecasts are legitimated by the state and the dominant society as

they coexist, interact and compete with local knowledge systems.  In addition,

it demonstrates how the producers of scientific forecasts are constructed in

particular ways within the political and historical context of community rela-

tions with government, and are not seen as neutral and detached information

providers.  In this respect, Ceará presents a rich opportunity for study be-

cause FUNCEME is a well-established institution that has been disseminating

forecasts to the public for nearly two decades (Orlove and Tosteson 1999)

alongside rain prophets whose traditions span generations.  
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 As Rayner and Malone (1998:13) note, efforts to overcome the public's

ignorance of science through education will not necessarily change people’s

minds or their behavior because differences between expert and non-expert

understanding go beyond discrepancies in knowledge.  Expanding this argu-

ment, my research contributes to the understanding of how experts and their

knowledge are socially constructed and challenged.  Both “rain prophet” and

“meteorologist” are public identities that emerge when individual cognitive-

emotional experiences are transformed through performance into a predic-

tion with cultural meaning.  Authority is linguistically co-constructed within the

prediction by drawing on cultural models of social hierarchy, knowledge ac-

quisition and the human–environment relationship.  Credibility or legitimacy

to speak as a weather expert must be continually established both for the indi-

vidual speaker and the knowledge tradition on which the prediction is based.

As I have shown, affective and motivational aspects of predictions are impor-

tant influences on the linguistic choices that shape the prediction itself as well

as on the ways it is interpreted and evaluated.  Therefore, a prediction cannot

be analyzed separately from the interaction in which it is performed, and must

be considered within a larger set of ongoing interactions in which the partici-

pating individuals and groups are involved.    

For example, I presented a nuanced understanding of what it means to

lie in rain predictions by examining the connections between knowledge,

perceptions, truth and power.  The rain prophets successfully manipulate lan-

guage in order to identify with their audience and are evaluated more posi-
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tively, even when their predictions are inaccurate, in part because they are

able to evoke a positive emotional response.  Moreover, they embody local

understandings of how people should live in and make sense of their environ-

ment.  In this way, rain prophets are seen to represent traditionally accepted

truths, such as the superiority of knowledge acquired through personal inter-

action with God-through-nature over that which is technologically mediated.

In contrast, meteorologists use language that is perceived to be non-local,

confusing, pessimistic and inappropriately direct for the rural audience strug-

gling to survive in the sertão, and this sometimes leads to accusations that

their predictions are lies.  The forecasts are one way that government commu-

nicates with its citizens and there is an expectation that what is said should be

helpful.  Excluding small farmers as recipients of this information, whether de-

liberately or through ineffective communication, further removes them from

full participation in society and sends the message that the government cannot

or will not help them.  In addition, FUNCEME's association with government

contributes to negative evaluations of its predictions because farmers make

links between past incidences of deceit or government incompetence and the

perceived forecast errors.  The relationship of trust between weather experts

and their audience is, therefore, just as important in producing a lie as the

judgement of whether the prediction was correct or not.  

A consideration of unequal power relationships allows us to address

deeper issues than just whether the forecasts are understood or used for deci-

sion-making.  In making accusations against FUNCEME, and sharing stories of
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the negative consequences blamed on these perceived errors, farmers posi-

tion themselves collectively as both morally superior to meteorologists and as

more savy than they are given credit for by the government and its scientists.

Criticisms and joking about FUNCEME are part of solidarity-building talk in

which rural traditions in general are supported against urban-based science.

On the other hand, dissatisfaction with particular rain prophets is manifested

with insults and teasing directed toward individuals.  In other words, while

one rain prophet may be called a liar because of a given prediction, the

knowledge system behind the prediction is not questioned because it is the

foundation of the farmers' own understanding of the world.

The predictions of rain prophets and meteorologists are not inter-

changeable, despite treatment of them as such by both the media and the

public. In addition to the conceptual dissimilarities between them, I have

demonstrated how traditional and scientific predictions are meaningful in dif-

ferent ways beyond aiding decision-making.  For this reason, simply pointing

out the variations between the linguistic and methodological practices of rain

prophets and meteorologists will not necessarily improve communication be-

tween FUNCEME and subsistence farmers.  For example, while FUNCEME has

been making institutional efforts to improve communication, they have made

it plain that these efforts are directed toward the recognized “users” and not

toward subsistence farmers, for whom the forecasts are thought to be irrele-

vant.  Government agents and scientists talk about the potential for climate

forecasts to help minimize the negative impacts of drought on the rural poor;
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however, the only way this can really happen is by reducing their vulnerabili-

ty.  This would require far-reaching changes in policy and investment to in-

clude rather than marginalize subsistence farmers in the national economy.

For instance, if government improved general education in rural areas, eco-

nomic conditions would improve and understanding of science would also in-

crease.  

Meanwhile, public discourse on the “drought problem” is still largely

about climate, as if lack of rain were the only cause of poverty in the region.

The existing social and political relationships, in which the poor depend on

monetary and material transfers from government and better-off relatives,

motivate people to act, think and talk in ways that reproduce the differences

which form the basis for the persistent vulnerability of these farmers.  This is

why, at the beginning of every season, people hope and pray for rain, not ac-

cess to land, higher wages, education, jobs or other resources.  By emphasiz-

ing the emotional and religious aspects of their predictions, rain prophets en-

courage farmers to put their faith in God to answer their prayers for rain

rather than in the government and the rest of society to bring about improve-

ments in their socio-economic situation.  This is reinforced by a discourse of

autonomy and independence that discourages reliance on government.

Local Knowledge and Global Discourses on Climate

In some parts of the world, scientists and indigenous experts are begin-

ning to engage in collaborative research on the effects of changing climatic
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and environmental conditions (Cruikshank 2000; “Experts” 2003, Henshaw

2007).  With their attention to local ecological dynamics, rain prophets are

well-positioned to observe and predict changes in climate at a micro level that

are invisible to meteorologists who work with regional and global scale pro-

cesses.  For example, some rain prophets are reporting differences in species

distribution in their regions while others observe that the traditional signs are

not as reliable as they were.  My data are insufficient to determine whether

rain prophets are able to perceive larger scale climate change but  several

people did talk about deforestation having negative effects on the amount of

rainfall.  Certainly the relation between climate change and traditional predic-

tion methods is a topic worth pursuing.  

For now, my findings suggest that collaboration between rain prophets

and meteorologists is not yet a possibility in Ceará.  One reason for this is that

the dominance of scientific theories and explanations excludes other perspec-

tives entirely.  According to FUNCEME staff, traditional indicators will only be

given consideration by meteorologists once they have already been proven to

be reliable predictors according to scientific criteria.  In other words, all

knowledge must be transformed into scientific knowledge in order to be rec-

ognized as legitimate within meteorology.  Furthermore, it is difficult to

present indigenous knowledge as a serious source of information that could

benefit scientific inquiry when the media treats it as folklore and the public

(including traditional experts) is constructed as ignorant and vulnerable.39 

39 Marino and Schweitzer (2007) raise similar questions in their research on
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On the other hand, the potential exists for acceptance of scientific

knowledge within the traditional prediction system.  Science as a way of

knowing is not categorically rejected by all farmers or rain prophets.  Resis-

tance to meteorological predictions in rural Ceará has more to do with identi-

ty, authority and communicative practices than with the validity of the fore-

casting methods.  For this reason, merely explaining FUNCEME's predictions

in more familiar terms will not result in increased acceptance of scientific fore-

casts.  Strong motivations remain in both groups to maintain the two types of

prediction.

As scientific forecasts are incorporated into local ways of thinking, shifts

can be observed in discursive practices.  Some rain prophets have begun to

orient their performances toward the media and an audience of urban out-

siders.  They evoke science to bolster their own authority either by appropri-

ating ways of speaking associated with scientists, or by opposing themselves

to science and promoting traditional knowledge.  Meteorological terms such

as “cold front” and “El Niño” are making their way into public discourse,

bringing a global perspective to knowledge of local climate.  At the same

time, as the audience for traditional predictions expands beyond Ceará, rain

prophets are finding opportunities to join larger discussions about the envi-

ronment and society as they export local understandings of what it means to

live in the sertão. Future research will follow these trends as the weather ex-

perts of Ceará continue to engage the media in their negotiation of the distinc-

Inupiaq observations of climate change in Alaska. 
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tions between science, traditional knowledge and folklore, and their enact-

ment of the rain prophet identity. 

If media coverage of the rain prophets continues to expand, it is likely

that the trend toward folklorization of rain prophecy will also continue.  Tradi-

tional culture is becoming a commodity for tourists to consume and it is not

unimaginable that eventually there could be a “rain prophecy package” that

combines ecotourism in the sertão with demonstrations of traditional predic-

tion signs.  This would require the ongoing participation of rain prophets and

perhaps money could be earned by those serving as guides or consultants.

The annual Meeting of the Rain Prophets in Quixadá has already begun to in-

spire similar events in other municípios and it will be interesting for future re-

search to explore how prediction performances in different places compare to

each other and change over time in relation to external influences.
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APPENDIX A

NOTES ON TRANSCRIPTION

The following conventions are used in transcript excerpts: 

... represents excluded talk (not pauses) 

= in pairs, marks overlapping speech of two speakers  

underlining marks illustrative passages referred to in the text

[ ] author's explanatory comments or words added  

Line breaks represent pauses when the focus is on narrative form

                        separates the Portuguese from the English translation

When the primary focus is on content rather than narrative form, transcripts

are arranged in paragraphs.

All translations are the author's.  
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APPENDIX B

TRADITIONAL INDICATORS USED IN RAIN PREDICTION

The following are examples from the corpus of traditional indicators of

rain or drought recorded from rain prophets and farmers in the municípios of

Quixadá, Tauá, Crato, Juazeiro do Norte, Missão Velha and Barbalha, in the

state of Ceará.  Common English names are given where appropriate;

scientific names are given otherwise, if available.  Two numbers are given

after each statement:  the first is the percentage of survey respondents who

know the indicator, and the second is the percentage who believe it to be

reliable at least some of the time.  Signs are ranked from most commonly

known to least commonly known.  Note that rain prophets are not

distinguished from other farmers in these numbers.

Insects
• When there are a lot of caranguejeira spiders (genus Grammostola,

Acanthoscurria, Lasiodora) crawling all over the ground and coming into
houses, it will be a good inverno. (77% know; 70% believe)

• When ants grow wings, it will rain soon.  (65%; 60%)

• When ants clear out the old food from their houses, it is a sign the rain is
coming soon.  Conversely, when they store food, it indicates a drought or
late arrival of rains.  (48%; 42%)  

• When ants (and also termites and bees) build their nests in high places, it
indicates a good inverno with a lot of rain.  (47%; 45%)

• When the serra-pau ('wood-saw' Cerambycidae) cuts down small branches
in the dry season, the following year will be a good inverno.  (41%; 35%)
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• In December or January, if the cigarra (cicada) chirps or sings until it
explodes, that is a sign of a good inverno.  (40%; 35%)

Birds
• If the joão-de-barro (Furnarius rufus) builds its nest with the opening facing

away from the direction of the rain, it will be a good inverno.  (92%; 77%)

• When a group of anum preto (smooth-billed ani) makes a particular creaky
voiced murmur, it is going to rain soon.  (50%; 45%)

• If the fura-barreira (Galbula cyanicollis) makes its nest higher up in the
earthen dam, there will be a lot of rain and flooding.  (33%; 26%)

• When the peitica (Tapera naevia) sings in a joyful manner at noon or mid-
night, it will be a good inverno.  (32%; 28%)  

• During the rainy season, if an acauã (a kind of falcon, Herpetotheres cachin-
nans) sings while sitting on a green branch, it is a sign of rain; if it sings
while sitting on a dried branch, it is a sign of drought.  If it sings while on
the green branch but then flies over to sit on a dry branch, there will be 5-
10 days without rain.  (10%; 7%)

Animals
• If a donkey or a horse has sweaty ears or sweaty testicles when it has not

been working (i.e. sweating for no reason), it is going to rain soon.  (48%;
38%)

• Fish that are full of eggs indicate heavy rains because they will only release
the eggs in water.  (41%; 36%)

• Armadillos with young in December or January is a sign of a good inverno;
the more pups the better.  (39%; 30%)

• When frogs or toads croak or “sing” more than usual, it is going to rain
soon.  (35%; 34%)

• When female cats eat their newborn kittens, it is a sure sign of drought.
(22%; 18%)

Plants
• When the mandacaru cactus (Cereus jamacaru) flowers near the end of the

dry season, the rainy season will begin soon.  (89%; 70%)

• If the pau d'arco tree (genus Tabebuia) has many vibrantly colored flowers
in the dry season, it will be a good inverno.  (65%; 57%)

• If the juazeiro tree (Zizyphus joazeiro) produces fruit it will be a good or av-
erage inverno.  (64%; 52%)
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• If, in the dry season, a mango tree produces fruits and flowers that are
evenly distributed on the tree, it will be a good inverno.  (36%; 31%)

• Other trees whose production of fruits and flowers in the dry season indi-
cates a good inverno include:  flamboaiã (Poinciana regia), marizeira (Geof-
fraea superba), feijão brabo (a tree with hanging seed pods called 'wild
beans'), camaru (Torresia acreana), mucunã (genus Mucuna), carnaubeira
(Copernicia cerifera), aroeira (Schinus molle), cotton plant, cashew tree,
marmeleiro (Pyrus cydonia), oiticica (Licania rigida), algaroba (Prosopis al-
garobilia), and the xique-xique cactus (Pilocereus gounellei).

Sky and Atmosphere
• During the inverno, if the moon has a halo (lagoa) around it, it is a good sign

for rain.  (41%; 35%)

• If the planet Venus is moving toward the west during the months of the
rainy season, it indicates a good inverno.  (40%; 33%)

• If the sun rises very white and bright, it will be a good inverno.  If the sun
rises red, it will not rain.  (19%; 18%)

• A lot of thunder in May or October means a good winter the following year.
(14%, 9%)

• When there are whirwinds low on the ground, it will rain soon.  (12%, 10%)

• When the wind comes from the south, it is going to rain soon.  (6%; 6%)

Special Dates
• If it has not rained by St. Joseph's day (19 March), it will certainly be a

drought.  If it rains on this day, it is a sign of a good inverno.  (82%; 65%)

• On New Year's Day, if there is a bar of clouds on the horizon at sunrise, it
will be a good inverno.  (30%; 23%)

• If there is a 'bar' of clouds across the moon on Christmas night or on January
1st, it is a sign of a good inverno.  (24%; 19%)

• On 18 October, if there is a bar of clouds on the horizon at sunrise, at sunset
or across the moon, or if there are other indications of rain such as thunder
or lightning, there will be a good inverno the following year.  (13%, 12%)

Experiments
• On the night before St. Luzia's day (13 December) place six rocks of salt in a

line on a flat surface (like a leaf, a board or a roof) and leave them outside
over night.  Each lump of salt represents a month in the rainy season from
January to June.  The salt rocks that have dissolved the next morning indi-
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cate the months that will be rainy.  If the rocks are all intact, it will be a
drought.  (85%; 44%)

• When smoke from cigarrettes, candles, bonfires and the like goes straight
up rather than in a particular direction, it is a sign of a good inverno.  (50%;
31%)

• When rocks are overturned in October or November and are wet ('sweat-
ing' or 'crying'), the following year will be a good inverno.  (39%; 15%)

• Bury a bottle 2/3 full of water underneath the bonfire made for the festivities
of St. John's Day (24 June).  The next day, if the water level is lower, the fol-
lowing year will be dry.  If the water level has increased or even leaked out
of the bottle, the following year will have abundant rain.  (24%, 11%)
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APPENDIX C

SURVEY OF KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDES AND PRACTICES

The following is a translation of the survey instrument that was

administered to 188 small producers in three regions of Ceará.  The original

Portuguese is retained for folk names of species for which I have no English

gloss.

Identification
Number

Date

Município

District

Community

Researcher

__consent obtained

Part 1:  Indicators of Rain and Drought
(For each sign described in questions 1.1 to 1.9)  

Do you believe this is a good/reliable indicator of rain?

Choose one option:

__ It always works.

__ Sometimes it works, sometimes it is wrong.

__ It is not a reliable sign for predicting rain.

__ No response.

__ Does not know the sign.
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1.1 Insects

Do you know any signs of rain related to these insects? 

ant

bee

spider

termite

wasp

butterfly

caterpillar

caranguejeira (big hairy spider)

horsefly

cicada

serra-pau

others

1.2 Birds

Do you know any signs of rain related to these birds: 

ovenbird

laughing falcon 

smooth-billed ani

nightjar

galo de campina

ferruginous pygmy owl

white-napped jay

capote (black chicken from Angola)

casaca-de-couro

fura-barreira

hen

snowy egret

mãe-da-lua

ground dove

sayaca tanager

variegated flycatcher

southern lapwing

grey-necked woodrail

xexéu

others

1.3 Animals

Do you know any signs of rain related to these animals? 

frog, toad

donkey

horse

cow

armadillo

cat 

fish

snail

black and white tegu 

worm

fox

others
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1.4 Plants

Do you know any signs of rain related to these plants? 

mandacaru cactus

juazeiro

jurema

flamboyant

mango tree 

marizeira

'snake corn'

'bird's weed'

'wild bean'

'arc wood'

comaru

mucunã

carnaúba palm tree 

others

1.5 Celestial Bodies

Do you know any signs of rain based on __:

the moon

the sun

Venus

other planets or stars

1.6 Wind

Do you know any signs of rain based on the wind?

1.7 Clouds

Do you know any signs of rain based on__:

clouds

lightning

thunder

1.8 Calculations and Special Dates

Do you know any signs of rain associated with these dates?

August

September

October

Saint Luzia's Day
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Saint Tomas' Day

Christmas

New Year's Day

Epiphany

Our Lady of the Candles Day

Holy Week

Saint Joseph's Day

May

Saint John's Day

July

others

1.9 Other Experiments

Do you know these experiments for predicting rain?

the one about lumps of salt on the night of St. Luzia's Day (13 December)

digging in the earth in October to see if the earth is hot

checking if rocks are crying/sweating/wet in October and November

observing the direction of smoke from cigarettes, candles, fire, etc.

burying a bottle of water under the fire on St. John's Day

observing the position of the flames in the fire on St. John's Day

other local experiments ___

1.10 Meteorological Terms

Have you heard of _____________?  How is it related to rain?

equinox

cold front

intertropical convergence zone

El Niño

'east wave'

What does “rainfall below the historical average” mean?

What is the average rainfall in this location?
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Part 2:  Knowledge and Opinions

2.1 Inverno

How was the inverno of 2005?

Did you plant crops?  How many times?

Did you get a harvest or lose the crops?

2.2 Rainy Season

When is the rainy season here?

Describe a “normal inverno”.

Have you heard of the “pre-season”?  How is the pre-season different from the
rainy season?

2.3 Predictions

2.3.1 sources of information

Do you receive information about rain predictions?  How?  From whom?

What is this information used for?  (in practical terms)

With respect to the agricultural cycle, when should the prediction be an-
nounced in order to be useful?  Why?

2.3.2 rain prophets

Do you know any rain prophets or anyone who predicts rain? (give names)

Do you pay attention to the predictions of the rain prophets?

Do you use the information of the rain prophets to make decisions?

If you pay attention but don't use the information, why do you pay attention?

What was the prediction of the rain prophet(s) this year?

Do you think that was accurate?  Why?

2.3.3 FUNCEME

Have you heard of FUNCEME?

What does FUNCEME do?

Do you pay attention to the predictions of FUNCEME?
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How do you receive this information?

Do you use the information of FUNCEME to make decisions?

If you pay attention but don't use the information, why do you pay attention?

What was the prediction of FUNCEME this year?

Do you think that was accurate?  Why?

2.3.4 Caio Lóssio Botelho

Have you heard of Dr. Caio Lóssio Botelho?

What do you think of his predictions?

2.4 Do you agree or disagree with the following statements?

2.4.1 The moon is an important factor that influences rain.

2.4.2 A place with a lot of water in the form of rivers and reservoirs attracts 
more rain.

2.4.3 A place with many trees and bushes attracts more rain than a place that 
has been cleared.

2.4.4 Places with many large boulders and monoliths receive less rain.

2.4.5 When it is very hot, it rains.

2.4.6 The movement of the planets and stars affects the weather on earth.

2.4.7 The temperature of the ocean influences rain in the Northeast.

2.4.8 Our inverno here is related to conditions in other parts of the country.

2.4.9 Inverno includes all the rain that falls from January to June.  It doesn't 
matter where the clouds come from.  

2.4.10 No one can make accurate rain predictions because the conditions in 
nature are changing all the time.

2.4.11 If the land does not have power, the clouds will pass without rain.  The 
rain will only fall in a place when the land is hot and powerful.

2.4.12 Rain is not sent by God nor by any saint; natural conditions such as 
wind, temperature and humidity create rain.

2.4.13 The old experiments for predicting rain don't work any more because 
humans have altered nature too much.

2.4.14 It is possible to predict weather 3 or 4 days ahead, but it is impossible 
to say how the whole rainy season will be.
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2.4.15 Nature is so perfect that the animals, plants, etc. can feel when it is 
 going to be a dry or wet year and they prepare themselves for the 
 situation.  If we observe their behavior, we can use these signs to 
 predict as well.

2.4.16 God does not reveal his secrets to anyone; therefore, there is no such   
 thing as “rain prophets”.

2.4.17 I don't believe FUNCEME because they always lie or get it wrong.

2.4.18 You can't trust the predictions of FUNCEME because it is an institution 
 paid by the government.

2.4.19 The government waits for FUNCEME to say when they should distribute 
 the seeds.  This creates problems for farmers.

2.4.20 I believe in the rain prophets more than FUNCEME because the rain 
prophets live here while FUNCEME is in the capital and people from the
city don't know how things are in the country.

2.4.21 I trust the FUNCEME predictions because they are based on science.

2.4.22 If the forecast is for drought, it's better not to say anything because 
people will become discouraged.

2.4.23 FUNCEME has been correct almost every year.

2.4.24 I trust the rain prophets more than FUNCEME because FUNCEME gets 
paid to make predictions while the rain prophets don't get anything.

2.4.25 The rain prophets give the people hope while FUNCEME just 
 discourages farmers.

2.4.26 It is better to know as soon as possible if it will be a drought year so that
people can prepare, than to maintain false hopes.

2.4.27 I believe the rain prophets because they base their predictions on 
 nature and nature doesn't lie.

2.4.28 It is more important that the rain prophets give people hope than that 
 they get the prediction right.

2.4.29 I don't believe the rain prophets because they are just guessing, they 
 are always wrong.

2.4.30 In the past, people had to believe in the old people and their traditions 
 because there was no alternative.  Nowadays, we have science and we 
 no longer need those traditions and superstitions.

2.4.31 The knowledge of the rain prophets is different from that of the 
 scientists but you can't say that one is better than the other.

2.4.32 Every old farmer is a rain prophet.
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2.4.33 You can't believe the rain prophets because each one says something 
 different.

2.4.34 There is no point in listening to predictions from rain prophets or from 
 FUNCEME.  We just have to have faith in God because God sends the 
 rain and we are in his hands.

2.4.35 It is better to lose seeds planting two or three times than to miss the rain
 while waiting to plant later on.

2.4.36 Even with a forecast of drought, the fields have to be planted.

2.4.37 If you can grow vegetables, you can't say it was a bad or dry year.

2.4.38 I go by tradition:  “Rain falls; plant.  Weeds grow; pull them out.”  I don't
wait for the tractor, nor for the government, nor for FUNCEME because 
the duty of the farmer is to plant.

2.4.39 God communicates with us through signs in nature.

2.4.40 Because of science, the traditional knowledge of the rain prophets is 
 disappearing and is losing cultural value.  We should preserve this 
 culture.

2.4.41 Scientists continue to improve their forecasts as their research and 
 technology improves.

2.4.42 God gives us all that is necessary.  With faith in God, we don't have to 
 worry about tomorrow.

2.4.43 No one can predict rain. Only God knows because God sends the rain.

2.4.44 I don't trust scientists because they are trying to put themselves above 
God.

2.4.45 If even the scientists can't get the forecasts right, a backwards farmer 
with little education cannot do better.

2.4.46 The science of meteorology is not perfect; however, it is the best 
method that exists for making rain predictions.

Part 3: Demographic Information
3.1 sex

3.2 age

3.3 Occupation and main source of income

3.3.1 For farmers, are they the owners of the land?

3.3.2 What is the size of the land?

3.4 Are you known as a rain prophet?  Do you make rain predictions?

3.5 What is your level of education?
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3.6 What is your religion?

3.7 Do you have a TV and/or radio in your home?
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